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NOTES CONCERN NC HEALTH. 

BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M. D. 

VENTILATION. 

An old writer sa ys :-"Wh en men lived in hou ses of reeds, they had 
constitutions of oak ; when they lived in bouses of oak, they have con
stitutions of reeds." 

This is a very picturesque description of the injury which may corne to 
us from fine bouses too closely sealed to keep out the fresh air, and too 
heavily curtained preventing the entrance of sunshine, which is al most or 
quite as important as air. But it is not at all necessary to haYe our fine 
bouses unhealthful, and it only requires intelligence and thoughtfulness 
to render a bouse of oak as prornotent of health as a cabin. Fre~h air 
will come into a well-ventilated oaken bouse as weil as through the open 
cracks in a bouse of reeds, and sunlight through a win dow in a palace as 
weil as a bovel. 

ARTIFICIAL BUTTER. 

The laws of sorne of the States are quite severe on th ose who manufac
ture and sell oleomargerine; but an artificial butter, says Mr. H. Jephson 
in the Dublz'n Reformer, is made to my utmost satisfaction as follows :-

" Take four ounces of Brazilian nuts, as free as possible from skin, 
pound these finely in a mortar; then add four ounces by weight of pure 
olive (salad) oil ; rub the nut and the oil to a smooth jelly, to which add 
eight ounces of fine wheaten flour and a quarter of an ounce of common 
salt; rub the whole into a smooth paste, and use as butter. By way of 
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varietv the nut may be omitted or t·.vo-and-a-half ounces of raw sugar 
' ' rubbed to a fine powder may be substituted ; or nine ounces of fine 

flour and a quarter of an ounce of salt may be rubbed into a paste with 
tf our ounces of cotton oil." 

TEMPERANCE EDUCATION. 

The School Board of Glasgow, Scotland, have copied our method of 
teaching temperance and hygiene to the pupils of the schools of that city. 
Thus the contagion for good is spreading. We have sometimes thought, 
however, that in our country the work is not done as weil a~ it should 
be. In sorne of the schools we know the teachers are not q ualified for 
it, or are not themselves abstainers, and this vitiates their teaching; in 
others the pupils are children of liquor dealers, and they and the parents 
.both object to being accused of engaging in a disreputable business, and 
the teachers from po licy rn ust be careful not to offend them ; and, in a 
majority of cases, the text-books are flimsy and contain poor materials. 
Notwithstanding ali these and other difficulties, no doubt sorne good is 
being done. 

MENTAL CONTAGION. 

Mental contagion is quite as contagions as that from contagions dis
eases. We can see this at every change of fashion, when one person 
after another follows the leader. It is qui te probable that if there were no 
tendency in the mind to follow in the footsteps of others to a certain ex
tent, there could be no uniformity of action in any thing. It is only 
when their tendency becomes excessive that haim is done. One 
of these marvellous outbreaks of mental contagions disease, not to 
name many others, was the dancing mania of the fourteenth century, 
<iuring which assemblages of men and women who had come out of Ger
many to Aix-la-Chapelle, united by one common àelusion, formed 
circles, band in band, and, appearing to have lost ali control over their 
senses, continued dancing, regardless of the bystanders. for hours together, 
in wild delirium, until at length they feil to the ground in astate of utter 
exhaustion, panting, senseless, and laboring for breath, yet not infre
quently rising, after a rest, and continuing the motion until, in many in
stances, they died from the effort. Similar instances have been observed 
by ethers. The cure for such diseases is only to be found in the culti
vating what may be called brain tension, or the power to resist evi] 
mental influences. . This sort of training must be begun in early life, and 
kept up as long as hfe lasts. . 
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WHAT AN JRISHMAN SAYS. 

An Irish historian is responsible for the following concerning the im
portance of fresh air. Describing events in the life of Dr. Lyne, who died 
.at the ripe age of eighty-five, he says that "1t was remarkable that for 
fifty years together no body diecl at his ho use, though he al ways bad a 
numerous family. His bouse was built in an odd manner, every window 
had another opposite to it, none of which he ever suffered to be shut or 
glazed, but were continually left open without any defence against the 
weather. The room the doctor slept in bad four windows, two open on 
each sièe of his bed. Upon his death his sons glazed all the windows, 
since which time severa! were buried out of the bouse." He was of opin
ion that "more Europeans have died from impure air than from all the 
-wars that have been waged within the last twenty-four years.'' 

A CURIOUS EXPERI.MENT. 

Dr. Galton tells us of an experiment he made in an aquarium with two 
fish. It was divided into two parts by a plate of glass perfectly trans
parent, and therefore invisible to the fish. In one division there was a 
pike, in the other a gudgeon. Every time the pike saw the gudgeon he 
Tushed to seize him, but every time he was stopped by the plate of glass. 
He did not learn saon, but for severa! months made this rush, and bruised 
his nose against the glass. Finally he came to understand that for sorne 
reason inscrutable to his intelligence he could not seize the gudgeon, and 
then he gave it up. He now swam about, seeing the gudgeon constantly, 
but paying no attention to it. Then the plate of glass was removed. 
Th1s made no difference, the pike did not attempt to take the gudgeon. 
He had acquired the habit of leaving the gudgeon alone. The conun
drum was, would his descendants in berit that habit, or pc ssess the c rigi
na! impulse of their kind? Illustrations of this kind, or showing the 
o )eration of the principle of acquired inheritance, are what Mr. Galton 
\\-ants. 

BODILY ENERGY. 

Dr. Clarke, in a paper on Education, tells us that '' we have at our dis
posai only a certain a mount of bodily energy. It is transferable to sorne 
extent, and if used in one organ, it cannat be used in another. This law 
is seen in operation in animal life as weil as in mental phenomena. Ex
hausted muscular force means to sorne extent mental loss; violent 
eniotion or sudden physical shock means in sorne degree muscular and 
-organic enfeeblement. This being the case, it is evident that undue 
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forcing in any one direction weakens in other directioas. The harmony 
of nature is disturbed by an unnatural distribution of energy · Another 
physiological axiom is, that all bodil y and mental energy needs a natural 
time to be utilized most effectively. Foning always means great waste. 
To run a mile is more exhausting than to walk five miles. To èo in an 
hour what should take take hours, if continued, would pro duce bank
ruptcy of the body. To do in five years what should take ten years is 
equally disastrous to bodily and mental health.'' 

The Lance/ says :-" Life is played out before its meridian is reached~ 
or the burden of responsibility is thrust upon the consciousness at a 
per iod when the mind cannot, in the nature of things, be competent to 
cope with its weight and attendant difficulties. There is not a new w01d 
or a new thought in this, and yet it is a very terrible and pressing subject. 
We cannot give it the go-by. 'Fnrced' education commenced too early 
in !ife and pressed on too fast, is helping to make existence increasingly 
difficult. We are running the two-year colts in a crippling race. and 
ruining the stock. The underlying c·ause is zmpaHence-soàal, domeslù: 
and penonal-of the period of preparation, which nature has ordained to 
stand on the threshold of !ife, but which the haste of 'progress' treats as 
delay. It is not delay but development, albeit this is a lesson which rash 
energy has yet to learn from sober science." 

IS PINEAPPLE JUICE A REMEDY FOR DIPHTHERIA? 

And now cornes another cure for that dread scourge, diphtheria ! The 
discovery-if it is a discovery-is gra\'ely announced in the columns of 
the Chicago Trz'bune, and the remedy it~elf is nothing more nor Jess than 
the pure juice of the pineapple. Knowledge of the pineapple cure was 
first brought to Chicago by a native ofLouisiana wl:o has been establi~hed 
in business on Dearborn street for years. Though he bas recommended 
the cure to hundreds of friencis, he does not desire publicity in this con
nection for reasons of his own. When questioned in regard to the matter 
the gentleman said : ''The remedy is not mine-it has been used by 
negroes in the swamps down South for years. One of my children was 
down with diphtheria and was in a critical condition. An old colored man 
who beard of the case, asked if we bad tried r.ineapple juice. We tried 
it, and the child got well. I have known it tried in hundreds of cases. 
I have told my friends about it whenever I beard of a case, and never 
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knew it to fa il. Y ou get a ripe pineapple, squeeze out the juice, and 
let the patient swallow it. The juice is of so corrosive a nature that it 
wtll c:1t out th:! diphth~ritic mucous, and, if you take the fruit before it is 
ripe and give the juice to a person whose throat is well, it will make the 
mucons membrane of his throat sore. Among those who have tried the 
-cure on my recommendation I may mention Francis J. Kennett, the 
Board oî Trade man, whose children were ali down with diphtheria. He'll 
tell you what it did for them." 

:\IR. KENNETT's EXPERIE~CE. 

1\Ir. Kennett, when seen at his office in the Board of Trade building, 
was quit~ willing to tell of his experience with the cure. "A year ago 
last J uly,'' said he, "my youngest boy, now 6 years old, bad an ex
tremely baj type of the disease. He bad been down a week, and the 
case was so desperate that the doctors, after a consultation, told me that 
the case was hopeless. The di phtheria membrane was black and protruded 
from the nose, his j :lW was paralyzed and set, his tongue was black, and 
every breath could b~ beard downstairs. So malignant was the case that, 
wh en the membrane came awJy, bleeding followed, and there w ere ail 
the worst symptoms in such cases. His tongue was drawn up, and he 
could not swallow. Then 1\Ir.--" mentioning the name of the Dear
born street business man, told me 

ABOUT THE Pl 'EAPPLE JUICE. 

As the boy was so dangerously sick, I was afraid to try it at first. Y ou 
know there is dan~er of heart failure in bad cases if the patient is gagged. 
I asked the doctors about it, and they bad never beard of the rernedy. 
Th :!Y s1id, however, that it was so harrnless th at it couldn't burt him, and 
we gave it a trial. I procured sorne ripe pineapples, peeled off the outer 
skin, and sq ueezed out the juice with a leman-squeezer. As the little 
fellow could not swallow anything, we bad to rub the juice on his tongue 
with our fingers at first. Then we got a tube, filled it with the juice, and 
by fixing a rubber nipple on one end injected it into his mouth. After a 
little, so:ne of it got d:nvo his throat, and within four or five hours at the 
most after the first doze had been administered, there were evidences of 
its beneficiai effects. He continued to improve from that tirne, but it 
was six weeks before we were able to move him. His nec\: and spine 
were paralyzed, and he was almost blind for six months from the effects 
of blood poisoning ensuing from his sickne"s, but now he is as bright 
an 1 h:!·arty a b)y a; yo:1 will fiod anyw~1;re. His recovery is complete. 
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SUCCESSFUL IN EVERY CASE. 

"l\'Iy four other children bad been sent to the Hotel Richelieu as soon 
as the boy was taken down. In two weeks two of them, a boy of 13 and 
a girl of 1 l years, caught it, but before it reached an advanced stage we 
gave them pineapple juice, and they were out in ten days. When they 
weJ;e seized with the disease, I sent the other two children away to Maoi
tou, Colo., where within a fortnight one of them bad an attack of the 
common complaint. We administered the usual remedy, and she was 
brought out all right in a few days. By a timely application of the juice 
a threatened attack was warded off, and the other child sent to Manitou. 

THE DOCTORS WHO HAD NEVER HEARD 

of this cure now all use it in their practice, 1 understand, and have never 
k.nown of a death where it was taken in ti me. The patient ought to 
gargle the juice and then swallow it, and the dose ought to be repP.ated 
frequently, so as to saturate the system with it. To keep the stuff fresh 
and prevent fermentation, I used to keep it on ice constantly. Of course, 
it is always easy to obtain fresh pineapples here. ln the South I have 
beard that they keep it bottled, when the pine::1pple is out of season, and 
it answers the purpose just as well, provided it is not sweetened. 

'' WHEN THE CHILDREN WERE SICK, 

the servants who waited on them showed sympton1s of diphtheria. We 
dosed them with the juice, and they came around all right. The trouble 
with this cure is that it is so simple. People like to be humbugged by 
sorne quack medicine or other, and have been so accustomed to it that~ 
when you mention as simple a remedy as this, they just laugh at you. I 
wont say that pineapple juice is a sovereign remedy-a specifie for diph
theria-but I have the greatest faith in it, and should certainly try it in 
any such case. 1 would not, however, advise anybody to dispense with 
the services of a physician in any case of diphtheria. 

MR. RAYMOND INDORSES IT. 

Mr. C. L. Raymond, also a Board ofTrade man, said: ''My daughter, 
who is 11 years old, bad a severe attack last spring. I heard of the pine
apple juice cure, and tried it. She began to improve within five hours 
after we gave ber the first dose, and recovered in about ten days. She 
was weak though, and has not yet fully regained her strength, so that she 
is still out of school. I ascribe her cure to pineapple juice, but the 
doctor didn't like to admit that all the credit was due ttl it. He after-
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wards wrote to a friend -a physician in the South-asking whether it was 

a common remedy there. He was informed that creole physicians in 

the swamps dawn tbere generally ernployed it, regarding it as a specifie. ' " 

THE HERALD OF HEALTH gives the above for what it is worth. The 

so-called remedy is cc1 tainly weil vouched for, and if it does no good, it 

certainly can do little harrn. 

NICHTMARE AND ITS CAUSES . 

Sleeplessness would seem to he a growing rnalady among"it us, judging 

from the frequency with which, under its new narne of insomnia, it is set 

dawn as the disorder from which certain persom suffer. Its frequenc),. 

too, is in sorne quarters ascribed to our increasing intellectual develop

ment, and strain of the mental system, while t,he truth is our forefathers 

suffer~d much more than we do from sleeplessness; and savages, under 

certain conditions, are especially subject to it. Insornnia, like nightmare,. 

is often occasioned by the default of the victim. Sleeping on the back 

will not only lead to wakefulness, but will also cause bad dreams and 

nightrnare, especially when there is also derangement of the biliary or 

digestive organs. 
OF THE LAST-NAMED COMPLAINT 

an old physician, Sir J. Floyer, said, '· incubus or ni~htrnare is an infla

tion of the membranes of the stomach, which hinders the motion of the 

diaphragm, lungs, and pulse with a sense of weight oppressing the breast." 

1 nterruptions of sleep and nightmare may 8.rise from asthma or heart affec

tion, when the cause will be sufficiently obvi0us ; but as a general rule 

frightful dreams and incubus are the result in children of flatus, and in 

adults of derangements of the li ver or biliary functions. An attack of night

mare may, no doubt, be occasior1ed by indigestion, but, when it recurs, 

there is nearly al ways sorne existing liver derangement, resulting probably 

in the elements of the bile circulating in the blood and acting on the 

brain. Why dreams from such a cause should usually be of an unplea~

ant nature is one of the problems which neither physiologists nor psy

chologists have yet been able to solve. 

PLEASANT DREAMS ARE THE PERQUISlTES 

of a healthy condition of the system, and, though many people believe 
they never dream at ali, we have very high authority for the assertion that 

our thoughts are busy at all ti rn es in our sleep, even though we may 
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not be conscious of the fact. Against the assertion that insomnia and 
nightmare are the product of a high state of civilizatitln may be brought 
the fact-very weil authenticated by nu-merous observers-that savages 
and semi-civilized people dream much more than those who are civilized 
and refined. And the reason is very obvious. Savages fill their stomachs 
to repletion whenever they have an opportunity, and, like animais, sleep 
directlv afterwards. This practice brings upon them attacks of incubns, 
which .they regard as demons, and frequently the medicine man of a tribe. 
with a faint glimmering of the physical truth, is able to work miracles by 
exorcising the evil spirits-the most potent part of his exorcism being his 
prohibition agaü1st feeding to repletion immediately before sleeping. 
Those who are visited by the demon of incubus, instead of ascribing it to 
mental worry and anxiety, will do well to imtitute an inquiry into their 

dietary. 

THE EPIDEMIC INFLUENZA. 

The llfedzcal Record, in speaking about the epidemie influenza, sa ys that 
this disease travels rapidly, and has been known to make all Europe sneeze 
within six weeks. It used to be thought that this disease moveJ in cycles 
of 100 years. Although such an idea bas long been abandoned, it is a 
curions fact that the influenza prevailed in America 100 years ago, and 
Dr. John Warren, in a letter to Dr. Lettsom, says that ''our beloved 
Presdent is now recovering from a severe and dangerous attack. '' In 
1830 an epidemie started in China. It reached Russia in January, 1831, 

and by l\Iay it had spread to Western Europe, but it only reached this 
country in January, 1832, and then prevailed but slightly. A severe 
epidemie started in Russia in December, 1836, and rapidly spread over 
Europe, but America was not affected. About ten years ago an epidemie 
prevailed in the United States. North America, however, does not seem 
to be very favorable to the development of epidemie influenza in its worst 
fonns, and it is not likely that we shall have a severe visitation. The 
disease is not dangerous except sometimes to children or the aged. It is 
believed to be due to sorne micro-organism that floats in the air and in 
fects the human system, but is generally killed in so doing, for the disea~e 
is very slightly, if at all, contagious. No fears need be entertained that 
this epidemie may be a precursor to cholera, as there have been plenty of 
cholera epidemies without a preceding influenza and a great many in
fluenza epidemies without any associate cholera. The cholera o-erm lives 
in water and soil , the influenza germ in the air. 
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THE CYMNASIUM A LIFE ELIXI R . 

THE human system demands regularity in eating, sleeping, exercise and 
recreation, and the individual who disregards these laws of nature must 
suffer more or less and not live out his days. Half a century ago Yale 
and Harvard colleges ran their students all to brains, and bad a dyspeptic 
short-lived set of ''brain y" fellows. But they found this would not work, 
so they went to the other extreme and turned out rn uscle a la Sullivan~ 
and every fellow went around with a chip on his shoulder; and as this ex
treme proved a failure they, about twenty years ago, put the two extremes 
together, and educated both brains and muscle, and to day no finer speci
mens of men can be found in any country than the graduates from these 
colleges. The gymnastics perfected by these colleges are being adopted 
all over the United States, and athletic clubs and gymnasiums are spring
ing up everywhere, and the people are taking far more interest in physical 
training than ever before. They see our young men growing up with fiat 
chests and thin abdomens, spindle-legged and effeminate arrns; or, the 
other extreme-obese and puffy, and no vigor or endurance. It is high 
time we are aroused to benefit the present generation, and be prepared 
to give the world a better coming generation. But, to do this, we must 
have well-developed women as well as men, and, to have such we must 
have private and public gymnasiums for them, and every girl taught how 
to grow up physically well-developed. I hope to live to see gymnasiurns 
for both sexes as numerous as schoolhouses now are all over the United 
States. When we compare mankind with an ideal physiological man and 
woman we find very great imperfections, and then see the necessity more 
than ever for higher physical and mental culture. Of course, not every
one can join an athletic club or gymnasium, but almost everyone can get 
a set of dumb-bells, Indian-clubs, wands and the chest movement appara

tus, books on gymnttstics and hygiene, and take exercise at home. It 
will save doctor bills, loss or time from occupation, and prevent many 
aches and pains and drive away the "blues." The ancient Romans had 
the right idea of physical perfection. Their maxim was: .Jiens sana z'n 
corpore sano, a sound mindin a sound body.-T. H. Callahan, 1.1!. D. 

HEAL TH METHODS. 

A FLOURISHING VEGETARIAN SociETY.-Chicago bas a fio urishing Vege
tarian Society. T he originator of the society is Mrs. La Favre, who is a 
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member of the American Vegetarian Society. She clairns that vegetable 
food is the solution of the temperance problem, ad ding : '' I used to be 
fond of wine. Since I have stopped eating meats, a bottle of choice wine 
might stand on my table forever, and I would not have the least desire to 
taste it. That's what I told Miss Willard and many of the W.C. T. U. 
delegates who are attending the con ven ti on. They only laughed at mr. 
They are all so set in their opinion that you can't tell them anything. 

ALL l\1EATS CONTAIN THE ELEMENT 

which develops the lower faculties in man. lt excites, and the excitement 
wears off and leaves exhaustion. If you want to make a fierce soldier of 
a man, feed him on meat. People have said to me, 'Why, if I didn't 
eat meat, I wouldn't have the strength to do the work I do.' The truth 
of the matter is, meat is not strengthening. I work eighteen hours a day 
and never touch meat. Then, what animal is stronger than the horse,. 
and the horse does not eat meat. Oats are good for horses and equally 
good for us. It is just so with animais that do eat meat. Take a cat, 
for instance, and feed iton oatmeal in tead of meat, and you will be sur
prised what a beautiful animal you will make him. I have 

EXPERil\IENTED 

in children and noted the wonderful effect. \Ve have perfect control over 
the body, if tal-.en when young. I in tend making a journalist of my little 
girl, and feed ber entirely on cereals and fruits. She does not realize it, 
but she is more thoughtful and spiritual tban other cbildren. The eli
cate aroma of fruits is higbly spiritualizing. Take a bun ch of grapes and 
inhale the aroma and see wbat a wonderful effect it will have over you. 
In the mornmg I eat whole wheat crackers, cereal foods, graham 
gems, and drink cocoa. For èinner ali kinds of fruit veoetables nt1tc; ' tl ' ,, 

and for drink boiled mille At supper I eat crackers aiJd fruits, and, if I 
can get it, drink apple or quince tea. Before I began, I \vas sick and 
un able to do anything. N ow there is not a healthicr woman livi na than b 

myself. 

PASTEURISM AND HYDROPHOBIA. 

PASTFUR's rnethod of treating bydrophobia bas been so ungrudaino-1 
db 

. . . b '0 y 
accepte y many emment scJentJsts as a veritable cure lor rabies thaL it 
seems to be fiat heterodoxy to criticic;e it or to doubt .t ffi s· . . ~ 1 s e cacy. II 

Henry Roscoe, however, m h1s recent address to the students ·at the Mid-
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land Institute, made an admission which should cause the more e.ffusive 
supporters of M. Pasteur to refl.ect a little. The main point of the Pas
teur treatment, as explained by Sir Henry Roscoe, consists in the fact that 
after Pasteur's innoculation of a persan bitten by a rabid animal, there is a 
race between the powerful virus of the rabid dog and the attenuated virus 
of the innoculator. If the dog's virus acts more powerfully and promptly 
then the patient will become hydrophobie, and probably die; but if the 
attenuated virus acts with so much more rapidity than the rapid virus as 
to overtake and pass it by, then 1t will reach the vital centres first, and, 
by its exhausting action, render them incapable of bei ng dangerously 
affected by the powerful poison. If there were anything peculiar in the 
attcnuated virus to make its action more rapid than the stronger virus, 
then much might be said for Pasteur's treatment, but this wonld be a 
physical anomaly. It is a well established and thoroughly demonstrated 
fact, of two viruses of the same genus, the one that is the more intense in 
character will act bath more quickly and powerfully than the weaker, and 
until it is sf.own why the Pasteur virus acts di.fferently from any other, if 
it does act di.fferently, Pasteurism cannat be accepted as a truly scientific 
method of treating hydrophobia. This bas long- been the view of Profes
sors Virchow and Billroth. and now Sir Henry Roscoe has joined the 
ranks of the doubtets. 

THE CHEMISTRY OF LIFE AND DEATH. 

13RIEFLY stated, the g-erm theory of animal life and death is that it is a 
fermentation and a putrefaction. Expressed in terms of mineral or inor
ganic chemistry, this fermentation is in its different degrees an oxydiza
tion, or rusting, or burning. In inorganic chemistry the slow combma
tion of a substance with oxygen is rusting or oxydization; the rapid com
bination is corn bustion or burning. Br analogy, it may be loosely said 
th'lt putrefaction is to fermentation what burning is to rusting. Human 
!ife is sustained by a prucess which may be called oxydization, or, speaking 
very broaclly, fermentation. To arrest this proccss or to hasten it too 
much is to cause death. To live at all, we must burn, oxydize or fer
ment slowly by the combination of the substances of our bodies with 
the oxygen of the air. Certain substances tend to arrest this process : 
othcrs to hasten it. Sorne chemists believe that certain vegetables, such 
as mace or Paraguay tea, contain substances that have this e.ffect of tem
porarily checking oxydization in the body ; that is, that they enable men 
to use their muscles fora time without wasting them. This is not proven, 
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but it has been demonstrated that the continued use of those alkaloids 
which seem to check the fermentation or oxydization or slow burning 
going on in the body tend to produce death. On the other hand, nothing 
is better known than that whatever hastens the process hastens death. 
The poison of a rattlesnake bas this effect in a high degree. Chemically, 
it is closely allied to the substance corn posing the eggs of fowls . -SI. 

Louis Republic. 

How LONG TO SLEEP.-Up to the I sth year most young people re
quire ten hours, and until the zoth year nine hours. After that age 
every one finds out how much he or she requires, though, as a general 
rule, at least six or eight hours is necessary. Eight hours' sleep will 
prevent more nervous derangements in women than any medicine can 
cure. During growth, there must be ample sleep, if the brain is to develop 
to its full extent ; and the more nervous, excitable, or precocicus a child 
is, the longer sleep should it get, if its intellectual progress is not to come 
to a premature standstill, or its hfe eut short at an early age. 

OUR RULES FOR GOOD HEALTH. 

1. Be regular in your habits. 
2. If possible go to bed at the same hour every night. 
3· Rise in the morning soon after you are awake. 
4· A sponge bath of cold or tepid water should be followed by friction with 

towel or hand. 
5· Eat plain food. 
6. Begin your morning meal with fruit. 
7· Don't go to work immediately after eating. 
8. Be moderate in the use of liquids at all seasons. 
9· It is safer to filter and boil drinking water. 

10. Exercise in the open air whenever the weather permits. 
11. In malarious districts do your walking iP the middle of the day. 
12. Keep the feet comfortable and WPll protected. 
13. Wear woolen clothing the year round. 
14. See that your sleeping rooms and living rooms are well ventilated, and 

that sewer gas does not enter them. 
15. Brush your teeth at least twice a day, night and mornin . 
16. Don't worry, it interferes with the healthful action of th: stomach. 
17. You must have interesting occupation in vigorous old c t' t . . age. on mue o 

keep the bram achve. Rest means rust. 
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EDITOR'S STUDY. 

TEA WrTR.OUT TANNIN.-Since India and Ceylon have come so actively 
into corn petition with China as tea producers we have not only had tea 
much cheaper but of a vastly superior quality. There are, however, 
many who use this beverage with reserve because of the injurions effects 
which it has, oris supposed to have, upon their system, and to overcome 
this objection an extract of tea called "Santha" has been prepared. The 
chief constituents of tea are tannin or tannic acid-a substance with a 
very astringent tas te-a volatile oil to which it owes its aroma, and a 
special substance known as theine. If in preparing the tea it is allowed 
to stand too long on the bob, as many poor people let it, it loses the 
volatile oil which gives it its agreeable fiavor, and takes up more of the 
tannin matter. Its physiological effects are that it stimulates the brain, 
dispels drowsiness, and is not followed by torpor as after the use of alco
hol. It also lessens tissue waste, and consequently overcomes the desire 
for food and the sense of fatigue from overwork. These qualities lead to 
its excessive use in many instances, and its excessive use is followed by in
digestion and other disorders occasioned by the injurions action of tannin 
on the coats of the str:>mach. The new preparation "Santha" is made 
on scientific principles, the tannin being rendered inert by being so com
bined asto make lt in::-oluble. and, if the exyectations of the inventor are 
realized, lovers of this refreshing beverage will be able to indulge them
selves without any fear of evil consequences. 

PREVENTION OF RHEUMATIS.:\1.-The ''busy season" for rheumatism 
commences in September. \Vhy is it? That we do not know ; but it is 
quite safe to infer that owing to a certain combination of influences peo
ple are then in a condition specially favorable toit. After several months 
of hot weather the system of many to evade the beat, in shady places at 
summer resorts, are relaxed, weakened, and more or less choked up 
with waste material. Exercise, the great eliminator of such waste, is 
quite naturally neglected during hot \Yeather. And, moreover, thcse 
who exercise too little, are sure to eat too much. So autumn finds them 
in a sluggish state, as we have said, with ail the waste avenues clogged 
up. That is a condition of things very favorable to rheumatism. lt 
naturally follows that those in that condition, and especially those who 
are subject to the disease in question, should live abstemiously, exercise 
freely, keep the skin active by frequent bathing, the bowels open with 
fruits, and ' drink water in large quantities. Water dissolves and washes 
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waste matters out of the system ; it is, therefore, an absolute essential 

where there is any impairment in the actions of the kid~eys, bo~els .or 
skin. Even if these few simple rules are observed , there will be ordmanly 

but little danger of rheumatism. For those who have a decided tenden~y 
to the disease, and have already suffered from one or more attacks of It, 
there are much more rigid rules which it is necessary to observe to secure 

immunity.-Albany Press. 

LoNG HEADS AND Ro 'ND HEADS.-Long heads are usually associated 

with the possession of great intellectual strength and mental capacity, but 
not before have they been re~arded as indicative of any physical peculiar
ity. Herr D. Ammon, however, bas been ma king observations on s,ooo 
soldiers at Baden, and the result of these, which were communicated to 
the recent congress of German men of science at Heidelberg, show that 

the proportions of the body almost invariably conform to the size of the 
skull. Tall men, Her Am mon fou nd, bad generally long skulls, or skulls 

of medium length, whereas the short men bad round heads. Most of the 
round headed men came from the Black Forest; those with long heads 
usually belonged to the valley of the Rhine, and were especially numer
ous in towns and in the neighborhood of the casties of ancient families. 

From this fact Herr Ammon concluded that the round headed men bad 
been the original inhabitants of the Rhine valley, that they bad been 
driven from it by long-headed invaders, and that the latter bad established 

themselves near their victonous leaders. Not only does the German an
thropolists fincl a certain relation between the height of the figure and the 
shape of the skull, but his observations show that no fewer than 8o per 
cent. of the men examinecl who hacl blue eyes bad fair hair; and that 

physical growth is generally quicker in the case of the brown-eyed than in 

that of the blue-eyed type. 

INJURrous EFFECTS OF ANGRR UPON THE HEALTH.-Instances where 
anger bas proved fatal are many. According to one writer, says the Bos
ton Herald, the Emperor Nerva died of a violent excess of anger against a 

senator who bad offendt:.:d him. Valentinian, the first Roman emperor of 
that name, while reproaching with great passion the deputies from the 
Quadi, a people of Germany, burst a blood-vesc;el, and suddenly feil life

less to the ground. '' I have seen, '' sa ys a French medical writer "two 
women perish, the one in convulsions at the end of six hours a~d the 

other suffocated in two days, from giving themselves up to the ~ransports 
offury." It is well known that John Hunter, the great Englis·h surgeon, 
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fell a sudcten victim to a paroxy rn of anger. He had a bad temper, and 
not only often got angry, but very angry indeed. During the later years of 
his life he suffered from heart trouble, and '' was in constant jeopardy 
from his ungovernable temper," in fact, he once made the remark that 
" his life was in the bands of any rascal who chose to annoy and tease 
hi m." One day he got into an altercation with one of his colleagues, 
who contradicted him point blank. Hunter hurried into an adjoining 
room, and when barely across the threshold, fell lifeless to the floor. It 
is said that Dr. Bogdanovski, a well-known surgeon in St. Petersburg, 
died recently while eno-aged in an operation. He was about to amputate 
the arm of a patient, and bad already begun the operation, when he was 
angered at the awkwardness of a student who was assisting him. He 
spoke to him sharply, and suddenly feil fainting to the floor. He soon 
recovered consciousness, and was about to proceed with the operation, 
when he fell again and died in a few minutes. If an outburst of anger 
of any considerable intensity does not prove fatal, it at least generally np
sets the system. Its effects upon the appetite are well known; let a per
san get into a quarrel at the table and be at once loses ail relish for the 
food before him. A choleric person is almost always subject to attacks 
of indigestion, which are the direct consequences of his getting angry. 
Pain, cram ps and diarrhœa are likely to follow a severe fit of anger if it 
occurs soon after a meal is eaten, because digestion stops without the out
burst, and is slow in starting up again. The liver, of course, shares in 
the disturbance, and a bilions attack may be expected after a "tan tru m." 
As for the effects of anger u pon the different secretions, the re is an old 
theory that the saliva may become poisonous through rage; that most ani
mals when goaded to intense anger, inflict a wound which is more irrit
able and heals less readily than one administered when they are not ex
cited. That seems very reasonable; it is all speculation however. But 
the effects of anger on the mother's milk we know posilively is exceed
ingly hurtrul. There is reason for believing that convulsions in nursing 
children are qui te often the consequence of the mothers being grea tl y dis
turbed either by anger or by fear or grief, ail of which passions have the 
same effect upon ber milk. And so it is clear that, if one expecls to live 
to good old age, he must learn to govern his temper, and avoid as much 
as possible those influences likely to excite anger. As for those who have 
been generous livers, and those who suffer from heart trouble of any sort, 
let them live as wisely as they may, and yet if they be irritable and prone 
to give way to anger, they are, as it were, over a mine which is Iiable to 
explode at any time and destroy them. 
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HIRSUTE vs. BALD HEADs.-It is a curious circumstance that whereas 

sorne men pass anxious hours in endeavoring to find out what hair re
storer is the best, and spend large su ms of money in obtaining, and con
siderable time in using the decoctions that are recommended to them, 
other men lament that their hair is thick, and ascribe their misfortunes in 
life to their liberal head-covering. A correspondent writes to the Medical 
Press and Cz'rcular declaring th at he has failed in the profession of medi
cine for two reasons-he bas not enough money in his pocket, and he 
has too much hair on his head. All his medical friends who are getting 
on have bald heads; he is the unhappy victim of a luxurious growth, and 
bence his sorrow. Perhaps it is an evil which time will redress; but 
meanwhile the butcher and baker want to be paid, and might not accept 
as an excuse for inability the fact that his forehead does not extend back 
into "a white expanse of intellectual integument.» The journalthat is 
made the confidant of this practitioner's sad case. seems to think that 
there is something in it. "It is, no doubt, very much to the adYantage 
of a young practitioner to exhibit a modern antique appearance," it sa ys, 
"and nothing contributes so greatly to this end as a head which is inno
cent of hair. There is a real commercial value in a bald head, but this 
value is by no means confined to the medical profession. \Vhatever ad
vantages, however, it may confer on a 'bu~iness young man,' to a medi
cal man, a fair estimate under favorable circumstances would be, at the 
lowest, five hundred a year." If the resources of science, however, can 
make hair grow on the head whose tendency is to be bald-a question 
upon which experts differ, though barbers who invent washes make fort
unes-a successful process of tonsure might surely be devised, and a very 

good imitation bald head obtained. 

INSECTS IN THE EARS. -It is popularly supposed that for an insect oi 
any kind to find its way into the ear means death, if not instantly re
moved, and physicians are aroused at all hours by applicants \v ho beg 
them to come quickly. "a bug bas gotten in somebodv's ear." Unless 
it is an insect with very keen nippers, there is no po~sible danger, al
though often unpleasantness, if the bug bas capacity to bite sharplv. Of 
course, there is fear of its wnrking its way to the brain, but as a ru'Je this 
beli.ef causes a great deal of nervousness, which bas a bad effect upon the 
subJ:ct. Of course, the ear should be examined as soon as possible, and 
the msect removed, but the popular idea that death will result is quite 
wrong. -St. Louzs Globe Democrat. 
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INFLUENCE OF THE EYES UPON THE GENERAL HEALTH.-Quite recently 
the influence of the eyes upon the general health, ::;a ys a writer in the N. 
Y. Sun, has been attracting the attention of specialists, and general prac
titioners are recognizing the manifold serious effects upon the whole sys
tem of faulty eyes, either from born malformations, acquired weakness, 
or any deviation from the normal standard or disturbance of muscular 
harmony or balance. It is being established beyond a doubt that many 
cases ofsick headache, periodical headaches, a large number ofhysterical 
or otherwise nervous unbalancings, many cases of epilepsy, and other 
serious functional disorders may be traced to eye disorder as the predis
posing cause, needing but sorne species of over exertion~sight-seeing, 
concentrated attention upon a speaker, intent gazing at music, or close 
study-to precipitate the onset, and produce an invalid in whom the eye 
is the last factor to be accused of the mischief. Often the innocent stom
ach bas to bear the consequences of this sly mischief maker, when in 
reality it bears the same relation as effect to cause. Cases of nervous 
wrecks, of worn-out, tired-backed men and women and clyspeptics owe 
their suffering to eye strain, and the time is coming when many cases of 
cataract will be attributed to malformed eyes. Seven persans out of ten 
are born with sorne malformation or fault of the eye absolutely hidden 
from the ordinary observer, but the source of great future disturbance. 
Sorne are born near-sighted, sorne far-sighted; with sorne the tendency is 
to see '' out," with sorne to see " in;" sometimes the eyes see different 

· ways; one muscle is with one too weak, with another too strong; ali of 
which may be absolutely invisible. Under the present light of science on 
this subject, it should be made the duty of all persans having charge of 
children to have the visual sLlte determined as close to birth as possible. 
Position of the eye, Pxpression of the face, and mentality go band in 
band, and to the specialist indicate eye formation. In general, far apart 
eyes are far-sighted, and give a broad, round, frank expression of the face 
that goes far to induce confidence in the owner. Malformed eyes largely 
account for the "general eus -edness," weakness, and warped condition 
of the ': crank" and "freak," in whom the malady is lack of response to 
the brain directions. Such per~ons will be found to go through life on 
the bias. Their almost universal slyness, treachery, and deception are 
the results of faulty development of the eye, which an early examination 
and adjustment would positively have averted. Frowning, squinting, and 
lines about the eyes indicate something faulty in the direction of the visu al 
lines. Blue and gray eyes in general are found to be more durable and 
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strong than dark ones. As great care should be taken in selecting glasses 
that the frame should fit the face as that the glass should fit the eye. 
Frames may be too high or too low, too narrow or too wide. Those 
which do not fit accurately, may be as great a source of in jury as the or
iginal fault. One of the most unfortunate heirlooms one can have is a 
pair of gold spectacles. It is poor economy to try to use old and badly 
fitting frames selected by sorne ancestor. The expense of having as many 
glasses as faults of course stands in the way of the poor. The use of one 
for all occasions must, of course, work badly. Specialists suffer mucl1 
-interference from the false pride of wearing glasses, people generally find
ing them either unbecoming or a sign of age. Many cases of temporary 
defection, which could be entirely cured in a comparatively short time, 
are made chronic and incurable disorders by a lack of compliance with 
the glass prescription, through desire not to offend the falsely fastidious 

taste of sorne ·' dear one." 

HousEs IN THE CouNTRY.-Your true countryman is seldom a "tem_ 
perance man" in the matter of sunlight and shade. He is either a ''tee
totaler" or a confirmed tippler. His bouse IS exposed, in the one case, 
to all the fervor ofthe summer sun (and all the fury of the summerthun
der-storm) or, in the other, it is hedged about and arched over by a plan
tation of trees so dense as to exclude even the vertical rays of the noon
sun. Of the two extremes I prefer the former. The mercilessly exposed 
walls appeal less agreeably to the eye, but they better please the sense of 
what is right and wrong from a hygienic point of view. N othing is less 
picturesque than a bouse in the country without a tree beside it, but 
nothing is less healthful than one that cannot be seen for the density of 
the grove that surrounds it. But there is a happy medium between the 
wall that is warped by the direct rays of the summer sun and one that 
presents a mildewed face to the level beams of sunset, and it is the happy 
medium of temperance that one should try to strike in this as in other 

matters.-The Critzc. 

To MAKE Komus.-Fill a quart champagne bottle up to the neck with 
pure, fresh milk; add two tablepoonfuls of white sugar, after dissolving the 
same in a little water over a hot fire ; add also a quarter of a two-cent 
cake of fresh compressed yeast; then tie the cork on the bottle securely, 
and shake the mixture well. Place in a room of the temperature of 50° 
to 95° Fahrenheit for six hours, and finally in the ice-box over night. 
Drink in such quantities as the stomach may require This, as will be 
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seen, is very inexpensive. Cc..re should be taken not to allow it to be 
used if it contains curds, which indicate too much fermentation. Precau

tion should be observed in opening the bottle, on account of the effer
vescent q uality of the prorluct. Probably kou miss has no essential vir

tues other than those which resided in the origmal milk, and which are 

preserved by the proces es to which it is submitted. It is a drink easily 
borne on delicate stomachs, and it is a very agreea ble change to sorne in

valids long confined to a fluid diet. 

WOMEN AND THE HOUSEHOLD. 

CONDUCTED BY HELEN FLETCHER. 

Ho~m-WoMAN's REALM.-Home is the habitat of woman. In the 

horne, ail that is characteristically feminine in woman unfolds and flour
ishes. Home without woman is a rnisnomer, for woman makes the 

home, and home is what she makes it. If she is illiterate, her home par
takes of this quality; if she is immoral, her home cannat be the a bode of 

virtue; if she is coarse, refinement does not dwell where she resides. If 
she is cultured, pure, refined, these qualities will characterize the home 
which she creates. The higher the degree of her culture, her purity, ber 
refinernent, the more will these qualities characterize the home of which 

she is the centre. The self that a woman takes with her in her marriage 

is her real dower. If her dower can be reckoned in numerals only, no 
matter how many they may be, wrecked indeed will be ber husband, im· 
poverished her children. But if she pos esses industry, gentleness, self ab

negation, purity, intelligence, comhined with capability, she is in ber

self a treasure of treasures.-Ev1.·change. 

THE WnE's Co·ÜPERATION.-No man ever prospered in the world 

without the co-operation of his wife. If she unites in mental endeavors, 
or rewards his labors with an endearing smile, with what confidence will 

he resort to his merchand1se or his farm, fly over the land, sail over the 
seas, meet difficulty and encounter danger, if he knows he is not spend
ing strength in vain-that his labors will be rewarded by the sweets of 

home! 

How ÜNE WoMAN WITH OvER-FED NERVES WAS TREATED.-Mona 
Caird, who suddenly a woke to fi nd herself fa mous by having asked a very 

silly question, as to whether matrirnony was a failure, was dragged into 
so ILuch notice that she was quite upset by it ali, and promptly bad an 

attack of the fashionable nervous prostration. She went to one sturdy, 
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crusty old doctor, who asked her what she bad been doing. She said she 
had been studying and working. '' What do you do in the mornings, 
madame?" he demanded. "Oh 1 am too nervous and feeble to get up 
before twelve,'' she replied. "A~d how do you spend your evenings ?'' 
Mrs. Caird had been entertained at countless dinners by all the sympa
thetic matrimonial Adullamites, and she confessed she usually went out 
to dine. "And there you eat turtle soup, patties, timbals and the rest of 
that stuff, I suppose?" suggested the doctor. She admitted that she did, 
and also took three or four kinds of wine. ' ' !Vlad ame," said the old 
man, "you have the fashionable nervous prostration that cornes from 
eating too rn uch and doing too little. Go home and live for tbree rn onths 
on o<ttmeal, fruit and milk; walk five miles every morning before eleven 
o'clock, and be in bed before twelve at night. Y ou don't need any otber 
medicine or treatment. Five guineas, please. Good morning. '' The 
great questioner of the success of matrirnony simply rose and stalked 
away without a word, too outraged to speak. Another more tactful phys
ician sent her to his colle1gue in German y, whe> gives hi m a commission 
on all the patients he sends hi m. Here Mrs. Caird is taking the ''sun 
cure," and doesn't realize that she is sim ply following the first doctor's 
prescription, only with more ceremony. The German doctor makes his 
patients rise at seven. He gives each one a loaf of black bread, a pot of 
fresh butter and a little pot of honey, sees that they are clothed in one 
loose, light garment of white wool, and then turns them out like so 
many sbeep into an enclosure where the grass j ~; soft and fine under foot 
and with ·a sunny southern exposure. There are a few tables but 
no chairs, and upon entrance they must take off their shoes and walk 
about barefooted. There has been a tent-like cover spread over the en
closure during the night, so the grass is absolutely dry. They can eat 
their breakfast on the table, but must eat it standing and walking about, 
:md they must walk about here in the sun, or play rackets barefooted all 
the time, the entire morning. They are then allowed to dress and amuse 
themselves un til 2. 30, when they are sent to the bath-home by the lake 
to bathe, or later go on the flat roof and sit in the sun till five. At ten 
they are all in bed. AnJ l\lrs. Mona Caird finds that she is slowly but 
surely recovering under this treatment. 

LADIES, READ Tms.-A lady who has for sorne time past sufferP.d from 
sleeplessness, languor, and want of appetite, called upon one of our lead
ing specialists for nervous corn plaints. The latter, after a careful exa mi
nation of the patient, wrote a few words down on a sheet of paper and 
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gave it to ber, saying: a Y ou will follow this prescription to the letter." 
As she went down stairs the lady unfolded the paper and read, "Cali at 
the first bootshop you pass, buy six pairs of boots, and wear them out in 
two months." Ah! if all our doctors were equally plain spoken. 

THE P&oFESSIONAL EAsY-CHAIR A DELUSION.-" About the most disap
pointing thing in this world," said a heavily molded citizen, "is what 
might be called the professional easy-chair. My wife, having a due re
gard for my bulk and general ponderousness, bas al ways bad a keen de
sire to get me an easy chair that would sustain every portion of my body 
at once and lull me to repose the instant I sat down in it. She has ex
perimented with a great deal of enthusiasm, and with a very marked effect 
on my bank account. I have three chairs in the attic now, and I will 
sell them for junk whenever a man cornes along who is willing to pur
chase them. I have never yet seen an easy chair that was not more or less 
of an engine of torment. The last one she bought looked like a corn bi
nation of a typesetting machine, an upright piano, a fol ding bed and a 
dentist's chair. It bad rests for the neck, the ar ms, the legs and heels, 
branches to hold dictionaries, student lamps, book rests, a portable table, 
match safes, cigar stands, ash receivers and about 300 wheels and cogs of 
various degrees of uselessness. After a man bad firmly climbed into the 
thing there was no hope of deliverance except by the band of a good 
.Samaritan. I do not know who buys these things unless it is fat men's 
wives. It is certain that they are a mechanical delusion." 

To KEEP PLANTS FRoM SuLPHURous GAs. -Sulphurous gas, thrown off 
in the combustion of coal, is ruinous to the prettiest bouse plants. The 
following is recommended as a means of counteracting its effects: Take 
a long, shallow trough, put pieces of quick-lime in it, then fill it with 
water. The lime has strong chemical affinity for sulphurous acid and the 
acid is absorbed by it. This trough may be kept in the room near the 
plants, or a rag dripping into the dish may be hung up, being kept moist 
by capillary attraction. Pieces of lime put into the water cells in the hot 
air box of a furnace would help in a measure to neutralize the acid. A 
rag, kept moistened with limewater, placed in front of a register in a 
sick room, would render the air more pur.e and much healthier. Bits 
of effete matter are often sucked in through the cold air shaft. These 
would often be intercepted by the cloth, thus keeping out germs, dust 
and dirt. ThP. cloth would be more efficient if a little glycerine or mo
lasses were added to the water, making the cloth sticky. 
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MOTHERS A N D THE NURSERY· 

(CONDUCTED BY l'tiRS. F. C. PRESSLER). 

PETTING A SrcK CHILD.-The mother at the sick-bed of her young child 

is a being quite often as difficult to manage as her cbild. All the i1 -

stinctive maternity is up in ar ms. Deep in the heart of many mothe1 ~ 
there is an unconfessed and half-smothered sense of wrath at the attack 

which sickness has made on ber dear one. Then nothing is too much to 

a-ive ·no sacrifice of herself or others too great to grant or demand. The 
0 ' irritability and feebleness of convalescence make claims upon her love of 
self-sacrifice, and her prorligality of tenden1ess as positive, and yet more 
baneful. That in most cases she may and does go too far, and loses for 

ber child what is hard to recover in health, is a thing likely enough, yet 

to ta\ k to ber at sucb a ti me of the wrong she does the child, is alm ost to 

insult her. N evertheless, the un wisdom of a course of reckless yielding 

t.o a child's whims is plain enough. for if the little one be long ill or weak 

it learns with sad swiftness to exact more and nwre, and to yield less and 

less, so thal it becomes increasingly hard to do for it the many little un

pleasant things which sickness demanùs. Character cornes strongly out 
in the maladies of the child, as it does even less distinct] y in the sickne~s 

of the adult. The spoiled, overindulged child is a doubly unman:lgE

able invaliù, ai1d when in illness the foolish petting of the mother co1 -
tinues, the doctor, at least, is to be pitied.-From "Doctor and Patz'ent.·· 

Goon AnviCE TO MoTHERS. -It requires no great art to teach a child 

to be a hypocrite. Let him see his rnother impatient, irritable, morose, 
when noboùy but the family are present, and then see ber face dressed in 

smiles when company are present, and she bas taught her child a lesson 

which he will not forget. He unconsciously draws the inference that if a 

mild and pleasant character may be assumed whenever his rnother chooses 

to assume it, all your cbaracter is artificial, except your poor every-day 

character. Let your patience be exbausted, and your spilit fretful and 

impatient as you put your weary child to bed at night, and the next mo

ment call on hirn to join you in acts of devotion, and he knows, without 

the power of reasoning, thal such religion can have but a slight hold on 

the htart. Above all things. do not live so that your child shall feel that all 

your character is artificial-except the poorest part of that character ; for 

this will not onl~- tea~h him to be a hypocrite, but will shortly give him 

the heart of a httle mfidel. Therefore, it i:) to be greatly avoided that 
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you do not let your children see that you have t wo characters.-Farm and 
Home. 

BABIES IN MouRNING.-The wearing of black fa bries, especially of th at 
particularly som ber black fa bric known as crape, as em blematic of 
mourning, bas long been a much mooted question. Even those who 
have taken a decided stand against such as would aholish the custom, on 
the ground that in too many case it savored of mawkish sentiment, have 
agreed that its excessive use is revolting. Perhaps a more aggravated case 
of revolting excess in this direction was never witnessed than that which 
was observed by a writer in the N. Y. Tùnes on a Sixth avenue L train 
recently. A woman whose face was lit up \vith more than ordinary in
telligence, got on the car at Forty-ninth street with two childten, agi 1] 

about four years of age and a baby in ar ms. Und er different circun .
stances the hearts of those who saw this mother must have gone out in 
kindly sympathy, for she was young and a widow, as was evidenced by 
the fact that ber dress was of the deepest black and ber headgear a long 
crape veil, reaching far below ber waist. The three should have formed 
a most attractive group, for the children were unu ually bright and pretty, 
but it is doubtful if the passengers, judging from the expressions of their 
faces, ever Iooked upon a picture that fiiled them with greater disgust. 
The mother's "weeds" should and would have commanded respect, in 
spite oftheir superabunclance, had it not been for the fact •that she adver-
1isecl hcr bereavement by arraying ber little ones in costumes which, be
cause of the contr~st, were even more somber than ber own. The little 
girl, whose hair was so golden that it seerned as though the sun was 
streaming through it, bad not a touch of color about her, except that 
which came from her.hair and bright blue eyes. Ber dress was of black 
cashmere, with a heavy drapery of crape, and she wore a black hat, also 
trimmed with crape. Even the little pin that fastened ber somber dress 
at the th1 oat was of jet, nnd shc carried a black-bordered handkerchief. 
The c!imax was reachecl, however, in the clothing of the baby in arms, à 
swaddling robe of unrelieved black crape, the little head covered with a 
baby's cap of the same material. The effect was positively ghastly, and 
the re was a sigh of relief when the widow and her two little ones left the 
car. 

PROTECT THE BAnY's EARS. -Baby's ears, as well as his eyes, should be 
zealously cared for. Never allow them to be exposed to any sudden or 
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sharp sound. When the little fellow is taken out for his daily ride, if in 
winter, be carefull that the ears are well protected from the cold wind. In 
bathing them, be extremely careful not to injure their delicate structure, and 
see that they are not bent over when the baby is laid upon his side. The 
ears of many children are deformed by the careless putting on of the little 
cap, and every mother should see that the nurse is particular in this duty. 
A prettily shaped, well-set ear is a rare beanty, which may, to a certain 
extent, be acquired if mothers exercise a due amount of care in this par-

ticular while their children are little. 
IGNORANT MoTHERS.-There is no doubt that many of the diseases and 

ailments from which infants suffer are caused by improper feeding, and 
that many of the sad sights with which we are constantly confronted in 
the streets of our large cities are the result of ignorance and neglect on 
the part of those who have bad the care of these unhappy abjects in their 
early years. And when one considers how rouch pain and trouble might 
be saved by a little attention to those things which every woman, at least, 
ought to know, it cannat but appear a crime when those who have the 
charge of children willingly pass by the means of knowledge which are 
brought before their notice. Many women know little or nothing about 
children before they marry, and, when they become mothers, they are 
simply obliged to experiment upon their children in order to discover 
how they ougb.t to be treated ; and, of course, the unfortunate little 

creatures suffer from their rn other's ignorance. 

NOTICEABLE PUBLICATIONS. 

WE HAVE RECEIVED FROM G. H. Tn.aiERl\iAN, M. D., of the Valley 
Park Sanitarium, St. Louis, an excellent treatis~ on "Diphtheria, Its 0;
igin, Prevention and Natural Cure v\'ithout the Use of Drugs," a prize 
essay by Gustav Voight, M. D., and a small pamphlet, ''The Doctor in 
the V est Pocket," which contains many va.luable hints upon the preserva
tion of health upon correct hygienic principles. Both are well worth 

reading and studying. 

PUB1.1SHERS' DEPARTMENT. 

OuR FoRTIETH YEAR.-Is not the present number of the HERALD oF 

HEALTH- the fi.rst issue of the fortieth year- an unusually good one? If 
our readers think it is, will they not commend it to their friends and urge 
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them to subscribe? \Ve promise in return that every number of the com
ing year will equal if not surpas~ the present one. 

To SuBSCRIBERS IN ARRFARS FOR 1889.-Many of our subscribers are 

in arrears for the year 1889, th eir subscriptions being due in advance. We 

have sent the magazines in all cases where no notice to discontinue bas 

been given. We do not like to drop subscribers, for its like parting from 

old friends, so we make the following offer to ail who have forgotten to 

send in lheir su bscriptions for I 889 : 8end us one dollar and fifty cents, 

which will pay arrearages up to December, 1889, and we will retain your 

name upon our lists until December, r89o. In other words, we let you 

have the magazine for TWO YEARS for ONE DOLLAR AND A HALF instead of TWO 

DOLLARS. the regu Jar priee for that period. \Ve make this liberal offer 

for the ben efit of the old subscribers, many of whom have taken the 

magazine fu r years. It applies solely to those who are in arrears for 1889, 
and \\ill be good only until the first of January! r8qo. 

WE AGAIN CALL ATTENTION to our extraordinary premium offer. For 

only Two DoLLARS we will send the HERALD OF HEALTH for one year 

and a complete set of either Dickens' Works or Walter Scott's Waverley 

Novels. The works of Dickens are in fifteen volumes, and the Waverley 

series in twelve, comprising twenty-five novels. All these books are well 

printed from clear eut type. The binding is paper and substantial. By 
all odds, this is the most liberal offer ever made by any publisher in the 

United States. An opportunity bas been afforded us to obtain these 

standard works at a law priee, and we are anxious to give our friends the 

benefit. Remem ber, Two Dollars secures the HERALD OF HEALTH for 

one year and a complete set of either Dickens or Walter Scott, delivered 

free of postage or express charges. Old subscribers can have the benefit 

of this same liberal off er u pon renewal, and to these we appeal to secure 

us new friends. Send us names on postal cards of friends who may desire 

to subscribe, and we will mail them sample copies free. 

\VANTED.-HERALD OF HEALTH for September, 1883, June, r884, and 

November, 1886. Can any of our subscribers who may have them on 

hand spare these numbers? 

QUEST I ONS AND ANSWERS. 

CHRONIC DIARRHOEA. -F. L., Brook{yn. -Di et yourself properly. Y ou 

hould know pretty well what kind of fnod agrees with you. Improper 

food or drink are often the cause, and safety or cure in a great measure 
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lies in their avoidance. Try a flannel bandage around the abdomen. 
Soak the bandage in ~ solution of s':l.lt morning and evening and wrap it 
well. This is highly recommended as an auxiliary in sorne cases. 

CoNSTIPATION, THE TEETH AND BATHING -G. W. W., Independence, 
Mo.-Constipati'Jn in persans otherwise healthy is due to either improper· 
diet or neglect. The call of nature should never be neglected, as the in
dication may then pass off for hours, thus causing trouble. As an aid 
there is ncthing belter than cold water. Swallow half a glass of cold 
water upon nsmg. This will wash out the stomach and upper intestines, 
and corn pel a movement. Eat plenty of fruit and at meals cracked wheat, 
oatmeal or rice. Plentr of exercise (not enough to weary, however.) i 
recommended. In severe cases try enema of tepid water.-For the proper 
care of the teeth there is nothing like cleanliness. The teeth should be 
cleaned morning and evening, and well brushed. After meals, use mod
ern toothpicks and remove every particle of food from between the teeth. 
A hard brush is the besl for use. Sprinkle thereat a little borax, and wash 

the mouth frequent}~· with borax water, the effect of which is to prevent 
soreness. Do not use any dentrifice containing gritty or detersive sub
stance R· 11 the brush u p and dawn lengthwise of the teeth. 13y ~o do
ing, you will not injure the gu ms and necks of the te eth.- As to bath in!!, 
rules depend on the individual constitution. Men who are fat anù vigor
eus, derive great benefit from the cold bath, hut for the weak, aged, or 
infirm the warm bath is the best. ln the morning it provides against 

fatigue, and at night soothes and is productive of refreshing sleep. It is 
far more cleansing, and ~hould be indulged in at least once or tvdce a 
week. 'Brisk rubbing with coarse towel shculd lollow all bathing. 

BACK AcHE.-J C.-Y our symptoms would indicate kidney troubles .. 

but, of course, it is impossible tCJ say so definitely, even from the excellent 
statement you present of your case. We have no faith in diagnosis by 
letter, a11d the concern you mention cannat properly treat you. Y ou will 
only throw your money away. Place yourself under the care of a good 
physician, if there is one in your vicinity. Do not, how:.::ver, trust a. 
doctor that will dose with drugs, but call upon one who uses common 
sense, hygienic treatment. Su ch a physician wi11 soon understand and 

properly treat yotH complaint. 

D. L. C . ._)'yracuse.-Try warm water, a glass after risina and at even

ing, and let us know the efiect, keep your bowe1s open, and avoid drugs. 

and tonie~. 
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BLEEDING OF THE N osE. - 1JI. A. K., Bt"nghamton, N. Y. - Bleeding 
from the nose is often an effort of nature to relieve itself. If it be neces
sary to restrain the bleeding, press firmly, for a few minutes, the nose 
between the finger and thumb, this will often stop the bleeding. If it 
should not, then try cold water on the nose, forehead and nape of the 
neck. The old-fashioned remedy of putting a cold door-key down the 
neck is a good one. If tbese plans fa1l try the effect of pcwdered alum 
or burnt cork sniffed or blown up the nostril. Child1en often cause the 
nose tO bleed by picking. This is a bad habit and should be stopped. 

DANGER To FAINTING PERSONs.-Subscrzoer, A·ew Orleans.-The Med
ical Journal sa ys: "The corn mon practice of raising fain ting persans to 
a sitting or an upright position is often sufficient to destroy the spark of 
life which remains. The death of an eminent English statesman a short 
time ago gave opportunity to the coroner for emphasizing this fact and 
pointing out how rouch more reasonable and sound it is to keep such 
persans in the prone position while restorative and local means are 

adopted to enable them, if possihle, to regain consciousness. 

To CHECK HEMORRHAGE.-Mrs. C. W. jJE.-Hemorrhages of the lungs 
or stomach are promptly checked by small doses of salt. The patient 

should be kept as quiet as possible. 

FoR BuRNS AND ScALDS.- Vz'ctz'rn, Louzsvzlle.-Nothing is more sooth-· 
ing for burns or scalds than to pour the white of egg over the injured 
place. It is easily procured, and is more cooling than sweet oil and 

cotton. 

DANGER IN DECOLETTE DREss. - '' Farbùm," New York.- An ex
change, commenting upon the terrible risks to which women expose 
themselves by 11emoving undearwear for evening parties, notices that it is 
surprising how seldom colds are taken. A prominent physician accounts 
for it with the theory that the excite ment attendant upon anticipation of a 
social event accelerates the circulation. He furthermore states that if the 
fiannel, silk, or whatever is usually worn, is kept about the lower part of 
the body instead of being removed entirely, the chances for taking cold 
are reduced to a minimum. This can easily be done by turning the 
undervest upside down and drawing it to the upper edge of the corsage. 
Do this, keep a pretty light wrap near you to throw about your shoulder 
when not dancing, if the rooms are chilly, and wrap up warmly going to 
and fro, and you will never suffer any inconvenience from what is terme& 

"impruJent exposure." 
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CAUSE AND CuRE oF NAUSEA.-Su.fferer, Birmz1zgham, N. Y.- Prof. 
Stewart, after telling us that the seat of nausea is not in the stomach, but 
in the brain, informs us that relief from this distressing sensation may be 
obtained by cooling the base of the brain. He has tested this often and 
thoroughly in the case of sick headache, bilious colic, cholera morbus and 
other ills in which the nausea is a distressing symptom, without a single 
failure, and once relieved the nausea resulting from cancer of the stomach 
by'the application o! ice to the back of the neck and occipital bane. The 
ice is to be broken and the bits placed between the folds of a towel. 
Relief may be obtaineà by holding the head over a sink or tub and pour
ing a small stream of water on the back of the neck. This is worth 
remembering as a relief for sick headache, to which so many women are 

-subject. 

A Goon GARGLE.-H JY. C., Utz'ca, N. Y.-Take four large spoons

ful of good eider vinegar, four of water, a teaspoonful of common s:.lt, 
and a very sm ali portion of red or black pepper; gargle every hour. lt is 
worth more than all the chlcrate o[ potash in the country, and it cannat 

harm you. 
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NOTES CONC ER NINC HEALTH . 

BY ?ri. L. HOLBROOK, M. D. 

LA GRIPPE. 

The epidemie of influenza, which at this writing is sweeping over the 
world, requires a notice, though there is little doubt but by the time this 

reaches our readers it will have spent its force. 
One cmious fact about it is, that a majority of the cases of epidemies 

of the la t cen tury have come from the East and the West. At the pres
ent time we are not able to trace them to their source as we have traced 
cholera, in India, but there are indications that it may originate sorne 
where in Asia and make its way westward in atmospheric currents rather 
than by the ordinary routes of travel. That it occurs at sea is known, as 
the sailors on ships have been attacked by it in different parts of the 

ocean at different times. 
The nature of the disease is a subject of interest. Is it anything more 

than a cold? No doubt it is and has a different cause. The very fact 
that a ship load of people will have the disease and another ship load a 
hundred miles away, with no communication between them, except the 
great ocean of air, is pretty good proof of a common cause, and, being 
epidemie in its nature, pretty good evidence that it is some great undis
covered micro organism. Certainly it is evident that it is not caused by 
temperature or moisture in the air, or, as was once believed, by ozone. 

The disease is not serious or dangerous to the strong and those in the 
prime of life unless they are imprudent and careless. They generally 
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recover quickly. With the old and infirrn and feeble its progress is more 

slow and death or chronic troubles of the air passages may result. 1 do 
not doubt at all but in the tracks of this epidemie we shall see weakened 
lungs and branchial tubes and a larger number of deaths from ccnsurnp-

tion and bronchitis. 
The lesson wluch it teaches the readers of the HERALD OF HEALTH is, 

that while they are lia ble to it as others are, yet as they main tain a higher 
degree of health its effects will be less severe and recovery more quick 

and sure. 

W AS TING OUR RESOURCES. 

Frances E. Willard has sent me a brief letter which contains sorne im

portant suggestions and 1 print them here for the benefit of a larger audi-

ence. 
Two 'Vholesale rnethods of squandering rnoney and wasting power have 

long arnazed and grieved me-the first is shutting up the churches six 
da ys in the week as one turns out a light, the second is rnaking no use of 
the roofs of houses-not even nowadays, to catch rain water. Moral and 

spiritual health ought constantly to radiate from the always gleaming 
windows and through the perpetually open doors of God's house-the 

central horne and health fi re of corn mon brotherhood ; and God's sweet 
air and sunshine to be sought in the open gardens, pleasure grounds, 

gyrnnasia that might be on the roofs of all our city d wellings. 
FRAN CES E. \VILLARD. 

To allcf this I agree, and as an instance of a church, which sheds its 

light all the week long, I will mention that of Rev. T. K. Beecher, of 

Elmira, N. Y. 
Another is that of Heber Newton's, of New York City, and this brings 

me to a point wherei would like to quote a passage from his sermon of 

yesterday (Jan. sth): 
"For every life there is a pattern in thè heavens. 
"The young divinity student beholds the heavenly patterns of the 

preacher, the man who is to use his pulpit not rnerely as a place to adver
tise hirnself in, but a place whereto he shall bring the re!:iults ot his care

f~l, painstaking study. He cornes down from the Mou nt and enters upon 

~1s wor~. To .be a tru: p:ophet calls upon him to risk his property, to 
meur d1sfavor m ecclesiastical circles, and the yet worse disf~vor of the 
vested interests represented-the pews. Hosts of parishes do not care for 

such a spiritual priesthood. As said a vestryman in a parish not a hun-
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dred miles bence concerning one of the most worthy of men whom it is 
my privilege to know-his O\vn pas tor-' \Ve do not ca re for such a man. 
\""le want sorne one who will be bail fellow with us aiL' 

"To corne under the suspicion of heresy is to find vestries turning 
away from him. To speak out plainly concerning the problems of 
righteousness will be to insure that gentle hint whereby vestties ease a 
man's retuing by cutting down his salary step by step. He sees the suc
ce:;s of the prophet who manages quietly to dodge every disagreeable 
i'sue, maintaining a judicious reticence concerning ali points of doctrine 
tb at are in dispute. \\' e hear the remark that one of the most distin
guished rectors of our city at one time passed upon his experience in our 
own city:-

"' To be successful in the ministry in New York requires somewhat of 
the grace of God, but also a little spice of the devil.' 

J\10THER FORS .\KING CHILD. 

"How quickly the young mother de~ceiJds frcm the 1\lount, the visirm 
fading away behind her. Sbe goes to one of those wonderful agencies for 
fin ding consecrated abilities and unselfish devotion to other women's chil
dren, and brings home with her one whom she dignifies with the noble 
na me of 'nurse,' who for so many dollars a mon th is to take _en tire 
charge of ber little one; attend to its health, knowing herself n~thing 
whatever of the laws of health; be an example toit ofmanners, herselfbe
ing only an awful ex ample of what manners should not be; nunure it in 
morais, herself being tricky and deceitfnl, lun·ing no seme of the \'alue of 
truth and only concerneJ to keep a smooth face upon the surface of 
things. The patterns shawn her on the ~1 oun tare not the working mod
els for the mother who is to keep ber position in society, denying herself 
in the world." 

SKI~ DEBILITY. 

From a notice of 1\Ir. Newton's sermons we go to a less dignifiec.l sub
ject, that of skin debility. The skin is a very important organ, as im
portant as almost any in the body. \Vhen it is healthy and performs its 
functions we1l we fee! well, when it is weak and Jazy we feel ill. The 
makers of fancy and medicated soaps understand this. Before me lies 
an advertisement of a soap which says it will cure ali skin debility. But 
the use of soap is not the way to cure skin debility. \Vhat makes the 
kin fee ble? In genera 1 the skin is weak wh en the body is weak and 
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strong when the body is strong, but it is often we2kened by our clothing 
and by cold, and it is strengthened by friction, exercise, suitable bathin~, 
l1ght and air. There is one advantage we have over the skin that we have 
not over the li ver we can get at it and keep it dean and well exercised, 
when the liver, b~ing out ._of sight and reach, bas to be treated by other 
means. The cold bath or the Turkish bath, for those who can bear thero, 
are excellent means of strengthening the skin. To those who cannat 
bear them a pair offlesh gloves used daily answers nearly as well. In the 

Summer sun baths act well. 

LIGHT IN THE SICK ROOM. 

Dr. Richardson cornes to our aid in demanding more light for the sick 

room. Hear his words: 
Still a eus tom prevails that the occupant of the sick-room in the priva te 

bouse should be kept at all hours in a darkened room. Not one time in 
ten do we enter a sick-room in the day-time to find it blessed with the 
light of the sun. Almost invariably, before we can geta look at the face 
of the patient, we are obliged to request that. the blinds may be drawn up, 
in order th at the rays of a m uch grea ter healer than the most able physi
cian can ever hope to be may be admitted. Too often the compliance 
with this request reveals a condition of room which, in astate of clark
ness, is almost inevitably one of disorder everywhere; foods, medicines, 
furniture, bedding misplaced; dust and stray leavings in all directions. In 
brief, there is nothing so bad as a dark sick-room; it is as if the attendants 
were anticipa ting the death of the patient; and, if the reason for it be asked, 
the answer is as inconsistent as the act. The reason usually offered 
is that the patient cannat bear the light; as though the light could not be 
eut off from the patient by a curtain or screen, and as though to darken 
one part of the room it were necessary to darken the whole of it. The 
real reason is an old superstitious practice, which once prevailed so in
tensely thal the sick suffering from the most terrible diseases, small-pox 
for instance, were shut up in darkness, their beds surrounded with red 
curtains, during the whole of their illness. The red curtains are pretty 
nearly given up, but the darkness is still accredited with sorne mysterious 
curative virtue. A more injurious practice really could not be rnaintained 
than that of darkness in the sick-roorn. It is not only that dirt and dis
arder are results of darkness, a great remedy is lost. Sunlight is the 
rernedy lost, and the .loss is ~omentous. Sunlight diffused through a 
room warms and clanfies the au. It bas a: direct influence on the minute 
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organic poisons, a distinctive influence which is most precious, and it has 
a cheerful effect upon the mind. The sick should never be gloomy, and 
in the presence of the light the shadows of gloom fly away. Happily the 
hospital ward, notwithstanding its many defects, and it has many, is so 
far favored that it is blessed with the light of the sun, whenever the sun 
shines. In private practice the same remedy ought to be extended to the 
patients of the household, and the first words of a physician or surgeon 
on entering the dark sick room should be the dying words of Goethe, 
·" More light, more light ! ,. 

These are wise words, and in this connection I may mention that Dr. 
Bob bit, of New York, is perhaps now the most earnest apostle of sunshine 
for the cure of disease and the pref;ervation of health. His sun baths 
seem to be excellent. The only trouble is, we have had so little sunshine 
ûf late that we can't take them. 

FOOD AND WORK. 

Good Housekeepùzg thus kindly notices the new and complete edition 
of Food and Work, now ready: 

"This book is a manual of great usefulness to any one who will read 
it and profit by it. 'Eating for Strength; or Food and Diet in Relation 
to Health and Work,' is its full title and it indicates its scope and purpose. 
Dr. M. L. Holbrook, the author, is impartial in his analysis of foods 
and their values, and includes meat in sorne of his prescribed dietaries. 
The extended tables of analysis of the nature and cost of foods is a most 
valuable feature of the book, and Dr. Holbrook's comments and precepts 
are strongly sensible and intelligent. Ad vice is furnished for the selection 
of foods for all conditions of body and ail kinds of pursuits. As a supple
ment over 500 carefully prepared recipes for the preparation of various 
dishes and drinks are given, ail of which seem to be practical and good. 
The book merits the attention of every one desirous of learning the way 
to hygienic living." 

REV. DR. COLLYER ON THE GRIPPE. 

Rev. Dr. Robert Collyer preached a discourse on the Grippe from the 
text, •' A cheerful heart doeth good like a medicine." Among other 
good things he said : 

'' So our thought has run counter to the courses of the heavens this 
long time now, and toward a certain distemper of the spirit which no 
doubt has had its own influences in no small number in opening the way 
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for this distemper of the body. I have a friend who is utterly unable to 
understand what we mean bv 'bad weather,' and who says he never saw 
or felt any in his life. He .turns out in storm or shine, while the east 
wind is as welcome to him as the south and the storm as the stillness. 1 
know very well how he has borne himself through all these trying months. 
There has been no distemper of the spirit, ancl so 1 shall be greatly sur
prised to hear that he has been stricken with this di~temper of the body 
we find it so hard to bear. He wears vestures of cheerfulness about his 
sunny heart woven of sweetness and light. This cheerful heart is a good 
medicine both for the prevention and cure of these troubles-the strong 
and cheerful heart w hich rests on God. · There is no more potent influ
ence to restore the vital energies when they fi<1g and drift toward death 
than a strong and sustained effort of the will,' a \Yel1-known authority has 
said, and this no doubt is true. But the power to will and to do does 
not dwell in a sinking heart. We do not need to find the darker side 
because it has found us. Cheerfulness in such a case is health, while dis
heartenment and the disposition to look on the darker side is in itself 
disease. We are respomible in the truth 1 have tried to touch for a cheer
ful heart and a strong, or shall 1 sCJy a waterproof will, and in the power 
to ask and answer the question as the strong and cheerful heart always 

does where God is who giveth songs in the night." 

SOME VIEWS ON DISEASE CERMS AND DISIN· 
FECTANTS. 

The paper read by Dr. John C. Johnson before the Kings County 
Medical Society, upon ''Germs and Disinfectants,'' has already been 
quoted in these pages, but the following, in addition, will be found of 

much practical interest: 
ln treating of consumption Dr. Johnson stated that one-third of all our 

people, who died between the ages of 15 and 2 s. are carried off bv con
sumption: "Formerly it was taught that consumption wll.s a her~ditary 
disease. To-day all intelligent persons knnw that it is produced by dis
ease germs known as the bacillus tuberculosis, and that it is a malady 
common to the cow and the ox. When we cook meat rare, the blood 
gravy from thec;;e roasts stil1 haYe the germs of disease in them and are 
not destroyed. We then take this bacillus alive into our system.' People 
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on this account need not, however, be afraid of eating their meat rare, 
provided they are in a sound condition of health. Prize fighters may devour 
their raw meat and have digestions sufficiently strong to kill the bacillus, 
but this is not the case with those 

HAVING WEAKER DIGESTIVE POWERS. 

In Berlin, every animal slaughtered at the public abattoir has to l>e de
scribed, with the name of its owner. Portions of the animal, as of the 
viscera and muscles, are taken to an im:pector's office and subjected to 
microscopie observations. Should there be any indications of a tubercular 
character, of trichinae or cancer, the meat is declared unfit for food, and 
is destroyed. Careful inspection of the cows of Dutchess and Westchester 
counties kept for their milk shows that there are very few cows over nine 
years of age that do not show consumptive tendencies. On farms where 
milch cows are fed on distillery swill and brewers' grains, in a year and 
a half they are found to be far gone with consumption, and are then killed 
for the New York market. It is horrible to think that those parts of the 
animal which are evidently unfit for food as fresh meat are converted into 
Bologna sausages. 

TYPHOID FEVER IS KNOWN 

to be a disease produced by a germ that gains access into the body 
through the human intestines. It is impossible to imagine a case of 
typhoid fever unless the germs from one typhoid fever patient have been 
swallo\ved by another. The germs travel, are absorbed, then they break 
down the mesenteric glands, and invade the various organs, particularly 
the spleen. They appear to live, as it were, in the spleen. Dr. John
son stated that he had thrust a needle a dozen times into a spleen at ran
dom and had never failed to obtain typhoid germs. The danger from 
water contaminated with the excreta of typhoid fever patients was shown 
on the Ohio river in 1887. The distance from Bellaire to the mou th of 
the Ohio river is nearly 8o:J miles, and from Bellaire down the people in 
the towns on the river drinking the water were more or Jess affected with 
typhoid fever. The epidemie at Plymouth, Pa., showed that feezing does 
not kill the typhoidal germs, yet, with these facts before us, here are our 
people who eat their meat rare, with blood gravy, feed babies on un
boiled milk, take their summer drinks made out of water rendered poison
ous by sick patients at Albany and Troy, "and then wonder at the mys-
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terious dispensations of providence in carrying off their beloved ones 

with CONSUMPTION AND TYPHOID FEVER." 

We are beginning to better understand, as Dr. Johnson stated, the 
probable beginning of cause of cancer. Cancer is a disease common to 
the sheep, horse and dog. If we eat the ox and the sheep having cancer
eus germs we are likely to reproduce cancer in our own systems. A very 
curious fact is shown by the mortality maps of Scotland. On certain 
rivers on the eastern side of Scotland those dwelling there are more in
clined to cancer than those in the upland sections. The belief is enter· 
tained that where the soil is scoured by the floods there grows up a rank 
vegetation, which, eaten by the oxen and sheep, is productive of cancer 
germs. The germs thus propagated bring about death from cancer. It 
has been shown that an animal having cancerous germs may be killed, 

and that the cancer lives in the 
JUICES OF THE ANIMAL AFTER DEATH. 

IN TREATING SCARLET FEVER, 

Dr. Johnson believes in the rediscovery of the germ of a disease which he 
thinks was first isolated a number of years ago in Scotland. He speaks 
of a marked success in treating patients externally with a weak solution of 
corrosive sublimate, which destrcys the germs at the surface. As to fumi
gating of rooms with sulphuric acid, Dr. Johnson believes that such treat
ment is of no possible use. The germs of disease are not killed. He 
has hi rn self taken diphtheretic germs, placed them un der a woolen cover 
in a bed, burned sulphur there, then taken out these germs and propa
gated them. He thinks that nothing can take the place of boiling water. 
He advises that all the bedlinen in a room where there has been a conta

gions disease be thoroughly boiled before being used ag~in. 
''EDUCATE YOUR PEOPLE 

to the fact," was Dr. Johnson's conclusion, "that woolens are the great 
holders and carriers of diseased germs. Then we could understand why 
contagious diseases cling to the homes of the rich rn uch more than to the 

homes of the poor. ,. 

COMFORT YOURSELF WITH A LOUD "BOO HOO.'' 

Dr. Edward Smith, a writer on various physiological subjects, in consid

ering individual inclination or dislike for special articles of diet, sa ys: "It 
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is known that whilst there is a general correspondence arnong men in the 
food they desire, there are many exceptions, both in the healthy and dis
eased system. In my inquiries I found that with a di. relish for an article 
of food there was less influence from it than under ordinary circurnstances; 
so that in reference to rnilk, the effect of every element of it was less on 
another gentleman who took part in my experirnents than on rnyself, and 
neither he nor any rnernber of his farnily can take rnilk or cheese. Hence, 
appetite for food is the expression not only of desire, but of fitness. 

Moreover, it was found that in the sarne person the various substances 
which were disliked had a cornrnon mode of action; al o that with this 
disrelish there was an unusual enjoyrnent of sorne other article having a 
-similar mode of action. Thus, one disliking rnilk and sugar was very 
fond of tea. It is, therefore, very questionable how far His proper to in
duce a person to take that which he disrelishes. An important rneaning 
is shown to exist in that which is comrnonly regarded as irrational or 
-ca pricious. 

A French physician views the habit of groaning and c1ying in rn uch the 
same light. He says: Groq,ning and crying are too grand operations by 
which nature alla ys anguish; that th ose patients who give way to their 
natural feelings more speedily recover from accidents and operations than 
those who suppose it unworthy in a man to betraysuch syrnptoms of cow
ardice as either to groan or cry. He tells of a man who reduced his pulse 
from 1 z6 to 6o in the course of a few hours by giving fnll vent to his 
emotion. If people are at all unhappy about anything, let them go into 
their roorns and comfort themselves with a loud boo-hoo, auri they will 
feel a hundred per cent. better arterward. In accordance with this the 
cryincr of children should not be too greatly discouraged. What is natural 
is nearly al wavs useful. 

THE HOUR OF DEATH. 
A variety of superstitions or curious ideas exist in regard to the bour of 

death. Tbere is quite a prevalent notion that the largest proportion of 
deaths occur in the earl y hours of the morning, while dwellers by the sea 
.are pretty generally credited with the belief that the majority of lives ''go 
out with the tide ;'' other impressions, perhaps less widespread, might be 
rnentioned. It has, however, been recently stated that from time to time 
careful observations have been made in hospitals which have resulted in 
showing that the act of death takes place with fairly equal frequency dur-
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ing the whole twenty-four hours of the day. Very recently an investiga
tion bas been made in Paris, which showed that there was a certain falling 
off of the number of deaths between seven and elevtn o'clock in the eve

ning, but that, with this exception, the proportiun of deaths is about 

even. 

HOW TO STOP BLEEDINC. 

Sorne persans have a tendency to bleed, no matter how slight the cause. 

A small eut, scratch or the extraction of a tooth will cause profuse bleed

ing, and sometimes endanger life. When from the latter cause, take a 

little powdered chalk, roll it up in lint in the form of a cork or plug. dip 
it in spirits of turpentine and press it firmly into the cavity. Change it 
every ten or fifteen minutes un til the bleeding is stopped. Let the last 
plug remain over night, and then do not pull it out, but wash the mouth 
in tepid water until it is loosened, using cold water after the first few 
mouthfuls. Bleeding from the nose is seldom serions, except in old per

sans. It is often good for children, if not too copions. If symptoms of 
faintness ensue let the person sit right up, bathe the face and neck with 
cold water ; or dash cold water on the face, or better s:i11, take a cloth or 

towel, dip in cold water and bandage the forehead and raise the arms a 
high as possible over the head or cross them firmly behind the back. 
This action has the effect of contracting the muscles of the neck and 
diminishing the rush of blood to the head. ln very obstina te cases pinches 

of very fin ely powdered a lu rn may be inhaled, or alum w::tter snuffed up 
the n0strils. Pluggin~ the nostrils should not be resorted to un\ess by a 
physician, for if not properly done the blood, instead of being stopped. 
finds its way to the t0p of the throat and is swallowed. -Boston Transcript. 

DrsrNF lCTIOX oF BooKs.-The Boston Board of Health have ordered 
the Public Library card in each family to be stainped, so asto i.ndicate 

the presence of such a disease there. The library will thereafter decline 
to allow other books to be taken out on this card until there is no longer 
danger of contagion. \Vhen books are returned from such a locality they 

will be disinfected. 

THE TREATMENT OF DIPTHERIA. 

G. H. TIMMERl\1AN, M. D., of the Valley Park Sanitarium, St. Louis, 

writes us concerning remarkable cures made in cases of Diphtheria by Dr. 
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Fairchild of Quincy, Ill., and also tells of a simple treatment given suc
cessfull_,. by himself by whicb the lives of three children in one family were 
saved. This treatment, the Doctor writes, consisted of washing the whole 
body with fresh water every two or three hours, the patient then being put 
back in a corn fortable warm bed. A pack of the wh ole body woulù have 
been better; but the mother, like so many others, was afra1d of a cold water 
pack. I also give fine broken ice to swallow slowly to keep down the in
flammation 2nd swelling in the throat and to dissolve the slime theH in. and 
als t> give fresh water to drink as often as wanted. Dr. Kuhne of Leipzig, 
Germany, says of Diphtheria, its came and cure, that the disease can be 
compared with a bottle wberein we put ali kinds ofeatables, say milk, but
ter, lard or fat meats, candies, molasses, meats and vegetables and fruits. 
Would not this mixture get into fermentation soon? ....,o "ith the diph
theretic cbild. It is full up to the throat or mou th of the bottle. \Vhat 
is tberefore the best to do-make an opening at the boltom tolet tbe stufi 
flow ont. The best way is by fresh water injections, not too cold. }Vash 
anJ rub the whole body with water to dissolve the decaying matter. Give 
fresh waler often to wash out the throat. I think any sensible person can 
nnderstand the foreglling and make up hü: mind if this system is not 
correct. 

OUR RULES FOR GOOD HEALTH. 

1. Be rcgular in your habits. 
2. If possible go to bed at the same hour every night. 
3· Rise in the morning soon after you are awake. 
4· A spo.nge bath of cold or tepid water should be followed by friction with 

towel or hand. 
5· Eat plain food. 
6. Begin your morning meal with fruit. 
7· Don't go to work immediately after eating. 
8. Be moderate in the use of liquids at ali seasons. 
9· It is safer to filter and boil drinking water. 

10. Exercise in the open air whcnever the weather permits. 
II. In malarious districts do your walking il' the middle of the day. 
12. Keep the feet comfortablc and wP!l protècted. 
13. Wear woolen clothing the year round. 
14. See that your sleeping ro01ns and living rooms are well ventilated, and 

that sewer gas does not enter them. 
15. Brush your teeth at !east twice a day, night and morning. 
16. Don't worry, it interferes with the healthful action of the stomach. 
17. Y ou must have interesting occupation in vigorous old age. Continue to 

keep the brain active. Rest means rust. 
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EDITOR'S STUDY. 

How THE DocToRs FAILED TO CoNQUER THE GRIP.-' · Tbe influenza 

plague bas bestowed," says a cynical writer in the Boston Gazelle, "an 
additional goose feather upon the medireval plume that decks the cocked 
hat of medicine. I don't know what would have happened if it bad not 
been for the doctors. It is true that they did not cure the disease; that 
they bad not the slightest idea ·what the disease was;-in fact, they did 
not seem to know whether it was itself or something else; but they were 

prodigal in argument, advice and warning, thmgs for which an intelli12ent 
public can never be too grateful. The college professors ol the curing art 

had the most to sar. With curious unanimity, they gave the symptoms ol 
a ty~ical case of influenza; symptoms that have done _service in text books 

for the Jast fifty years, and then insisted that a puzzled public should gov
ern itselt accordingly. l say "puzzleù public" advisedly, for the symp
toms of the typical case were just the sym ptoms that were generally lac k
ing. Blindly believing in college professors, the sick man compared his 
own symptoms with those of the typical case, and discovered that the typi

cal case had the advantage of him every time. When it came to a ques· 
tion of treatment the victim was in a stiJl worse condition. Each profes
sor bad his own method, and each method was àe tructive to every other 

metbod. The best methüd was the method that was no method at all. It 
was agreed that influenza is a germ disease; it was also agreed that by de

stroying the germ the disease was cured. The only trouble was to find 
and to destroy the germ. One coliege professor bad blind faith in the 
powers of sulphurous acid. Another professor believed ir• chlorine. which 

has the merit to be fatal to ~dl forms of life, bacterial or human. Among 
other equally harmless remedies recommended by profes!=ors, were 

aconite, prussic acid, arsenic, and a long series of strange things with com
plicated unspellable names and potencies mysterious, wonderful, and un

discoverable. But the typical remedies, like the typical symptoms, would 
not fit the practical case. People grew sick and recovered, but it was 
without the aid of doctors and tbeir remedies. The doctors, of course, 
are not to blame. They gave all they bad to give, and if it was only wind, 

we must, nevertheless, refrain from looking a gift horse in the mouth, 
though we may lament that medicine still remains an unscientific science. 

lts general powerlessness to grapple with disease becomes startlingly evi
dent at a ti me of epidemie, wh ether it be diphtheria, measles, cholera, or 
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influenza. If I were the doctors. I should \Hap myself more deeply in 
professional mystery, and thin k twice bef ore I permitted the public to 
penetrate behind the professional curtain. Doctors should argue among 
themselves, and thus avoid the unfavorable criticism that greets them 
when they argue with unprofessional~. They are generally convicted c'ut 
of their own mouths, for they are certain to contradict each other, even 
on the very fundamental principles of medicine. While they are silent 
the public mistakes taciturnity for wisdom in reflection; when they speak 
the quality of the voice is only too apparent. I have bad influenza, and 
the doctors have not cured me. 1 have studied their typical case, and 
have scorned it. I have got well without them. This is my revenge. 

STATISTICS OF 0Ln AGE.-Prof. Murray Humphry bas just brought 
together a remarkable book on '' Old Age." It is based upon the results 
of an inquiry conducted by the Collective Investigation Committee 
of the British Medical Association. In a portion of it the analy
sis of the returns respecting 52 centenarians are given : Of these 
r6 were males and 36 females. El even of these were single ( ro 
being females), 5 were married and 36 were widowed. Out of 
50 returns 3 only were in affluent circurnslances, 28 were comfortable, and 
19 poor; of these 9 were fat (8 being females ), 20 were spa re, and 18 of 
average condition. Twenty-five were erect in figure and 2 5 were bent. 
Out of 35 returns 28 used glasses, 7 did not; but of th:::se 4 were poor, 
6 had used glasses for 40-50 years, 5 for 30-35, 4 for ro-20, 2 for 4-6 
years, 5 for "many years," 2 for a few years. From among these one 
had used spectacles for rn1ny years, but for the last twelve years bad been 
able to read without them; another had not used them for twelve years, 
another " not for many years," but one cannat now get them strong 
enough. Out of 47 returns 40 had a good digestion. Out of 48, 36 bad 
gooj appetit ~s. 2 bad, and 10 modera te. Of 46, 2 5 were modera te eaters, 
9 small and 12 large. In regard to alcohol, 15 took none, 24 a little, 6 
were mo:ierates, and one was used to a good deal of beer. Of animal 
food, 3 took none, 10 moderate, 26 little, 2 very little, and one much. Of 
aperients, 22 took them n.rely, 14 rarely, and 5 frequently. Out of 39, 
26 could say that their me mory was good. 6 bad and 7 moderate. Of 4 5, 
7 smoked much (4 being women), 2 little (one a woman), 3 moderatel) 
(one a woman). Out of 40, 37 did not take snuff. Asto sleep, out ot 
40, 32 were good sleepers, 5 bad, and 7 moderate. From 35 returns the 
average ti me of going to bed was 9 o'clock; but 1 retires at 12 and 1 at 1 1, 
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5 at 7; 7 are bedridden. The average time of rising was about 8 o'clock, 

but 6 rose at 6 o'clock, 1 at 5, 9 at 10, 1 at 11, and I at 4 P. M. Out of 
42 returns 24 had no teeth, and from 3S returns hut 4 bad artifici':d teeth; 

yet in men about 8o the average number of teeth is only 6 and in women 
3· In 12 returns the average age when married among the males were 23, 

and the females 25; the average number of children is, from the returns 

received, G-7. 
:\1rND ÜESTROYING DRuGs.-.\n insanity specialist, in a recent conver-

sation asto the number of yonng men and women at present in asylums 

from the use of opium, morphine, cocaine and kindred narcotics, stateà 

that the subject hacl given him more trou ble than all other forms of in

sanity combined. He said that among his patients were those whose 
minds had become unbalanced through drink, family affliction!', business 

losses and from other causes; but the worst cases were those whose minds 

were destroyed through the use of narcotics. The nu:nber of patients 

from this cause 1s rapidly increasing, and there have been more men and 
women committed during the l>ast six months suffering from dementia 

occ1sioned by drugs than there were from the same cause during the ten 

previous years. lt is beyond question that narcotics are a more prolific 

source of msanity than all other causes combined. 

PROS.RESS OF CRE;\lATION.-There are now thirty-nine crematories in 

v Mio us p trts of the wvrld. Ital y has twenty-three, America has ten, wh ile 

England, Germany, France, Switzerlancl, Den mark and Sweden have one 

apiece. In Italy there were twocremations in 1876; the number wse to 

fifteen in r877, and in 1888 the number was 226. Since r876, I, r77 
cremations han nken place in Italy, while the combined numbers from 

all other countries brings the total only to 1,269. 

THE IMPORTANCE oF OccuPATION".-There is nothing that adds more 

to the zest of life than an interesting occupation; even if it means hard 

work, there is a recompense in the enjoyment of well-earned rest. No 
work ought, however, to be overpowering, or so exhaustive that one's 

energies fall b~low their aspirations. On the other band, no life 1s so 

thoroughly wretched as one where the necessity and desire for work is en

tirdy wanting; and this is particularly true of persons of education and 
intelligence who allow themselves to fall into that unsettled condition of 

mind where nothing is ofinterest. It is difficult at first to force an inter

est, but when the first step is made, the habit Gf regular occupation, if 

only for one or two hours a day, becomes valuable. Active minds, if not 
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upplied with sorne subject for solid thought, \\'ill fina1ly prey upon them

selves. and end by breaking down the physical health. 

There are so many studies that people of leisure could take up, so many 

worthy philanthropie enterprises in which they could interest themselves, 

that it seems strange to hear of a new industry for young ladies, which 

consists in wa.lking rapidly past store windows, and trying to remember 

as many ofthe goods displayed in the windows as possible. Y et there are 

cl1bs formed for this purpose. Six young ladies will agree to walk quickly 

pa-:t a leading dry goods store, and write down every article each bas 

nuliced for a week. At the end of that time they have a little social re

union, to which six young gentlemen are invited. ln the bands of one 

of these the lists are placed, and he announces the victor, to whom a prize 

is awarded. The company then vote on the store to be selected for the 

next week's exercise of memory, and wind up the evening with a dance. 

VENTILATION OF PuBLIC BuiLDINGS -A very common mistake in the 

venulation of churches and schoolhouses, and public buildings generally, 

is made wh en th ose in charge fail to open all the windo\\-S im mediately 

after the buildings have been vacated, says Annals of Hygiene. The ex

halations from the lungs and the emanations from the body, being light, 

will ftoat for a while in the atmosphere before falling to the ftoor, and if 

the windows be opened at once, so that a current of air crosses the hall, 

many of them will be carried out. If, however, as is usually the case, 

the windows are not opened for sorne hours, may be not until the next 

day, these particles, settling upon the floor, are not carned away, but 

when the hall is again occupied they are disturbed by the feet, thrown up 

into the atmosphere and inha'Jed by the lungs from which they have heen 

exhaled the day before. 

ÜRUG CLERK.-'' I filled a prescription for a stranger last night for a 

dollar and ten cents, and this morning l find the dollar is a counterfeit. '' 

Proprietor.-"That's highway robbery again. Weil, never mind; if the ten 

cent piece is good, we will make four cents on the sale. "-Amerz'can Phar
macist. 

ABouT HAIR RESTORERs.-1 suppose every barber, at sorne time in his 

life, tries his hand on a remedy for b1ldness. I have, and l've made a 
failure of ali my tonies. I don't believe that there is anything in the 

world that will put back lost hair on a man's head. But I can tell the 

man who is anxious about the hair he bas how to keep it on his head. He 

must stop eatin~ greasy fo')d and confine himself to a diet with very little 
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fat in it. If he does tbat his haïr will not only not tall out, but it will re
turn if he loses it by illness. A different rule seems to apply to the hair 
of the beard and mus tache. If the constitution is in good order the ha ir 

roots of the face are very vigorous. The hair of the mustache may be 
pulled out, but it will return again in a short time, and the same thing is 

true of the beard.-Intervz'ew in St. Louz's Globe-Dmwcrat. 

THEY TRIED lT ON THE DoG.-Bv a medical student: Do you know 

Dr. Moyer? He is one of the lecturers at our school. One day last week 
he bad been talking on the effects of anresthetics on people and animals. 

In the course of his lecture he told us if we would get a dog and try the 
effect upon it, and bring it in. he would explain more fully. That night 
a cornmittee on dogs was appointed, and it succeeJed in bringing in a fine 
one. We proceeded to do up the dog, and the following day we dragged 
the animal into the lecture room and laid it on the table. A few minutes 

later the professer carne in, and as soon as he saw the dog he threw up his. 
hands. We bad killed his dog, and it was a favorite with him, too. But 
he proceeded with the lecture. Sornehow I don't think that lecture was. 
quite up to his usual standard. But we couldn't blame him. We offered 

to buy him another dug, but he declined. 

WHY FRIENDS LrvE LoNG. -lt is qui te true that many '' Friends" live 
long. The reason, we are convinced, is to be found in their quiet habits 
and disciplined life. An ordinary doctor, or even layman, would proba

bly have felt much more interest in the subject at this point if we had 
been able to affirm that the Friends owed their success and long life to 

certain drugs, as, for example, to arsenic, phosphorous, strychnia. and 
the like; orto certain methods of feeding, as vegetarianism, or meat eat
ing, or fruit eating, or wine drinking, or teetotalism, or smoking, and so 
on. But we submit that that shows a want of real mental capacity. For 

what, after ali, is the true importance of the subject? Does it not consist 
in the undoubted character of the results? The results are really the 

things to be considered. As a matter of fact, the Friends are successfu1 
in life. As a matter of fact, they do live long. Then surely true science 

will not curl the lip of scorn because these results are obtained by what 
may be called "natural and simple" processes, instead of by elaborate: 
preparations and out-of-the-way methods.-The Hospz'tal. 
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WOMEN AND THE HOUSEHOLD. 

[ CONDUCTED BY HELEN FLETCHER. J 

How TO BE HAPPY THoUGH MARRIRD.-I shall be happy with my 
husband, for I will not neglect myselL I will adorn myselfto please hi rn, 
as I adorned myself when I wished to please him for the first time. Be
sides, I cannat understand how a man and a woman can love eacb other 
tenderly, and endeavor to please each other unceasingly, and then neglect 
themselves after marriage. Why believe that with the word marriage love 
m~st pass away, and that only cold and reserved friendshi p remains; wh y 
profane marriage by representing the wife in curl-papers and a wrapper, 
with cold cream on her nose, trying to get money from her husband for 
dresses ; why should a woman be careless of ber appearance before the 
man for whom sbe should adorn herself the most? I do not see why one 
should treat one's husband like a domestic animal, and yet so long as 
one is not married, why one should wish to please this man. Why not 
always retain something of coquetry with one's husband, and treat him 
as a stranger whom one desires to please? Is it because one need not 
conceal one's love, because it is not a crime to love, and because marriage 
has received God's benediction? Is it because that which is not forbid
den possesses no value in our eyes, and that one can find pleasure only 
in secret and f<.•rbidden things? This ought not to be. -Man·e Bash
kù·tseff. 

How SoME GrRLS WALK.-Why is it our young ladies do not know 
how to walk? Look ! here cornes one with her head pitched forward, ber 
hands swinging ungracefully by her side, her feet shuffiing the walk, and 
altogether presenting an appearance quite unbecoming one of America's 
lovely daughters, charming in ail else, perhaps, but oh, such a gait! 
The next one walks with a jerk, her feet and lower part of ber body hav
ing started on a race with her head to see which would get there first. 
The consequence is for every step forward she cornes part way b~ck with 
a jerk. Her sister follows, twitching ungracefully from side to side, roll
ing from one foot to the other like a sailor in mid-ocean, only he has 
sorne excuse, and she has not. The arms usually follow, but in oppo
site directions. The body of the next one makes a perfect bow, bad· 
bent, head forward, and feet trying to catch up. Not one with the firm~ 
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graceful step, erect head, straight shoulders, easy arms and hands to be 
acquired by sufficient determination to present a dignified carriage. 
\Vhen will deportmen t be taught in our schools ?- Kùtgston Freernan. 

THE LovE oF WoMAN.-Virtue, unfortunately, does not fascinate. 

The veriest scoundrel that ever drew breath is apt to be a thousand-fold 
more maanetic than he who havina marked out an ethical path for him-

o ' 0 

self, proceeds religiously to follow it. Ail women like insinuating man-
ners. They represent, as it were, \\'hat a garniture of truffies represent 
on an entree. They give flavor as well as artistic beauty. The fascinat

ing man is al ways a skilled artist. He must assume. if he have it not, a 

tenderness that never loses sight of itself, and he rn ust continu ally show 
an appreciation that presents him always in the 1ight of a suppliant on 
knee, and never as one who demands or expects anything. Nearly all 
the women are vain, and the man who would fascinate must begin by 

flattering a woman's vanity. But he must likew1se take care that his 
modus operandi is never discovered or its existence ever suspected. 

O:herwise he is lost. The courage anrl. independence born of possession 
unfortunately excite to the reckless expression of absolute truth, and a 
man who desires to please a woman should never tell the whole truth. 

Suggest it, phy with it, 1gnore it entirely, but reveal it, never! The 
Latin race are adepts in the art of fascination. Why? Because they are 

always lovers or pretend to be lovers:, which in the end amounts to the 
same thing. Emerson expressed an unalterable truth when he said : '' All 
the world loves a lover." But in order to be a lovrr it is not necessary to 

rush into vulgar protestations of affection. A glanee of the eye, a press
ure of the hand, the particular curl of the lip in a smile, the hundred 

trivial courtesies that appeal to the feminine syrn pat hies are em bodied in 
the man who fascina tes. And wh en he has once rn astered the secret of 

feminine inclination and the special qualifications of feminine taste, his 
way is clearly rnarked. Be he ugly as Satan, he will not fail in persona! 

magnetism.-Once a ~Veek. 

SHow THIS TO Y ouR HusBANDS.- \Yhen your wife has been busy at 

home all day, do not immediately on your return spy out sorne omis_ions, 

but glanee arounù and recognize her efforts by sorne such expressions as, 
"This is corn fort." z. Do not refuse to pa y her sorne pleasant little 

courtesies. 3· Chat with her at table, and do not be always buried in 

your newspaper. 4. Do not take Lhe children's part against her, but let 

them real ize th at yüu and she are one in y our joint ca re of them. 5· 
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Take her into your confidence, and do not try to bear burdens alone. 
6. If she is in trouble do not pooh-pooh, bnt let her fee! your sympathy. 
7. Do not criticize ber be fore strangers. 8. Be al ways poli te to her. 
9· Go sometimes for a walk or shopr ing with ber, nnd as you go, arm in 
arm, now and then give her arm a squeeze. 

GmorNG THE HoMr:. -Housework, in modera tir n, is healthy and pleas
ant. It is the want of just such an unemotional vent for their restless 
energy that produces many victims of nervous prostration. It is also 
wholly compatible, if brought under any proper system, with good intel
lectual work. Moreover, the creating and guiding of a home is the best 
gi1t the world bas to offer. When one thinks of the flood of bad art and 
second rate literature of the present day, is it not melancholy to reflc< t 

upon the wasted energy that might h<:~ve gone into beautiful and helpful 
li'!es? The education is costly, indeed, whose priee is the woman's joy 
in ~he superintendence of her home. If she, with al\ the incentives of 
love and pride, despises the daily cares that make the c0mfort of the 
household, how can she expect them to be rightly met by a l!Îred bouse
keeper, whose only interest is money getting? 

'' ~o man can serve two masters;" and, therefore, it seems tome self
evident that any woman who accepts the gift of a home thereby pledges 
herself to devote to it her best service. The neglect of her first duty and 
highest privilege cann ot lead to any true work in other directions. There 
are women whose God-given talents require to tread a lonely path. There 
are many others to whom the supreme treasure of a home is denied. But 
the best work of artîst or poet or physician will ever spring from the hid
den, passionate womanliness that appreciates to the full the greatncss of 
the sacrifice or loss. -Chrùlian Regzsler. 

A TRUE WrFE.-It is not to sweep the house, make the beds, dam the· 
socks and cook the meals chiefiy that a man wants a wife. If th1s is all 
he needs, a servant can doit cheaper than a wife, says a writer in 7he 
Lady. If this is ali, \\hen a young man calls to see a lady, send him into 
the pantry to tasle the bread and cake she bas made ; send him to inspect 
the needlework and bed-making; or put a broom in her hand and 
send him to witness ils use. Such things are important, and the wise 
young man \viii quickly look after them. But what the true young man 
wants with a wife is her companionship, ~ympathy and love. The way 
of life has many dreary places in it, and a man needs a wife to go with 
him. A man is sometimes overtaken by misfortunes; he meets with 
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failures and defeat; trials and temptations beset him, and he need~ one to 
stand by and sympathize. He bas sorne hard battles to fight Wit~ pov
ertv enemies and sin and he needs a woman that when he puts his arm 

ar~~nd her, he feels that he has something to fight for; she will help h1m 
to fight; she will put ber lips to his ear and whisper words of counsel, 

ber band to his heart and impart inspiration. All through life, througla 

storm and through sunshine, confiict and victory, through adverse and 

through favoring winds, man needs a woman's love. 

THE PowER oF FASCINATION.-The power of fascination inherent in 

women may, moreover, be divided into two kinds. We all have seen the 

old lady, general1y white-haired, with kindly, pleasant features, on which 
ti me bas set no unfriendly mark, who still retains a11 ber attractiveness. 

Note how the boys and girls adore her; they will go to ber and confide 

their sorrows, their hopes, their am bitions, and wh en they \\·onld not 
breathe a word to their mothers . The kindly, luving interest evinced in 

a lad's affairs by su ch a one has ti me and ag ain first im planted the im
pulses in the heart which eventually led him on to an honorable career. 

Quickly, almost by stealth, the good is done by such, and the good seed 
sown which will ripen in after time into a rich and abundant crop. On 
the other band, we have most of us seén, perhaps in real life, certainly. 

THE MosT BEAUTIFUL FooT.-The most beautiful foot is the slender 

one. The stylish girl recognizes this fact. Her shoes ate always large 

enough to avoid cramping the foot, and yet are snug and wonderfully 

neat and delicate. This is the reason wby sorne girls can dance all night 

without rest, while others have to retire early from a brilliant ball, leaving 

their hearts behind-in case they do not dance and suffer so much with 

their feet as to preclude the possibility of real enjoyment. If a girl wears 

a proper shoe, when the foot is bare and she stands upon it in the 

privacy of her bedroom, it will be as pretty and delicate as a baby' s. The 

instep would be high, the heel delicately formed, the skin as white as 

alabaster, with possibly blue veins showing throug h. The general form 
of the foot will be slender, the toes tapering, parallel and separated by 
about the thickness of a sheet of paper and adorned with pink-tinted 

nails. A girl who has such reet as these-and there are many who have 

them-well may take pride anJ pleasure in contemplating them. 
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MOTHERS AND THE NURSERY. 

[ CONDUCTED BY :r.IRS. F. C. PRESSLER. J 

MrsTAKES rN DRESSING ScHOOL GrRLs.-When I see, rernarks an ob

server, young girls on their way to school, I in my coupe looking out 

quite dry and cornfortable on the poor draggiing things; when I see the 

long silken waterproofs wet and rnuddy nearly up to their knees, and the 
clinging d.rip of their cloth skirts about their an kles, I will say that if I 

hac; a daughter, instead of only boys, I would put her into clothes on a 

rainy day that would be two inch es a bove her ankles. I wouldn't send 

th::tt girl to school to sit in damp skirts and absolutely filthy stockings, 

wet above her boot-tops, carrying quantities of the city rnud over the 

schoolhouse. Why should the schoolhoy have such immense advantage 

over the schoolgirl in his clothes for rainy weather? Fancy "our boys,' 

indeed, in wet. draggling skirts and tightly laced waists, doing their lessons 

for a professor. \Yhen will ,,·ornen learn for thernselves and their daugh

ters sorne corn mon sense? I suppose when the doctors get sufficient 

courage to advise orto order that 1or the usual "walks in life," to say 

nothing of its races and struggles for a livelihood, women ought to be 

dressed for cornfort and strength and preserYation frcrn comrnon ills. 

DAN•;ER TO CHILDREN IN Ov.ER-HEATED Roo.l\ls.-Tbe serious conse

quences which often follow from living in over-heated rooms, especially 

to young children, is pointed out as follows in a little book called 

"Health of Our Children": In the management of young children, of 

the grea test irn portance is a proper regula ti on of the te rn perature of the 

rooms occupied by them. There is no disputing the fact that, as a rule, 

they are kept much too warm, and seriou=' consequences invariably result 
if this fault is persisted in. Nothing, says Eberle, tends more directly to 

enfeeble and relax the hurnan body, and to predispose it to the injurious 

influence of cold and atmospheric vicissitudes, t han habituai confinement 

in hea.ted rooms Stuve, like all other writers, ernphasizes this danger. 

Warm roorns, he says, principally contribute to the extraorèinary rnortal

ity of children who are carr ied off by convulsions iu the first months of 
their lives. As they daily become weaker from the constant action of 

beat, every draught of air occasioned by opening the windows and doors 

is dangerous to their organs. lt is an established fact that, in the propor
tion as we habituate ourselves to warm dress and heated apartrnents, ::,o do 
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we render the body more liable to be injured by exposing it to the influence 
of fresh and cold air. Mothers of chJldren who are peculiarly susceptible to 

cold, and are constantly suffering from coughs and catarrhal affections, 

should understand that the rernedy is with them. By far too often they fait 

to appreciate this fact, and dose the little ones with rnedicines. when ali 

that is needed is the applicltion of a little corn mon sense. Let them pro

vide for their children sufficient pure air, and accustorn them while in the. 
h0use to a temperature between 66 and 70 degrees, never higher than the 

latter in the winter, and they will no longer have reason to cornplain that 

the little ones are "constantly catching cold." Confinement in over-heated 

rooms bas a destructive influence at ail periods of life ; it is even greater 

during childhood, and the danger from it is intensified in the teething 

period. At that time there is naturally an increased flow of blood to the 

, brain, and infants, as ali know, are then more irritable. and are especially 

li.:~ble to be attacked with inflammatory affections. The brain, so delicate 

and susceptible to injury during childhood, is, while an infant is cutting 

its teeth. peculiarly liable to disease ; bence the need of even greater cau

tion in its management, and a careful protection from excessive beat, 

which certainly conduces to cong-estion ofthat very vital organ. 

A i\lorHER's EYEs.-Mrs. Plunkett, the superintendent of the House of 

l\Tercy, a hospital on the English cottage plan, in fashionable Pittsfield, 

l\Iass., has given an example of a mother's devotion too corn piete to pass 

unnoticed. · Her son, a promising young man, just ready to enter a med

ical school, was stricken with a di<;ease which left him blind. He was 

unwilling to resign himself to idleness, and his rnother went into the 

class room with hirn, making herself his eyes The text book: 

on anatomy, physiology, chernistry, and materia rnedica she went 

through with him, reading e1ch day's portion over four times aloud, to 

be sure it was thoroughly comprehended. The young doctor graduated 
with hooors, and will devote himself to heart and Jung diseases, special

ties in which sight has comparative! y little play. Mrs. Plunkett is a 

serene faced woman of 6o, who is an inti mate friend of Miss Dawes the 

daughter of the Senator. ' 

ÜBSTINATE CHILDREN.-A friend once told me how, when a chilcl, 5he 

was one day kept without food, and sent to bed bungry and exhausted, 

for not reciting sorne lines by heart, the punishment being infiicted on 

the supposition that she was wilfully obstinate. She said that she does 
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not now think hersel' to have been naturally obstinate, speaking gene
rally; and, in this particular instance, she added : "But what no one 
knew then, and what I know as the fact, was that after refusing to do what 
was required, and bearing anger and threats in consequence, I lost the 
power to do it. T became stone. The will was petrified, and I abso
lutely could not comply." She expressed the conviction that the obsti
nacy was not in the mind. but on the nerves

1 
and that what we cali obsti

nacy in children, and in grown people, tao, is often ~omething of this 
kind, and that it may be increased by mismanagement or persistence, or 
what is called firmness in the controlling power, into disease or something 
near to it.-Dorothea zn Ladz'es' Home Journal. 

DoN'T Box A CHrLn's EARS.-The world has learned a great deal of 
physiology of later years, and that is why no sensible parent wlll box a 
child's ea~. The human ear is a wonderful piece of mechanisrn, and so 
sensitive and delicate that it is al most as dan~erous to strike the brain as 
the ear. No father or mother would think of hitting a child in the eye, 
and~ et it would be a safer ex periment. But few people thoroughly real
ize what a delicate structure the human ear really is. That which we 
ordinarily designa te so is, after ail, only the mere outer porch of a series 
of winding pass<lges which, like the lobbies of a great building, lead from 
tbe world \yithout to the world within. Certain ol these passages are tull 
ofliquid and their membranes are stretched like parchment curtains across 
the corridor at different places, and can be thrown into vibration or made 
to tremble like the bead of a drum or the surface of a tambourine does 
when struck with a sticl· or with the fingers. Between two of thcse parcll
ment-like curtains a chain of very small bones extends, wllich ser\'es to 
tlghten or relax these membranes and to communicate vibrations to 
them. In the innermost place of alla row of white threads, callecl nerves, 
stretch like the strings of a piano from the last point to which the 
tremblings or thrillings reach and pass inward to the brain. 

THE PARADISE OF BABIEs.-Whatever Japan may be to the adults, it is 
certain that tothe children it is the'· countrybet\\een Heavenandearth.'' 
Alcock first called it the paradise of babies. The coppery little shaven
heads seem at once clolls and live children. Petted, fondled and indulged 
a" they are, obedience is yet the first law, and etiquette is constantly taught 
them. Probably no other country in Asia is so full of toys, toy-shops and 
people who make a living by amusing the yonngsters. 
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A CuRrous THEORY.-The following novel stateq1ents in regard to pul

monary consumption are attributed to Dr. P. H. Kretzschmar, of Brook

lyn. First, if ther.e are many children in a family, those born ~fter the 
sixth orafter the seventh are apt to develop pulmonary consumptwn; sec

ond, if the children in a large family are born at short interval~, say ?ne 

year, the younger ones are apt to develop pulmonary consumptwn; thnd, 

if the offspring of healthy parents, born under conditions named above, 

escape the disease, their children are aJ.>t to develop pulmonary consump-

tion. 

HEALTH INVENTIONS AND APPLIANCES. 

THE SANITARY LAMP, A VALUABLE INVENTIO ·. 

As is well known, the HERALD OF HEALTH is keenly alive to the pro

gress of Hygenic and Sanitary inventions-noticing as their merits deserve 

the latest useful novelties in health aJ•pliances, but never endorsing claims 

s~t forth in their behalf until arter careful and impartial experiments. 

Such experiments haye been made with a sanitary lamp, the invention of 

l\1r. H. Alber, of Corning, New York, and the result full y main tains the 

daims made by the inventer. The Jamp is simplicity itself~ and can be 

safely handled by tbe most inexperienced persan. Tbe reservoir is filled 

with pure alcohol and the wick rejusted. Upon the top, sustained by three 

uprights, is a platinum cone. Within a minute after the match is applied 

to the wick the platinu rn cone glows intensely. An extinguisher is ap

plied to the fiame: and then instantly renewed but the corre continues 

glowing, purifying the air thoroughly from all disagreeable odars, smoke 

or gase~. lt is not necessary to operate the lam p in a room of orài

nary size longer than about five minutes, after which time the air will be 

found thoroughly purified. From experiments made by other parties it 

seems certain that no odor nor gaseous substance can w1thstand the power 

of the lam p. As a foetidal has been sprinkled on a paper in a room, so 

that nobody could stand it, an:i the lamp had purified the air peifectl_y in 

.seven minut:!s. Tne lamp will condense and neutralize as much smoke 

a3 two per3ons are able to produce by smoking tobacco. Stale tobacco 

odor, which bad setll~d down in a room and pervaded everything, disap

peared after the lamp had been used a few times. The platinum canes 

will last at least one year. The lam p was kept in use for 4 ~ heurs in 
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order to see how much akohol it would evaporate, and it was found by 
aclual weight that only two ounces was consumed, which makes each ap
pliance of the lamp (it is never needed for more than s-8 minutes) very 
cheap, only about 1-6-1-3 of one cent. The effect of the lamp is based 
on the property of porous bodies, like charcoal to condensed gases on 
their surfaces this process being combined in the lamp with the oxidizing 
effect of the alcohol upon the gases. 

Professer P. M. Wise, ofthe Willard Asylum for the Insane, has also 
experimented with Mr. Alber's lamp and says: '' It is a perfect deodor
izer, and seems to have the property of neutralizing any quality or degree 
of odnr, when it is confined so that the gaseous products can reach it. Its 
convenience, cleanliness and cheapness would seem to commend it par
ticularly for the sick room and hospital ward." Other scientists speak in 
similar terms of its merits. The lam p has not been put upon the market 
yet, but we hope that Mr. Alber will soon find time to give the medical 
profession, hospitals, nurses, and the public generally, the benefit of his 
valuable invention. 

PUBLISHER' S DEPARTMENT. 

STILL ANOTHER VALU ABLE PREM:IU:M.-We call special attention to the an
nouncement in this month of another valuable premium for new subscri
bers to the HERALD OF HEALTH. For One Dollar and Sixty Cents we will 
send the magazine for One Year,from January to December, and in addition 
a complete set, in five volumës, of the '· Leather Stocking" series ofCooper's 
famous novels. These books are printed in large type from new plates, 
bound in paper. and are a marvel of cheapness even in these days of 
cheap literature. Sixty cents is no priee for them, and we make no 
profit on the list, but offer them merely as an inducement for new sub
scribers. They are sent postage free. We are desirous that our old sub
scribers should also share the benefit of this liberal offer, and we will mail 
the books to them for sixty cents, the same priee, provided they will show 
them to their friends and thus enable us to obtain additions to our sub
scription list. The HERALD OF HEALTH needs no premiums to keep up, or 
increase, its already large list of readers, but having an opportunity to 
procure these books from the publishers, at the priee named, we are will
ing to offer them to our friends withou t profit. The Dickens and Scott 
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books will also be offered for a short time longer. See announcement 

elsew he re. 
SoME ENCOURJ\GING WoRDs.-C. E. Mentser, ofLeitersburg,Md., writes 

to the publishers: ''The December number of last year.' r889, a/one, 
contains information, worth to me, as rouch as the subscription priee for 

the whole year." Another valued subscriber in New York City says: 
''The HERALD OF HEALTH is the most practical and sensible publication of 

the kind that I know of, and I would not be w1thout it for any considera-

tion. I wish you forty years more of prosperity ." 

AMoNG ouR VALUJW FRIENDS is Elder Evans, at the head of the Shaker 

Communily at Mt. Lebanon. A writer in the Albany Press says that the 

venerable Eider is a few years older than Mr. Gladstone, and he believes 

that rational care of the health pays. If 1 remernber correctly he has 

been a ri~id vegetarian for nearly or quite fifty years. Sorne friends who 
were visiting him recently found him high up on a ladder trimming apple 

trees. This he bas done every year for many years. He does rouch 
work, both physical and mental, every day, and does not know what it is 

to Jose a day from ill health. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

IN REPLY To A CORRESPONDENT's REQUEST for Dr. Richardson's '' Rules 

for Old Age," we republish them as follows, althongh we don't endorse 

all of them: When old age bas really corn menced, its march toward final 

decay is best delayed by attention to those rules of conservation by which 

life is sustained with the least friction and the least waste. The prime 
rules for this purpose are : To subsist on light but nutritions diet, with 

milk as the standard food, but varied according to season. To take food, 

in moderate quantity, four times in the day, including a light meal be

fore going to bed. To clothe warmly but lightly, so that the body may, 

in all seasons, maintain its equal temperature. To keep the body in fair 

exercise, and the rnind active and cheerful. To maintain an interest in 

what is going on in the world, and to take part in reasonable labors and 

pleasures, as though old age were not present. To take plenty of sleep 

during sleeping hours. To spend nine hours in bed at the least, and to 

take care during cold weather that the temperature of the bedroom is 

m1intained at 6o° Fah. To avoid p1ssion, excitement and luxury. 
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RDIOVAL OF l\lou:s.-11. TV. F., S;·racusc, 1\: F.-In a recent number 
or the Praclzi,oner, Dr. J a mison writes on the use or sodium ethylate in 
removing hai1y moles on the face. He operated in this way. The hairs 
were eut off as closely as possible \vith a very fine pair of sei. sors, and the 
mole was then painted over with sodium ethylate, a fine glass rod being 
used. When the mole had a varnished look the ethylate was gentiy 
rubbed in with the glass rod, to make it per1etrate more deeply into the 
hair follicles. The mole bad quite a black look when the operation was 
over. A hard crust formed over it, which was nearly three weeks in be
coming detached. \Vhen it came off the hairs were seen to be destroyed, 
and the surface of the mole bad a &mooth, somewhat cicatrical appear
ance, of a rn uch lighter col or than be fore; and this favorable condition 
c ontinued un til the mark was scarcely noticeable. 

HYPNOTISM.-Inquzrer, Phzladelphz"a.-Hypnotism literally means a con
dition resembling sleep, artificially produced; that is. not by drugs, but 
by the magnetic (?) effect of one mind upon another. That conclition of 
mind, however, to which you doubtless refer as "hypnotism ., is a differ
ent condition entirely. lt is not connected with sleep at all, but could 
be defined to be that condition of mi nd in one persan (called the subject} 
set up by the attractive or impulsive power 0f one or more minds, and in 
which the subject, by the power of "suggestion,'' is made to obey the be
hests or com mands of his opera tor or opera tors. This power can be 
exerted at a distance, and the operator need not be known to the subject. 
The operator is not legally responsible for the acts of his subject, not 
being person,dly concerned. 

HoT WATER AND DYSPEPSIA -Dyspeptt'c's question is best answered 
by the following from Dr. S. Baruch, in the Tànes and Regzster: ''Another 
hrdriatic method, which acts by removing the cause of disturbance, is 
the sipping of hot-water an hour before meals, in dyspepsia. The 
hat-water craze~ which now has taken a firm hold upon the lay public, 
is but the legitimate outcome or a valuable therap~utic application 
of water, whose simplicity commends it at once to the judgment or the 
intelligent physician. Brought into prominence by Dr. Salisbury, who 
c· Jmmitted the error of most enthusiasts, of regarding it as a penacea for 
most diseases, it has now been adopted by the profession as a most vain
able agent in many gastric troubles. By removing the products of fn
mentation, by cleansing the mucous membrane of mucus, it restores tone 
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and vigor to the gastric hning, and enables the natural forces to come in
to ~lay. lt is important to observe strict compliance with the rule laid 
down by the originator, viz. : that the water shou ld be sipped as hot as 
possible, and that an hour shoul d elapse bef ore a meal is ta ken. Exam
ples of failures due to neglect of this rule are numerous in the expeLence 

of all medical men. 
How LoNG TO SLEEP. -Anxious Mother.-The following is from good 

authority: Up to the fifteenth year most y ung people require ten hours, 
and un til the zoth year ni ne hours. After tha t age every one finds out 
how much he or she requires, though, as a general rule, at leasl sixto eight 

hours is necessary. Eight hours' sleep will prevent more nervous de
rangements in women than any medicine can cure. During growth there 
must be ample sleep if the brain is to develope to its full extent, and the 
more nervous, excitable or precocious a child is the longer sleep it should 
get, if its intellectual progress is not to come to a premature standstill or 

its life eut short at an early age. 
To CoRRESPONDENTs.-As we go to press unusually earl y with this issue 

answers to several questions are unavoidably deferred until next month. 
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VEC ETA RIANISM I N PRACTICE. 

(FROl\1 A LECTURE BY JOSEPH KNIGHT, SECRETARY OF 1 HE VEGETARIAN 
SOCIETY, MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.) 

OwrNG largely to the utterances of Vegetarians, many erroneous ideas 
have gone forth, such as that Vegetarians are not allowed to use alcoholic 
drinks, or to take tea and coffee, orto smoke; that they must not eat 
sugar, or must renounre salt; that strict Vegetarians never take milk and 
eggs; that Vegetarianism is a religion, or, at least, is a part of sorne 
peculiar shade of theological or religious belief. Individual Vegetarians 
may do ail these things, or may hold peculiar views, but because they do 
so it does not follow that these things are a necessary part and parce! of 
Vegetarianis n itself Vegetarianism is a most simple thing, and I sul
pose it is because of its great simplicity that there exist so many misun
derstandings about it. It is not an ideal in food and drink; it is an 
actuality which has proved widely beneficiai ; it is a reality, 80mething 
which can be practised-not something which can only be looked at with 
desire from a distance; but Vegetarianism is a system or diet which leaves 
its adherents absolutely free, with one exception, to choose from ali the 
entire range of food products which the world offers. The exception is 
that section of foods which are 

OBTAINABLE ONLY BY LOSS OF LIFE. 

I call to mind one Saturday afternoon when, in the reading-room at the 
Crystal Palace, a pamphlet was brought under my notice, the HERALD oF 
HEALTH, with a few words about Vegetarianisrn. This little pamphlet 
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contains four portraits of eminent Vegetarians. The few words, anj they 
were very brief, of biographical sketch of those men at once impressed 
upon the minds of my wife and myself that there was something in Vege
tananism worth looking into. We did not decide to adopt it out and 

out. It was Saturday, and 

THE SUNDAY'S JOINT WAS IN, 

which may have had sorne influence in preventing our instantaneous con
version to Vegetarian principles. No decision to accept those principles 
was made at that moment, but on the Monday following my good wife 
went to town and hought a numher of books upon the subject, and we 
commenced studying the question at once. We were not authorities 
upon Vegetarianism, in fact, were ignorant in the matter ; and probably 
the best thing we could do was, instead of plunging headlong into sorne
thing we knew nothing about, just to look into it first. Theie books ex
plained somewhat more about Vegetarianism, and in a few days, instead 
ofsimply thinking thatVegetarianism wasworth looking into, we decided 
that it was worth trying, so that by the middle of the week we were pre
pared to try it. More books, a wheatmill, a supply of wheat, the prepa· 
ration of our own meal, the baking of our own bread, the purchase of a 
water filter, the abandonment of tea and coffee, and various other things 
of a similar character, very speedily followed, with the result that so far as 
expense was concerned there was a saving-at least on my side-for I 
had previously a very large appetite. But with regard to our appetites, the 
result was that mine came down, and my wife's, which had formerly been 
unduly small, went up, both becoming of a more norm3.l character, so that 
while sorne saving was effected for the pocket, considerable benefit to 

health was realized at the same time. 
Vegetarianism being taken up, studied, examined carefully, and put 

into practice judiciously, brought abGut those very desirable resul ts. We 
have been going on with this trial for over twelve years. We did not at 
first entirely abandon the use of fish ; probably using it sorne three or 
four times a year for a few years. I state this for the sake of correctness, 
not as recommending the procedure. But after the first few years that 
went the way of the flesh, and since then we have been striCt vegetarians. 
I lay accent on this word " strict," because it has been sometimes sa id, 
"Y ou are not a strict Vegetarian, you take milk and eggs." Neverthe
less, I call myself a slrzd Vegetarian. I bad perhaps better say more 
fully what a Vegetarian is. 
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A VEGETARIAN IS ONE 

who, for any reason, abstains from the ftesh of animals-fish, flesh and 
fowl-and the products of such flesh. In these products are included 
gravy, dripping, lard, suet, animal and fish ails, etc., which are procured 
by the destruction of the ani mals. But such food products as are yielded 
without the loss or destruction of life, su ch as milk, eggs and honey; the 
entire range of food products of the vegetable kingdom, and any food 
products found in the mineral kingdom, the Vegetarian may use at his or 
her discretion. Th at, I think, about as accurately de cribes a Vegetarian 
as can possibly he done in few words. So that if I take milk and eggs I 
am a strict Vegetarian, and those who follow that practice have every right 
to· call themselves strict Vegetarians. We have, as I have said, gone ou 
for sorne years with this strict Vegetarian practice. It bas not made· Sam
sons of us; it has not entirely done away with every sort ofailment, but it 
bas done a few things in that direction. Our average health-wh1ch was 
of an indifferent character-has been better. Of course the change did 
not take place at once, but our health bas gradnally, and I h0pe, perma
nently improved. Money has been saved, or, less having been expended 
on f0od, there bas heen more to expend in other ways. Joseph Brother
ton's words, "My riches consist not in the extent of my possessions, but 
in the fewness of my wants." are worth remerr.bering; and herein have 
been whatever riches my wife and myself have possessed. It is not that 
we have been rich, but our wants have been few. Though not "passing 
rich on forty pounds a year," we have been happy on a small incarne, and 
anyone may be rich who adopts the same practice and has but few wants. 

WREN DlSCUSSING THE TAKING UP 

Df the Vegetarian practice there are many conditions to be considered 
under which it may be adopted, seeing it may be entered upon for various 
reasons, under the promptings of unselfish or of what may be called selfish 
motives. It is important, for instance, to consider whether it is quite safe 
to make the change. I have not the slightest doubt that it is soin almost 
all cases. Indeed, with very few exceptions, under a condition of fairly 
good health, the change would be, I believe not only perfectly safe, but 
decidedly beneficiai, provided it is carried out with due caution and with 
-careful judgment. To the invalid a different dietary from that used by 
those in robust health will probably be useful. A man who has to work 
exceedingly hard in muscular employment can do with a far larger rela
tive q uantity of the pulse foods-containing, as they do, a large propor-
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tion of nitroaenous substance-than would be suitable for those who are 
b 

en~aged in sedentary occupations. A blacksmith or a puddler can eat, 
perhaps, two or three times more of the pube foods \Yith advantage than 
one who is confined to the desk ali day. By those who have much hard 
mental work the pulse foods should only be taken, as a rule, sparingly. 
Those who have plenty of out door work may take more, but even by 
these too frequently the mistake is made of taking more than is 

necessary. 

WREN FLESH FOOD IS ABANDONED 

mistakes are often made in two diverse directions-the first by those who, 
in commencing the Vegetarian practice, take a rn uch larger quantity of 
other foods; and the second, by flesh food being given up with nothing 
whatever to take its place. Either of these practices will naturally pro
duce evil results. The appetite is rather a peculiar thing to deal with, and 
should never be '' coaxed" to go beyond that which it is possible for the 
digestive apparatus to use. The natural appetite is a very good guide, 
and when it manifests a dislike for food it is generally an indication that 
something is amiss with the body; and that the nervous force is required 
to perform ether work than the digestion of food. Those who have ab
normal! y large appetites will need sometimes to exercise their will-power 
in order to guard against over-eating. If more food is taken than 
can be digested, the system will be severely taxed, and ill results are 
likely to follow. For health the diet should not consist of rich and com
plicated dishes, and too great a variety at a single meal should also be 
avoided. The meals can be varied from day to day and one may obtain 
numberless combinations, but the combinations should not be too numer
ous or complex, especially for the delicate and for invalids. In provid
ing for such persons, for breakfast, a little wheatmeal porridge would 
generally be found more attractive and far more useful than the usual plate 
of oatmeal porridge-a large plate of oatmeal porridge might act in a 
somewhat repellant manner. The wheatmeal porridge nicely and daintily 
served, will frequently act as the best aid to the appetite. In such cases 
wheatmeal will be found altogether better than oatmeal, which has sorne 
properties that are less suitable for the weakly. \Yith the porridge add a 
little brown bread. 

Here, in speaking of porridges, I may say that it is advisable that they 
should always be taken with something of a hard nature to bite. Por
ridges are apt to slip through the mouth without any mastication and 
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without being mixed with the saliva, and when this is the case with starchy 
foods their value is very largely lost. In addition to the loss of their food 
value, they prove a tax upon the powers of the digestive apparat us. A 11 
food needs to be thoroughly masticated if we are to get the full nourish
ment out of it, and it should be our aim to get the best value we can out 
of everything we eat. In addition to a little wheatmeal porridge and 
brown bread, a little stewed fruit might be taken. If the will is suffi
ciently strong one may do without tea or coffee, and so much the better 
for the body. I said a little while ago that in our own practice we aban
doned the use of tea and coffee. Since that time we have tried many 
kinds of experiments. We once lived for a good period on two meals a 
day; we have tried doing without various things, and have made sun dry 
experiments in taking tea and coffee as weil as doing without. When I 
spoke of having abandoned the use of tea and coffee, I meant for a time, 
and not as a perm an en t step. 

COMING TO DINNER 

it must be remembered that for the invalid the food should be small in 
quantity, and as daintily served as possible. For dinner we need not 
depend too much upon soups, but rather try such foods as will give the 
teeth something to do. Ali the pulse foods can be cooked in variou'> 
ways, and when nicely cooked are excellent. After stewing they may be 
baked sufficiently firm to eut, and will form useful portable dishes. For 
travelers, picnic parties, or those who have to work away from home ard 
who carry their dinners with them, such dishes as these will be found of 
great service. Macaroni cheese can be prepared in the same way, and is 
far better and less costly than beef or mutton. Such dinners as these, 
simply prepared, and alternated with various other Vegetarian prepara
tions, act beneficially upon a small appetite, care being taken that quan
tity and frequency of the pulse foods are not too great. Varied by farin
aceous puddings, and with a little stewed fruit or raw ripe fruit, excellent 
dinners may be had. 

THEN FOR TEA OR SUPPER 

a little brown bread and fruit, or a simple pudding, will probably be the 
best that can be had. I would particularly recommend that the num ber 
of meals be confined to three in the day, and that no meal be taken 
within three hours of retiring. The digestive organs will then have time 
to re t. 

Although these suggestions are in the main applicable to those who are 
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not in the enjoyment of robust health, an extension in respect to quantity 

and greater freedom as regards variety will make them of service to the 

healthiest and strongest. In the case of children the more simple the 

dietary the better for them. I need hardly say that milk is a most valu

able food for children. For the weakly a glass of warm milk or warm 

milk and water will often be found the most useful substitute for tea or 

coffee. There are m:my ways of preparing- food which will commend 

themselves to the thoughtful housewife, and many other things call for 

consideration in regard to Vegetarian practice. Besides this, there are 

outside of Vegetarianism, many things to be considered if health is to be 

maintained. Il will not do to imagine if we abandon flesh that this one 

action of our lives is going to counteract the injurious results of our habits 

of life. It will do its sbare, but no more. 

IF WE PERSIST IN BREATHING BAD AIR 

we must suffer the consequences of that persistence; if we continue drink

ing impure water-whether in the shape of alcoholic liquors or in any 

oLher form-we must of course suffer the nalural consequences of those 

habits; still, if we take up the Vegetarian practice and will carry it out 

wisely and judiciously, we shall reap very great benefit from it, especially 

if at the same time we pay attention to the other conditions of healtb. 

The moral aspects of the Vegetarian practice I need hardly touch upon. 

They are of very great importance, and probably one of the most import

ant is its influence upon the use of alcoholic drinks. The abandonment 

of animal flesh, the 5ubstitution of fresh, ripe, juicy fruits, will do much, 

I believe, to prevent and cure the drink crave. If we can induce those 

who are the victims of the drink traffic to take up the Vegetarian practice, 

and carry it out wisely, then we may help them very effectively towards 

breaking for themselves the fetters with which they are bound. If we 

want to do this, we sha11 be greatly helped by getting sorne practical ex

perience, that we may know how to help our brothers and sisters who are 

needing such aid. I do want all our temperance friends to consider this 

question, believing, as I do, that the practice of Vegetarianism is one of 

the greatest aids to the progress of temperance reform. 
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NOTES CONCERNINC HEALTH. 

(BY :M. L. HOLBROOK). 

WEAK LUNGS. 

One of our valued subscribers, whom we will cali Mr. Denn, asks for 
advice concerning the best way to live for one who has weak lungs and is 
threatened with consumption There is always difficulty in giving coun
sel in such cases because we cannot know exactly the condition of the 
p1tient without seeing him. Rules which may be applicable to one per
son may not be applicable to another, may even do harm. Alli can do 
will be to give general directions. If the lungs are only weak and not 
specially diseased, very much may be done. 

FOOD. 

The first point to be considered is the food. Usually nutntwn is de
fective in such cases. If it is possible to use new milk freely with per
haps a little cream, together with good hread and such other articles as are 
easily digested and assimilated, avoiding everything that taxes unduly the 
organs of digestion, there is much to be hoped for. Of course it must 
be from a perfectly healthy cow. Sometimes perfectly fresh milk agrees 
with the stomach when stale milk does not. lt is al ways better to use sorne 
bread with milk so that it will not all curdle in one mass, but be broken 
up and made accessible to the gastric juice. Sometimes it is very bene
ficiai for the patient to take a glass of water just as hot as it can be borne 
half an hour orso before e~ch meal. There are many advanlages in that 
which cannot be mentioned here. Sip the water with a teaspoon slowly; 
half an hour may be consumed in swallowing a pint of it. If the cough 
is laryngeal or branchial this hot water drinking will be of great service. 
It would take a long paper to give in detail ali that could be said on the 
subject of food, but as other information is found mainly in books it is 
not necessary- to give it here. 

AIR. 

Air is a food as weil as milk and bread. The person with weak lungs 
gets too little of it and much of their apparent starvation is for \vant of 
air. Such persans may practice deep breathing to an unlimited extent. 
An hour devoted to deep brea~hing every morning before breakfast is none 
too much. Let the patient lie on a comfortable bed or lounge and inflate 
the lungs slowly to their fullest extent. If they can have a lounge in a 
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veranda out of dùors well protected from wind and storm and be weil 

clothed and covered \\>'ith woollen blankets and take this gentle exercise 

so much the better. Indeed this is one of the modern hygienic methods 

of treating consurnption. The patients are kept in beds out of doors weil 

protected from drafts, wind and rain, from 8 to I 2 hours daily, Su rn mer 

and Winter. A dry and sunny exposure is necessary. Sorne of the insti

tutions in the rnountain regions of Switzerland report 2 5 per cent. of 

cures even in advanced cases. The object of keeping the patients in bed 

is to keep up an equal warrnth and circulation and to husband the 

strength. The feet and legs do not get cold by this treatrnent, a point of 

great importance. 
EXERCISE. 

As to exercise, it should never be carried to extrernes, nor exhaust the 

patient. Sornetirnes horseback exerçise is very beneficiai. Severa! hours 

in the saddle daily have helped to cure more than one patient. In other 

cases rowing has helped to develop the lungs and increase their power. I 

have ~everal such cases in rnind as I write. Gymnastic training has also 

been useful. I rernernber in Dr. Lewis's school for physical culture sev

era! persons with weak lungs took a six rnonths' course of the exercises 

and were greatly benefited. The sarne occurs now in Dr. Anderson's in

stitute for physical culture. Of course the~e cur.es are not those of con

surnption, but of weak lungs with a tendency toit. The club exercises 

are especially suitable. 

THE SKIN. 

In persons with weak lungs the skin is generally weak and such persons 

do not bear cold bathing. An excellent substitute is dry rubbing with a 

flesh brush morning and evening. See the article on this subject in the 

May nurnber of the HERALD OF HEALTH for 1889, I thin k. This rub

bing has two benefits, one is to prevent taking cold, which is the bane of 

ali persons with weak lungs and msipient consumption. Another benefit 

is in rnaking the skin tough and more capable of perforrning its functions. 

The lungs too are relieved of a portion of their work. 

OVERDOTNG. 

Al ways keep within the strength, that is, never overdo. Never arsume 

burdens and cares that will prevent any good to come by the rnethod 

advised. The strength should be husbanded, not wasted; abundant sleep 

should be taken and the rnind should not be worried by anything. It is 
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useless to try and get any benefits by hygienic methods when these benefits 
are ali neutralized by unhygienic ones. 

CLil\fATE. 

I ought to say a word about climate. In looking over the census map 
for 1 88o I find but few places where the death rate from consumptiun is 
almost nothing. One of these places is Florida, but there are sorne ob
jections to this climate from the amount of malaria in summer. A more 
favorable climate is tbat of the Cumberland mountains in Tennessee. 
Here there is practically no consumption. Both the government map 
and the reports of the State Board of Health for Tennessee show this to 
be a fact. I would suggest that those who wish to change their climate 
on account of weak lungs bear this in mind. I know weil that the social 
drawbacks here are great, but they will not be so long. Northern capital 
and enterprise will saon change ali that. The Tennessee Land Corn
pany just organized have purchased a quarter of a million of acres of this 
region and will in a few years have settled it with northern men and 
women who will rnake society here as good as in most places nortb, per
haps better. 

I also find in the governrnent rnap a region in the Adirondacks of New 
York free from con su mption. For a short spa ce of each year this region 
is very pleasant and the air bracing and healthful. In the winter it is 
rather cold and as yet sanitariums are wanting. It would require a vol
ume to sar ali that can be said on this subject. Such a volume I hope to 
prepare at an early day. 

THE SUN BATHS . 

Last month I mentioned in connection with a paragraph on light in the 
sick room, Dr. Babbitt's sun baths. The printer or I spelled it Babit. 
This incident brings a let ter from the doctor, which I think worth prin ting. 
He says:-

DEAR DR. HoLBRooK: 

Mr. H. S. Haynes, of Colorado Springs, has been an invalid for fifteen 
years, and has been trying different sanitariurns in Europe and America to 
get weil, without rnuch success. Having lately tried the solar sweat bath 
in an instrument called the thermolume, a remarkable work has com
menced in his system. The forces seem to have been brought into action 
from circumference to center, and such a mass of impurities is being 
eJected as to cover his body with a rash and in sorne places with blisters. 
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I told him that the original sin was being driven ot.lt in companies and 
platoons. To show the great chemical power of sunlight on the bare 

body, I will quote a little from his letter: . 
'' I find no trouble in getting up a profuse sweat in ten to twenty mm-

utes. I took a thermometer into the thermolume with me when tbe 
sweat was running off in streams. It was up to only 8o degrees and I 
never sweat half so mucb in a Turkish bath at I 50 degrees. The solar 
sweating was done in Jess than h'llf the time also, and much more pleas
antly. I do not have the spasmodic attacks of neuralgia half as often as 

before." Respectfully, 
E. D. BABBITT, l\I. D. 

HEALTH AND SUCCESS. 

Russell Sage has been giving sorne advice to young men asto how to 
get rich. As one of the factors he mentions health. He &a ys: 

''A man should make it a point to save. \Vhat percentage of his 
salary or income he should put aside it is difficult to say. That should 
be governed by circumstances. Men's surroundings are different, and a 
rule that one could follow another could nc,t. Judgment m~st be exer
cised in saving as well as in spending. It is safe to advise a young man 
to save all he can, and he will finci. that the saving of his first hundred 
dollars will teach him to save the second, and so on, until he has laid the 
foundation for a fortune that may by good management be made a large 
one. A man's health has much to do with his success in life, and it be
hooves him to look well after bis bodily condition. Ill health will de
prive him of energy, which he must use to ach1eve success. The young 
man must work on a salary nntil he is able to comprehend the value of 
money, and also the source of supply and the ease \\ ith which it may be 
dissipated. He must read books and newspapers to keep po, ted on the 
topics of the day and the course of hum an events. It would be \' ell for 
him to attend debating societies to qualify himself to stand on his two feet 
and express himself in an intelligent manner. Learning acquired by a 
young man in his own room after his labors of the day are over is hard 
gained and for that reason more lasting than the education acquired in the 
grea~ institutions of culture. The young man taught in a fashionable 
college is a house plant, while the young man who cultivates himself is 
an outdoor growth and better able to stand a severe drouaht or a severe 

0 

storm, which ali are subject to in the variations of life." 
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THE TEETH 

Shirley Dare, in a letter concerning the health of English women, has a 
word to say about their care of the teeth: 

'' Each month the dentists called and examinee! the teeth of every one 
of the family, filing an edge here or touching the ename! there with a 
preparation which kept off decay and left no need of gold filling. \Vasn't 
it funny, by the way, about Professor Y ou mans, of the Pupular Scùmce 
JJfonthly, who sent for his dentist the month before his death and insistee! 
on having- his teeth ail attendcd to and new ones put in ? Everybody 
knew he couldn't live . and the dentist told him he was having a good 
deal of pain and trouble for nothing. But the Professor intimated pretty 
strongly it was his own business, and if he was willmg to pay $roo for 
having good teeth to be laid out in the dentist needn't complain. Do 
you know how many people are poisoncd by decaying teeth? They 
suffer with dyspepsia and bad complexions from nothing else than the 
constant drainage of bad matter from an imperfect tooth or two. Our 
complexions depend upon our stomachs and internai economy, and this 
a thoroughbred English mother fully understands, or her governesses and 
doctors know it for ber. We smile at the idea of eating five times a day, 
as the English do, but if \YC "cre out of doors in ali weather, as they r.re 
for their tremendous walks or rides, we cou]d eat too, and eat less after 
all than a middle class American family at three meal~. 

"NON-SECRET NOSTRUMS" AND OTHER DEADLY 
IMPOSITIONS. 

THE relentless war waged by the HERALD OF IIEALTH upon quack doc
tors and "cure-all" nostrums bas borne good fruit m many sections of 
the country. At the last meetin~ of the ". merican Association for the 
Stucly and Cure of Inebriety," .... r. Roe Bradner, f\1. D., of Philadelphia, 
chairman of the committee on '' nostrums, proprietary medicines and 
new drugs," made a most mteresting report, prefaced with the following 
letter from Dr. E. A. Craighill, president of the Virginia State Pharma
ceutical Association: 

''In my experience I have known of men filling drunkards' graves who 
learned lo drùzk taking some advertised bitters as legitimate medicine. 
The soothing syrup for children, and the cough syrup for everybody, ali 
contain opium in some form. It would be hard to estimate the number 
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of young brains ruined if not destroyed, and the maturer opium wrecks 
from nostrums of this nature. I could, if I had time, write a volume on 
the rnischief that is being done every day, to body, mind and soul, all 
over the land, by the thousands of miserable frauds that are being poured 
down the throats of not only ignorant people, but alas, intelligent ones 
too. All of these medicines known as 'patent medicines' are prepared 
by uncultured people, with no medical education. But there is a certain 
other class of so-called remedies, prepared by a more intelligent set, 
sometimes by physicians and pharmacists, that do a great deal more harrn. 
I allude to the 'non-secret proprietaries' that claim to pu blish their 
formulas but do not. One in particular has made thousands and likely 
tens of thousands of chloral drunkards, dethroned the reason of as many 
more, besides having killed outright very many. It is impossible for any 
one to estimate the mischief that is being done by such remedies, and 
the physicians who recommend them. It is impossible for any one not 
in a business such as I am to form an idea of the amount of misery and 
mischief that is being done by these same so-called 'non-secret remedies.' 
If I can serve you, and you will say how, I will be glad for you to corn
mand me. I would like to contribute my best effort. though feeble, to 
destroy what I honestly believe to be one of the curses of our day and 

generation. Y ours truly and respectfully, 
E. A. CRAIG HILL." 

The report continues: Dr. S. W. Abbott has furnisheà us with the 
astonishing result of Dr. B. F. Davenport's chemical examination, proving 
beyond the possibility of doubt that nineteen out of twenty of the nos
trums most commonly sold as opium cures were composed in part of 
opium itself, constituting unmistakable evidence of a monstrous fraudas 
well as dangerous evil. 

Very many who could not be induced to taste whisky, can be easily de
ceived into doing the same thing if, peradventure, the bait is called 
'' tonie," ''bitters," or even elixir or ginger. It is true that such people 
must be easy of seduction, indeed, they would seem purposely blind, 
when they accept it more readily because it is of vegetable extraction. 
Those of the better class, at least those better educated most often be
come victims of these treacherous compounds; those i;.deed who know 
that all alcohol as well as narcotic drugs used by inebriates are of 
'' purely vegetable origin." 

Alcohol and opium have, as a matter of course, produced the most of 
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inebriety; together, they compose the arch enemy to mental equilibrium, 
an.d have received as they deserved the greater part of our attention. But, 
gentlemen, the scope of this subject is tao large to be even explored at 
first attempt. We must of nece~sity leave the subject unfinished, and as 
time presses we a,re nearly ready to do so, without having even named 
chloral, cocaïne, chloroform or tobacco. 

THE 1\IISERABLE CIGARETTE 

must not be overlooked. There is no question but that tobacco is a 
powerful irritant to the nervous system, not only fully able to produce in
toxication, perse, but more dangerous probably by reason of the appe
tite if not necessity it creates for other stimulation. Ail this is too weil 
knO\vn to be discussed here, and is merely referred to to make clear our 
present conclusion, which is, that in the suspected danger of the cigar
ette the real danger of tobacco has been overlooked. Cigarettes made of 
pure tobacco are certainly no more noxious tb an cigars or ath er form s 
of the weed. lt bas been assumed and widely published that cigarettes 
are made from an ad mixture of cigar stumps and opium, and if we should 
believe half of what we have beard and read about the dangers of cigar
ettes and the noxious drugs they are said to contain, we would certainly 
forget ali about tobacco. We acknowledge that the use of these abortive 
cigars bas produced alarming and fatal results, but think the theory of 
their being drugged or otherwise more noxious thau other forms of 
tobacco, Jess tenable thau that the cigarette is the only form in which it is 
used by children; and we are confident that any fatal or serious conse
quences that have befallen women or persans of tender ) ears~ through 
cigarette smoking, were simply due to tobacco. We cannat doubt that 
the use of the pipe or full grown cigar would have been more quickly fol
lowed by the same consequences But, the small boy and the fast girl 
do not indulge in these articles, and the very reason that teaches them 
that they can smoke a cigarette, but not a cigar, should teach us that the 
former is le s patent, notwithstanding it is but a smaller morse! of the 
same thing. \Ve do not hear of men being killed or injured by the 
cigarette, and doubt 1f any confirmed smoker could consume enough 
nicotine to do him serious harm through cigarette smoking. It is not to 
us a reasonable argument, that the law priee at whicb they are sold should 
campel the manufacturer to u e poor tobacco, making up any deficiency 
of strength with opium. Vve learn that enough good tobacco to supply 
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America with cigarettes for a year can be bought in Maryland and Vir

ginia for ten cents per pounrl. 

OPIUM COSTS FROM THREE TO Fl VE DOLLARS 

a pound, and when prepared for smoking requires also a pipe prepared to 

burn it. No, gentlemen, it is not the cigarette, but tobacco, that is 

poisoning our youth; the danger ofthe cigarette, perse, is that it presents 

tobacco in an attractive and tolerable form for persons of immature years. 

We deplore the existence of cigarettes containing tobacco / of soothing 

syrups and other concoctions containing opzum_; and of vegetable tonies 

containing alcohol_; but words fail us in attempting to forete11 the result of 

this awful traffic. Insanity, paisy, idiocy, a11 forms of physical, moral, 

and mental ruin, have followed the sale of these nostrums through and 

throughout our broad land. New remedies, elegant specimens of phar

rnaceutical science, are daily added to the above list, notwithstanding they 

are recornmended by physicians and praised by medical journals. 

SURELY THE TIME HAS COME 

for sorne one to cry halt, and if any legitimate or other means of lessen

ing, if not eradicating, the evil can be effected, now is the tirne for action. 

This association has made the initial step, and having taken the "bull by 

the horns," should never yield nor suffer the just cause it bas espoused to 

be strangled by brute force, guided by the wisdom of the devil, whose 

ernissaries and agents are charlatans and proprietary nostrums; altogether 

constituting a powerful antagoni.st, and rich of blood money-the priee 

of nurnberless bodies, minds and souls. 

No; right ehall prevail, but if that monitor bas slumbered he must be 

a wakened, and in fu Il armor, with all his might and streng th, stretch forth 

a saving band, and quickly, for the peril is imminent. Persons of every 

class are rapidly falling victirns to habits worse than death, for death 

would put a period to their misery. They live, however, not only as a 

curse to themselves and conternporary friends, but to bring forth children 

tainted even to the third and fourth generation. Where, ob, where will 

it end ! Already the largest proportion of our patients, whether inebriate 

or insane, may charge such an inheritance with aggravating their disease, 

perhaps as its primary cause. 

ONE STIMULANT LEADS TO ANOTHER, 

and it bas been estimated that nine hundred and fifty out of one thousand 

men are consumers of tobacco. If they acquire the habit in early life, 
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especially before their physical and nervous systems are developed, their 
men tai powers rn us t becom e i rn paired by this powerful brain irritant; 
divergence to other and more powerful stimulants ensues; the usefulness 
of their lives is wrecked; and their posterity will posilively suffer impair
ment of either or both physical and mental strength. 

IT IS BEYOND THE PROVINCE 

of this committee to suggest the remedy, and he who does will deserve a 
towering monument. Surely it will require local, State, and natwnal 
legislation, but this can only be effected through individual activity. 
Who can dare to ignore the importance of the subject or fail to compre
hend his own duty. Time and talent are needed. The field is large. 
We must work or perish, and one and ali should start at the command 
that aroused Jonah from a less dangerous lethargy-" What meanest 
thou, 0 sleeper." 

OUR RULES FOR GOOD HEALTH. 

1. Be regular in your habits. 
2. If possible go to bed at the same hour every night. 
3· Rise in the morning soon after you are awake. 
4· A sponge bath of cold or tepid water should be followed by friction with 

to wel or hand. 
5· Eat plain food. 
6. Begin your morning meal with fruit. 
7· Don't go to work immediately after eating. 
S3. Be moderate in the use of liquids at aU seasons. 
9· It is safer to filter and boil drinking water. 

10. Exercise in the open air whenever the weather permits. 
II. In malarious districts do your walking iP the middle of the day. 
12. Keep the feet comfortable and wPll protected. 
13. Wear woolen clothing the year round. 
14. See that your sleeping rooms and living rooms are well ventilated, and 

t nat sewer gas does not enter them. 
15. Brush your teeth at least twice a day, night and morning. 
16. Don't worry, it interferes with the healthful action of the stomach. 
17. Y ou must have interesting occupation in vigorous old age. Continue to 

keep the brain active. Rest means rust. 
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EDITOR'S STUDY. 

ÜNE HuNDRED AND SEVEN YEARS ÜLD.-Mrs. Lanchester: of Bilder

shaw, near Darlington, England, is well in ber one hundred and seventh 
year, having been born at Gallow Hill, Yorkshire, on May 29, " Oak 
Apple Day," 1783. A healthy old lady she is , too. She no longer rises 
early, but she performs ber own toilet, and, though a little deaf, can see 
without glas ses, ber "second sight" having come to her about eighteen 
years back. She also talks and walks well, and during the late harvest 

actually took part in the gleaning. Mrs. Lanchester, who is a widow of 
Corty years' standing, ha_, had several children. Her eldest surviving 
'' child" is eighty years of age, and she bas a great-grandson of twenty
five. She cannot "a bide'' doctors, and bas only traveled by train three 

times in her life. 

THE PoiSONous EFFECTS oF ALCOHOL.-Dahlstrom experimentP.d for a 

period of eight months upon three dogs, and daily gave each of them six 
ounces of potato brandy. At the end of this time one died and two were 
killed. The undoubtedly poisonous effects of alcohol were shown ail 
along these eight months of experimentatic n. Duchek made similar ex
periments upon dogs with like results. The many cases of chronic alco
holism seen by every physician afford indubitable proof of the poisonous 
effects of alcohol on the human organization, even when taken in mod

erate amounts, if long continu ed. 

TESTS FOR UNDRRWEAR.-A new method of testing woolen garments is 

by putting caustic soda into a eup of water, and dipping the article whose 

genuineness is doubted into the mixture, of course being careful not to 

touch the liquid. The caustic soda will quickly eat animal fibres, but 

has no effect upon those of vegetable origin. If the article is all wool it 
will be dissolved in the liquid, leaving nothing but a track of coloring 
matter. If the material is cotton it cumes out unscathed. When the 
material is wool supported by a framework cf cotton, the latter being in
distinguishable to the eye or by ordinary test, the caustic soda quickly 
divorces the two, dissolves the wool and leaves the cotton as clean as if it 

bad been woven by itself. It has been suggested that people might buy 
a set of underwear made of wool and cotton mixed, that when the sultry 

da ys of Spring arrive, a bath of caustic soda might be prepared, ~he ~ar
ments dipped therein to emerge in the form of cotton gossamer for the 

summer'season. 
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REPRODUCTION OF BACTERIA.-As regards the reproduction of the bac
teria, many of them can double their nu rn bers every hour when placed in 
the best conditions for their activity. ln such circumstances, then, a 
single bacterium ,.,·ould, in twenty-four hours, produce no Jess than 
16,777,2 20. At the end of forty-eight hours the offspring would amount 
to z8r,soo,ooo,ooo, and would fill a half-pint measure-all produced in 
two days from a single germ measuring I-rs,ooo of an inch. Fortu
nately, however, bacteria can rarely so propagate themselves; they meet 
with all sorts of drawbacks and thus, in spite of their enormous fertility, 
the survivors are in a general way only enough to keep up a fair balance 
in nature. The diseases producing bacteria, however, have no claim 
upon our forbearance, and in these the enormous fecundity we cannat 
toc close! y contem plate. Sorne, like the bacteria of tuberculosis and 
glanders, propagate themselves slowly. but the great majority of the bac
teria causing animal plagues will, in favorable cases, double their num
bers hourly. 

RESEMBLANCES IN MARRIED CouPLEs.-lt h~s long been accepted as a 
fact that married couples, who are not only exposed to the same condi
tions of life, but the influence of whose minds must necessarily react 
upon each other, assume a more or less facial resem blan ce to each other. 
The Photographie Society of Geneva, s,~itzerland, with a view to detn
mine this question, have made photographs of seventy-eight young 
couples. The result is that in twenty-four cases the resemblance in the 
persona! appearance of the husband and wife was greater than that of 
brother and sister; in thirty cases it was equally great, and in only twenty
four was there a total absence of resemblance 

THE PERILS OF DAMP AND CoLD BEDS. -If trustworthy statistics could 
be had of the number of persans who die every year, or become perma
nently diseased, from sleeping in damp or cold beds, they would be 
astoni hing and appalling. It is a peril that constantly besets traveling 
men, and if they are wise they will invariably insist on having their beds 
aired and dried, even at the risk of causing much trouble to their land
lords. But the peril resides in the home, and the cold "spare roorn" 
bas slain its thousands or hapless guests, and will go on with its slaughter 
till pP.ople Jearn wisdorn. Not only the guests, but the family often suffer 
the penalty of sleeping in cold roorns, and chilling their bodies at a ti me 
when they need all their bodily heat, by getting between cold sheets. 
Even in warm sum mer weather a cold dam p bcd will get in its deadly 
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worlc It is a needless peril, and the neglect to provide dry roorns and 

beds bas in it the elements of rnurder and suicide. 

VENTrLATION oF SrcK RooMs.-To insist on the advantages to be de
rived by sick persans from breathing an air that is perfectly pure, and of 
which the supply is being systernatically renewed, may seem at the first 
glanee corn mon place, a self-evident tru tb; and yet this tru th, with a\1 its 
sirnplicity, is constantly disregarded. Ignorance, seconded by inveterate 
prejudices, prevents, and will continue to prevent for many a long day 
still, this idea from entering into our daily habits. The result of this is 
that persans suffering from chronic complaints, and particularly con
sumptives, are placed in extrernely unfavorable conditions, which may be 
the cause of a turn for the worse in the disease and of a darkening in the 
prognosis, which 1s already q uite sufficiently disheartening · as it is. A 
distinguished French surgeon, M. Nicaise, recently read a most interest
ing paper on this subject before the Academie de Medecine. After hav
ing tried it personally for several months, M. Nicaise bas shawn that there 
is no risk in spending the entire twenty-four hours in a room with the 
window constantly open, even in winter at the season when the outdoor 
temperature frequently falls below zero. Ail that is required is to take 
certain precautions, such as to keep the blinds closed while the window 
rernains wide open; the abject of this is to prevent a too rapid and exten
sive cooliug of the air in the roorn, which might be caused by the radia
tion of the beat from within toward the exterior, and as regards which the 
blinds act as a protecting screen. Under these circurnstances the ventila
tion is accomplished in an insensible and graduai way, by means of which 
the air of the room is systernatically renewed without sudden changes of 
temperature or risk for the patient. In countries where the climate is 
more rigorous than on the shores of the Mediterranean, which is where 
M. Nicaise investigated the subject, this idea could still be put into effect, 
provided a fire be kept burning in the room to raise the temperature of 

the air as fast as it cornes in by the window. With these precautions 
there is no danger to be feared for the patient, and the objection raised 
as to the risk of bronchitis or pneurnonia falls to the ground, as experi
ence bas shawn that this anxitty is entirely unfounded. 

CHEESR AS Foon.-Mucb difference of opinion bas prevailed in regard 
to the value of cheese as food, but we are beginning to get at real facts 
with a better understanding of the relations of the digestive functions to 
food elements. Cheese bas been lauded by many because of the great 
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amount of nutritive food elements it contains, and people have been 
mgcd indiscrirninately to eat it freely, sorne enthusiasts making the most 
extravagant claims for it as a health diet. But many people who have 
sought to follow this counsel find thernselves speedily the victims of indi
gestion and dyspepsia. They would consider it little short of treason to 
charge their disordered digestion to the cheese, but the truth is the cheese 
is the most probable cause in any such case. Although, so far as its con
stituents are concerned, cheese is fairly entitled to its fame as a model 
food, yet in raw cheese these constituents aie Yery difficult of solution by 
the dil:{estive juices-that is, raw cheese is indigestible to a degree that 
makes it unavailable as food except to the strongest and healthiest storn
achs, and shoulù not be eaten by anyone who finds on trial that it gives 
its stornach the least discomfort. It is found, however, that cooking the 
cheese removes this difficulty and makes cheese easy of digestion, and as 
nutritious as tender meat, or more so. Various methods have been 
adopted for this purpose, f10m plain broiling, frying or toasting, to the 
most elaborate compound dishes. The main pointis to get the cheese 
cooked so that the stomach can digest it.-Exchange. 

A CoNTRIVANCE TO KEEP CREASES ouT OF THE FoREHEAD.-A great many 
earnest thinkers of a nervous te rn perament fall into the habit of scowling 
when they read, write or talk seriously. This causes two little perpen
dicular lines to plow in between the eyes, and ages the face ten years. It 
is a habit alrnost impossible to correct, once formed, as it is done uncon
sciously by a great many young people. Even in sleep their brows will 
be drawn together in this malicious little frown that is the aider and abet
ter of age. A bright, studious young woman, still in ber twenties, found 
herself the victim of this scowl, which bad already made two fine hair 
li nes in her white brow. She set herself to work to cure the habit by set
ting ber mirror before ber face when she read, wrote or studied. But, as 
this distracted her attention from ber work, she finally fastened a ribbon 
band tightly across ber brow, tying it in a lmot at the back of ber head, 
and at night she slept in the band. After severa! months the little hair 
!ines disappeared from her pretty forehead, and she is quite cured of the 
disfiguring habit. A srnooth, white, uncorrugated brow is one of the 
g-reatest attractions in a woman's face, while a prematurely furrowed anrl 
wrinkled brow mars the beauty and youth of the fairest features. 
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WOMEN AND THE HOUSEHOLD. 

CONDUCTED BY HELEN FLETCHER. 

W OMAN's CRAZE· FOR ArLMENTS.-There is a large class of women in 

<:onstant trouble about their health, although the samè amount of strength 
in a cheerful woman would be ta ken as healthiness. Y ou fear to accost 

her with, "How are you to-day?" for that would be the signal for a 

shower of complaints. She is always getting a lump on ber side, an en

largement of the heart or a curve in the spine. If sorne of these disorders 

did not r.ctually come, she would be sick all the same-sick of disap

pointment. If you should find her memorandum book you would dis

<:over in it recipes for the cure of all styles of diseases, from softening of 

the brain in a woman down to the bots in a horse. Her bedroom shelf 

is an apothecary-infantum, where medicines of all kinds may be found, 
from large botties full of hea.d-wash for diseased craniums, down to the 

smallest vial for the removing of corns from the feet. Thousands of 

women are being destroyed by this constant suspicion of their health. 

Others settle down into a gloomy ::;tate frorr. forebodings of trouble to 

<:orne. They do not know why it is, but they are always expectmg that 

something will happen. They imagine about one presentiment a week. 

A bird flies into the window, or a salt-cellar upsets on the table, or a 

cricket chirps on the hearth, and they shiver all over, and expect a mes

senger speedily to come in hot haste to the front door and rush in with 

evil tidings. Oh, do away with all forobodings as to the future. Cheer 

up, disconsolate ones! Go forth among nature. Look up toward the 

heavens insutferably bright by day, or at night when the sky is merry with 

ten thousand stars joining hands of light. Go to where the streams leap 

down off the rocks and their crystal heels clatter over the white nebbles. 

Go to where the wild flowers stand drinking out of the mountai~ brool\. 

Hark to the fluting of the winds and the long-metre psalm of the thunder. 

Look at the Morning coming down the mountains and Evening drawing 

aside the curtain from heaven's wall of jasper, amethyst, sardonyx and 

chalcedony ! Look at all this and then be happy.-Exchange. 

KrssrNG MoTHER. -How many young ladies of to-day would laugh at 

the absurd idea, as they express it, of kissing mother; but you cannet, 

de'l.r girls, imagine how it will b;ighten her dear face. Besides, you owe 

her a kiss or twù. Away back, when you were a little girl, she kissed you 
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when no one else was tempted by your fever tainted breath and swollen 
face. Y ou were not as attractive then as you are now. And through 
those years of childish sunshine and shadows she was always ready to cure 
by the magic of a mother's kiss the little, dirty, chubby bands whenever 
they were injured in those first skirmishes with the rough world. And 
then the midnight kisses with which she routed so many bad dreams as 
she leaned above your restless pillow have all been on interest these long, 
long years. Of course she is not so pretty and kissable as you are, but if 
you bad done your share of work these last ten years the contrast would 
not be so marked. Rer face bas more wrinkles than yours, and yet if 
you were sick that face would appear far more~beautiful than an angel's, 
as it hovered over you, watching every opportunity to minister to your 
corn fort, and every one of th ose wrinkles would seem to be bright wavelets 
of sunshine chasing each other over the dear face. 

SoMETHING WHICH WoMEN SHoULD HEED.-Here is something 1 got 
from my family physician which 1 really think every woman should 
know: Women who sit with their legs crossed, to sew or to rc:ad, or to 
hold the baby, arc not aware that they are inviting serious physical ail
ments, but it is true, nevertheless. When a man crosses his legs he places 
the ankle of one Iimb across the knee of the other, and rests it lightly 
there. A woman, more modest and restricted in ber movements, rests 
the en tire weight of one li rn b on the upper part of the other, and this 
pressure upon the sensitive nerves and cords, if indulged in for continued 
lengths of time, as is often done by ladies who sew or embroider, will 
produce disease. Siatica, neuralgia, and other serious troubles frequently 
result from this simple cause. The muscles and nerves in the upper por
tion of a woman's leg are extremely sensitive, and rouch of her whole 
physical structure can become deranged if they are overtaxed in the man
ner referred to. -Courz"er Journal. 

THE Co:t\HNG A~IERICAN GIRL.-The prediction is freely ventured that 
as a result of the cosmopolitan mixing of races in this country the Ameri
can girl of the future will be a brown-haired, dark-eyed creature, sm aller 
as a type than the girl of to-day, but plumper and less angular. 

DoNT SIT UNDER GAs LrGHT.-The sun bath is beneficiai. No sitting 
or reading in darkened rooms, or tho. e lighted by gas. Gas burns up 
oxygen very rapidly. Sitting under a gas jet turns the hair gray, and by 
overheating the scalp destroys its vitality and causeq the haïr to fall out. 
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MOTHERS AND THE NURSERY. 

(CO)[DUCTED BY 1\1RS. F. C. PRESSLER). 

How TO TREAT CHILDREN.-People appear to think that, while good 

manners sbould be strenuously exactéd from children, precept in this con

nection m-ay stand im.tead of example, and that orders may be given 
them and remarks made upon them as if they were devoid of natural feel

ings and perceptions. As a matter of fact, if, when people want children 

to do something for them, they would ask it in the same way in which 

they wou ld address an equal, if they would thank them for little servicEs 

rendered, speak to them gently, answer their reasonable questions civilly 

and a void unnecessary corn ments upon their appearance, they would have 

ïar Jess trouble in teaching them to behave with like consideration for 

others. 
NEAR-SIGHTEDNESS IS DEVELOPING to such an a]arming extent among the 

school children in France that the Academy of Medicine has taken up 

the subject and discussed it at one of its recent sittings. It appears that 

near-sig;htedness is generally noticed among the young men who are pre
paring to enter one of the large special schools, such as the Polytechnic 

School, the Normal School, the 1\Iining School, etc. Nearly a11 the stu

dents admittcd to these institutions have a beginning of near-sightednes., 

which afterwards increases and becomes hereditary. To remedy this 

state of things, the Academy suggests severa! changes in the arrangement 

of the school buildings, so asto give better light, the appointrnent of an 

oculist for each State institution of learning, and a regular and careful in-

spection of the scholars. 

THE '' FIRST l~TENTION. ''-If children are taught to do things by the 

'' first intention'' and the parents keep up the practice, half the work of 

housekeeping will be saved. For example, the boy who is always whit

tling should be taught to do the cutting over the wood box or on papers 

spread dawn to protect the carpeting, and when he is thwugh he shoDlJ 

see that the room is as tidy as before, not leaving the dirt for his mother 

or sister to sweep up. ln cutting out work or in dressmaking, no timc is 

lost in gathering up the scraps as they fall from the scissors and putting 
them in a basket, and the room is not kept in such a state of disorder 

that one can hardly tell which way to turn. In short, there is no need of 

two movements where only one is necessary. lt takes no longer to put 
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the burnt match into the receptacle provided for it or into the fire at the 
time it is used than it does an hour later. H a smutty kettle is set on a 
table, it takes more time and strength to wash off the marks left than it 
would to have placed paper bene;:J.th the kettle in the first place. Teach 
the children when eating their luncheom to sit quietly in one place and 
not scatter the crU!'!!bs broadcast over the floor, or, when eating candy, 
impress it u pon them to touch nothing about the room with their sticky 
fin gers. I t is chief:ly in avoiding the '·Jitter" or confusion made by bath 
the children and the eiders that the sa\·ing tells. There are hundreds of 
other matters wherein the first '"a y of doing them saves ti me and trouble; 
but these given, though simple, may serve as sam pie~. -Lewzslon Journal. 

A LEssoN IN PATIENCF.-'' Do be a little patient "ith the children, my 
dear," said Mr. Bixby to his wife, when she spoke sharply to them for 
upsetting her work-basket and sending its contents all over the floor. 
"Remember th:lt you were a child yo:.uself once, and the most obedient 
and pleasing children are those who are ruled by love. \Vhen they vex 
me 1-what in the name of :\Toses do you mean, Willie Bixby, by d"lib
erately sticking) our feet into my silk hat? If that don't beat anything 1 
ever heard ! Now look at that hat, s1r, look at it! For half a cent l'cl 
take you out into the woodsbed and give you such a warming up as you 
wouldn't forget as long as you live! I ought to doit! It's the only 
way to teach you young on es to behave a little less like a lot of h) ena~ ! 
Now you put off to bed without your supper, young man. "-Tùm. 

DAmEs' ToEs AND FINGRRS.-" Clarissa Patter" ad vises mothers to pa y 
more attention to the fingers and toes of crawling babies. \Vhen baby 
cries ex8mine her tiny toes and fingers to make sure that no splinter of 
wood or iron has entered them. ''As baby grows older and boots take 
the place of soft wool socks, care must be givcn that the fast growing lit
tle fcet are not cramped by too small boots. Even dainty kid can goad
ingly pinch and chafe the dainty f:lesh, and if the boot is too short, bar
barously double the flexible, hapless toes in under themselves, causing 
baby much wailing distress, wbich we in our ignorance try to relieve with 
generons do es of castor oil and catnip tca," 

HEAL TH INVENTIONS AND APPLIANCES. 

[Under this heading the HRR,\.LD OF liEALTH is always preparcd to 
notice, as their merits deserve, the latest inventions in hygienic science. 
I nventors an d patentees are invited to send tu the editor rlescr iptions an d 
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plans of new apparatus and deviees in their line. No notice, however, 

will be taken of quack medicines or new fang led drugs.] 
SAID TO BE A CuRE FOR SNORI"N"G. -A recent invention, it is daimed, 

practically abolishes the sn ore. It consists of a thin piece of celluloïd to 
fit between the teeth and lips. It is made to follow the arch of the 
teeth, and when well made fits snugly. The reason why people snore 
is that they sleep with their mouths open. About nine out of ten persons 

breathe through the mouth during sleep. They all say they don't, but 
it's only a little fancy ; they do. A moment's refiection will show that the 
nose was made for breathing and smelling and the mouth for eatimg and 

speaking. 
Three-quarters of the throat troubles are said to come from mouth 

breathing, and much of the evil of supposed catarrh is nothing but the ef
fect of mouth bréathing. The bad taste in the mouth in the morning, 
the dryness of lips and tongue, all come from the passing of the air 
through the wrong channel. The piece of celluloïd, called a '' mouth
breathing inhibitor," prevents air from passing through the mouth and 
forces it through the nose. It may be supposed that a cold in the head 
will sometimes necessitate m outh-breathing, but not so. Colds in the 
head are largely due to the sensitiveness of the nasal membranes to the 
touch of air, caused by not using the nose for breathing. Once accustom 
the nostrils to passing air, especially the cool air of night, and cold in the 
head will disappear. Nose-breathing is an art, and an athlete is not sure 
of success un til he has mastered it. The celluloïd appliance is lighl, and 

after a few nights' use is no longer noticed. It cannot be swallowed, anà 
causes no disagreeable feeling. After a few weeks it develops the habit of 

nose-breathing and then it can be laid aside. 

THE WHrSPER CuRE OF STAMMERING.-lt is said that stammerers rarely, 

if ever, show any impediment to speech when speaking in whispers. 
On this fact a new method of treatment has been advocated by Dr. Coen, 
which is as follows : In the first ten days speaking is prohibited. This 
will allcw rest to the voice, and constitutes the preliminarv state of treat
ment. During the next ten days speaking is permissible. in the whisper

ing voice, and in the course of the next fifteen days the ordinary conver

sational tone may be gradually employed. 

THIS BEATS THE FAITH CuRE. -Paris has a new deviee for the treatment 

of nervous diseases. It is in the form of a little cherry tox, about five 
inches square, above which project two shafts, one within the other, sleeve 
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and arm fashion. On each shaft is balanced a black bar nine inches 

long, an inch wide and a quarter inch thick, edge up. By clock-work in 

the box these ebony arrns or bars are made to revolve in opposite direc

tions. Six little round mirrors are placed on each side of each bar. The 

patient is seated in a chair in a dark room, facing the machine. An elec

tric light, or any bright light, is concentrated on the black arrns of the 

machine by means of a convex mirror placed behind the patient, and then 

the arms are set whirling. The patient watches them whirl. The motion 

and the flashing lights operate on the nen·es through the eyes. Patients 

are putto sleep by this means, and extraordinary cures accomplished. 

The explanation of the effect of the whirling arms and flashing lights is 

that they change the habit of the brain. 

PUBLISHER ' S DEPARTMENT. 

IMPORTANT TO SuBSCRIBERs.-At the solicitation of many subscribers 

living at a distance from New York, the HERALD oF HEALTH Co. will 

cheerfully undertake to fill any commissions that may be entrusted to us 

in the purchase of articles or apparatus for Hygienic and Health purposes. 

\Ye do not desire, nor can we undertake to do a purchasing business, but 

will be pleased to aid our subscribers and friends in the manner above 

indicated. We can obtain everything in the line of Health and Hygienic 

articles for them at New York priees, and will mail descriptive and priee 

lists upon application, provided stamps for return postage are sent. In 

this list are embraced electric batteries, machines for physical culture, 

ventilating, filtering and disinfecting apparatus, health foods, clinical 

thermometers, invalid's chairs, ear trumpets, etc. We will, however, fill 

no orders for patent medicine trade, tlectric belt humbugs, nor drugs of 

any description, and do not expect to receive any. No commission is 

expected nor will any be received, as we are willing to put ourselves to a 

little trouble if we can prove of any service in this way to our friends. 

We will freely answer all questions as to priees, forward circulars, etc., 

insisting only that stamps be enclosed in all letters setking information. 

and that we do not be required to pay return postage. 

STILL ANOTHER VALU ABLE PREMIUM.-We call special attentiOn to the an

nouncement in this month of another valuable premium for new subscri

bers to the HERALD OF HEALTH. For One Dollar and Sixty Cents we will 
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send the magazine for One Year,from January to December, and in addition 
a corn pl ete set in five volumes of the "Leather Stocking" series ofCooper's 
famous novel~. These book~ are printed in large type from new plates, 
bound in paper, and are a marvel of cheapness even in these days of 
cheap literature. Sixty cents is no priee for them, and we make no 
profit on the list, but offer them merely as an inducement for new sub
scribers. They are sent postage free. We are desirous that our old sub
scribers should also share the benefit of this liberal offer, and we will mail 
the books to them for sixty cents, the same priee, provided they will show 
them to their friends and th.us enable us to obtain additions to our sub
scription list. The HERALD OF HEALTH needs no premiums to keep up, or 
increase, its already large list of readers, but having an opportunity to 
procure these books from the publishers, at the priee named, we are will
ing to off er them to our friends withou t profit. The Dickens and Scott 
books will also be offered for a short time longer. See announcement 

elsewhere. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

Is IT ÜvERWORK ?- JiV. C. B., Detroù, Jlfù:h.-We should judge from 
what you write that you for one thing work too hard. Y ou seem to have 
followed a sensible course in taking exercise and diet, with change from a 
badly ventilated office to one where you could obtain more fresh air. It 
is pretty difficult to decide in your case ; but why do you not take a good 
and long vacation? Perhaps yonr work is of the worrying kind, and of 
a nature that keeps you pegging away year in and year out. Try change 
of air and scene ; travel or go to sorne place where you can drop busi
ness and other cares for a time. Men like you keep at work continually 
for years, defying nature's dernand for rest until at last nature unexpect
edly exacts the inevitable penalty, and health gives way under the strain. 
Being a young man, with no bad habits, you have a good chance of a 
long life, providing you do not grind yourself to death with overwork. 
This reply is based upon the only theory we can draw from your letter, 
for in every other respect you seem to be taking proper rneans to secure 
good health. See article on ''The Rest Cure," in '' Editor's Study," De
cern ber, 1889, issue. 

To lNCREASE THE WEIGHT.-D. D.-'' ls there any way for a thin person 
to get stout? Plea~e advise me as to what I should eat and drink. I al-
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ways eut ali the fat off the meat I eat." In reply we reproduce the follow
ing. It gives ali in sm ail c0m pass the information he needs as tu the ki nd 
of di et necessary to increase the weight : Eat, to the extent of satisf) ing a 
natural appetite, of fat meats, butter, cream, milk, cocoa, chocolate, 
bread, potatoes, peas, parsnips, carrots, beets, farinaceous foods, as Indian 
corn, nee, tapioca, sago, corn-starch, pastry, custards, oatmeal, sugar,. 
sweet wines and ale. Avoid acids. Exercise as little as possible; sleep 
ali you can and don't worry or fret. 

ARE MoDERN TooTHPICKS lNJURIOUs ?- W H. F. Chicago.-A New 
York dentist sa ys in re ply to this question : ''The best ki nd of toothpick 
any one can use is the quill. lt is not injurious to the teeth and little 
pieces won't break off and get ·down the throat and cause many other ills. 
The habit of toothpick chewing is responsible for a great number of hu man 
ills. A great many people stick a toothpick in their mouths and chew on 
it until the wood is reduced to a pulp before they throw it away. Very 
often several small pieces of the wood are swallowed. A man may go on 
chewin'g toothpicks for fifty years and never suffer any ill effects, but his 
less fortunate neighbor may chew them for a few days and die on account 
of it. I tell you a fact when I say that lots of troubles with the digestive 
apparatus and lots of more serious ailments may be and have been known 
in many instances traced to the use of toothpicks, as I have pointed out. 
The habit, l notice, is one that is growing rap1dly, and asirle from the 
fa ct th at it is ill bred and a rude custom, i t is to be detested on hygienic 
principles." 

ScHooL RooM SPACE.-Teacher, Indz"anapolù.-Mr. Courthope Bowen, 
an Englishman, whose opinions on the proper size and arrangement of 
school rooms are received with great respect in his own country, recently 
made the following statement as to what, in his judgment, might be re
gardee! as a fairly good school room : Taking, for instance, a room 14 
feet high, fairly ventilated and always well aired at recess, two-thirds of 
the fioor space should be assigned to the scholars and their desks, and 
the other third should be kept for t-he teacher, blackboards, etc. With 
single desks, 22 inches should be allowed from side to side, and 3 feet 
from back to front, for each scholar. The passages need not be more 
than I 8 inches for those running from back to front, and 1 foot for those 
running from side to side. In such arrangement, counting the passages, 
each scholar has (without reckoning the share of the space allotted to the 
teacher) a trifle more than 40 inches from side to side, and just 4 feet 
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from back Lo front. In a room 2 5 feet by 20 fee t the floor space for 
scholars' desks will be r6 feet by 2 0 feet, with 4 feet from back to frontper 
row, and accommodation is provided for twenty scholars. The whole 
floor space is soo square fe et, and the cubic con tents of the room 7,000 

cubic feet, with 20 square fee t and 2 8 0 cubic fee t per person. 

Is THERE DANGER IN WrNTER BATHS ?-C/eanliness, Louz'svz'lle, Ky., 
wants to know if it is dangerous to indulge free ly in bathing in winter. 
The London Lancet says on this point. " All danger could be avoided 
if bath-rooms were heated ali the time, not just when one wants to bathe, 
but contmually during the day and evening. The trouble of starting a 
fire often deters one from taking a bath. The bath rooms should be 
heated very warm, not merely enough to take the "chili off the air," but 
enough to prevent the bather receiving a chill after his bath, and to per
mit him to bathe without hurrying. One of the greatest dangers of the 

bath is that in rising from the water to be struck by chilling air. Make 
the room warm enough, and the bather can ventilate it himself. Too 
many people seem to believe that the bath-room is only for summer, and 
leave the health-giving tub alone from November to April, contenting 
themselves with light sponge baths, more or less incornplete. By failin'."! 
to have bath-rooms properly heated people simply lose the use of their 
bath-rooms. By spending a few cents more a day they could have con

tinually within reach the grea test of disease-defying blessings. 
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EXPERIENCE OF A VECETARIAN. 

(DY l\1. L. HOLBROOK, l\1. D.) 

So!IŒ years ago 1 met in Dr. James' Lifting Cure Rooms a gentleman 
taking his exerci e, a gentleman to whom I was introduced and entered 
mto conversation. I found he was a brother of the eminent Sir Wilfred 
Lawson, member of the English Parliament, and weil known as a teeto
taler. He was also a vegetarian. I asked him for his experience for the 
HERALD OF HEALTH, and he promised to furnish it. After long wait
ing I have just received the following letter: 

''MY EXPERIENCE OF VEGETARIAN!Sl\L 

"It is twenty-nine years since I became a vegetarian. In England, on 
the 4th of October, r 86o. Mr. Andrews, of Leeds, had 1 uncheon at my 
father's bouse, and said he was a vegetarian. Having never seen a vege- • 
tarian before, I listened with interest to his statements; and, as he said 
he thought vegetarian diet would be good for me, I determined that after 
eating one more mutton chop I would give vegetarianism a trial. I 
thought it might prove goocl for my deafness. I was twenty-four then. 
Experience taught me that vegetarian diet agreed with me better than 
diet that included the fiesh of animals; and I began to read about vege
tarianism in such books as Smith's 'Fruits and Farinacea,' and Graham's 
·Science of Hu man Life,' and in the 'Dietetic Reformer,' and the 
publications of the Vegetarian Society; and the investigation showed me 
that vegetarianism was good in theory as well as in practice. So I stuck 
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toit, and have done so ever since; for, during the twenty-nine years that 
have elapsed since 1 ate my last mutton chop, the times when 1 have ex
perimentally eaten fish or tasted prairie chicken, or, in the Middle Park 
of Colorado, tasted bear and venison, have been so few asto be scarcely 

worth mentioning. 
''In June r 866 on teetotal as well as vegetarian di et, I made the as-

cent of Mo;c Bla~c, while the gentleman from one of the hotels of Cha
rnounix, who started up the rnountain with roe and carried a brandy flask, 

failed to reach the top. 
'' U pon the who le, whether at sea or on land, in the cold of Canada or 

the heat of the vVest Indies, in miners' cabins or in good hotels, 1 have 
not fou nd rn uch inconvenience from my being a vegetarian. 

'' Vegetarianism bas not cured my deafness; but, generally, my general 
health bas been, I think, what is called good. At any rate, I recommend 
all my friends to b<2 vegetarians. I dislike the taste of meat now; and 
when 1 am asked why I don't eat it, the answer is-Because Tm not 

obliged to do so. 
WILLIAM LA WSON, 

Prince of Wales Hotel, 
Cannes, France. 

10 MAKE FAT FOLKS LEAN. 

AT a recent meeting of the New York Acaderny of Medicine, the paper 
of the evening was read by Dr. Walter Mendelson. His subject was 
''The Physiological Treatment of Obesity .. , He said he had selected 
this subject for treatment, because it was one upon which sorne definite 
and accurate knowledge was at hand-knowledge which might be called 

• sei en ti fic, because if the necessary conditions w hi ch it irn posed were 
fulfilled a certain anà no inconsiderable degree of success could be 
attained. The study of the causes of the deposition of fat was an old 
one: ln former years lt was believed that the excess of fat taken in the 
food was deposited in the cells of the body. La ter on Liebig came to the 
conclusion that fat was formed directly from the starches and sugars 

eaten. 
THE MOST RECENT INVESTIGATIONS 

show clearly that the albumen in tht food is the principal source of the 
fat formed in the body. This albumen after it bas reached the cells of 
the tissues, undergoes certain chemical changes by which part of it is 
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cunvertecl into fat, and part goes to the nutriment of the tissue cells. 
i\Iany experiments have been macle which prove this conclusively. Thus 
dog5 fed on lean meat accumulated considerable fat. One feù on lean 
meat and palm oil, which contains no stearic acid, stored up fat, having 
the usu"al amount of stearic acid normal to dog's fat. 

It is not assertect that ali fat depo:,ited is formed from albumen. A 
certain amount of that taken as food is stored up. But the increase of 
body fat occurring after eating much fat, though in part a direct result, 
is chiefiy brought about indirectly, the food fat shielding from oxidation 
that which has previously been formed from the albumen. Thus, when 
a dog is fed on meat and mutton suet the dog gets fat, not because the 
rn n tt on su et is chang-ed into d og's fat or is deposited as suet, but because 
the more ready oxidation of the suet prevents the fat proper to the 
animal's tissues from being destroyed by the various activities of the 
animal. 

IT IS IN THE SAl\IR WAY 

the starches and sugars act. fhey are not ordinuily converted in to fat, 
but are so converted only when taken in abnormally large quantities. 
But when ta ken with the ordinary food, they are rn ore easily oxidized 
than the proper fat of the body, and so the proper fat accumulates instead 
of wasting. 

The sources of fat in the body were found to be three : First, the 
splitting up of the al hu men of the food; second, the transfer of that fat 
ingested as food; and third, fat formed from starches taken in too large 
quantities. 

The next step wa to consider what conditions of the body tended to 
hoard up this fat. It is known that all the cells of the body have the 
power of splitting up relatively complex chemical compounds into bodies 
of simpler composition. It is further known that certain external 
agencies have the power of modifying the chemical powers of the celk 
Thus quinine, alcohol, morphine, low temperature, deficient food supply. 
deficient oxygen, diminic;h the powers of the cells, while excess of food, 
high temperature, and muscular activity incrra~e them. It is further 
known that the disintegrability of the different classes of food brougbt to the 
cells varies. Ofthe three classes into which all foods may be divided the 
albumens (lean meats) are most easily split up by the cells, the sugars 
coming next, and 
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THE FATS LAST. 

It bas been determined that the following quantities of the food 
classes are epuivalents in that each yields an epual quantity of energy 
measured as beat: Fat, 1 oo grams; albumen, 2 r 1; starch, 2 32; cane 

sugar, 234; glucose, zs6. 
From this it appear::; that an accumulation of fat will most readily 

occur when the diet contains an overplus of fat. If it be supposed that 
a man who repuired 1 18 grams of albumen and 2 59 of fat should take 
albumen only, he would have to eat six pounds of lean meat alone to 
keep up his supply. But he could not digest so much meat as that. 
If he took the albumen and excluded fat, he would have to take a 
pound and a quarter of slarch to make up for the fat omitted. lf 
the man ::lte all three kinds of food, he would need 1 18 grams of 

albumen, 100 of fat, and 368 of starch. 
AN EXCESS IN ANY ONE 

would produce an accumulation of fat. Now, · ordinari1y no man 
habitually eats meals composed of any one or any two sorts of these 
foods. If be did he would hardly accumulate an overplus of fat, beca~se 
the monotony of the diet would produce a lack of appetite, and so he 
would not become obese. But on a mixed diet, containing plenty of 
fats and starches, a little more albumen than is needed to maintain the 
equilibrium of fat and tlesh may be eaten. This surplus of albumen fat 

\vould make itself apparent in the form of the eater. 

A 1\iAN NEED NOT BE A GLUTTON 

to grow stout. A slight excess will gradually load up the body with fat. 
An excess is not even necessary if certain contributory causes become 
operative. Thus any one of the causes that tend to diminish the powers 
of the cells-a too free use of alcohol, life in a hot, close room-will 
promote the accumulation of fat. even though the quantity of food 
consurned daily be dirninished. The tendency to become obese is also 

very often inherited. 
IN TREATING OBESITY 

the individuality must be kept in mind, but in general the aim must be 
to make the consumption of lat exceed the production. In the great 
majority of cases, in spite of what fat people say, the cause of the fat is 
the eating of either too much food, or food of an irnproper quality, com
bined with a lack of exercise. It remains, therefore, suitably to regulate 
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the diet and exercise, bearing in mind that the change must be graduai 
to be beneficent, and that anything approaching to starvation must be 
avoided. It must be a general plan to give much albumen and relatively 
little fats and sweets. This is done in order that the cells, from the 
abundance of nourishment brought to them, shall be capable of great 
chemical activity; and further, that the tissue fat formed from the 
al bu men shall not be preserved from oxidation by the presence of the 
more readily oxidizable fats and starches. 

For a diet list for a corpulent person the Doctor 

RECO :\Il\-Œ.:-\DED THE FOLLOWING; 

Breakfast-One eup (6 ounces) tea or coffee, with milk and sugar; 
two or three slices ( 2 Yz ounces) of bread ; butter, half ounce ; one egg, 
or 1 Yz ounce meat. 

Dinner-Meat or fish, 7 ounces; green vegetables, such as spinach, 
cabbage, string beans, asparagus, tomatoes, beet tops, &c., 2 ounces; 
farinaceous dishes, such as potatoes, hominy, rice, maccaroni &c., 
3.% ounces, or these may be omitted and a corresponding amount of 
green vegetables substituted ; salad, with plain dressing, I ounce; fruit, 
3 Yz ounces; water sparingly. 

;::,upper or Luncheon-Two eggs or lean meat, 5 ounces; salad, three
quarters of an ounce; bread, one slice ; fruit, 3.% ounces ; tw·o ounces 
of bread (two slices) may be substituted for the fruit; tea or coffee, 
8 ounces; no beer, ale, eider, champagne, sweet wines, or hard liquor 
mu::-.t be taken, but claret and bock are permitted in moderation : milk, 
save as an adàition to tea or coffee, must be taken rarely. 

It is important to remember that as the fat becomes reduced, the diet 
must be modified somewhat; giving more of the sweets and fats, le t the 
albumen, as well as the fat of the body, be consumed. 

UNDER A PROPER DIET 

the patient feels better instead of weak or in any way wonse. A feeling 
of lassitude is an indication that the muscular tissues, as weil as the fat, 
are being reduced. It is imperative that the patient should not be 
impatient or in a hurry to get lean. It is only by slow degrees that the 
cells can be habituated to a mode of action in harmony with the welfare 
of the whole system. 

In the discussion that followed the reading of the paper, Dr. S. Baruch 
called attention to the value of cold baths for over-lat people. A simple 
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cold bath was not sufficient. A swim in cold water was the best method 
of application, but a douche from which the water was impinged under 
pressure of two or three atmospheres on the flesh was nearly as good. A 
vapor bath was better than either. It bad been demonstrated by actual 
experiment that the increase of temperature incident to a vapor bath 
promoted tissue metamorphosis to a very marked degree. The vapor 
bath followed by the cold douche would afford results that could be 

SECURED IN NO OTHER WAY. 

It was commonly agreed that with a proper regulation of the diet and 
the application of cold baths with friction after, and the avoidance at ali 
times of the sorts of liquors objected to by Dr. Mendelson, the reduction 
of superfiuous fat was certain and easy of accomplishmcnt. 

FASHION IN DEFORMITY. 

DR. JAMES LEwis HowE delivered a popular scientific lecture at the 
Polytechnic Society, taking for his subject "Fashion in Deformity.'' 
The first point to which the lecturer alluded was that of deformities of 
the feet, caused by shoes. He saicl: '' There are few or no shoes made 
at the present time which do not to a greater or less extent compress the 
feet into an unnatural position, and the result is a plentiful supply of 
corns and bu nions." 

THE EFFECT OF HIGH HEELS 

was spoken of and demonstrated from a specimen of fashionable shoe, 
with the heel nearly in the middle of the foot. This, the lecturer said, 
had the effect of throwing the foot forward upon the tocs and thus not 
only is the foot deformed, but the gait is to a greater or Jess extent stilted. 
The practice of making children wear tight shoes in order to keep the 
feet small can only be compared to the Chines'e method of deforming the 
feet. The practice of turning out the toes in walking was declared to be 
a common cause of weak ankles, inasmuch as the weight is thus thrown 
upon the inside of the foot. 

THE SECOND POINT SPOKEN OF 

was the corn pression of the chest by tight lacing. The framework of the 
chest is elastic and normally expands when the lungs are filled with air, 
but when the ribs are laced in, it is impossible for the lungs to fil! prop
erly. The result is insufficient oxyoenation of the blood and the various 

' 
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form~ of ill health which follow in its train. This compressiun acts even 
more decidedly upon other organs ; the liver, in particular, is forced 
from its normal position, generally downward, and is more or Jess con
tracted and deformed. At times portions of this organ are nearly or 
even quite severed, with the most serious results. Sketches were shown 
of livers thus deformed, and instances were given of two cases where 
death had been caused in th1s manner. In one of these cases a young 
lady dropped dead, and an examination showed that she had on two 
pairs of corsets, laced as tight as was possible. Tight corsets, or even 
any corset at all for young children, were pronounced far worse than the 

WORST FORl\1 OF TI GHT SHOES. 

''The wh ole of these deformations," the speaker said, "are the re ult 
of fashion, and this is supposed to be an attempt to obtain the highest 
beauty. Standards of beauty differ with different people, and by consid
ering a tightly-laced figure beautJful we merely place ourselves on a par 
with th~ 1\Ialay, who considers his blackened teeth beautiful; or the 
African or the Brazilian, whose type of beauty is a lip several inches wide, 
or a bras ring in the nose." Several views were shown by the stereopti
con of masterpiece. of nncient art, su ch as the Venus of Milo, and these 
were contrasted in beauty with figures shown from modern fashion
plates. The lecturer said that tight lacing was not only putting ideas of 
beauty above those of God, but it was contrary to the laws of nature. 

THE SUBJECT OF THE CO:\IPLEXION 

was the last touched upon, and the lecturer deprecated very strongly the 
use of faœ powders of ali kinds and all cosmetics, except pure water and 
pure soap. Even pure starch is certain in time to ruin the best com
plexion from the fact that it clogs up the pores of the skin, and thereby 
renders the skin unhealthy. In conclusion. the lecturer said that ali 
attempts to improve upon nature were failures, and ali were dangerous. 

CHILLING THE FEET.-A medical authority, Dr. 1\Iunde, says that the 
imprudent act of getting out of bed without protecting the feet has caused 
more disease to women previously healthy than could result from any 
other imprudence. The sudden exposure of the feet to cold bas brought 
on many an attack of cellulitis. 
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DvsPEPSIA DuE TO THE NEGLECT oF Col\IMON LAWS OF HEALTH.-We 

do not suppose that any thoroughly weil man ever raised this question in 

his own behalf, says the Youth's Companion. To such a one digestion is 
a process of which he is never conscious. The stomach digests just as 
the heart beats. or the ]ungs heave. It is a powerful organ, and will stand 

a great amount of abuse. 
But if a mother should ask the question in the interests of ber children, 

we should reply in general terrns that the prevention of dyspepsia lay in 

the avoidance of its causes. These are many. We can indicate only 

sorne of the more corn mon of them. 
The most common is, perhaps, over-eating. A physician lately said: 

"Most persons eat four times as muchas they should." The proportion 
seemed pretty large, but an eminent British physician of a former genera

tion said al most the same thing-that · one-fourth of wh at we eat goes to 

sustain life, wllile three-fourths go to imperil it. Another physician wit

tily remarked that most people dig their graves with their teeth. The 

. foundation of the habit of overeating is apt to be laid in childhood and 
youth, since the stomach then seems able to hear almost anything. 

There would be little danger of eating too much if the food were always 

plain and simple ; in that case the natural appetite wculd be a safe and 
sufficient guide. The trouble is that the natura1 appetite is too often 

spoiled by cakes, pies, condiments and highly seasoned food. 
Another source of dyspepsia is emotional waste of nervous force. The 

nerve force is to the practical S}Stem what steam is to the machine. In 

the normal condition of things it is renewed as fast as it is used. But 
nature makes no provision for the immense amount expended by exces

sive care, by fuss and worry, by hurry and drive. by explosions of pasjon 
and by the undue excitements of pleasure. Ail these are like a great 

leakage of steam. The stomach is the first and largest sharer of the loss. 

Another source is uverwork of the brain. Brain work is specially 

exhaustive of nerve force, and the exhaustion is greatly increased by the 
fact that high in tellectual activity gathers to itself a most delightful mo

mentum, making a few hour of high-pressure work more productive than 

days of plodding. Moreover, a brain worker generally neglects physical 

exercise and cnrtails sleep. He is 1ike the careless engineer who, while 

driving at the highest speed, fails to supply the needed wood and water 
He cannot help being a dyspeptic. · 
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Another cause, which generally acts with all the others, is a lack of 
active, exhilerating outdoor exercise and recreation. Such exercise and 

• recreation are absolutely es~ential. We only add that it is vastly easier to 
prevent dyspepsia than to cure it. 

LIME \VATER AND MrLK.-When the stomach is intolerant of food, it is 
the general practice of physicians to order lime water to be given with 
milk; and, if they are rightly given, they are almost always well borne. 
But, unless duly instructed as to the necessary proportions of each, the 
majority of people are qui te sure to make the mistake of not using enough 
lime \Yater It is, of course, only of value as an antacid; and it is but 
very slightly alkaline. As compared with the bicarbonate of soda, an or
dinary dose of the same is equivalent to six ounces of lime water. So a 
tablespoonful of the latter in a eup of milk-the scanty proportion used 
by many in sickness-is really of no value. To obtain an action of any 
moment, it is necessary in giving milk and lime water to have the mixture 
contain the latter in proportion of at least one-third. Very often where 
they are in equal parts the milk is vomited up in hard, sour curds, in 
which event, if the mixture has not been given too freely, it is best to use 
a stronger antacid. Bicarbonate of soda is a good substitute, and about 
a teapoonful should be dissol ved in a large cupful of water, and that 
solution be added to the milk in place of lime water.-Boston Herald. 

OUR RULES FOR GOOD HEALTH. 

1. Be regular in your habits. 
2. If possible go to bed at the same hour every night. 
3· Rise in the morning saon after you are awake. 
4· A sponge bath of cold or tepid water should be followed by friction with 

towel or hand. 
5· Eat plain food. 
6. Begin your morning meal with fruit. 
7· Don't go to work immediately after eating. 
8. Be moderate in the use of liquids at ail seasons. 
9· It is safer to filter and boil drinking water. 

10. Exercise in the open air whenever the weather permits. 
11. In malarious districts do your walking iP the middle of the day. 
12. Keep the feet comfortable and WPll protected. 
13. Wear woolen clothing the year round. 
14. See that your sleeping rooms and living rooms are weil ventilated, and 

that sewer gas does not enter them. 
15. Brush your teeth at least twice a day, night an(! morning. 
16. Don't worry, it interferes with the healthful action of the stomach. 
17. Y ou must have interesting occupation in vigorous old age. Continue to 

keep the brain active. Rest means rust. 
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EDITOR'S STUDY. 

MARRIAGE UNPOPULAR rN ENGLAND.-The unpopularity of marriage 

continues unabated and last rear was the first in recent times in which, 
while the priee of w

1

heat fell, the marriage rate remained stationary. It 
is now 14.2 per thousand. The decline in the popularity of matrimony 

is greatest with those who have already bad sorne experience of wecided 
life. Between r 876 and r 888 the marriage rate fell twelve per cent. for 
bachelors and spinsters, twenty-seven per cent. for widowers, thirty-one 
percent. for widows. The drop in the remarriage of widows, however, is 
probably due to the glutting of the marriage market with surplus spinsters. 
The excess of women over men in England and Wales is estimated at 

765,ooo. Another interesting fact is that the births have now reached the 
lowest rate recorded since ci vil registra ti on hegan. In I 876 the rate was 
36.3 per 1, ooo; it is now 30. 6. This is very satisfactory ; and it is also 
notable that the illegitimate birth rate bas declined, the proportion, 4. 6 
per cent., being the lowest yet registered. The worst feature in the 
Registrar-General's returns, however, is the fact that the male births bad 
fallen in proportion to the female; in the last ten years. 1, 038 baby boys 
were born for every r,coo girls, and last year the male preponderance had 

dropped by 5, and is now standing at 1,033 to r,ooo. With a surplus 
female population of three-quarters of a million, this is a move in the 

wrdng direction.-Pal/ Mal! Gazette. 

HEAT OF THE BoDY.-That animal heat is due to combustion was first 

recognized by Lavoisier, who was unable to determine wh ether the com
bustion takes place in the lungs at the place where the oxygen is absorbed 
or throughout the entire system. Bertholet, in a late paper on the sub
ject, states that one-seventh of the beat is produceù in the lungs, and six
sevenths in the system by reactions of oxydation and hydration. The 
temperature of the blood in the lungs is ra1sed by absorption of oxygen, 
while the return of carbon to a gaseous state and the evaporation of 

moisture tend to lower it. 

A PHYSICIAN's RuLES OF LrFE.-A prominent physician recently said: 

"There are ten simple precautions which form an excellent rule of life, 
and if people would but observe them, I should have to resort to sorne 
other means of making a livelihood. Don't read in street cars or 

other jolting vehicles. Don't pick the teeth with pins or other hard sub-
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stances. Don't neglect any opportunity to insure a variety of food. Don't 
eat or drink hot and cold things immediately in succession. Don't pam
per the appetite with such variety of food that may lead to excess. Don't 
read, write or do any delicate work unless receiving the light from the 
left side. Don't direct special, mental or physical energies to more than 
eight hours' work in each day. Don't keep the parlor dark unless you 
value your own and your children's health. Don't delude yourself into 
the belief that you are an exception so far as sleep is concerned ; the 
nominal average of sleep is eight hours. Don't endeavor to rest the mind 
by ab olute inactivity." 

APPLES AS lVIEDICINE.-Chemically, the apple is composed of vegeta
ble fibre, albumen, sugar, gurn, chlorophyll, malic acid, gallic acid, lime, 
and much water. Furthermore, the German analysts say that the apple 
contains a larger percentage of phosphorus than any other fruit or vege
table. This phosphorus is aùmirably adapted for renewing the essential 
nervous matter, lethicin, of the brain and spinal cord. Also, the acids of 
the apple are of signal use for men of sedentary habits, whose livers are 
sluggish in action; these acids serving to eliminate Jrom the body nox
ious matters which, if retained, \vould make the brain heavy and dull, or 
bring about jaundice or skin eruptions and other allied troubles. Sorne 
such an experience rn ust have led to our eus tom of taking apple sauce 
with roast pork, rich goose and like dishes. The malic acid of ripe 
apples, either raw or cooked, will neutralize any excess of chalky matter 
engendered by eating too much meat. It is also the fact that such fresh 
fruits as the apple, the pear and the plurn, when taken ripe and without 
sugar, diminish acirlity in the stomach rather than provoke it. Their 
vegetable salts and juices are converted into alkaline carbonates, which 
tend to counteract acidity. A good ripe raw apple is one of the easiest 
of vegetable substances for the stomach to deal with, the who le process of 
its digestion being completed in eighty-five minutes. Gerard found that 
the ''pulpe of roasted apples mixed in a wine-quart of faire water, and 
labored together until it cornes to be as apples and ale-which we cali 
lam beswool-never faileth in certain diseases of the raines, which my self 
ha th often proved, and gained thereby both crownes and credit." "The 
paring of an apple, eut somewhat thick. and the inside whereof is laid to 
hot, burning or running eyes at night, when the party goes to bed; and 
is tied or bound to the same, doth help the trouble very speedily, and 
contrary to expectation-an excellent secret. "-The Hospzlal. 
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SAND BAGS A CoNVENIENCE.-The sand bag is invaluable in the sick 
room. Get sorne clean, fine sand, dry it thoroughly in a kettle on the 
stove. Make a bag about eight inches square of flannel, fill it with dry 
sand, sew the opening carefully together, and cover the bag with cotton 
or linen. This will prevent the sand from sifting out, and will also en
able you to beat the bag quickly by plaèing in the oven or even on top of 
the stove. After once using this you will never again attempt to warm the 
feet or bands of a sick persan with a bottle of hot water or brick. The 
sand holds the beat a long time, and the bag can be tucked up to the back 
without hurting the invalid. It is a good plan to make two or three of 
the bags and keep them on band reaày for use at any time when 

needed. 
AsTO CoLD ToEs.-Many people, especially women and children, suffer 

the whole winter through with cold feet. This is mainly due to the fact 
that they wear their shoes too tight. Unless the toes have perfect freedom 
the blood cannat circulate properly, bence follow stiffened and benumbed 
toes, cold feet, and often a numbness up the limbs. People who \vear 
rubbers the whole win ter through generally suffer with their feet. R ubbers 
make them very tender by overheating and causing them to perspire. 
They should only be worn during storm y or...slushy weather, and even then 
should be removed as soon as one enters the bouse. They draw the feet, 
keep them hot and wet with perspiration-then as soon as one goes again 
into the air the feet are chilled. In the country I have noticed that the 
farmers put sorne dry straw or pieces of newspapers in the bottom of their 
boots. I myself have often tried the latter, and can assure you that it is 
a good preventive against cold feet. This is doubtless because the paper 
or straw absorbs the perspiration and keeps the feet dry.-Phzladelphia 

Record. 
TAKE CARE WHAT YOU EAT.-lt is true, emphatically, that many men 

(and women) "dig their graves with their teeth." Enough heed is not 
paid to a proper selection of food, and the following suggestions, made in 
the New York Ledger on this subject are worth remem be ring: Ail dyspep
tics should avoid anything which they (not others) cannot digest. There 
are so many causes for and forms of dyspepsia that it is impossible to pre
scribe one and the same diet for all. Nothing is more disagreeable or 
useless than to be cautioned against eating this or that because vour 
neighbor, '' So-and-so," cannat eat su ch things. If we w~uld all s~udy 
the nature and digestion of food, and remember that air and exercise are 
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as essential as food in prornoting good health, we could easily decide upon 
the diet best suited to our individual needs. The diabetic should abstain 
from sugar and anything which is converted into sugar in digestion, such 
as ali starchy foods, sweet ornelets, custards, jellies, sweet sauces, starchy 
nuts, wines and liquors. The corpulent should abstain from fat as weil 
as sugar and starch. A diet of whole wheat, milk, vegetables, fruits and 
lean meat will produce only a normal amount of fatness, while an excess 
of acids, sweets, spices and shortening keeps the system in an unhealthy 
condition. Those who can digest fine flour, pastry, sugar and fat becorne 
l0aded with fat, but are neither strong nor vigorous. Thin people with 
weak digestion should avoid such food; for thin people are olten kept 
thin by the same food which makes others fat. If they cannat digest the 
starch, butter and fine flour, the system is kept in a feverish, dyspeptic 
state; they becorne nervous or go into consumption for no other reason 
than that the life is• burned out by a diet which only feeds the fire and 
does not renew the tissues. 

CoMMON SALT FOR NEURALGIA.-lt is not generally known that corn mon 
salt is an admirable remedy for neuralgia. Dr. George Leslie gives details 
of thirty or forty cases of facial and other neur::>.lgias, odontalgia, etc., 
which have been cured, in most instances instantaneously, by the insuf
flation of corn mon salt. Th'e salt was either "snuffed ''or blown up the 
nostrils. He said he had been unsuccessful in only two cases; both of 
these were cases of old standing, which bad been treated frequently by 
morphine injections. 

THE INHALATION oF HoT ArR as a remedy for phthisis having been ad
vocated by a German doctor, has been recently tried and reported upon 
by another doctor in practice at St. Petersburg. The cases selected were 
purposely those in which the upper part of the lungs or adjacent tissues 
were affected, it being}hought that however hot the air, it must get cooled 
before reaching the more remote structures. The treatrnent, although 
tried with every precaution, and over a period of many weeks, was found 
to have no remediai effect whatever. 

How TO KEEP WARM.-lt may not be generally known that when ex
posed to severe cold a feeling of warrnth is readily created by repeatedly 
filling the lungs to their utmost extent in the following manner: Throw 
the shoulders well back and h0ld the head weil up. Inflate the lungs 
slowly, the air entering entirely through the nose. When the lungs are 
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completely filled, hold the breath for ten seconds or longer, and then ex
pire it quickly through the mouth. After repeating the exercise while one 
is chilly, a feeling of warmth will be felt over the entire body, and even 
in the feet and hands. It is important to practise this exercise many times 
each day, and especially when in the open air. If the habit ever becomes 
universal then consumption and many other diseases will rarely, if ever, 
be heard of. Not only while practising the breathing exercise must the 
clothing be loose over the chest, but beginners will do well to remem ber 
in having their clothing fitted to allow for the permanent expansion of 

one, two and even three inches which will follow. 

BREATHE ONLY THROUGH YOUR NosE.-A Dutch physician has recently 
declared that a close connection exists between the exercise of our mental 
faculties and disorders of the nose. The opinion is expressed that if it 
were generally known how many case~ of chronic headache, of inability 
to learn or to perfr1rm mental work, were due to ch'ronic disease of the 
nase, many of these cases would be easily cured, and the number of child
victims of the so-called over-pressure in education would be notably re
duced. According to the above-mentioned authority it would seem that 
breathing through the nase is absolutely indispensable in order to secure 

the full value of the mental capacity. 

WHICH rs THE BREATH oF LrFE-AIR OR SMOKE ?-While eminent med

ical authority has shawn that tobacco tends to produce paralysis, heart 
failure and cancer, there is danger in another direction that should not 
be overlooked. Smoke, we know, is made up mainly of fine particles of 
carbon and other products of imperfect combustion. To take smoke into 
the lungs is to invite asphyxia or suffocation. Our brave firemen in their 
heroic efforts to save life, often fall, palsied by suffocating smoke. Now 
tobacco smokers Yoluntarily fill their own and other peüple's nostrils with 
an atmosphere that is a foreign and mechanical irritant to the lungs and 
eyes, in a·ddition to the chemical or nicotine poison with which tobacco 
smoke is charged, while, in every breath of our lungs and every pulsation 
of our hearts, nature calls for pure air-the breath of life-not for stifiing 
smoke.-Setlz Hunt. 

A HrNT TO PARENTs.-It is a common occurrence for children to get 
beans, grains of corn and other foreign substances up their nases. This 
simple remedy is worth remernbering: Get the child to open its mouth, 
apply your mouth over it and blow hard. The offendinrr substance will 
be expelled from its mouth. o 
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WOMEN AND THE HOUSEHOLD. 

CONDUCTED BY HELE ' FLETCHER. 

THE WoMEN MEN WANT.-Men often admire women for their intel
lectual culture, their skill in music, or their taste in matters of dress; but 
they do not love women because they possess these distinguishing quali-. 
ties. Brainy women, so called, have a great many admirers, but they 
are not in dernand in the matrimonial market; at least they are not 
fought over to any great extent. Business men want wives who are 
competent to manage the domestic end of their business, and not such 
as have to be managed, or who want to manage all or nothing. The 
latter usually wreck the business of the firm, or keep the man in such a 
state of worry, that he only gets along tolerably weil. A sensitive, sensible 
business man doesn't want a wife who poses as the head of the domestic 
con cern ; who carries the purse and the night key, and practically wears 
the trousers. There are sorne men wbo like such wives, but they are 
exceptions to the rule. The best husbands in the land want wives who 
are intelligent, practical and affectionate; who take pride in their homes, 
feel an interest in the success of their husbands, and are ready to share 
either fortune or misfortune. Such a woman is brave, generous and 
independent, and will command the respect of any honest, courteous 
man in the land. It will not be asked of her whether she speaks French 
or plays high-class music on the piano. A man wants a wife of whom 
he is proud, either at home or abroad. He wants her to be neat, tidy, 
and well-mannered. It is not really necessary that she be pretty, but she 
must be agreeable, of kindly disposition, loving, and affectionate. The 
woman who is fit ting herself for the position of wife should be careful not 

to bank very heavily on either her pretty face or good shape, nor even on 
her boarding-school accomplishments. These are good enough to secure 
passing admiration, but they are not just the points a sensible man looks 
for when he starts out to select a wife. He prefers good, every-day 

common-sense, gentleness of disposition, and soulful affection.-Chron
ù:le Telegraph 

CoLORED UNDERCLOTHI 'G. -Sanitary folks have lately been alarming 
the public about colored underclothing of aU kinds, off which the dye 
flows copiously. It must be trying enough to find your skin tattooed in 
pink, black, or blue designs not easily removed by soap and water 
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applications, but this is a trifllng inconvenience corn pared to th.e rash, 
which appears on sorne delicate skins after a course of dyes. Plamly the 
moral is, that the only safe coloris white, and next to that grey; black 
should not be bought at all, but if it is should be warranted, and not 

bought cheaply . 
.MAKING SHoEs SoFT.-Take a pair of shoes that have become stiff and 

uncomfortable by constant wear in therain, and apply a coat of vaseline, 
rubbing it in weil with a cloth, and in a short time the leather becornes 
as soft and pliable as when it was taken from the shelves of the shoe dealer. 

THE MARRIAGE oF THE FuTURE.-\Vomen are so progressive that it is 

only a question of a short time until the women will ask the men to rnarry 
them. A woman would be more likely to use her head in selecting as 
husband than a man in selecting a wife. The marriage of the present is 
a marriage of the heart, and something of a failure . The future will show 

what success the marriage of the head will be. -Atchz"son Globe. 

GIRLS ARE BETTER ÜFF IN THE CouNTRY. -I have beard country girls 

talk of coming to the city for ernploymen t, giving as one reason that they 
wanted more social life. \Vell, that is just what they will not get; the 
woman of business is not a woman of leisure, and she bas no time for 
society. She will find more social life in her own home, even if she be a 
worker, than she could ever have in the city, and there is no lonesomeness 
more absolute than the loneliness of a stranger in a crowd. Salaries 
are not large enough to permit of much relaxation in the way of enter
tainrnents, aud after the day's work is O\'er one is too tired to go in search 

of enjoyment. 
ln the country home, in these days, the daily paper and the magazine 

corne, so that one may keep in touch with the world even if she be at one 
side of the bustle and confusion of city life. The fashion article tells her 
how to dress her hair and make her gown, and gives ber the latest notions 
in small toilet details. No town is so srnall that it has not its public 
library, where all the new books come, and the lecture and concert are 
not infrequent in visits. Railways and telegraphs have brought the cor
ners of the earth together, so that one is never far away from the centres of 
things. There are occupations, too, for the girls who stay at home, and 
particularly those who stay in the country. Do not throng to the cities 
in search of employment, for you will be doomed to Gl.isappointment.

Sa/ly :Joy VVhzle. 
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A \VRONG TO OtrR GIRLS. -One of the most discouraging social ten
dencies of the ti me is that in the direction of mercenary marri ages, and 
one of the most shocking and brutal abuses of type and paper is the flip
pant and cold-blooded way in which certain newspapers of wide cir.cula
tion and corresponding influence place the young girls who from time to 
time appear in society upon the block and rattle off their persona! and 
material advantages with the glibness of the auctioneer. In no other city 
is this lamentable class of imported snobbery so prevalent and so offensive 
as in Washington, which is infested with a ·class of correspondents who 
respect nothing in their hungry search for news. Every girl who makes 
her social debut at the capital is duly catalogued by these reporters, and 
her beauty, her wit, her breeding-most important of all her fortune
spread before the public, accompanied by the portrait, if by any means, 
fair or foui, a photograph can be obtained. The vulgar coarseness of 
sorne of these newspaper articles is enough to make the blood boil, 
and if they do not bring the blush of anger to the cheeks of those at 
whom they are directed it will only prove that publicity has already had 
the hardening effect which is its inevitable result. In these debuntantes of 
to-day, the social leaders of the year rgoo and tbe mothers of the debut
ants of 1910, are educated down to the standard of snobbery which 
McAllister and the Tuxedo circles set-if they are taught that responsibil
ity, thought, development and growth in serious things are for the corn
mon people-while wealth may purchase plenary indulgence for the 
neglect of all the duties for the doing of which God created Eve-then 
Heaven help the society of the twentieth century.-Detrml Free Press. 

DREAMS AND THEIR AWAKENING.-0ft at night in dreams we live as it 
were a lifetime over again. We experience, as we do in real life, the 
same joy and sonow which we have no power to control. We cannot 
help smiling, nor can we help weeping. In the morning how sad the 
awakening, sometimes, to real, practical, earnest life. The beautiful 
dream of the past night, with its soul pictures, is so real to our spiritual 
eyes that we exclaim, ''Oh, was it only a dream?" while the sad, heavy 
weight at our hearts echoes, "Y es, only a dream ! " The loved form 
you clasped to your heart yea1s ago-be it mother, wife, baby-long since 
left your protecting side, and you thought your light bad gone out for
ever; but now in dreams they come back to you as in olden times, with 
the same loving affection that never dies. and you fee! that if you. could 
on ly retain the dream, life would not be so dreary. No wonder we are 
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sometimes ''in the world but not of it," for there are some dreams that 
draw us very near heaven.' Then we have our day-dreams, all of us. Oh, 
I love them the best. l think sorne would call them air-casties; I do not, 
for the name suggests something beyond my reach. Mine are soul-castles 
--thoughts and feelings so beautiful that I cannot weave them into 
language as yet, but can feel deeply the power from whence they spring
divinity! From such a great first cause may I not dare to hope that my 
day drearns may sometirnes be realized ?-Delma Dusanne. 

No REsT FOR Wo:MEN UNDER ANY CIRCUl\1STANCEs.-Women have a 
very hard time, no matter how yon look ·at it. How would a military 
man like to be on dress parade from the cradle to the grave? That's 
what a wornan bas to be. A man can luxuriate in mental dressing gown 
and slippers half of his life, and stretch his arms and put his feet up and 
take fate easily, but a woman can't shake the harness off and have a good 
fiing in any direction whatever for one moment, without paying for it for 
a year. If a man bas ten minutes in which to keep an appointrnent he 
<:an jump into his clothes anyhow, run after a car, get there on time and 
never turn a hair. A wornan's books won't book, her buttons won't 
button, she loses one glove, her hair carne out of crimp, and she can't 
even swear at the conductor, who wouldn't pull the bell-rope till after she 
had walked a quarter ot a block and partly dislocated her arrn that 
brandished her urnbrella. She is fifteen minutes late, and the men all 
speak maledictions under their breath at the woman who '' never can be 
on tlme," while the fellow who took a fancy to her on a former occasion 
discovers 1hat she's a guy with ber lace fiushed and her collar awry, and 
never looks at her again. \Vhen things go wrong with a man he can 
neglect his barber for a day or two and forget the brilliantine for his 
mustache, and grow black and hollow around the optics, and ten to one 
he will simply seem in fernale eyes "so Byronic and interesting, you 
know." But a woman may have a thousand gnawing devils at ber heart 
strings, and she's obliged to put on just so much poudre de riz, and to 
pull out the gray hairs on ber temple, and pinch the wrinkles out between 
her eyes all the same, or she's handed over to the world by ber hundred 
most intimate friends as "such a wreck, my dear," and the jury on the 
case, and even ber lawyer, begin to find excuses for the husband. lf a 
man bas weary nerves and a thumping headache, nothing prevents his 
coming horne and tying a towel about his brows like a Turk, and being 
as grumpy as one the rest of the evening. But a woman in the same case 
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can only look longingly at ber old wrapper, and then go and painfully 
build up her Psyche knot and an agreeable smile at exactly the right 
angle, else she will hear that "Rang it! It's enough to drive a fellow to 
his cl nb t') have an untidy wife lying about on the sofas ! " and that ''the 
deuce knows why a woman always manages to look pretty before mar
riage and never after." It is generally supposed that if a woman can only 
sit down and have a good cry that is panacea for all ber woes. But 
when she finds out that the indulgence makes her nose red and swells it, 
she has to give up that satisfaction along with the others. A man may 
exhibit fearlessly, upon occasions, a carmine proboscis produced by 
causes far less confessable, but a wife is pronounced not half a wife and 

woman if she shrinks from him on that account. In fact, being a woman 
at all is a snare and a delusion. 

SrLK THREAD rs PorsoNous.-The Sanzïary Aèws draws attention to 
the fact that silk thread is soaked in acetate of lead to increase its weight, 
and persons who pass it through the mouth in threading needles, and 
then bite off the thread with the teetn, have suffered from lead poisoning. 

CAN CouNT T 8o DEsCENDANTS.-The IVIarietta (0.) Regùter tells of a 
somewhat remarkable family in that vicinity. Joseph Burke, a freeman 
from Prince William County, Va., came with his family in 1854 to New· 
port, where he died three weeks afterward, leaving a wife and twelve chil
dren. The widow still survives, and most of ber children. A recent 
cen us of the family, including children, grandchildren and great-grand
children, gives an aggregate of 18o souls. Mrs. Hannah Burke, now 
aged eighty-seven, is probably the most motherly woman in Ohio 

hrPROVED Dul\ŒELLs.-In athletic exercise, which now plays such a 
prorninent part in hygienic cult, the old notion of severe laborious exer
tion at the outset has been utterly exJ?loded, and modern science has 
decided that light and very gradually increasing tasks are productive of 
the best and most lasting results. In dumbbells of the usual construction 
the athlete must have a large assortment of gradually increasing sizes, and 
unless a great many are kept the transition to a heavier pair cannot be 
made in the moderate gradation that is advisable. To meet this contin
geney an improved dumbbell has been devised. It consists oftwo hollow 

wooden shells through which the handle passes. These balls can be the 
receivers of a large or small quantity of sand or shot as may be desired, 
and thus the weight of the dumbbell can be graduated with the greatest 

nicety. 
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Wor1ŒN ARE rN A GREATER DEGREE THAN MEN SLAVES OF FASHION. 
Possibly there is sorne excu~e for them. They have in many cases to 
depend upon their good looks for getting a husband, and naturally they 
like to make themselves as stylish as possible. Unhappily a notion pre
vails amonast women that a slim and delicate waist is an attraction. 
This is esp;cially unfortunate, because one-half the ailments from which 
women suffer arise from tight lacing. Many ladies would give anything 
to be able to dispense with the cruel corset which keeps them in torture 
hours at a time. But they cannot do it because Mrs. Grundy refuses her 
sanction. If ladies of high standing in social life could only realize the 
benefit they would confer upon their suffering sisters if they would dis
pense with tight lacing they rnight be led to change the fashion and let 
nature have fair play. It is quite astonishing that tight lacing has so 
long withstood the attacks that have been made upon it by the press and 
the medical profession. But the fashion seems quite impregnable, and 
there will be no change until those who lead the way in the social scale 

set the example. 

MOTHERS AND THE NURSERY. 

(CONDUCTED BY MRS. F. C. PRESSLER). 

How TO A111usE THE LITTLE ÜNES.-ln regard to toys, the rnother will 
soon find that the most lasting in the child's favor are the ones that he can 
change the form of, or invent new ideas about. I believe that is one 
reason the doll is never forsaken. A few cheap articles will be just as valu
able to the little one. For example, a bundle of lamp lighters will afford 
interest, as the child can first lay them down in rude outline of bouses, 
trees, or animais; then weave them into fences, gates, the letters of the 
alphabet, etc. A paint box and sorne advertising pictures, a pencil and 
paper, a pair of blunt scissors and a newspaper will help to fill in the 
hours and give mother a chance to breathe. 

Another excellent plaything is a soft ball, which one child can throw up 
and catch, while the others count, thus learning to catch and count at the 
same time. If mamma will bring out ber box of buttons little Mischief 
will be pleased to string them for ber, and she will also ~ull out basting 
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threads with the greatest dispatch and skill. In fact, a child that is trusted 
and feels sorne responsibility, will be much happier, and there will al ways 
be a confidence in the mother and a desire for ber ad vice. -Henrz"etta 
C. O'Kane. 

A PLEA FOR THE BABY.-We have so often seen examples of cruelty to 
children while being taken around for an airing by unscrupulous nurses, 
that we are constrained to say a few words to those mothers who trust 
their little ones out of their sight, and to the care of thoughtless and 
careless nurses. , bout as common a source of danger and pain to the 
little one thus sent out for its health and pleasure, 1s the manner in which 
the nurse crosses the gutter and curbing at every square. We have 
frequently watched this performance and seen stupid, careless nurses use 
all the force in their bodies in jamming these carriages time and again 
against curbing, and at each effort poor little heads have been violently 
struck against the carriage, little backs have been strained and often 
foundations laid for grave nervous troubles or infantile paralysis, Pott's 
disease, etc. Did you ever sit in a carriage or buggy, when, without 
warning, you were suddenly thrown from your seat? This is nothing to 
what the little one gets in crossing the gutter. N ext to this cornes the 
case of little ones who are left unattended in their carnages, while nurse 
chats away for a half hour with sorne stray acquaintance. Securely 
strapped in, the little one can face a broiling sun, or a violent wind and 
dust storm until its little head is ready to split. No body knows it, and 
nurse doesn't care. Promiscuous kissing is another and terrible danger, 
menacing these little ones when out of sight of their parents. Because a 
child cannot talk is no reason to suppose that it does not think and ob
serve, does not have its likes and dislikes, and it is wrong to have it held 
and kissed against its will by people who care nothing for it. But this is 
nothing to the danger of infection from such practices. Syphilis, scarlet 
fever, measles, diphtheria, smallpox, and numerous skin diseases are 
communicated in this manner, and you have no righi to risk your child's 
life by allowing every stranger and negro nurse to kiss the. pure sweet lips 
of your helpless baby.-The Fami!JI Physù:ùuz. 

CA 'DY EATING.-There IS one very simple rule of health which every 
one should know, and that is, that everything you eat either helps you or 
hurts you; there is no middle course. Candy eating cornes under this 
head. It cannot be maintained that candy helps in the formation of 
flesh, improves the blood or strengthens the nerves, and therefore it must 
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be injurious. This reasoning is amply supported by facts. Eating candy 
is a cause of much ill-health among children, and the predisposing cause 
of many acute attacks of disease of various kinds. Much dyspeps1a, 
indigestion and many bilious attacks are directly or indirectly due to 
candy eating. Candy produces a condition of the stomach which is Yery 
unfavorable to the patient when attacked by severe disease. Most of the 
candy sold nowadays contains a considerable portion of glucose, a kind 
of sugar made from starch, and which more et1sily ferments or sours in 
the stomach than does cane sugar An excess of sugar of any kind in 
the stomach tends to ferment, becomes sour, sometimes intensely sour, 
so as to produce great irritation of the stomach, resulting in a catarrhal 
condition, bilious attacks and other derangements of the digestive organs. 
Eating nuts along with the candy renders it still more injurious, as the 
nuts are hard to digest. Peanut or cocoanut candy is especially a hurt
ful compound, and ail prudent parents should forbid their children eatmg 
it. Sorne of the candy is colored with substances which are injurious and 
adulterated with a kind of white clay, rendering it still more objectionable. 
A child who is in the habit of eating rouch candy, and has thus brought 
its stomach into an irritated condition, takes cold from a slight exposure 
and is easily made sick by a slight indiscretion in its diet, resulting in a 
severe attack of vomiting, diarrhœa or febrile disturbance. Mnch of the 
sickness among children may be traced to this cause.- Golden Days. 

A DocroR's REBUKE ro INDULGENT MorHERs.-Most children, up to the 
age of three or four, and especially if in charge of a nurse, are systemati
cally overfed, sa ys Dr. l\Tendelson in the lJJedz.cal Journal. There is appar
ent! y a tendency to regard children of that age rn ore as prize cattle in 
training for exhibition at a county fair than as material out of which ra
tional beings are to be shaped. Consequently, strict attention to the 
quantity of food and to the nurse is indispensable. If a child is fat and 
dyspeptic, is inclined to bronchial and intestinal catarrhs, to amygdalitis, 
to eczema, and to bilious attacks, you will find, as a rule, I think) that it 
is being overfed and that its diet is too uniform. It is a corn mon error 
to give a child one kind of food too exclusively. Children often get too 
rouch animal food, especially eggs, with the iJea tha t it is '' strengthen
ing," and not enough green vegetables and fruit, because these are snp
posed to '' upset the bowels." A judicious corn bination is what we must 
insist on. And, as a rule, it will not be necessary to either proscribe or 
pr~scribe certain foods, except on the lines just indicated. The diet of 
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small children should be largely farinaceous, I think, except where there 
is a tendency to flatulent dyspepsia, whether of the stomach or bowels. 
Many little patients in whom eczemas are imputed to too starchy a 
regirhen, will be found on inquiry to be really suffering from a want of 
those alkaline salts which normally are introcluced into the system through 
the medium of green vegetables and fruit. Renee I insist on children 
being brought up to eat such vegetables as are in season, with certain ex
ceptions-such as corn, cabbage and egg plant; and to have plenty of fruit, 
raw in sumrner, stewed or baked in winter. 

In older children the dangers of constant indulgence in rich and highly 
seasoned food, in pies, pastry, cakes and desserts generally, cannat be too 
strongly insisted on. But, above ali, we must condernn in unmeasured 
terms the use by children of nerve stimulants, whether alcoholic or in the 
shape of tea and coffee, for stimulants act injuriously in a double way. 
In the firsl place, they generally produce indigestion; and in the second, 
their use induces a condition of nervous erethisrn, which is, I am inclined 
to believe, in itself a strong predisposing cause in the production of gout. 
In children, next to attention to diet are the subjects of clothing, bathing,. 
and exercise. Just as most children are overfed, so, too, are they over
dressed, in the sense of having too much on, and that not properly made. 
The habit of. putting- a great nu rn ber of woolen clothes upon a child, 
which I find to be common, is the cause of rnuch illness, especially as 
most houses are overheated by a furnace. The free perspiration which 
these practices induce is too often followed by taking cold whenever there 
is a sudden change of temperature. Another reprehensible thing often 
tound is that the clothes are made to button by a waist snugly to the 
che t and abdomen. This, by the rapid growth of the child, soon be
cornes too tight, impeding the free action of the lungs, and through them 

· of the circulation. The clothes of children should be few in number, 
and should be so made as to bang free from the shoulders, leaving the 
body entirely un tram meled. 

Bathing-Sponging in cold water in a warm roorn-should be insisted 
on, followed by a good rubbing to stirn ulate the circulation in the skin. 
As for exercise and fresh air, I believe tnat, unless children are absolu tel y 
sickly, they should be sent out in ali sorts of weather, no matter how in
clement it may seem. If it rains give them rubber boots and waterproofs, 
and let them have a good tirne wading in the puddles. In recomrnend
ing such a course of hardening, I am weil aware that there will always be 
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found a certain number of children who cannat stand it, and a vastly 
greater nurnber of parents who are opposed to trying it. But where there 
are twenty children of whom it bas been thought that they were of too 
delicate a nature to bear such treatment, there will perhaps be found but 
one of whom this is really true. In fact , it is often the so-called delicate 
ones-those who have been shielded from every draught that blows-who 

need it most and thrive under it best. 
GniNASTICS FOR THE Y auNG.-The re can be no grea ter mistake than 

to suppose that the '' gymnastics" which physiology ad vises as sui table 
for the school, bear any relationship either to violent exertion or to dan
gerous athletics. On the contrary, the exercises of the school are especi
ally graduated to the ages of the pupils, are never excessive or violent in 
their nature, and are arranged so as gradually and consistently with 
natural growth to develope to the full the frames of the boys and girls who 
take p·ut in them. When a parent declares that he won't allow his boy 
or girl to attend the school gymnastic class on account of any presumed 
roughness or violence, it is clear he does not cornprehend what '' physical 
exercise," in its true sense, means. A visit to any of the schools where 
such exercise forrns a part of the curriculum, would serve to dispel al! 
false notions regarding this subject, and would show how weak chests, 
pigeon breasts, and stunted frames at hrge are made, by gentle exercises 
willingly undertaken, to develope into healthy bodies, which will stand the 
strain of life and existence when, as weakly subjects, they would have gone 
to the wall in the inevitable struggle which a waits the toilers and rnoilers 

of the earth.-Healtlz. 

Foon OuGHT TO BE THOROUGHLY CHEWED. -Children should be 
trained to eat slowly and chew the food well be!"ore swallowing it. Many 
a life of suffering has resulted from neglect just here. Mr. Gladstone is 
said to chew thirty-three times whatever he puts in his mouth before he 
swallows it. Food needs to be thoroughly rnixed with saliva as well as 
to be chewed and crushed between the teeth. Food that is bolted irri

tates the stomach and impairs the digestive organs. 

HEAL TH INVENTIONS AND A·PPLIANCES. 

BROMINE AS A DISINFECTANT. -Bromine, as a disinfectant, is said to be 
corning to the front. It is an inexpensive by-product of the manufacture 
of salt, selling at 70 cents a pound, and in solution containing one part 
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in weight to about Boo of water; it may be used freely without affecting 

anything it may touch. A few gallons used daily will remove ali ammo

niacal odors from stables, or a few quarts will thoroughly deodorize the 

en tire plumbing system of an ordinary bouse. The undiluted bromine is 

strongly corro~ive, and if it touches the skin causes a painful burn. 

THE LIVER NOT EssENTIAL.-In the course of long investigation, Pro

fessor Ponfic. of Breslau, has made the important discovery that a large 

part of the liver-even as much as three-fourths-may be removed with

out serious disturbance of the animal fonctions. Surgeons had before 

known that the whole of the liver is not absolutely e sential to health, but 

could hardly suppose that the sudden destruction of a considerable part 

of it wou Id not be serious, àud now may be ena bled to perform operations 

hitherto believed to be irn possible. Professor Ponfic found that the li ver 

has a wonderful power of reproduction, in sorne cases a portion equal to 

two-thirds being replaced by a new growth within a few weeks. 

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT. 

A REMIKDER.-Will subscribers who have failed to remit for arrearages 

kindly consider this paragraph a polite reminder that we will cheerfully 

sencl them receipts, if they will forward us amounts due? 

MARION H ARLAND HAS WRITTEN A BOOK of nearly 64 pages, en titled 

'·Our Baby's First and Second Years," which con tains most valuahle in 

formation regarding the crue of infants through the trou blesorne term of 

nursing and teething; also contains valuable hints about the treatrnent 

of Diphtheria, Scarlet Fever and Ch0lera Infantum. This book is pub

lishecl by Messrs. Reed & Carn rick, of New York, and they will send it 

free upon application. 

AN ADIRONDACK SANITARIUl\L-The staternent in our issue of March, 

that sanitariurns were wanting in the Adirondack region. has elicited a 

circular from the Superintendent of the "Adirondack Cottage Sanita

riurn, for the cure of pulmonary diseases. at Saranac Lake. The object 

of the Adirondack Sanitarium, \Ve are told, is to offer to persons in the 

first stages of Jung disease, and who could otherwise ill afford the expense 

of a sojourn in these mountains, the benefits to be derived from a change 

of climate, a well-regulated out-of-door life arnidst hygienic surroundings, 

a nourishing diet and the latest and most approved methods of medical 
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treatment. The cottage plan has been adopted, and cottages sheltering 

from two to four in mates only are clustered around a commodious main 

building. In the winter time carriage exercise or sleigh rides are furnished 

as often as poss1ble free of cost. The deficiency in the running expenses 

of the institution is made up by donations and subscription. 

hrPoRTANT TO SuBSCRIBERS. -At the sol ici talion of mai1y subscribers 

living at a distance from New York, the HERALD oF HEALTH Co. will 

cheerfully undertake to fi]] any commission . that may be entrusted to us 

in the purchase of articles or apparatus for Hygienic and Health purposes. 

We do not desire, nor can we undertake to do a purchasing business. but 

will be pleased to aid our subscribers and friends m the rnanner above 

indicated. We can obtain everything in the line of Health and Hygienic 

articles for them at ~ ew York priees, and will mail descriptive and priee 

lists upon application, provided stam~s for return postage are sent. In 

these lists are embraced electric batteries, machines for physical culture, 

ventilating, filtering and di infecting apparatus, health foods, clinical 

thermometers, invalid's chairs, ear trurnpets, etc. We will. however, fil! 
no orders for patent medicine trash, tlectric belt humbugs, nor drugs ol 

any description, and do not expect to receive any. No commission is 

expected nor will any be received, as we are willing to put ourselves to a 

little trouble if we can prove of any service in this way to our friends. 

\Ve will freely answer all questions as to priees, for ward circulars, etc., 

insisting only that stamps be enclosed in all letter setking information, 

and that we do not be required to pay return postage 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

ALTOGETHER Too NERvous.-We fancy that you are over nervous about 

yourself. We should recornmend you to try for a time to live on ex

tremely light food such as rnilk and eggs. In this way, by ~iving your 
digestive organs a rest sornewhat, you will be able to conquer the symp
toms you describe. It is probable also th at a prolonged rest and a change 
of air would be beneficiai to you. 

THE MARRIAGE OF FmsT CousrNs A GAIN. -C. TV. Smz'til. -Because 

albino children have been known in one case tu follow thP marriage of 

first cousins, there is no logic or reason in the idea that the children of 
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such rnarriages rn u t invariably be so. If first cousins are perfectly 

healthy, there is no rea. on why rnarriage in such a case should not be 
undertaken. 

ÜNLY GROWING PAINS. -Youtlzfid R eader.-The pains you corn plain of 

are of no great account. When they are severe, re~t may be enjoined, 

attention to the general health, and plenty of nourishing food. Ail young 

persans are lia ble to suffer from them more or les . They pa~s away 

quick ly, and are only an indication of a slight te rn porary excess of 

growth over nutrition. 

RuN DowN - -Herbert TV. complains that he eats too mue~. but that 

in spite of his appetite he is running down. We should recommend you 

to rnake a change in your food-to give up tea, try cocoa instead, and 

likewise to see the effect which a larger proportion of vegetables in your 

food would have on your health. A little Mineral Water, taken in the 

morning, might also benefit you; and you also apparently require more 

open-air exercise. 

ENLARGED ToNSILS. -A1u:z'ous 1lfotlzer. -Have the children's tluoats 

examined by a surgeon. If much enlarged, the tonsils should be excised. 

This is the only permanent cure, and prevents ali future ailments. 

AnvrcE TO A You 'G MAN.-Wf reiterate for the benefit of other corres

pondents, advice frequently given before to inquirers anxious to over

come bad habits-in brief: sleep on a hard mattress ; try cold sponging 

night and morning; avoid fluids late at night; live plainly; avoid stimu

lant , and take plenty of open-air exercise. No need for any electrical 

apparatus. 

CARE OF THE EYES &c.-] C. Tennessee.--Tbe advice the London 

physician gave you as to the cure of your eyes was good. Y ou should 

have continued to wear glasses, even after you hroke the orres you alluded 

to. No person can salely use glasses for two years and then abandon 

them. Send the remaining gla, s by mail to the oculist in your nearest 

town, and he will obtain one to correspond. Better still, it will pay you 

to take a journey and have your eyes again fitted properly. There may 

be various causes for the back-ache you cornplain of. Cold or possibly a 

strain. Your treatment is right, as well as we can judge from your 

statement, and you bad better continue it as long as it gives relief or 

works a cure. 
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leE IN THE SrcK-RooM.- W F G., New Orleans. -A saucerlul of 

shaved ice may be preserved 1or twenty-four hours with the thermometer 

in the sick-room at 90° Fah., if the following precautions are obstrved: 

Put the ~aucer containing the ice into a soup-plate, and cover it with an

other. Place the soup-plates thus arranged on a good heavy pillow and 

cover with another pillow, pressing the pillows so that the plates are corn

pletely em bedded in them. An old jack-plane set dee p is a most excel

lent thing with which to shave ice. It hould be turned bottom upward, 

anrl. the ice shoved backward and forward over the cutter. 

DAJ\"GER IN THIS PRocEss.-F. Q. R., Chzcago.-Electricity is now much 

emplo;-;d in the removal of wens, warts, moles and superfiuous hair upon 

the face, and in general with safety. Yet, acc.ording to a writer 0n the 

subject, there is a risk of injury to the nerves or other parts of the face if 

these operations are not very delicately and intelligently done. A case is 

mentioned of a lady who had a delicate shading of hair on her upper lip 

removed by the usual electric process of piercing the root of each hair. 

with a very fine needle, through which the current was given, killing the 

bulb in the skin. The operation was painful, so that it could only be 

completed in several sittings It removed the hair perfectly, but the effect 

on the fine facial nerves nearly cost the lady ber eyes, and she lost the use 

of them for over a year. 
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LAWS OF PERSONAL HYCIENE. 

ABSTRACT OF A LECTURE BEFORE THE STUDENTS OF THE NEW YORK 

MEDICAL COLLEGE HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN. 

BY 1\1. L. HOLBROOK, 1\1. D. 

A GREAT majority of the people who have knowledge in these matters 
avoid the practice of them in one or more of the essential requirements. 
Obedience to hygiene is not easy and is a thing acquired only by effort. 
Two things are necessary, intelligent grasp of certain ends to be sought, 
with the means of obtaining them ; and secondly, formed habits. The 
individual is not practically rouch better off fqr the former until he has 
made his information take the form of a settled daily ha bit in each mat
ter, running on without any marked effort or thought needed from him. 
The first law is that you keep your expenditure of force each day some
where near the manufacture of it in your body. Or if on a given day you 
run out more than your vital production, that you see it is made up with
out rouch delay on the next da ys subsequent. The standard of force pro
duced in a hu man body is based on the estima te of the number of tons a 
persan can lift in a day this one perpendicular foot. We call these foot
tons. Expressed in this way, the vital energy of a man in his prime 
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averages 3,ooo foot-tons. Unusually strong men might go as high as 

4-,ooo, even 5 .000. 
THIS FORCE HAS A FIXED RELATION 

to the food consumed in the same time. If the food were oxidized in a 
labora.tory, that is, simply and actually burnt, it would give by its beat the 
same mechanical equivalent in foot-tons as when it is burned as the bodily 
tissue, which it supplies the waste of. Different foods are estimated in re
lation to the same foot-ton. The waste of a man's tissue by an amount 
of labor represented by r6 foot-tons is what one ounce of cabbage could 
furnish the repair of, for instance. One ounce of carrot could thus stand 
against 20 foot-tons; of milk, against 24 foot-tons; of lean meat, against 
55; of oatmeal, against 152; of butter, against 28r, and of fat pork, 
against even more than butter. Y ou have here an indication of the great 
value of fat pork to those doing very severe labor ; as the men in winter 
lumber camps, soldiers in active service, sailors, and the like. 

BUT AGAINST THE FORCE 

to be looked for from the taking of a given amount of food, must be 
charged two items. They are, the part which is undigested and leaves 
the body along with the excrement; anù second, the force expended in 
digesting what does enter the artal economy. There is need of laboratory 
work to determine for women, as has been done for men, the proportion 
of the food they eat which leaves them undigested. I think with certain 
classes of women it is larger than we know anything about. Now, as for 
the force lost to the body in the act of digesting foods. It varies very 
greatly with the food and its state and form; each product of the vegetable 
or animal world having its peculiar quality in this respect. Thus the 
starch in wheat is not the same starch structurally as the starch in potato 
or oatmeal. The plant built it up differently. The starch granule of 
oatmeal is larger and tougher than that of wheat. That of rice is very 
fine and fragile. Certain processes of beat aud water application might 
almost level these differences. Unfortunately, as a fact, they commonly 

do not. 
YOU OBSERVED THAT LEAN MEAT 

we gave a potentiality of about .7'3 of that of oatmeal. However, taken 
as usually cooked, it gives nothing like the force three times its weight of 
lean beef would. Why? Because where in beef the nutritive elements 
are combined with the very large proportion of water which accompanies 
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them throughout their career m the body, in oatmeal they are not ; and 
the body loses much force in simply watering or hydrating the elements 
in the case of oatmeal, which is saved to it in the case of beef. The dis
covery of this principle of hydration and artificial hydration, as soup
making, enabled Count Rumford, in Austria, to feed the pauper popula
tion with an enormous saving over previous methods. Here the whole 
"art and mystery" of cookery has its field, involving mechanics, chemis
try, and finally vitality itself, for foods not only supply wastes but deter
mine processes- in the internai operations of the body, by elements not 
destined to be consumed, and yet whose presence is necessary in the 
blood. And so the complication and the possible variety of the subject 
becomes endless. Let it be enough that cheese is not the same thing it 
was when it was part of the milk ; over-baked- meat not the same thing 
as rare meat; stewed apple as raw apple. As related to the foot-tons 
our bodies can ever get out of them they are as if they were of different 
chemical composition. Here we leave it to the cooks. 

NOW THE F ORCE IN OUR BODIES 

once acquired is expended in various !ines. During the years up to adult 
!ife, growth receives-or should-a large share. Both then and after
wards till the moment of death, repair receives another share. Heat, 
respiration and digestion receive other large shares. Out of the 3,000 

tons produced in health 2, 700 are th us used, and the surprisingly small 
figure of 300 is what is left over as surplus to be put into outward energy 
or work. But this is commonly much below 300. Every bad habit or 
condition reduces it. The 2, 700 of running expense is easily raised by 
abuse or difficulties; and the 300 dwindles to the half, or the fiftieth, or 
to nothing. Investigation among poor sewing women of London gave 
an average of 47 foot-tons as their actual output. Lacking food, bad air, 
injured machine, imperfect repairs-it is not hard to see. Now remem
bering these figures of 2, 700 and 300, which stand for a body at its best 
of production, it follows that any expenditure in la bor of more than 300 

will come somewhere out of the 2, 700, that is out of the machine 
or sorne of its internai operations, unless we soon restore the balance due. 
Weston in one of his walks made such an encroachment daily of 6oo tons. 
He rested and repaired his accounts, however, for many weeks after the 
walk was over. This seems wonderful to me, though, to run over his 
output 6oo foot-tons each day ! Indications from the using of more 



force than we make are, Joss of weight, Joss of strength, loss of digestive 
power, of power to enjoy, low and saddened thoughts, imperfect color 

and heat in certain parts of the body. 

TIIE TERM '' PHYSIOLOGICAL BANKRUPTCY" 

was invented by Dr. Fothergill, of London, to express this state when ex
treme. Women of inval id ela s show about half the muscular strength of 
the average inval id men . In health they probably have an average of two
thirds the strength of men, mnch of it expressed or spent in other lines 

than muscular power. 
Ali excess of food beyond the actual need of repair wastes force in dis

posing of it. All the bodil y surplus may go th us and without immediate 
suffering or inconvenience. A gourmand may use al! his power in 

handling surplus food and passing it out of his body. 

THE . CONDITION AND ACTIVITY OF THE STOMACH 

are what determine more than any other one thing the strength a given 
person can develop. Rules for securing its best and easiest performance 
ofits task are ofhigh importance: 

r. Regularity in eating. 
z. Thorough mastication of food. 
Count Rumford estimated that if soldiers chewed their food, two-thirds 

of the amount ordinarily needed would do them. Gladstone is stiJl one 
of the hardest workers in Europe, accomplishing in his age an amou nt of 
work daily which is phenominal-a very wonderful worker. He is par
ticular to give each piece of food "32 bites," as he expresses it. The 
late Emperor of Germany had very exact habits, and preserved very re
markable vigor and working capacity into advanced age. There is a 
story, I can't say it certainly happened, but it is told, that his mother 
when he was little, in order to get him to chew his food well, used to give 
it to him with each little piece large enough for a mouthful done up in 
wrappings so numerous that he would get one piece chewed well before 
he could get the next unwrapped. 

THIS IS A VERY HARD HABIT 

to acquire, especially if one eats alone. It is to be hoped Americans will 
never realize the state of things portrayed in a comical picture wh1ch came 
out, of what eating would get to be in the year r 900. A man seated a~ a 
table and a large funnel down his throat. The waiter with varions dishes 
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and drinks stands by and is about to pour them down. (A member of 
the class then instanced the feeding of chickens by injection of the food 
from a large syringe.) I was once a partner at table with a man whom I 
esteemed very highly, who waR a friend more Jike a brother to me and I 
to him. His habit was not good in this respect, and so we formed a 
society, of which somehow I got to be president, to enforce chewing. 
The fines for neglect went to one of the charities. Society at table is the 
best aid in chewing one's food properly. 

NEXT, FOOD SHOULD BE GOOD 

but simple. The teeth must be kept in good order. Western nations 
seem to have a general lack of good teeth, in great contrast to Eastern 
nations. Thus the Hindoos have good teeth till quite aged. They take 
great care to keep them clean. After meals they chew a bit of wood to a 
pulp and so rub ali debris away. A missionary movement was once ac
tually started among cultivated Hindoo gentlemen to convert the English 
classes to better habits of bodil y religion. The neglect of proper observ
ances in the matter of health in England seemed to them monstrous and 
deserving charitable instruction. Cold water is said to crack the dentine. 
I cannot vouch for this rnyself. Dentists tell us chewing of hard sub
stances is needed, the pressure causing growth of the circulating vessels 
and good nutrition and repair in the tooth substance. 

RULES FOR CARE OF THE BRAIN. 

First, systematic exercise and regular em ployment. The brain stands 
most abuse of any organ in the body. IL best tonie ancl stimulant is 
success. The worst and most depressing thing toit is failure. The most 
injurious effects come by using stimulants in early life ; young people 
should use no liquors, tea, or anything of this sort. They act mostly 
on the brain and injure its growth very materially. Abundance of sleep 
is necessary. I am inclined to think eight hours is not more than enough. 
Sleep is the time of relatively lowered expenditure and increased repair. 
Learn to think straight, and allow no morbid fancies to remain in your 
mind. They soon get an obstinate foothold and are hard to remove, and 
may make whole life unhappy. Watch for the beginnings of false ideas, 
more particularly when anything has thrown you into depression, sickness, 
or a bad indigestion. Case in point: I remember an accountant-a very 
good, upright man. He over-worked. An idea came to him that his 
accounts were wrong. He knew they were not, and went back several 
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times and found everything correct ; and still let the idea cling to him till 
it became permanent; and he suffered at the close of every day with this 
fear over his accounts having a mistake. I told him all he could do was 

to quit the business. 
A CASE UNDER DR. HAMILTON. 

A gentleman fancied he could not go above 59th street in this city. 
The Doctor, after trying vainly to disabuse him of the idea, took him in 
his own carriage, and after a drive of many miles in various directions, 
tried to go past the line. The man began to entreat him to stop and not 
carry him over. He did go on, but the man was immediately seized 
with a paroxysm and the convuls10n lasted sorne tirne. The good done 
by mind and faith healers is brought about mostly in this way. Anything 
else which broke up the bad mental habit which is making them sick and 
got their rninds off thernselves, would do as well. The force of one's will 
can he used sometirnes to stop a lying fancy. 1 had a man under my care 
once, who was rnaking hirnself and his family miserable about something 
which existed only in his mind. I got him to starnp on the floor every 
morniPg on getting out of bed and swear by the eternal God that he would 

hehave himself that day. It cured him entirely. 
Care of the lungs is important. They (the oxygen) and the food are 

the direct man ufactory of force. 

THEY WANT AIR AND EXERCISE. 

For the latter the clothing must be free and loose about the trunk. Gvm
nastic exercises are neede:i to develop the breathing muscles. Erect sit
ting position. If one does stoop at his writing or work it is needful to 
counteract it by exercises which will straighten and expand the chest 
enough to make up. Five percent. decrease of lung space would mean 

five per cent. less power, 
Exercise in general is important, and to do most good should be of 

every muscle in the body, and should be gentle. Each muscle needs to 
furnish to the circulation that is, certain substances which arise from its 
activity, and the production of all the muscles is needed. There is a 
difference between this and the protracted or violent use of just a few 
muscles. Exercise should be daily. Every school should be a gym
nasium on its upper floor. Physical training should be half the educa
tion of the future. This was introduced by me in Cleveland, Ohio. The 
children were said by the teachers to be better scholars, brighter and more 
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obedient in every way. Skzn needs cleansing. Also exercise, that is 
rubbing till it is red at least once every day. Feet need care; should 
be washed once every day, be clean, warm, dry and loosely covered, and 
dip in cold water and rub well. Don't catch colds. For this cold foot 
baths and rubbing, exposure of skin to cold air ali over and friction. 
These are the best preventives. 

PAST SEVENTY·SEVEN. 

INTERESTING ACCOUNT OF THE HEALTH HABITS OF REV. FRANCIS COLEMAN. 

(SPECIAL FOR THE HERALD OF HEALTH.) 

THE following account of the health habits of Rev. Francis Coleman, 
a weil known Cano.dian clergyman who has passed his 77th birthday, will 
be found of no little interest : 

In the pursuit of this great earthly blessing, Mr. Coleman is guided by 
no cast-iron rules. He al ways led a temperate life, having totally abstained 
from alcoholic lipuors for more than fifty years, and for sorne time discon
tinued the use of tea, coffee an~ ali rich pastries. At meals he drinks white 
tea, that is, hot water with milk and sugar, varied with an occasional indul
gence in cocoa. In the heat of summer, to quench his thirst he drinks 
unfermented wine, w hich he manufactures from the produce of his own 
grape vines. This he finds to be very refreshing and conducive to health. 
For breakfast he eats porridge, toasted bread, fruit and vegetables; for 
dinner he adds a small quantity of young tender animal food, having the 
idea that su ch meat, containing little or nothing to clog the system of the 
aged, tends to prolong life. Third meal is very light, sometirr.es 

omitted. 
EVERY SECOND MORNING 

he takes a sponge bath in tepid water. He has tried bathing every morn
ing in cold water until his system became weak, and sciatica warned him 
against its continuance. Just before retiring at night, twice a week, he 
thoroughly washe!i h1s head, rubbing dry with a coarse towel. He be
lieves this to be a preventive of apoplexy and a remedy for headache and 
catarrh, as thereby the pores of the head become so active as to throw off 
the offensive matter that causes these cumplaints. Once a day he gives 
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his feet a good ablution. At night in bed if his, brain is too active, he 
puts a brake on his mind. True, these thoughts are wholesome and 
pure, but this is not the time for their intrusion. He compels the current 
to cease its flow. The mind at ease, the blood does not rush to the brain, 
then he is quickly lost in slumber. It benefits him to take an hour for 
repose at noon. For mental recreation he writes in his diary every day, 
and has done so for the last fifteen years, noting every item of incarne and 

expenditure. 
FOR EXERCISE HE CULTIVATES A GARDEN 

and small fruit orchard, in which he bas the pleasure and profit of raising 
nearly every kind of fruit, great and srnall, grown in his latitude, 43° 30' 
North. Sorne of his pears, peaches, plu ms, grapes, berries or vegeta bles 
are on his table almost every day through the year. He keeps a horse 
and is his own stable boy; enjoys frequent drives on errands of mercy 
and for fresh air through the city and surrounding country. For outing 
in summer he crosses Lake Ontario on different steamboats, whichhedid 
fourteen times Iast season, believing that the pure air or.. the lake promotes 

longevity. 
FOR RESEARCH IN THE SUBLIME AND BEAUTIFUL, 

on clear, mild evenings he mounts his telescope and scans the wonderful 
phenomena of the heavens. He has the idea that these observations im
prove his sight. He 1s astonished that so few take pleasure in these de
lightful investigations. He strives to live in peace with God and in har
mony with all mankind, except with those who openly violate the natural 
or revealed Iaws of God. Them he endeavors in public discourses and 
private converse earnestly to admonish, assured that suitable efforts for 
the good of others add to his own health and happiness. While he re
joices in the use of his own foresight and wise free-agency to pralong his 
da ys, yet for longevity he believes man is dependent on a higher power, 
that of Divine Provicience. He has experienced many striking interposi
tions, or long since he would have ceased to breathe. In his life work as 
a minister of the gospel he has frequen tly visited persons ill with con
tagions diseases, as cholera, smallpox and fevers, yet never caught the in
fection. Does not this indicate providential safeguard? Twice he was 
unhurt in dangerous falls. Twice an unseen band 

SNATCHED HlM FROM A WATERY GRAVE. 

The marks of a narrow escape from falling trees he will carry to his grave. 
Once he was struck by a furious runaway team, but was shielded in a 
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rn ost singular rnanner by an invisible protector. Fifty years ago in the 
back woods he lodged in a close room. "The night is cold," said the 
lady, "I will air your room." (?) She did so by putting in it a large pot 
of burning coals. Here he would have slept the sleep of death, but at 
midnight he was startled by a loud voice of alarm calling out, ''If you 
want to save your !ife get up and open the door ! " With difficulty he 
obeyed, for his senses were almost gone; but on gaining the open air he 
experienced immediate relief. But for this providential voice, not a 
human voice, spoken at the critical moment, perhaps to his inward ear, 
the deadly carbonic acid gas caused by the live coals would have quickly 
ended his life. The wise Creator never designed man's body for disease, 
but for health and long life. Where these arë not attained 

THE CREATURE IS AT FAULT. 

In brief these are the hygienic rules he en dea vors to practice, mostly 
learned from the excellent HERALD oF HEALTH : 

r. The use of plain food with plenty fruit. 2. Persona! cleanliness by 
frequent ablutions from head to foot. 3· Flannel next the skin the year 
round, graduated according to the season. 4. Open-air exercise every 
day. 5· Ventilation of dormitory winter and summer. 6. Harmonious 
companionship. "Poor is the friendless rna!:lter of a world. A world in 
pUI·chase of a friend is gain." 7· Right relations to Jehovah and ali his 
creatures. 

He aims at such vigorous health that there shall be no morbid soil in 
his system where the germs of disease can take root. Whether he suc
ceeds or not he is blessed with a good prospect of immortal health and 
youth in heaven. 

ToRoNTo, April, 1890. 

BATHINC ALMOST UNKNOWN AMONC CANADIAN 
FAR MERS. 

AT a recent meeting of the "Societe d'Economie Sociale," held at the 
reiidence of Mr. A. Desjardins, M. P., Dr. J. A. Beaudry, secretary of 
the Provincial Board of Health, read a very interesting paper on "The 
Farmers and Hygiene from a social point of view." He held that accord
ing to statistics carefully gathered by himself during the last ten years in 
the surrounding country districts the death rate was higher there than in 
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our c1t1es, though the farmer cer tainly ought to enjoy the best health and 
live the longest. This alarming phenomenon was due to the non-observ
ance of the laws of health, and also to ignoran ce, prejudice and habit. ln 
win ter, he remarked, the farm cr shuts himself up with his whole family- · 
which is genera11y very nu merous-in the ki tchen of the bouse. Ventila
tion he never dreams of, so that the family live for whole rnonths in foul 
air, and experience shows that during the winter rnonths deaths are more 
numerous among women and children in the country districts. The doc
tor next called attention to the fact that bathing is almost unknown 
among Canadian farmers. On Sunday morning the face and hands are 
given a thorough washing, but the rest of the body never feels water. 
Still another fatal mistake was made by the farmer in sending his best pro
duce to market, and keeping to feed himself and his family whatever be 
considered least salable. In conclusion, the lecturer referred to the in

fluence of the body over the mind and the imminent danger of an en
feebled state of the agricultural race, a weakening already ascertained to 
be a fact in certain quarters. Finally, he called on the principals of schools 
and colleges to recognize the importance of instructing their pupils 

thoroughly in the laws of health. 

HOW THE DUCHESS OF MARLBOROUCH REDUCED 

HER WEICHT. 

NEITHER the good clothes nor the coat-of-arms worn by the Duchess of 
Marlborough have interested the ladies of New York as much as the 
slender proportions of her figure. The Duchess is slight in bearing and 
outline ; her flesh bas vanished, and the things she has done, or rather 
the things she has refrained from doing, entitle her to te classed among 
the heroïnes of sC>ciety. When she married the Duke of Marlborough she 
was more than plump. She filled out every crease and wrinkle that es

caped her bodice maker; her breath was short, her step considerably 
heavier than the rustle of angels' wings and the 

SLIGHTEST EXERTION DISTRESSED HER. 

She consulted an adipose doctor, who, after a careful diagnosis, pro
nounced her case chronic. Then she was plain Mrs. Hamersley, but a 
very pretty woman predisposed to take up considerable room. in the 
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world. This revelation horrified the pretty widow, who at once offered 
superior financial inducement and pledged herself to carry out minutely 
whatever prescription he warranted to relieve her. A bargain was closed 
and the treatment began at once and has been religiously adhered to ever 
sin ce. H ere are 

SO?IIE OF THE RESTRICTIONS : 

Not a morsel of bread, cake, rolls or pastry. 
No tea, coffee, chocolate or sweet wine. 
No potatoes, peas, rice, carrots, turnips, macaroni, cheese, butter. 

cream, custard, jellies or sweets. 
Not a drop of ice-water. 
No warm b&ths. 
No fiannel, and only enough clothing to keep from taking cold. 
No bedroom beat. 
Not a drop of any liquid food at meals. 

IN PLACE OF BREAD 

she had fruit, a section of apple or orange, sorne fresh grapes, berries, 
cherries or stewed fruit being used where ordinarily one craves a bit of 
bread or a swallow of water. Her diet was limited to two meals a day, 
breakfast at 10 and dinner at 7, with the following bill of fare to select 
from : Rare, lean meats, game and poultry, soft-boiJed eggs, sea foods, 
toast, lettuce, spinach, celer y, cresses, fruits. She had half a gallon of 
hot water to drink every day, with lemon juice in it to take away the flat 
taste. Cold water was denied her, and ales, frappes, champagne and 
claret strictly forbidden. She was even forced to forego the luxury of 
bathing in water, in place of which she had sponge and vapor baths. 
Evcry few days she took a fast, allowing the system to consume the adi
pose tissue. While no li mit was put upon the pleasure of driving or rid
ing, she was asked to select the roughest, rockiest roads and to walk from 
five to ten miles a day in the open air. 

THIS PRACTICE OF SELF-DENIAL 

the Duchess of Marlborough bas persisted in for the last two years, and 
to-day she is perhaps the handsomest woman of her age in New York 
society. She weighs about 140 pounds, her eyes are bright, her compl~xion 
is as clear and smooth as a school girl's, and she has the carriage of a cadet 
and the health of a child of Na ture. 
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BENEFITS OF VECETARIANI SM. 

AN INTERESTING COMMUNICATION FROM MR. A. H. FRANK. 

EDITOR HERALD oF HRALTH :-1 stiJl am in love with the vegetarian 

mode of living. Two years ago last Novem ber I adopted the two-meals

a -day principle, and have not eaten a dinner sin ce. I eat as near 6 o'clock 

A. M. and P. M. as I can arrange my business to. I find this better for 

me tban three meals. It gives the stomach a good time to rest after dis

posing of each meal. My health is excellent, and I have done much hard 

physicallabor, such as shoveling and hoisting rock in the mines in Ne
vada, chopping wood and making maple sugar on my farm in Chautau

qua Couniy, this State, the fel ling of oak trees, cutting them into stove 

wood, grubbing out the roots, as well as to saw palmetto roCJts. I have 

also done the carpenter work on five small buildings the last six months; 

the only help I had was in raising. I am nearer 77 than 66, and do not 

have to use spectacles yet. 

ONE OF THE GREATEST ADVANTAGES 

I experience from my mode of living is that I am not subject to colds, as 

formerly. I have been more than usually exposed the last seven or eight 

months. Last fall while attending the fairs I slept on the ground with 

straw for a bed. It was very rainy weather, and often my blankets were 

wet through and through and my clothing wet through. The weather 

was quite cold, and several days at a time l went near no fi.re. At times 

I was out from four to seven hours at a time and got dripping wet and 

not change my clothes until bed-time. It does seem that I can stand 

.almost any amount of exposure without taking cold. 
I preach vegetarianism everywhere I go, but it is hard for people to 

make so radical a change as to adopt this way of living. Y et the world 

does move, and many are eating less animal food and more fruit. I have 

sold out my mannfacturing business and am engaged in raising fruit. I 
bave twenty-five acres in grapes, shall put out five or six more this spring, 

and will continue to add the acres until I can supply zco tons of fine 

grapes yearly to help crowd out so rnuch fl.esh meat. When one is well 

filled with fruit there is not so much room to 

-GET A PIECE OF A. PIG 

()r sorne other animal into hi m. While in Florida last win ter I bought a 
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piece of land that I am having set to fruit. My son attends to it in my 
absence, as it is alongside of his. 

One of the most encouraging signs of the times is the large amount of 
fruit being raised, which mak.es it cheap. Most èvery one loves fruit,. 
and if it is cheap they will buy and eat it. I see my letter is already too 
long. I intended to write but a few lines on the start. When I get to 
talking or writing on this subject I hardly know when to stop. 

Truly yours, 
A. H. FRANK. 

BuFFALO, N. Y., April 30. 

A little girl took the following order into a Bridgeport drug store the 
other day: "Mister Druggist-Please send ipecac enough to throw up a 
four-year-old girl. 

Mrs. Partington claims that there are few people nowadays who suffer 
from ''suggestion of the brain." 

OUR RULES FOR GOOD HEAL TH. 

I. Be regular in your habits. 
2. If possible go to bed at the same hour every night. 
3· Rise in the morning soon after you are awake. 
4· A sponge bath of cold 01 tepid water should be followed by fri-ction wità 

towel or hand. 
5· Eat plain food. 
6. Begin your morning meal with fruit. 
7· Don't go to work immediately after eating. 
55. Be moderate in the use of liquids at ail seasons. 
9· It is safer to filter and boil drinking water. 

10. Exercise in the open air whenever the weather permits. 
II. In malarious districts do your walking iP the middle of the day. 
12. Keep the feet comfortable and wt>ll protected. 
13. Wear woolen clothing the year round. 
14. See that your sleeping rooms and living rooms are well ventilated, and 

that sewer gas does not enter them. 
15. Brush your teeth at least twice a day, night and morning. 
16. Don't worry, it interferes with the healthful action of the stomach. 
17. You must have interesting occupation in vigorous old age. Continue t<> 

keep the brain active. Rest means rust. 
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EDITOR'S &TUDY. 

HYGIENE FOR THE EvEs.-Dr. Lincoln, of Boston, in the Annals of 
Hygiene, formula tes the following rules for the cure of the eyes for school 

work: 
First-A comfortable temperature, and especially let the feet be kept 

warm and dry. 
Second-Good ventilation. 
Third-Clothing at the neck loose ; the same as regards the rest of the 

body. 
Fourth-Posture erect ; never read lying down or stooping. 
Fifth-Little study before breakfast or directly after a hearty meal_; 

none at aU at twilight or late at nigl!t. 
Sixth-Great caution about study after recovery from fevers. 
Seventh-Light abundant but not dazzling. 
Eighth-Sun not shining on desks or on abjects in front of the scholar. 
Nin th-The book held at right angles to the li ne of sight or nearly so. 
Tenth-Frequently rest by looking up. 
Eleventh-Distance of book from the eye about fifteen inches. 

OuR SKIN AREA.-The human skin is composed of three layers, aver
aging in all between one-twelfth and cne-eighth of an inch in thickness, 
and, in extreme cases, as much as one-fourth of an inch in thickness. 
The skin area of the average adult is, therefore, estimated at 2, oco square 
inches. The atmospheric pressure being about fourteen pounds to the 
square inch, a persan of medium size is daily and hourly subjected to a 
pressure of 28,ooo pounds. 

A DUTCH PHYSICIAN HAS RECENTLY DECLARED that a close connection 
exists between the exercise of our mental faculties and disorders of the 
nose. The opinion is expressed that if it were generally known how many 
cases of chronic headache, of inability to learn or perform mental work, 
were due to chronic diseases of the nose, many of these cases would be 
easily cured, and the number of child victims of the so-called over
pressure in education would be notably reduced. According to the above
mentioned authority, it would seem that breathing through the nase is 
absolutely indispensable in arder to secure the full value of the mental 
capacity. 
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CAUSED BY TrGHT CoLLARS. -Dr. Forster, Director of the Ophthalrnic 
University at Breslau, has figured out a connection between tight collars 
and shortsightedness. He alleges that in 300 cases that have corne under 
bis attention the eyesight had been affected by the pressure of such collars 
upon the muscles of the neck, disturbing the circulation of the blood to 

the head. 

THE FooD OF A LrFETil\IE.-Apropos of victuals, the statistics which a 
-elever Frenchrnan has just published concerning the food we eat are inter
esting and perhaps suggestive. According to his reckoning a hurnan be
ing of either sex, who is a moJerate eater and who lives to be 70 years 
old, consumes du ring ''the da ys of the years of his life" a quantity of 
food which would fi.ll twenty ordinary rail way luggage vans. A '' good 
·eater," however, may require as many as thirty vans to carry the luggage 
for the inner man, but what those people would require who are always 
bungry, and whose stomachs are, to all intents and purposes, bottomless 
-pits, that the statistician is unc..ble to indicate. Another investigator 
.affirms that women eat much Jess than men, after making allowances for 
differences in weight and work. Where a man eats nineteen ounces, a 
woman of the same weight and of active habits eats only fourteen or 

fifteen ounces. 

CoNSUMPTION AT HrGH ALTITUDEs.-The distribution of phthisis in 
Switzerland has been reported upon in the Lance/ by Dr. L. Schrotter. 
Facts and figures stated do not give much support to the cornmon im
pression that high altitudes are practically free from consurnption. 
Tables of deaths for the years 1876-86 show that the disease is endemie 
tu every district of Switzerland, not one escaping it. It is true that deaths 
from this cause are fewer in the high regions than in those that lie lower, 
yet the ratio is not by any means inversely proportionate to the altitude. 
It is rernarked that consurnption prevails wherever the population is 
largely industrial. Agricultural populations suffer less from it than do 

industrial populations at the same altitude. 

TALK WHILE EATING.-Talk and be merry while you eat. Talking 
while eating will naturally necessitate eating more slowly. The children 
need not expect to rnon.opolize all the time at table with their talk, but if 
they dine alone let them tell their own little experiences and laugh over 
.their own ad ventures. If they dine with their eiders it rnight be weil for 
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papa and mamrna to address sorne of their conversation to the children. 
This not only a ids in digestion of the meal, but aids the little on es in be
coming self-possessed and self-reliant-Dora Harvey Vrooman in Pht'la-

delphza Press. 

CooLING THE BonY BY A SPRAY o F W ATER. -Dr. S. Placzek, in the 
course of experiments as to the effect of spraying a considerable part of 
the body surface of animais with cold water, has applied the spray for the 
purpose of reducing febrile temperatures in human beings. In the case 
of a man suffering from phthisis, whose temperature was high, he found, 
according to the Lancet, that by spraying about a pint of water at between 
6o degs. and 70 degs. F. over his body, the temperature fell to normair 
and continued so for severa! hours. Again, a similar method was satisfac
torily applied in the case of a girl with diphtheria. In the healthy ·human 
subject, the spray lowered the temperature neariy 2 degs. By keeping 
healthy guinea pigs and rab bits sorne hours un der spray, and using from 
half a pint to a pint of water at the temperature of the room (44 degs. to 
62 degs.), the tempera ture of the animais fell several degrees. 

IMPORTANT THEORIES IN ANIMAL CoNSUMPTION.-Dr. Samuel G. Dixon, 

of the University of Pennsylvania, who has made sorne important discov
eries about consumption and its cause, in speaking a bout that disease, 
said: "It is weil known among medical men that tuberculosis is not 
confined to the human race, but has been known to infect the Iower ani
mals, especially those used for food. For the past few months," he said, 
•' I have made experiments to ascertain whether or not hu man beings can 
contract consumption by eating the meat of animais suffering from this 
disease, or of using milk from cows with tuberculosis of the mammary 
glands. The resuits of many of these experiments Ieave no room for 
doubt that this fatal disease is contracted by eating tainted meats. One 
important discovery I made in the course of these experiments was that 
domestic animais, especially the hog and sheep, which have been fed on 
milk slightly tainted with these germs, have con:tracted consumption and 
in a short time thereafter died. One interesting experiment, made by a 
few physicians with whom I was connected, was made on a dog. This 
animal hasan acid gastric secretion mu ch stronger than a man, and it was 
principally for this reason that the test was made. Many attempts to 
communicate consumption to dogs by feeding them on tuberculous food 
bad failed. Our experiment began by seiecting a healthy dog a year old 
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and permitting his stomach to become empty. We then gave him as his. 
first meal sorne infected cow's meat. This course was coutinued for sev
era! days, and in about a week we noticed symptoms of failing healtq; 
which increased for three weeks, when the canine died, wasted to a skele
ton. The post-mortem examination gave every evidence of tuberculosis. 
Now that it bas been demonstrated that man can contract consumption 
from eating meat containing tubercle bacili, and by drinking milk from 
cows whose glands are affected, 1 would suggest that, in arder to prevent 
this contagion, veterinary inspectors should be empowered to condemn all 
tuberculous meat, a reasonable compensation being paid to the owners of 
animais found in that condition. These inspectors should visit all milk 
dairies and condemn every cow found suffering from this infection. 
Another preventive of the transmission of these germs of consumption 
would be the prohibition by law of the breeding of such animais." 

So"ME SENSIBLE REMARKS ON DRESS RE FOR M.-Y ou see we are grown 
moJest and fearful of sorne nameless, imaginary moral evil. We have 
become ashamed of the way God made us, and we cover ourselves up, 
just as if the human figure were a deformity. 'Who first invented clothes 
which make men look like stiff, forked, shapeless forms? The ancients 
showed the lines of the fernale figure and gave a piquancy to its pliancy, 
its graceful flexibility. To-day the women put themselves in stays and 
load themselves with bustles and stick themselves out with all sorts of im
provement until they look-still attractive, but falsely, unhumanly attrac
tive. 1 don't believe the Grecian women, those from whose figures god
desses were modeled, bad a bit better forms than the women of to-day. 
The race in California is sim ply wonderful in its development of anatom
ical beauty, judging by the display one sees any day on the street. But it 
would be a great deal more effective if the costumes permitted the supple 
grace of nature to be shown. Every now and again the female lecturer 
cornes along to teach new fads about dress and to air new ideas about 
hygiene. The principle of all health is freedom of action of the body and 
plenty of exercise, and the principle of health is, curiously enough, the 
principle of comfort and the principle of beauty of form. When in the 
olden times men and women wore clothes that looked odd and quaint in 
eut to us, if they sacrificed corn fort it was to appearance. We sacrifice 
nppearance and get no particular comfort. Even men wear too many 
clothes, with an awful waste of material that does not embellish or add to 
the corn fort. Sorne day the '' biled shirt," with its starched front, will 
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disappear. It cannot go too soon. Why should a man wear a stiff 
board under his waistcoat? It may be useful and ornamental for evening 
wear, when it certainly looks d ean. But wilh the wonderful developrnent 
in the manufacture of materials, why should soft white silk not take its 
place? Or, indeed, wh y should ail colors be left to the fern ale sex? Be
tween the gaudy and the tasteful there is a great difference. Oscar Wilde 
only èarried his ideas a little too far. He bad sense at the bottom of 
them. We will come to it by and by. -San FranciSco Chronz"cle. 

WOMEN AND THE HOUSEHOLD. 

CONDUCTED BY HELEN FLETCHER. 

SIMPLE CosMETics.-There is nothing that equals fresh buttermilk for 
removing tan, freckles, sunburn or moth spots. It bas the great advan
tage that it does not injure the skin, but renders it soft, like a little child's. 
Take a soft cloth or sponge and bathe the face , neck and arms thoroughly 
with buttermilk before retiring for the night; then wipe off the drops 
lightly. In the morning wash it thoroughly and wipe dry with a crash 
towel. Two or three such baths will take off ali the tan and freckles. It 
will keep the bands soft and smooth. The acid of the buttermilk an
swers a far better purpose than any powder or paste that is in a drugstore. 
It is a simple remedy, but effectuai. 

Bu RN Y ouR ÜLD LETTERS. -So rn uch mischief bas been do ne by the 
foolish habit of keeping old letters, that it is wise to adopt the rule of de
stroying them at once. Their mission is ended; what are they good for? 
"I may like to read them while recovering from an illness," sa ys sorne 
one. Pshaw! As if these would be the tonie you needed at such a 
time. Better far a breath of pure air. We are ail prone to brood too 
much at such times, and need no such help in that direction. Let this 
plea for the burning of letters be a strong one. Business letters should 
be filed and labeled. Have a blank book, into which copy such dates or 
extracts as may be of value in the future for references. This can be 
done when letters are answered. Then burn them and see the ashes. It 
is the sorrows instead of the joys that most letters con tain. They are the 
safety valve for deep feeling from friend to friend, good in their time, but 
sometimes worse than useless in the future. Every day brings new expe
riences. W e are constantly changing, and in many cases would be 
ashamed of our own letters written ten years ago. 
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THE SECRET OF A LoNG LrFE.-You sometimes see a woman whose 
old age is as exquisite as was the perfect bloom of her youth. Y ou won
der how this has come about. Here are sorne of the reasons : 

She knew how to forget disagreeable things. 
She understood the art of enjoyment. 
She kept her nerves well in band and inflicted them on no one. 
She believed in the goodness of her own daughters and in that of her 

neighbors. 
She cultivated a good digestion. 
She mastered the art of saying pleasant words. 
She did not expect too rn uch uf her friends. 
She retained her illusions, and did not believe that ail the world was 

wicked and unkind. 
She relieved the miserable and sympathized with the sorrowful. 
She retained an even disposition and made the best of everything. 
She did whatever came to her cheerfully and well. 
She never forgot that kind words and a smile cost nothing, but are 

priceless treasures to the discouraged. 
She did unto others as she would be done by, and now that old age has 

come to ber, and there is a halo of white hair about ber head, she is loved 
and considered. 

This is the secret of a long life and a happy one.-Ladz'es' Home Jour
nal. 

CouRTESY IN THE FAMILY.-There is nothing so necessary to gain per
fect order as kindness. It must predominate. The home which is gcv
erned by harshness could never become an ideal home. It is not difficult 
for an ordinarily observant person to see at once what kind of spirit pre
vails in a family. A persan must be dull who partakes of a meal without 
forming sorne opinion of the prevailing spirit. 

In homes where true courtesy prevails it seems to meet one on the 
threshold. The kindly welcome is felt on entering. It is beautifully ex
pressed. "Kind words are the music of the world." Hard words, on 
the other hand, "are like hailstones in summer, beating down and de
stroying what they would nourish were they melted into drops of rain." 
Life without love would be a world without a sun; without one blossom 

of delight, 0f feeling, or of taste. 
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A GREAT-GRANDMOTHER AT FrFTY.-The youngest great-grandrnother 

in the United States probably lives near Pomona. Her name is Francesca 

Cordolla, and ber age is but 50 years: She is a poor Spanish wornan, 
who has lived in that region for o,·er thirty years. She was married when 
she was a little over 17 years old, and her eldest daughter rnarried when 

she was a little over 17 years old. Mrs. Cordolla was but 33 years old 
when she was a grandmother. Her eldest granddaughter was married 
last April at the age of r 6 years, and now that a great-granddaughter has 
been born into the farnily there is great rejoicing among the Cordollas and 
their Spanish relatives. Mrs. Cordolla is in superb health, and she says 

that if the record of the family keeps up she will have the felicity ofhold

ing her great-great-grandchild upon her knee before the biblical allotted 

time for her on earth is measured out. 

WHY no GrRLS LooK so ÜLD ?-1 live in a city th at is comparatively 

small , and my circle of acquaintances is quite extensive. Among them 
alli notice that with few exceptions the mothers are better looking, and, 
in many cases, but little older in appearance than the daughters. I know 

this is true in my own case. I cannat flatter rnyself that I am near as 
good-looking as my mother. Nine persans out of ten who do not know 

us lake us for sisters, and the tenth usually takes us for stepmother and 

stepdaughter. As I remarked bef ore, a large nu rn ber of my personal 
friends have the same experience. Since I have been in Washington I 

have noticed that the same rule will apply, and with equal force. I often 
wonder whether it is that the mother looks younger than her age, or the 
daughter older, and I have come to the conclusion that it is bath. But 

why is it? Is it because the girls keep la ter hours and dissipate more 
than they did a few years ago, or that the mothers take better .care of 

themselves? It cannat be because the mothers work less than they used 
to, because many work just as much, and I have a very'good example of 
the case in our colored washerwoman, who, attired in an old dress and 

hat, as she always is, looks as young as her grown up daughter, who, 

when she condescends to bring the clothes home, wears a nice dress, styl

ish hat and kid gloves, even it it is nine o'clock in the morning.- Wash
z'ngton Post. 

LITTLE WoMEN SHOULDN'T WEAR TALL HATs.-Little women with 

large heads very often think they will look taller if they wear large hats 

and a fluffy arrangement of the hair. This is a fallacr, and instead of 
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looking taller they will only appear the shorter. The reason is very sim
ple. Their height is only about six lengths of the head. Naturally, by 
increasing the size of the head the disproportion will be greater, as then 
their figure will appear to be only five times the length of their head. 
Little women should wear small bats and simple hair dress. -JYew York 
fournal. 

WHEN A WoMAN SHOULD MARRY.-l am opposed to ear1y marriages. 
First-Because a very young persan bas not sufficient maturity of judg

ment or life to make a wise choice. Tastes change and cha1acter devel
ops rapidly bet ween sixteen and twenty-five, and the man who pleases the 
fancy of the inexperienced girl may be very different from the man who 
would please the intelligent young woman of a few years later. 

Second-Because maternity makes a heavy draught upon a woman's 
physical strength, and in arder that she may support it without losing 
ber own health, and may transmit a strong constitution to ber child, she 
must be a full-grown woman. 

Third-Because a girl in her teens is not past the frolicsome and kit
tenish age, and the love of play and amusement which is natural to her 
tirne of life is apt to interfere with maternai duties. I have known a wife 
-of nineteen dread the coming of children because they would keep ber 
away from parties and other gayeties, and even bring her baby up on a 
bottle, tbough well able to nurse it, because she did not want to be tied 
at home by the child. She had married too young. Her next door 
neighbor, a young rnatron of twenty-five, who asked nothing better than 
to nurse ber own child and give the necessary tirne toit, was shocked and 
indignant a.t ber proceedings; but it was largely the difference of age. 
Y ou cannat harness a half-grown colt and expect him to pull steadily. 

Fourth-Because an early muriage is apt to mean the cutting short of 
a girl's education. The woman who is to bring up children needs to be 
well and thoroughly educated, for their sake as well as for ber own. 

Sorne persans mature rn uch earlier than others, bath physically and 
mentally, so that it is hard to lay down an invariable rule. But, unless 
ci.n exceptional cases, I do not think a woman ought to marry under 

twenty-five. -Lucy Stone. 

Mr. Ph!atterly (trying to make himself solid)-" What a remarkably 
strong, manly face your grandfather bas, Miss Phillips." Miss Phillips

"' Pardon me, Mr. Phlatterly, but that's grand ma." 
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MOTHERS AND THE NURSERY. 

(CONDUCTED BY MRS. F. C. PRESSLER). 

HINTS oN THE CARE oF INFANTs.-A good ti me to give an infant its bath 
is about one hour and a half after breakfast. Of course, in saying that 
one bath is all that an infant requires, ·we have no reference to the light, 
quick sponging which a child may receive at night, and which is often 
very soothing to nervous, fretful babies. But with regard to a child's 
regular daily bath, we would advise it not remaining in the water any 
length of time, and as soon as they are taken from the bath they should 
be gently rubbed, and carefully dried and dressed at once. After this 
bath they should be fed, and, if children are healthy, they will then sleep 
severa! hours. It seems singular that with ali that is written and said 
about the care of infants, so little is known about their need of water 
occasionally. I suppose most mothers would be shocked if they knew 
that babies actually suffer tbirst sometimes. Milk does not quench it, 
and, therefore, the occasional sip of water, not too cold, is very import
ant. One physician of note sa ys that a ba be should even have one meal 
of warm water daily, just the temperature of rnilk. If given toward night, 
he says, it often ensures sleep. 

"The hardest time in baby's life is perhaps when it is 'teething.' If 
ever it is excusable for crying and peevishness it is when it is trying to 
rush a new tooth through; and I want to tell you of a blunder that is 
then often made, when fond friends and admirers give it ivory and rubber 
toys to bite on. This con tact with hard substances actually toughens the 
gums, gives it therefore greater pain to bear, as it takes longer than it 
otherwise would for it to push the tiny tooth through. One excellent 
rernedy wh en a child is teething is a drop of cooled, not cold, water, 
which should be given every two or three minutes. The water should be 
dropped from a spoon on the inflamed gurn, not allowing the metal to 
touch it. Another way to vary with is to soak a loose roll of soft linen in 
water, then very gently. press it against the gums. When there is serious 
inflammation it is better not to depend too much on horne methods, and 
a good physician should generally be called. Mothers would do well to 
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remember that no one but a physician should ever attempt to lance the 
gums, as it is an operation that may be easily bungled. 

"When one sees the way babes are stuffed with ail sorts of medicines, by 
persons incompetent to judge what should be given, etc.," said the nurse 
in conclusion, "one may weil wonder that so many live to grow up. 
Herb teas are boiled down into powerful ex/rads, which a druggist might 
hesitate be fore prescribing, and poured by the tea~poonful down the 
baby's throat. Their little stornachs are often actually poisoned and 
almost destroyed while mere babies. But, strange as it is, they manage 
to pull through all this commotion-those that don't die of it, I would 
add, and more die f0r want of common sense treatment than anything 
else. "-Emma S. Allen. 

\VoRTH REMEMBERING.-Better give a boy a good warm coat with a 
coll ar which he may turn up in a cold wind, rather than a scarf; the latteli 
overheats the neck, and then the main trouble is, boys will wear it one 
hour and throw it aside the next. 

If you have any children at home it is best not to attend any funerals 
of those dead of scarlet fever or diphtheria; you may convey it to your 
OWIL If the children recent! y bad the above diseases, remem ber they 
may be a long time in. making a complete recovery; bence, do not 
expose them more than possible ali winter. The boys will not be able to 
do as much work as at other times. 

Also the above, as weil as rneasles, whooping cough, and other chil
àren's diseases, leave the eyes weakened. It may not be we1l for such 
children to attend school, or to read for sorne tirne. Whenever a child 
complains that its eyes ache, it should not use them for reading or study. 
From study at these times cornes many of the weaknesses of the eyes so 
prevalent. When these diseases prevail it may be best to keep the chil
dren from day and Sabbath school.-Dr. G. G. Groff. 

HARSHNESS WrTH CHILDREN.-1 wonder if parents really know how 
rnuch they are standing in their own light when they are so strict and 
severe with their children, forbidding them to play cards, dance, and go 
to the opera and theatre. Let them reason with them and advise them 
not to go if they are opposed to such places of amusement, and give them 
amusement at home, but forbidding them will oftentimes make the chil
dren lie in order to accornplish their end.-Farmer's Voice. 

MEMORY IN INFANTS. -My rnother went on a visit to my grandfather, 
who lived in London. She took with ber a little brother of mine who 
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was 1 r months old, and his nurse, who waited on her as her maid. One 
day this nurse brought the baby boy into my mother's room and put him 
·on the floor, which was carpeted all over. There he crept about and 
amused himself according to his lights. When my mother was dressed, 
a certain ring that she generally wore was not to be found. Great search 
was made, but it was never produced, and the visit over, they all went 
away, and it was almost forgotten. Exactly a year after they again went 
to visit the grandfather. This baby was now a year and eleven months 
'old. The same nurse took him into the same room, and my mother 
saw him, after looking about him, deliberately walk to a certain corner, 
iurn a bit of the carpet back, and produce the ring. He never gave any 
account of the matter, nor did he, as far as I know, remember it after
wards. It seems most Iikely that he found the ring on the floor and hid 
it, as in a safe place, under a corner of the Brussels carpet where it was 
not nailed. He probably forgot al! about it till he saw the place again, 
and he was far too infantile at the time it was missed to understand what 
the talk that went on was about, orto know what the search, which per
haps he did not notice, was for.-fean Ingelow. 

THE FATHER's ExPERIENCE. -Experience is a great teacher, and my 
experience as a father has taught me a real lively rollicking boy or a self
willed imperious little miss of four or five summers can completely destroy 
.and set at naught many of one's most heautiful theories regarding the 
rearing of children. But it is comforting to feel that about half of your 
theories ought really to be upset anyhow, and yon realize how much more 
charming children really are as chzldren than they would be as the "little 
ladies and gentlemen" of your imagination. I don't want him to know 
it, but the very willfulness and defiance of my authority by the little tow
head of three years now cuddled up in his bed upstairs, is irrestibly funny 
~ometimes-the little rascal. I have, indeed, seen a few children raised 
wholly "by rule," or according to a certain "system," and the poor little 
creatures were about the unhappiest children I ever saw. Sorne allow
.ance should be made for the natural inclinations of childhood · so let us 
accord our children the privilege of being natural and childish 'and happy 
while they can be so. Care will come soon enough to them ali. 

CARE OF THE TËETH. -A child1
S tee th should be confided to the ca re of 

a dentist while they are making their appearance. If the dentist is prop
erly versed in his pr.ofession, he makes a record of the child's physical 
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tendencies as well as the state of its dentition, and to these notes he adds 
from time to time such variations as are significant; then he sends for 

the chilcl once a rr.onth or once a year, according to its needs, and is 
thus able to develop the best teeth that are possible to the little one's 

constitution or physical condition. 

HEAL TH INVENTIONS AND APPLIANCES. 

To FREVENT SNoRING.- We have received many letters requesting fur

th er information as to the apparatus described in our March issue for the 
prevention of snoring. The invention is an English one, and the de
scription was taken from a London paper, wh~ch, however, gave neither 

the name nor address of the inventor. Vve wrote to the editor of the 
London journal for further information, but up to this writing no reply 

has reached us. 

BREAD FRol\1 ~~Voon.-Sc1ence has already enabled man to extract 

fiery beverages and many other things of more or le s value from wood, 
and it is now proposed to go a step further and produce bread from wood. 

In an address recently deliverecl in Heidelburg, Germany, by no less emi
nent an author than Victor Meyer, it is announceù ·' that we may rea
sonably hope that chemi. try will teach us to make the fibre of wood the 
source of hu man fo:>d... What an enormous stock of food, then, would 

be found, if this becomes possible, in the wood of our forests, or even in 

grass and straw! The fiber of wood consists essentially of cellulin. Can 
this be made into starch? Starch bas essentially the same percentage 

composition. but it differs very much in its properties, and the nature of 
its molecule is probably much more complex. Cellulin is of little or no 
dietetic value, and it is not altered, like starch, in boiling water. It 
really gives glucose, when treated with strong sulphuric acid, as is easily 
shown when cotton wool, which is practically pure cellulin, is merely im

mersed in it. Starch gives the same product when boiled with weak acid. 
The author further quotes the researches of Hellriegel, which go to show 

beyond dispute tha't certain plants transform atmospheric nitrogen into 
albumen, and that th1s prscess can be improved by suitable treatment. 

The production, therefore, of starch from cellulin, together with the in
forced increase of albumen in plants would, he adds, in reality, signify 

the abolition of the bread question. 
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PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT. 

hiPORTANT TO SuBsCRIBERs.-At the solicitation of many subscribers 

living at a distance from New York, the HERALD oF HEALTH Co. will 

cheerfully undertake to fill any commissions that may be entrusted to us 
in the purchase of articles or apparatus for Hygienic and Health purposes. 
We do not desire, nor can we undertake to do a purchasing business, but 

will be pleased to aid our subscribers and friends in the manner above 
indicated. We can obtain everything in the line of Health and Hygienic 

articles for them at New York priees, and will mail descriptive and priee 

lists upon application, pro vided stamps for return postage are sent. In 
these lists are embraced electric batteries, machines for physical culture~ 

ventilating, filtering and disin fecting apparatus, health foods, clinical 
thermometers, invalid's chairs, ear trumpets, etc. We will, however, fiJI 
no orders for patent medicine trash, tlectric belt humbugs, nor drugs of 

any description, and do not expect to receive any. No commission is 
expected nor will any be received, as we are willing to put ourselves to a 
little trouble if we can prove of any service in this way to our friends. 
We will freely answer ali questions as to priees, forward circulars, etc., 

insisting only that stamps be enclosed in ali letters setking information. 

and that we do not be required to pay return postage . 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

To GET Rm ÜF ÜrL lN HAIR. -E. W. V. ,-By washing your hair 
with a weak solution of bmax , the excess of oil in it may be considerably 

reduced. It must not be used more than once in two weeks ; applied 

oftener, the borax will cause the hair to be crisp, harsh and very Iiable to 
break off or fall out. 

THE GERMAN REMEDY FoR BuRNS.- Vù:üm, l,oùzsvtlle. -The cele
brated German remedy for burns consists of fi1teen ounces of the best 

white glue, broken into small pieces in two pints ot water, and allowed 

to become soft; then ùissolve it, by means of a water bath, and add two 
oune.es of glycerine and six drams of carbolic acid ; continue the beat un

til thoroughly dissolved. On cooling, this hardens to an elastic mas& 

covered with a !'bining, parchment-like skin, and may be kept for any 
length of ti me. When required for use it is placed for a few minutes in 

a water bath un til sufficiently liq uid, and applied by means of a broad 

brush. It forms in about two minutes a shining, smooth, flexible and 
nearly transparent skin. 
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TREATMENT OF WRITER's CRAMP.- Veteran journalist, New York.
Dr. Vigouroux describes a method of treating writer's cramp practised 
with much success by Herr Wolff, a caligrapher of Frankfort. The essen
tials of the method are gymnastics and massage of the affected muscles. 
The patient bas to execute thrice a day a long series of abrupt movements 
of the arms and bands. The muscles are then extended and even put on 
the stretch by the operator or the patient himself, till fatigue overcomes 
the tendency to spasm. Massage, friction and slapping are also persist
ently used, and writing movements practised so soon as the diminished 

cramp allows. It should be added that the treatment is painless, 

Loss OF VOicE IN SrNGERS AND SPEAKERS.- Vocahst, St. Louz's.-For 
this affection Dr. Carson recommends the patient to put a small piece of 
borax (two or three grains) in to the mou th and let it dissolve slo\dy. 
An abundant secretion ofsaliva follows. Speakers and singers about to 
make an unusual effort should, the night before, take a glass of sugared 
water, containing two drams of saltpetre, in arder to induce free perspir-

ation . ' 

FoR lNGROWING NAILS.- W. M . .T.-After soaking in hot water, the 

nail should be thinned by scraping, and if very painful a fiaxseed poultice 
will bring relief. After the irritation bas sufficiently subsided, soft cotton 
should be pressed between the fiesh and the nail, and after that is done 
it should be saturated with tincture of iodine, and the application re
peated several days, after which the tenderness will disappear. It may be 
necessary to lift the end of the nail, and this can be done by pressing cot
ton between it and the toe. This treatment is usually effective, and is 

attended with as little pain as any which can be suggested. 

HARMLESS FOR THE CoMPLEXION.-Edz'th.-A mixture of honey,. 
leman juice and eau de cologne is exceedingly useful to whiten the bands 
when discolored by sun, wind or work, and may be kept mixed for the 
purpose in a small toilet jar. Take a wineglassful of each ingredient and 
mix well ; then pour into the jar and keep tightly corked. This may be 
applied night or day, and the inside of the fingers rubbed with pumice 

stone. 

WHAT MAN rs MADE oF.-Inquz'rer, Chicago.-Dr. Lancaster, a 

London physician and surgeon, recently analyzed a man, and gave the re
sults to his class in chemistry. The body ope'rated upon weighed I 54.4 
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pounds The lecturer exhibited upon the platform 2 3· 1 ponnds of car

bon, 2. 2 pounds of lime, 22.3 ounces phosphorus and about one ounce 
each of sodium, iron, potassium, magnesium and silicon. Beside this 
solid residue, Dr. Lancaster estimated that tbere were 5, 595 cu bic feet of 

oxygen, weighing r zr pounds; ros, 900 cu bic feet of hydrogen, weigh

ing r 5· 4 pounds, and 52 cu bic feet of nitro~en in the man's body. All of 
these elements combined in the following : One hundred and twenty-one 

pounds of water, r6. 5 pounds gelatine, r. 32 pounds fat, 8. 8 pounds 

fi brin and albumen and 7· 7 pounds of phosphate of lime and other min

erais. 

BLACK ANIMALS rN HoT CouNTRIES -C. W. D., Savannah. -Not onlr 
are human beings black or dark in hot clima~es, but otber animais vary 
in like manner. Pigg are unusually black in hot climates. The carbon 

layer in the negro, being opaque, like other forms of carbon, must form 
an effectuai veil, and th us protect th<lt most important organ below, the 
true skin, a bodily envelope or tissue presenting a vast surface of circulat

iug blood which is certainly subject to brilliant illumination when only 

protected from sunlight by the thm translucent cuticle. We know that 
sunlight has considerable chemical energy, and also that sunstroke, to 

which light complexioned people are especially liable, is more dependent 
on light than on mere temperature. 
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NOTES CONCERN INC HEALTH. 

(BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M. D.) 

OBJECT OF SANITARY SCIENCE. 

WHAT is sanitary science for, is a question often asked but rarely plainly 
answered. Dr. Farr, however, does it in the following words, easily 
understood and learned :-"The primary abject to aim at is, placing a 
healthy stock of men in conditions of air, water, warmth, food, dwelling, 
and work most favorable to their development. The vigo:t of their own 
life is the best security men have against the invasion of their organ
ization by low corpuscular forms of life-for such the propagating matters 
of zymotic diseases may be held to be. Y es; this is Sanitary Science, 
no doubt, and what we are ail working for according to our lights. One 
difficulty is that our enemies seem so contem ptible. If we bad lions and 
tigers to fight, no doubt men would be as brave as they are in shooting 
pigeons-but microbes, sewer gas, and general nastiness ! making war on 
them seems to bring no glory. The destroyers of life are honored and 
rewarded-the sa vers and prolongers of life are scarcely noticed. 'Virtue 
is its own reward '-a very good thing, too; since, in many cases, it bas 

no other." 
PINEAPPLE AS A CURE FOR DIPHTH:ERIA. 

The HERALD OF .,HEALTH has given wide publication to the assertion 
of a correspondent, that pineapple juice is good for Diphtheria. It is, as 
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stated, a popular remedy among negroes in the South where this fruit 
grows. No doubt as a remedy it bas value. It is strongly acid and in 
no way poisonous, and as a domestic remedy would be safe. But pine
apples nor their juice are not to be bad every time nor at ali seasons of 
the year, while diphtheria may prevail at any time. A better remedy, and 
.one easily procured at any season, is lime water, to be used as a gargle 
-and with which by means of a brush to paint frequently and thoroughly 
the affected;parts. By putting a few lumps of unslacked lime in a bottle 
and allowing them to slack, you have a good article, which will keep as 
long as may be required, or it can be bad at any drug store. But as 
diJ:~htheria is a dangerous disea~e, we ought not to rely upon curing it 
except where we must; but upon preventing it before it appears, by the 
thorough application o1 hygienic means oJ the discovery and removal of 
all its causes. My friend R. T. T., furnished me the following three 
tnpics sorne time since, and they have lain unnoticed in an old book on 

bygien e, prin ted in_ 16 zo, for severa} years : 

UNHEALTHY OccuPATIO.Ns.-The ancient man or woman who pounded 
wheat between two stones knew nothing of the trouble that was in store 
for the miller of to-day. Man's breathing apparatus was made to utilise 
pure air, charged with a minimum of dust. When a man lives in an 
atmosphere in which flour dust fioats about in large quanlities, there is 
bound to be sorne part of his organization get clogged up. While workers 
in acid works are liable to have their teeth soften, and they wear away in a 
year or two if not protected, artisans in mills where metalic dust is in the 
air, are very apt to engender diseases that will be chronic, if not speedily 
fatal. The miller is generally an unhealthy individual, unless he be of 
the old-time sort, who used to ride about the country during three parts 
of his working hours, and spend only a little time within reacb of the 
dust from his mill stones. It is not to be supposed that man will ever be 
able to get along without the miller. Such being the case, it is to be 
hoped that something more will be done in the near future to protect his 
lungs while at his work than bas been accomplished hitherto. 

AN ExAMPLE. -A contemporary publishes an account of an experirnent 
to show that one meal a day is enough for a man. A machinist and 
inventer aged z8 years, whose work was hard~ resolved to adopt the one
meal system, and did so, leaving off meat and all condiments, and eating 
chiefiy wheat-meal bread and fruit, the bread made from unsifted meal, 
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and mixed with water only. Within seven months his weight increased 
from 145 pounds to 170 pound~,"and his strength of both body and mind 
increased in proportion. His health under this system is perfect. For 
three months last winter he worked in an iron foundry for the purpose of 
testing the sufficiency of one meal of pure food for such trying labor, and 
the result was eminently satisfactory. Colds, which he formerly suffered 
from, never trouble him now. His daily ration consists of six to nine 
ounces of Graham flour, besides fruit sufficient to supply ail the liquids 
necessary-half a dozen apples or their equivalent in other fruit. This 
meal is taken at night, after entire recovery from fatigue, usually about 
7 o'clock. He has occasionally made a trial of bolted-flour bread, but 
has invariably e:x:perienced a loss of weight and strength at su ch times. 

An experience of this kind must not be characterised as phenomenal. 
It will not do to say that one man is stronger, constitutionally, than an
other, and therefore is able to do with Jess food. A man with a strong 
constitution requires more food, other things being equal, than one who is 
weak. It is fashionable for us to eat two or three meals a day, and we 
conform to the fashion. The fact that a great many men only eat one or 
two meals daily may be taken as absolute proof, that not only they, but 
others, could live in the same way. One argument that is urged against 
a system of diet which would curtail the table pleasures of the public is 
that nature has provided a great variety of food which man is justified in 
appropriating and enjoying. This argument has sorne little force, while 
we admire the spirit which prompts sorne men to teach us such !essons 
by their experience as are taught by the case referred to above, we do 
not insist on the arloption of such a rlgùne, sim ply because such insist
ance would be of little avail. But we may point out to those who praise 
the three or four-meal-a-day custom, that what the abstemious man may 
lose in coarser pleasures, he more than makes up in those of a higher nature. 
The fact that men live and labor who set good examples in a. dietary 
sense is an unmistakable sign of the advent of a day, when the sense of 
the people will be subdued by their spiritual natures. The time is a long 
way off, and will not be reached for many generations to come, but it is 
worth our doing something individually to hasten its approach. 

HEALTHY LocALIT~ES. -Hawthorne somewhere, in speaking of the City 
of Rome and its attractibns, says, half ambiguously, that '' its final charm 
is bestowed by the malaria." After this epigrammatic remark, he states 
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that if y ou go to Rome in su rn mer and stray through its glades in the 

golden sunset, fever walks arm in arm with you, and death awaits you 

at the end of the dim vista. Th us the scene is like Eden in its loveliness; 

like Eden, too, in the fatal spell, that removes it beyond the scope of 

man's actual possessions. Ail this is not a very great recommendation of 

the ancient city. There is no doubt, however, that the founders of the 

city under Romulus were not so much to biarne for their choice of a 

site as the residents of this and past generations for neglect in their public 

duty of observing sanitary laws. 

Sorne cities possess a complete, or almost complete, immunity from 

certain diseases, and this is in many cases traceable partly to the natural 

advantages such cities possess. For example-Saltzbury and Lyons, in 

Europe, are never troubled with cholera, and whenever that feil disease 

makes its appearance in Paris or Marseilles, the rich inhabitants go 

to Lyons, which, although it is situated between these two centres of infection,. 

remains free from it. It has been proved that this is not due to superior 

cleanliness, better water, or more favorable atmospheric conditions. It 

is claimed that the character of the soil is the sole cause for the city's 

immunity from epidemies. 

The study of soil and its relation to diseases is an important one, and 

is receiving the attention of scientists. Experience bas shown that allu

vial soil-that is, soil washed down by rivers :from higher land-is the 

favorite resort of certain infectious diseases. This is due to the fact that 

such soi! is porous, and therefore contains a large amount of air, water 

and organic material. Poisonous germs are bred in the porous soil, 

against which bouses and those who dwell in them need protection. 

The importance of investigation on the part of the man who values his 

health and that of his family, of the locality in which he lives and the 

soil on which his house stands, cannot be over-estimated. Thousands of 

suffering mortals are to-day being doctored and physicked for corn plaints 

which are merely the calls of an outraged nature for purity of soi!. As 

surely as arsenic kills, so surely does a poisonous soil, slowly sometimes, 

but certainly, give forth its germs of death. 

LovE OF LIFE.-A recent writer says that persons who earnestly desire· 

to live can keep a morta! disease at bay much longer than those who, are 

cornparatively indifferent to theirfate. A resolute determination not to 

succornb is, as every army surgeon knows, the salvation of many a 

wounded soldier, who without it would assuredly died. 
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MISTAKES IN MEDICAL DIACNOSIS. 

THAT errors in the diagnosis of infections diseases have occurred, is an 
old story. The pity is th at it should not be only old. But it isn't; it is 
also quite new. That is to say, it is still a common incident of daily 
mortal and medical life. Dr. Russell's memorandum to the Health Com
mittee, says the Glasgow Herald, on the subject is as interesting as it is 
edifying. Medical men, even of the highest skill, are, at the best, not 
infallible. What in that case may be predicated of men of the humblest 
skill? It takes many years for a medical man to reach even the confines 
of perfection-a condition of which the most skilful in art or science know 
little or nothing. Still, the facts laid before the Health Committee by 
Dr. Russell 

POSSESS A PROFOUND INTEREST 

to dwellers· in cities. It was two peculiar cases in the experience of the 
Sanitary Department which induced Dr. Russell to look into the register 
of patients admitted to Belvidere Hospital from the beginning of the cur
rent hospital year (rst June, r889) up to the 31st December. In that 
period sorne 1,499 cases were admitted as suffering from infectious dis
eases. But as a matter of fact, not fewer than 114, or 7· 6 percent. of 
that nu-mber, were found not to be suffering from the diseases with which 
they were supposed to be affiicted when sent in; and, further, that not 
fewer than Rs, or 5· 7 per cent., were not suffering from infections dis
eases at ali, and ought not, therefore, to have been removed, at !east to 
Belvidere. The dangers and inconveniences, not to speak of the ex
penses, attending these mistakes of medical skill will be obvious. It must, 
we suppose, be true that the 

PRACTITIONER WHO MISTAKES ONE DISEASE 

for another has n~ proper knowledge of either. The results may be rather 
serious. A patient suffering from one infections disease taken into the 
ward of another infections disease, may communicate his own disease to 
.others, of whose disease he may himselfbecome the victirn. The chances 

against both acts are m ultiplied by two. 
In the case of the patient who has no infections disease at ali, but is 

supposed to have, and is consequently sent into an infectious ward, the 
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danger of receiving infection arnounts al most to a certainty. But e\'en if 
there is an escape, the rernoval of the patient to a non-infectious ward 
may carry the seeds of the disease, and convert the safe ward into one of 
danger. But why not rernove such patients to other hospitals? If they 
are not too i1l this may be done; if otherwise, we have the spectacle of an 
hospital for infections diseases becoming responsible for the safe treatment 

of non-infections diseases, which is certainly a serious 

RESULT OF INCOl\IPETENCY SOMEWHERE. 

We have mentioned that of the nu rn ber of patients sent to Belvidere 
about 13 Yz per cent. had be en sent there und er essential err or, or, as 
Councillor Thomson rernarked, '' that they bad gone there with a wrong 
diagnosis altogether." As showing what deadly results such an error 
might lead to, it is pointed out th at 21 cases and 3 deaths bad arisen out 
of one instance, ''on account of the crirninal neglect or ignorance of the 
party who bad notified the case which was about to be removed to the 
hospital." This was a case of removal, the diagnosis • notifying ente rie 
fever, while the actual disease was typhus. The case is certainly a re

markable miscarriage of medical skill. 

SANITARY MARRIACE. 

(FOR THE HERALD OF HEALTH.) 

THE not infrequent marriages between kith and kin in our country, as 
weil as the union of persons who are not perfectly sound in body, are 
aiding very materially to reduce to a comparative minimum the longevity 
of the rising generation. Various bureaus of vital statistics in the larger 
cities show that a vast percentage of deaths in both sexes occur between 
babyhood and 2 5 to 30 years. And nearly all of these, th us borne to an 
early grave, it is safe to infer, werP the issue of persons totally unfit and 
unqualified constitutionally to enter into marital relations. We not in
frequently hear of cousins marrying, but they have done soto their sorrow, 
as in many instances their sickly or deformed issue has given evidence. 

IT IS A WELL-KNOWN HISTORICAL FACT 

that the Spartans worshipped not only the beautiful but the useful, and 
they took especial pains to secure them. Bodily perfection and mental 
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activity were attained by wel1 appointed exercise and healthy parents. By 
Sparta's laws the sick and the constitutionally diseased of either sex were 
not allowed to marry under any circumstances, but the healthy were pun
ished if they did not rn arry. Bachelorism was tabooed. Men th at were 
unmarried after a certain age were rigidly excluded from female society, 
and if they persisted in living a life of single blessedness they were pub
licly exhibited once a year and jeered at, as a warning to other and 
younger men. So fared the bachelor in Sparta's happy da ys. Neither 
young men nor young women were allowed to marry before they had 
attained their majority or eut loose from their mothers' apron-strings. 
The Spartan system, which was in force at ]east five centuries, was estab
lished purely for the welfare of the State, and no braver nor stronger men 
nor more beautiful women existed than in Sparta. Though there is not 
the slightest probability of Spartanism being revived in these days, or deep 
thinking people may learn sorne valuable }essons from that ancient State. 

IN THIS CONNECTION 

my readers may learn something from our newly-born sister Republic, 
Brazil, where there is a remarkable and self-imposed family custom in 
regard to marriag-e in the higher classes. The man about to marry is 
required to furnish a certificate from two reliable medical men that he is 
free from disease, and that he is free, also, from all signs of diseases 
that may be transmitted to his offspring. Further than this, the doctors 
must testify that, so far as they are able to ascertain, there is no reason 
to believe that the marriage on either side will be otherwise than in strict 
accord with the sanitary laws. It is a great pity that we had not sorne 
such law in this country, as it would tend to the benefit of people physi

cally and mentally. 
DR. J. H. HARDENBROOK. 

THE ABUSE OF COFFEE . 

DR. F. MENDEL has recently enjoyed opportunities of studying the re
sults of an unbridled abuse of coffee, and his results are now published. 
The great industrial centre round Essen , Germany, includes a very large 
female population. Whilst the wc1men of the working classes in this 
country are often add1cted to dosing themselves with tea that has stood 
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too long, it appears that the work men's wives at Essen drink coffee from 
morning till night. Sorne consume over a pound of Ceylon coffee weekly, 
and one pound contains over sixty-four grains of caffeine. In conse
quence, nervous, muscular, and circulatory disturbances are frequent. 
The nerve-symptoms are characterized by a feeling of general weakness, 
depression of spirits, anù aversion for labor even in industrious subjects, 
with headache and insomnia. A strong dose of coffee causes the tempo
rary disappearance of all these symptoms. The muscular symptoms con
sist of distinct muscular weakness and trembling of the bands even durir.g 
rest. The circulatory symptoms are marked by a small, rapid, irregular 
pulse and feeble impulse of the apex of the heart. Palpitations and heavi
ness in the heart-region are frequent. The hands and feet feel very cold, 
and the complexion becomes s1llow. Dyspeptic symptoms, chiefly of the 
nervous type, are very common. Acne rosacea is seen in a large number 
of the sufferers. These coffee-drinkers cannot be cured by simple ab
stention from their favorite drink , with substitution of milk as a beverage. 
They require rest from work, open-air exercise, cold ablutions followed 
by friction, and small doses of brandy. 

THE DEADLY DANGER THAT LuRKS IN QurNINE.-Dr. William B. Clarke, 
of Indianapolis, Ind., well known as an alienist and authority on ali 
matters relative to insanity, recently prepared a paper which he entitled 
"A Study of Suicide." One paragraph in the article cannot fail to be of 
general interest. I t is this : 

"I feel confident that a frequent cause of suicide bas been generally, 
if not entirely, overlooked, and so am impelled to utter a word of warn
ing regarding it, viz., the reckless use of quinine, especially its use un· 
authorized by a physician. Any one who knows the pathogenetic ability 
of quinine, or ratherits ability to cause symptoms or perturbations in the 
weil or nearly well person, especially brain and nerve symptoms, cannot 
deny that it possesses the power to produce a condition nearly allied to 
insanity, if, indeed, it practically falls at all short of insanity. ln large 
doses it is a depressant instead of a stimulant, contrary to the popular belief, 
and it is the most popular and universal everyday amateur remedy. 
Everybody seems to take it, and for any and every ailment. It is reason
ably easy of proof that many insanities, suicides and rnurders can be 
traced direct! y to the ill-advised and inordinate use of quinine." 
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WHITE FLOUR AND ITs EFFECT UPON HEALTH. -Bread has been called 
the staff of li fe, and yet this figure of speech, in view of the kind of bread 
that sorne persons eat, is a decided misnomer. The ordinary white flour, 
which forms the basis of so much food that is eaten, is principally a starch 
compound, and con tains only 3 cf the 15 elements th at go to compose 
the body, namely, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. To prove that white 
flour does not meet the req uirements of the body, Magendie fed it wholly 
to a number of dogs, and at the end of 40 days they died. Others to 
whom he gave the wheat meal, at the end of this time were in first-class 
condition. More than half of the children un der I z years of age have 
decayed teeth, owing to the insufficient supply of the required mineral 
ingredients, and this deficiency is caused as a rule by eating white bread. 
Dyspepsia, constipation, Joss of nerve power and many ether diseases are 
produced by irnproper feeding. Sulphur is required for the growth of 
the haïr, yet white flour does not contain a trace ; the phosphates are also 
notably lacking, and as these substances are absolutely necessary in the 
animal economy, then, arguing a priori, the use of bread as ordinarily 
prepared should be interdicted. When flour is made of the whole 
grain of wheat, we have an article of food which contains all the elements 
that the body requires for its support; and this flour should be univer
sally used in spi te of the false œsthetic taste that demands a ''white loaf." 
-Sàence Amateur. 

OUR RULES FOR GOOD HEALTH. 

1. Be regular in your habits. 
2. If possible go to bed at the same hour every night. 
3· Rise in the morning soon after you arc awake. 
4· A sponge bath of cold or tepid water should be followed by friction with 

towel or hand. 
5· Eat plain food. 
6. Begin your morning meal with fruit. 
7· Don't go to work immediately after eating . 
.S. Re moderate in the use of liquids at ail seasons. 
9· It is safer to filter and boil drinking water. 

10. Exercise in the open air whenever the weather permits. 
11. In malarious districts do your walking iP the middle of the day. 
12. Keep the feet comfortable and WPll protected. 
13. \Vear woolen clothing the year round. 
14. See that your sleeping rooms and living rooms are weil ventilated, and 

that sewer gas does not enter them. 
15. Brush your teeth at !east twice a day, night and morning. 
16. Don't worry, it interferes with the healthful action of the stomach. 
17. You must have interesting occupation in vigorous old age. Continue to 

keep the brain active. Rest means rust. 
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EDITOR'S STU DY. 

lT IS REALLY WoNDERFUL, when you come to tbink of it, with what 

equanimity people deliver them~elves up to sleep every night, plunging 

into astate of absolute oblivion, without even a thought that they enter 

the penumbra of the shadow of death. It is safe to say that not one man 

in ten would feel easy in his mind if he thought of Shelly's lines on 

"Death and His Brother, Sleep," just as he turned in for the night. The 

metaphy~icians who define certainty "·ould have a difficult time explain

ing the confidence everyone bas on going to sleep that he will wake up 

ali right next morning. Is it moral certainty, or what is it? \Vhen it 

is considered how much of a man's life is passed in ~Jeep, in oblivion, 

the fact of the. closeness of death is brought out with appalling distinctness. 

If sleep were not a habit, and its necessity did not recur so regularly-that 

is to say, supposing man slept only once a week-would not the approach

ing of the ti me to surrender consciou ness be contemplated with fear and 

trem bling. One would hardly \'i'ÎSh to "knit up the raveled sleE;ve of 

care" if he 1ealized al ways that the yarn was likely to part in the knitting. 

HoT \VATER FOR SLEEPLESSNEss.-A most wretched lier awake of 

thirty-five years' standing, who for ten years has thought himself happy if 

he could get twenty minutes sleep in the twenty-four hours, said: '' I took 

hot water-a pint, comfortably hot, one good hour before each of my 

three meals and one the last thing at night-naturally, unmixed with any

thing- else. The very first night I slept for tlHee hours on end, turned 

round and slept again till morning. I have faithfully and regularly con

tinued the hot water, and have never had one bad night since. Pain 

gradually lessened and went; the shattered nerves becarne calm and 

strong, and instead of each night being one long misery spent in wearying . 

for the morning, they are ail too short for the sweet, refreshing sleep I 
now enjoy ."-London Specfator. 

CoLD AND DAMP HousEs.-A large proportion of colds and ailments of 

the respiratory organs are attributable to the want of proper measures 

being taken by builders in laying foundations and in executing the 

basements of our bouses. Hundreds ofhuuses are built upon clay and 

marshy ground,often of "made earth" and rubbish. The present by-laws as 

to foundations and building sites have been in operation only a fev; years,. 
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but previous to that ti me ho uses wei e built upon decaying matter deposited 

by dust contractors, the foundations of walls were laid on the damp soil 

without concrete or proper courses to prevent the rising of damp in them, 

and dam p earth was allowed to extend above the basement floor level. 

By the legislation of recent years, these matters have been more looked 

after br. the district surveyor. \Ve may point now to a few of the causes 

which contribute to cold and uncomfortable bouses. First and foremost 

is the imperfect arrest of dampness from the soil. The only way of 

securing a healthful bouse is to eut it off as much as possible fi·om the 

soi! on which it stands. Ideally, one may imagine a bouse standing on 

stilts or piers, having a free current below, and a stair up to the floor ; 

but this would be unattainable under existing arrangements. The next 

best thing is to obtain a well ventilated cellar, or, what is almost as good, 

a sufficient air space between the ground and the floor, this ' space being 

well vintilated by bricks and the ground covered with asphalt or concrete. 
-Buùdzng 1\yews. 

S \VE THE T.:ŒTH.-An eminent English dentist protests against the 

present extravagant waste of hum an teeth by country surgeons and incom

p~tent dentists, and declares that while there are maybe suf.ficient reasons 

for extracting a tooth, it is never necessary to cio so mrrely to relieve pain. 

In at least go percent. of the cases commg to an active dentist, pain in 

the teèth are due to what may be called primary and secondary toothache. 

Prinury tooth 1ch~, the p1in of which is oftener fdt in the nerve-terminals 

in the fa-::e than in the tooth it elf, is congestion of the tooth-pulp, and it 

may be relieved very easily by careful excavation, sufficient to allow an 

escape of blood from the pulp, which may then be devitalized by an 

arsenical dreRsing. To complete the operation, which may be post

poned for weeks without fnrther inconvenience, the pulp must be re

moved from the root canals and these .filled to the apex. Secondary 

toothache, or alveolar abscess, is caused by gangrene of the pulp, and is 

regarded by most surgeons as o serious as to call for a removal of the 

tooth, which, in nine cases out of tcn, might be retained and made useful 

and comfortable. The course of treatment is an opening to the pulp to 

relieve the pain, followed by a series of antiseptic dressings in the roots 

to cleanse them from all putrescent matter, and then, as in the other case, 

.filling them to the apex. 
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SoME lNTERESTING STATISTrcs AS TO HuMANITY's AvERAGEs.-The 
average weight of the male adult is 130 pounds; of wornen about r 10 

. pounds. The average height of the American is about 5 feet 9 inches. 
Tlhe average height of all English-speaking nations is about the same as 
:above; of women, 5 feet 4 inches. One inch of height adds two pounds 
.of weight, on the average, especially from 5 feet 2 up to the general 
average. The specifie gravity of the body ranges from o. 950 to 1.030. 

·The heart weighs 260 grammes in women and 320 grammes ( 1 ai ounces) in 
men; the average weight is 292 grammes. The period of its maximum 

·weight is between the ages of 50 and 8o years. The amount of blood in 
rthe body is one thirtieth the weight of the body, or five or six quarts, or 
.e}even or twelve pounds. The average man dies when he bas lost one-fifth of 
bis blood. The heart with each contraction ejects six ounces of blood from 
each ventricle, and at a pressure in the left ventricle of one-fourth of an 
.atmosphere. The heart sends all the blood around the body of the 
average man once every thiity seconds, or in about thirty-five contractions 
•of the organ. A deadly poison injected into the veins kills in fifteen 
seconds on the average; injected under the skin in about four minutes. 
A cubic millimeter ofblood contains s,coo,ooo blood cells in the average 
man and about 4, soo,ooo in the average woman. There are 300 red 
cells to every one white blood cell. The red cells have an average 
diameter of r-3,200 of an inch, the white cells of r-25,000 an inch. The 
specifie gravity of blood is r.os S· The frequency of the pulse in the new 
born is 150 j in infants, I year old, 110; at 2 years, 95 j from 7 to 14, 

85; an adult man, 75; woman, 8o. The respiration'3 are one-fourth as 

rapid as the pulse. 

ALWAYS GET TH& LrGHT FROM THE LEFT.-Americans are great readers, 
and hosts of them spend evenings at home engrosed in the work of sorne 
favorite author, or, in many cases, with periodicals of every description. 
Generally this occupation is pursued in a recumbent position and without 
any regard to lights or shadows, and the reader is continually complain
ing of dull pains m the head and loss of vision. 1his can be remedied in a 
simple rnanner by holding the book or magazine in such a position that the 
light from the gas or lamp will fall over the left shoulder and there will 
be no cause for comlYlaint about bad eyes or sick heada~hes b~ readers. 
Applying the same rule on wet, dark nights when crossing the streets, it 
will be found that hidden pools of water will be revealed and the 
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pedestrian·s journey made much more endurable and with less provo
cation for swearing. 

WEAK HEARTS NoT Co:MMON.-Weak hearts are by no means so 
corn mon as is often supposed. Many a man who thinks ne has got one 

is merely dyspeptic; many a woman owes her symptoms to tight lacing 
or insufficient feeding. If the dyspepsia be cured and the tigbt lacing 

dispensed with the symptoms of heart weakness will clisappear. Even 
when the heart is genuinely "weak," the weakness is not always due to 

special disease of that organ. It may be only part of a general weakness 
of the whole system, whicb is easily curable.-Amerzcan Ana(yst. 

As TO "SPRING MEDICrNE. "-The practice of meddling- with the·. 

internai economy in the Spring is a vicious one. People who are well are 
liable to make themselves sick by bringing about abnormal operationsr 
and the sick are liable to aggravate their symptoms by blindly swallowing 

sorne nostrum which may be little Jess then poison to them in their weak

ened state. It is never safe or good policy to disturb the physical system 
by experi men ting blind\} with patent medicines. Dieting and care as to· 
exercise and hours of rest will do more than drugs can accomplish, and. 
do it without cost.- Wzsconsùz. 

ANCIENT FEET MucH LARGER THAN THE MoDERN ÜNEs.-A noticeable· 
thing about the statues found in our museums of art, supposed to repre

sent the perfect figures of ancient men and women, is the apparently 
disproportionate size of the ir fP.et. V\' e modems are apt to pronounce 

them too large, particularly those of the females. It will be found, how
ever, that for sym metrical perfection, these feet could not be better. 
A Greek sculpter would not think of such a thing as putling a nine-inch 
foot on a five-and-one-half foot woman. Their types for these classica} 
marble figures were taken from the most perfect forms of living persans. 
U nqestionably the human foot, as represented br these old sculptors, was 
larger than the modern one, and, in fact, the primitive foot of ali people 
of whom we have any record, either in prin ting or statuary, was consider

ably larger than the restricted foot of modern times. The masculine foot, 
forming an approximate average of four different countries, was about 

twelve inches long. This would require at !east a No. 12 or r zi shoe to 
co ver it co mfortably. The average masculine foot to-da y is easily fitted 
with a ~o. 8! shoe, and is, therefore, not above ten and seven-sixteenths, 
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of an inch. ~ow, by the old scriptural rule of proportion, a man five 

feet nine inches in height should have a foot eleven and one-half inches long, 

or one-sixth his height. It was of no great consequence wh~t size sandal 

he wore, but he would have required a modern shoe of at least a No. ro.Yz 

for a minimum fit, or a No. r r for real comfort. For women, allowing 

for the difference in the relative size of the two sexes, which was about 
the same then as now, a woman of five feet three inches in height would 

have had a foot ten inches long, requiring a modern shoe-it ought to be 

spoken only in a whisper-N o. 6 as the most comforta ble for that foot, or 

a No. sYz as the lin!Ît of torture. The reason for the difference between 

the old classical foot and the modern one is obvious. Restriction is what 

has done it.-Shoe and Leather Reporter. 

A NEw DANGER FROM ToBAcco.-It is stated that a German physician, 

on examination of a number of cigar tips, found that many of them were 

infected with tubercle bacilli. Tl.e makers \\'ere tuberculous, and in the 

manufacture of the cigars moistened the tips \Yith their saliva. This 

certainly represents a new danger fiom using tobacco, ::~t ]east in the 

shape of cigarettes and cigars. We were aware that there is considerable 

difference between bad and good tobacco, and have been inclined to 

attribute injurions effects to the use of inferior product. Any tobacco, 

howcver, m~.y be impregnated as above. And if tobacco may be contamin

a tee! by one bacilli, there does not appear any reason why it should not 

harbor other m1crobes. This is a point which will doubtless be taken up 

by the anli-tobacconists, and if it reduce the consumption of tobacco it 

will not do any harm except to the revenue.-London Hospzïal. 

FLOWERS AND THE PERFU::\IES DrsTILLED from them have a salutary 

intluence on the constitution, and constitute a therapeutic agency of high 

value. R esid~nce in perfumed atmosphere forms a protection from pul

monory affections and arrests the development of phthisis. In the town 

of La Grasse, France, where the making of perfumes is large! y carried on, 

phthisis is almost unknownT owing to the odorous vapours inhaled from 
the nu merous distilleries. 
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WOMEN AND TH.S: HOUSEHOLD. 

l\I uscuLAR BEAUTY FOR NrNETY CENTs.-If an athletic teacher can be 

believed, the pallià faced, blue lipped, chicken-breasted woman with 

leaden eyes and a willow-wand figure can be transferred into a buxum 

jade of muscular beauty and dawn red cheeks for ninety cents. A pair of 

three pound dumb-bells are to be had for thirty" cents. Two towels of 

heavy Turki h crash costs the same sum each. On rising in the morning 

begin practice at once. \Vith a dumb-bell in each haud lift the arms, 

touch the shoulders with the belis, and straighten the arms out smartly at 

right angles from the body. Do this smootbly and regularly ten times. 

Then touch the shoulders, and lift the belis ten times straight up on either 

side of the head. Hit out from each shoulder ten times; drop the bells 

at full length of the arrns and draw them up to the armpits; and vary 

the-e motions in tbe zo or 30 different directions possible, as one's own 

clevernes suggests, thus cxerci;;iog every muscle. Begin with only two 

or three the first morning, and increase them as the strength increases. 

Finishing with the belis, set a mar+ on the wall at a heigbt of four or five 

feet, and standing on the left leg, try to touch the mark with the right toe 

.ten times, doing the sa me afterwards with the left. The mark can be raised 

nearly a foot more as onc's agil1ty increases. Tnen set hands on hips 

and jump up and down ten times. l Text spring into the bath-a warm 

one i best-spon~ing one's self off with cold water aftenvards, and dry 

the skin with vigorous manipulation of the rough towel. Try that fùr a 

month, ays the Minneapolis Trt"bzme, and see whether health and beauty 

are not the consequence. 

AT WHAT AGE DoEs \Vo:IL\;.t REACH HER FuLL SPLIL'DOR.-The 

notion stiJl held by certain shallow women that maturity is ugliness is one 

of the most incomprehensible pieces ofnonsense ofthe time. Here is a 

fair muddler in one of our cotemporaries complimenting 1\Ime. Albani 

on her having ove:-come her matronliness and on the renewed girlishness 

of her appearance. From this I should judge that women who live on 

public exhibition fear nothing so mu ch as development. If they can only 

stay all their lives in a lisping glutinous sweetness, and not grow, they are 

satisfied. To get on in appearance, or in character, or in strength is a 

calamity. In this extraordinary view of things a green coddling is better 

than a ripe pippin. \Vomen who exhibit themselves have only one standard 
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of merit-and that is youth. Poor creatures, they do not know that the 
pretty girl ought to become the handsome woman, and never reaches ber 
full splendor until she is a matron. They cannat comprehend the fact 
that fixed beauty has no existence except in death, and even then only 
when the embalmer bas put in his work. The law of beauty in life is the 

law of development and attainment, and the beauty of a matron and the 
beauty of a miss differ from each other as one star differs from another in 
glory-and, curiously enough, the older the star the more beautiful it 
becomes. Women who think of nothing but how they shall stay young, 
are women of characterless minds. Ali things considered, the greatest 
woman is she who can grow old gloriously, and defy time with something 
better than enamel. But your woman who is professionally on ex
hibition has got to bring to the market what the public most desires. 
And it is a patent fact that the mob would rather look at the pastryness of 
youth than the perfection of personality. It is this pnpular instinct that 
makes exhibiting women starve themselves, enamel themselves, prison 
themselves, restrict their fonctions, snppress their minds, and crucify their 

bodies. 

THERE ARE THOUSANDS oF LITTLE CouRTESIES, also, that should not 
be lost sight of in the cruel candor of marriage. The secret of a great 
social success is to wound no one's self-love. The same secret will go far 
toward rnaking rnarriage happy. Many a wornan who would consider it 
an unpardonable rudeness not to listen with an air of interest to what a 
mere acquaintance is saying, will have no least scruple in showing her 
hus band that his talk wearies ber. Of course, the best thing is \Yhen talk 
does not weary-when two people are so unified in ta te that whatever 
interests the one is of equal interest to the other, but this cannat always 
be the case, even in a happy rnarriage ; and is it not better worth while 
to take the small trouble of paying courteous attention to the one who 
depends on you for his daily happiness than even to bestow this courtesy 
on the acquaintances whom it is a transient pleasure to please. Ideality 
is a good bouse-mate. That love lasts longer, as weil as reaches higher, 
which idealizes its object-yet there is one dangerous direction which 
ideality may take. If it deceive us into the belief that we are wedding 
perfection, then the revelation of hu man infirmities, which is an inevitable 
consequence of ali rnarriage, cornes upon us with a shock which is sorne
times perilous to conten trnent. The best antidote for this rude shock 
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would be a little wholesome self-examination. The vainest of us can 
scarcely cherish a secret belief in our own perfection. We realize in our
selves, when we look within, the very faults of which we are most intol

erant in others. A hove all things, let those who woulct fin ct in earthly 

marriage heavenly delight and !ife-long sweetness, learn that to love
which includes all go:ld things-includes forgiveness of sins and gentleness 

ofjudgment. 

How TO UsE CANNED Goons. -An "expert,'' writing to the Grocers' · 

Chrom"cle, weil sa ys that canned goods should be turned out and eaten as 

soon as possible. H kept at ali, the food should be cove1ed up and put 

in a co::>! place, alway.s, however, turned out of the original tin. The 
liquor around lobsters, salmon, and ail vegetables, excepting tomatoes, 

it is desirable to strain off and throw away. Lobsters and prawns are im
proved by being turned out into a sieve and rinsed with clear cold water. 

Never on any account add vinegar, sauces or any kind of condiment to 

tinned foods \Yhile they are in the tins, and never leave such mixtures to 
remain an hour or two, if from forgetfulness it is clone. Ali tinned gcods 

are put up as fresh as it is possible to be, but unless corned or salted, "ill 

not keep if turned out as freshly cooked goods will, and certainly not 

longer, as many thoughtlessly suppose or expect they will. Sardines, if 
preserved in good oil, and if of good quality, will be an exception; so 

long as the ail is good, the fish can be kept in the tins. But seven clays 
is long enough to trust these belore eating. Consumers should not buy 

larger packages of canned goods th::tn they can consume quickly; if they 
sh')u]d, most or the fi3h and meats can be pottecl after recooking, sauces 

and seasoning being added. If the nase and eyes are properly usecl, it is 
as impossible to partake of an unsound tin of canned food of any kind as . 

to partake of bad meat, fish or .vegetables from a shop. A propos of this 

subject, Sir Moreil Mackenzie sa ys that bread should never be eaten with 
fish, because the presence of the fOI mer during ma tication often prerents 

the detection of bones in the food un til one i~ fairly lodgecl in the thwat. 
Bread is never served with fish at his own table, nor does he allow the 

members of his family ever to eat them together. In eight cases out of 
ten of death from the lodgment of bones in the throat, he declares the 

accident has been made possible by the presence of bread in the mouth. 

while the fish was ealen. 
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:\!En reiNE ~~ VEGETABLES.-The following information may be useful to 
sorne, if not new to many : Spinach bas a direct effect upon the kidneys. 
A common dandelion used as greens is excellent for the same trouble. 
Asparagus purges the blood. Celery acts admirably upon the nervous 
system, and is a cure for rheumati~m and neuralgia. Tomatoes act upon 
the liver. Beets and turnips are excellent appetizers. Lettuce and cu
cumbers are cooling in their effects u pon the system. On ions, garlic, 
leeks, olive and shallots, ail of which are similar, possess medicinal vir
tue of a marked character, ~ti rn ulating the circula tory system and the 
consequent increase in the saliva and the gastic juice, promoting di~es
tion. Red anions are an excellent diuretic, and the \\hite ones are 
recommeaded to be eaten raw as a remeày for insomnia. A soup made 
from oniuns is regarded by the French as an excellent restorative in 
debility of the digestive organs. 

:.\IAXY \VAYS ~~ \Va1cH S.\LT CA'\' BE UTILIZED TO Am'ANTAGE.-If the 
feet are tired or painful after long standing-, great relief can be bad by 
bathing thP.m in salt water. A handful of salt to a gallon of water is the 
right proportion. Have the water as hot as can be comfortably borne. 
Immerse the feet and throw the water over the legs as far as the knees \rith 
the hands. \Vhen the water becomes too cool, rub briskly with a flesh
towel. This method, if used night and morning, will cure neuralgia of 
the feet. Carpets may be greatly brightened by first sweeping thoroughly 
and then going over them with a clean elath and clear salt and water. 
Use a cupful of couse s llt to a large basin of water. Salt as ~ tooth pow
der is better than almost any thing that can be bought. It keeps the 
teeth brilliantly white and the gums hard and rosy. If, after having 
a tooth pulled, the mouth is filled with salt and water, it will allay the 
danger of having a hemorrhage. To clean willow furniture use salt 
and water. Apply with a nail-brush, scrub weil and dry thoroughly. 
\Vhen broiling steak throw a little salt on tne coals and the blaze from 
the dri.pping fat will not annoy. D.1mp salt will' remove the dis
·Coloration of cu ps and saucers, caused by tea and C<lreless washing. 
Brass work can be kept be~utifully bright by occasionally rubbing with 
salt and vinegar. Wash the mica of the stave doors with s>lt and 
vinegar. Salt in whittwash will make it stick better. 

THE \VELL BRED GIRL. -A weil bred girl thanks the man who gives 
ber a seat in the street car, and does it in a quiet and not in an effusive 
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way. She does not declare that she ne. ver rides in street cars. She does not 

accepta valuable present from any man unless she expects to marry him. 

She doesn't talk loud in public places. She doesn't shove or push to get 

the best seat. and she doesn't wonder why in the world people carry 

children in the cars, and why they permit them to cry. She does not 

speak of her mo• her in a sarcastic way, and she ~hows her the loving 

deference that is her due. She doesn't try to be a man, and she doesn't 

try to imitate bim by adopting masculine dre ~s and manners. She 

dofsn't say she hat~s women, and she has sorne true good friends :}mong 

them. She doesn't wear boots withuut their buttons on, or a frock tbat 

needs mendmg-. She cloesn't scorn the use of the needle, and expects to 

make clothes for very little people "ho will be very dear to her.-Home 
-Queen. 

TIŒ DrFFF.REXCE BETWEEN \Vol\IEN cF THrŒE ~ATroxs-There is. I 

believe, no country where men and women go through life on such equal 

terms as France. In England (and here again I speak of the masses only)' 

the man thinks himself a much superior being to the woman. Il is the 

same in Germany. In America I ~hould feel inclined to believe that a 

woman looks dawn UJ;On a man with a certain amount of contcmpt 

She receives at his hands·attentions of ali sorts, but I cannet say that 1 
have ever discovered in her the slightest trace of gratitude to ma.n. Will 

you have a fair illustration of the position of women in France, in England 

and in America? Go to a ho tel and watch the arrivai of cou t'les in the 

dining room. In France you will see them arrive together, walk a~n·east 

toward the seat assigned to them very often arm in arm. In Englm1d 

you will see John Bull leading the \vay, followed by his meek wife, with 

her eye-; cast down. In America, behold the dignified, nay, mtljes

tic, en try of :\Ir3. })n ühan, a q ueen goinJ toward her throne-and 

Jonathan not behind !-lJftzx (J'Rel!. 

THERE ARE VERY SntPLE \V AYS of getting foreign ~ubstances out of the 

eye. A glass of water filled to the brim, in which the eye should be im

mersed until the object floats eut. The upper lid placed over the lower 

is a remedy widely known. As good a one as any, and accessible wher

ever fiax seed can be obtained, is to place a grain of fiax seed under !he 

lower lid, and close the lids. The seed becomes surrounded by a thick 

mucilage, which entraps the foreign body, and soon · carries it out from 

the angle of the eye. 
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MOTHERS AND THE NURSERY. 

lVhLK PREPARED FOR FEEDING lKFANTs.-A writer in The Pharmaceu
tz'cal :Journal gives the following formula for preparing cow's milk for feed
ing infants: Finely ground oatmeal, 1-4 gradually increasing to I-2' 

ounce; fresh butter, r drachm ; milk sugar, 2 drachms ; fresh cow's 
milk, 6 fluid ounces; pure water, 4 fluid ounces; salt, 5 grains or a 
sufficiency. Mix gardually the water with the oatmeal, milk sugar and 
salt, so that no lumps are formed in the mixture, then add the milk and 
butter, and heat to the boiling point in a clean, enameled saucepan. The 
product should be made up to the measure of half a pint, if necessary, and 
given lukewarm with a spoon when required. The oatmeal has been 
found to act as a laxative and also as a direct fal and heat producer in the 
process of digestion. The process of feeding with a spoon is at first 
troublesome, but it is to be preferred to the use of a feeding bottle, if care
be taken lo have all the vessels employed scrupulously clean. 

GIVING SHAPE TO FEET. -Every one, but especially children, should 
wear properly fitting shoes, no matter how common their material. They 
should be neither too large nor too small, and should have low, flat heels 
that should be promptly '' righted" as soon as they b egin to wear to one 
side. If the toes of the foot show a tendency to overlap they should be 
rubbed with the hands once or twice each day ; and if this care be given 
when the curving commences it will, as a rule , prove sufficient to correct 
any irregularities of thi)} nature. If a nail is wayward in its growth, trim 
it only lightly at the opposite corner. If both c orners grow too deeply into 
the flesh clip the n carefully and lightly, and then scrape the centre of the 
nail from the tip to near the root un til it is thin an à fla xi ble. 'l his pro
cess seldom fails to correct refractory nails-provided, of course, they are 
not neglected too long. 

AKxrous 1\IoTHER.-'' I wish, Susan, that when you give a baby a bath 
you would use the thermometer, ~o as to ascertain whether the water 
at the proper temperature." Susan-" Oh, don't you worrit about that~ 
ma'am ; I don't need no 'mometers. If the little one turns red. the 
water's too hot; if he turns blue, it's too cold ; and that's all there is. 
about it." 
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BABIES WHo SucK THEIR THUMBs.-Sarony, the great New York photo
grapher, sa ys that he has taken pictures of young ladies possessing al most 
faultless faces, the solitary defect being malformation of the mouth. He 
is strong in the opinion that in such cases the defect was due to the per
nicious habit of thum b-sucking. One lady frankly confessêd that her 
pretty daughter never relinquished the practice until she was 14 years 
old. Sarony also says that the injury done the thumb is very slight. The 
thumb will survive a thousand shocks received while a recreant lad is trying 
to straighten out a crooked piu with a brick, while the mouth, on the 
<:ontrary, would get flattened out of existence by such treatment. Teeth, 
moreover, seldom stand long in the way of a brick. "I have tried to 
impress on mothers and nurses," sa id a friend, how careless it is to let 
children indulge in the practice you speak of. But I suppose they find it 
a. convenient way by which to deceive the infant. But such deception 
does not pay in the end. It is better to be frank with the youngsters. 
Give them what they cali for, and do not try to pass off any spurious 
article on them." "Follow the career of a boy baby who sucks his 
thumbs. You will find that in 999 cases out of 1000 that when he grows 
up he will smoke. Smoking, I believe, arises out of a desire al ways to 
have something in the mouth. Mothers are apt to quiet the little one by 
giving him a sugar plum, or his thumb, or something else. In this way 
he gets accustomed to never having his mouth empty. What is more 
natural than that, when he believes he is a man, he will take to pipe, cigar 

and cigarette?" 

BRINGING UP CHILDREN.-lt is as natural to a child to be happy as it is 
to a fish to swim. But for this they need a certain amount of ''}etting 
alone." It is a great mistake for parents to hamper their children with 
foolish restrictions. VvT e pitt y the little B's, our next-door neighbor's 
children, from the very bottom of our heart. There is a picket fence in 
front of the bouse, and they are scarcely allowed to go near it, lest they 
should climb and hurt themselves. They cannot climb a tree for the sa me 
reason. The consequence of this training is that their parents have made 
cowards of them ali, with the exception of little Bessie, who is the mcst 
daring little mischief that ever wore a sun bonnet, and she has learned to 
be deceitful, and plays ali her mad pranks weil out of sight of her parents' 
eyes. Don't fancy your boy is made of glass. Grant a reasonable request, 
.and let him feel that when you refuse it is for his own good. The 
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youngest child needs sorne sort of agreeable occupation, and a certain 
amount of physical freedom. There is nothing more painful to young 
people than to fee] that Iife is one dull routine, and that '" nothing ever · 
happens," as we once beard a disconsohte lad remark. 

GooD AND SENSIBLE MoTHER.-" \Vith my experience, after raising three 
girls to womanhood, I wish I bad a dozen to prepare for the duties of 
life," writes a good lady. "Dear me, how many frightful mistakes I made, 
and all through ignorance. I was greatly intere~ted in woman's rights, 
temperance work, and reform movements. \Yhile I was eng::tged in these 
guod works my daughters were b~ing net:rlected. One ofthe grandest God
given rights of a woman is to raise ber girls and boy~ so that they will not 
only be a credit to her, but be useful in the world. To have raised a boy 
or girl pro perl y is more than to have made a thousand stum p speeches or 
to ha\'e \'Oted for a president. I am full y convir1ced that mothers can do 
more towards reforming the world by so raising tbeir children that they 
will not be~ome drunkards and vagrants than by preaching from the 
housetops. "-Pt'ttsburg Gazelle. 

A NovEL PREVENTIVE oFSOAR THROAT.-People who are subject to in
convellÎent throat trouble, caus"d by a pronenes<:: to catch cold on slight 
exposure, are advised by a recent writer to place a few threads of Berlin 
wool around the neck and wear them continuously. From ten to t\renty 
threads are enough for the pUI·pose. They should only be removed for 
making ablutions, and should be left off gradually by discarding daily one 
thread at a time. The r~medy probably acts by keeping up a belt ofskin 
action, thus acting mddly and continuously as a slight counter-irritant. 

CHILDREN AND I'ouLTRY.-Let one of the children assume the care of 
the poultry yard if you have not the time to make it a feature of your 
farming. Encourage him by celling him the fowls at a fare priee, allowing 
him to pay for them in eggs, which you bu y at the regular priee, or which 
are sold and placed to his account. Get hi rn to keep his own accounts; 
let him pay for the feed purchased ; also by the sale of eggs and chickens. 
The boy will be happier for the experiment, and will gain habits of in
dustry that will be valuable to him for all his life. 

THE EYES OF YouNG CHILDREN.-ln an article on "Blindness and the 
blind," in the :Journal of' the Franklz'n lnsttfute, Dr. \Vebster Fox r~fers, 
among other things, to the need for care being exercised with regard to 
the eyes of young children. The eyes are more sensitive to light in child
hood than in adul t li fe, yet a mo th er or nurse will often expose the eyes 
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of an infant to the glare of the sun for hours at a ti me. Dr. \\' ebster Fox 
holds that serious evils may spring from this, and he even contends that 
"the greater number of the blind lose their sight from carelessness during 
infancy." From the point of view of an occulist, he protests against the 
notion that children should begin to study at a very early age. He thinks 
that until they are between seven and nine years old the eye is not strong 
enough for school work. When they do begin to learn lessons, they 
"should have good light during their study hours, and should not be al
lowed to study rn uch by artificial light be fore the age of ten. Books 
printed in small type should never be allowed in schoolrooms, much less 
be read by insufficient light. '' 

- - -----
A VEGETARIAK CooKERY BooK-THE GRAPE CuRE. -M r. Hudson Tuttle 

writes, concerning Eating for Strength, as ft)Ilows to the Golden Gate: 
"I noticed in y our col u rn ns an in quiry for a good vegetarian cook-Look. 
There are severa! works of varying merit . for '' flesh and fish" have not 
quite monopolized the attention of the Professors nf the culinary art. In 
almost ail public · places where food is served the principal dishes are 
meats, and vegeta bles take the second place. Fr nits are relishes, or more 
usually added like flowers by way of ornament. To make a meal of 
fruits seems never to be thought of. Of all the works on this subject 
which have met my attention, th at of Dr. 1\I. L. Holbrook, entitled '' Eat
ing for Strength, '' is in many re pects tbe best. It gives the 1easons for 
eating as weil as the methods of prepara.tion, and is a guide to health as 
well as to correct cookery. I learn that a new and enlarged edition has 

just been published by the author. 
"He is admirably well qualified for the worl:, having bet:n manager for 

many years of a sanitarium in New York City, where he carefully studied 
how to rn ü:e food and hygienic conditions take the place of medicines. 
\Vhile flesh and fish \vere set on his table prepared in the best manner, 
they were secondary to the vegetables, grains and fruits. Those who had 
the pleasure of staying there even for a day will remember with delight 

the menu furnished them." 
To this kind notice by 1\Ir. Tuttle I may add that this work contains a 

very carefully prepared chapter on the Grape Cure, which ought to be 
better known in this country than it is. In Germany this method for cer
tain hodily conditions has been very rouch used, and with excellent re
sults. For home use, however, it has almost equal advantages. 

M. L.H. 
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MoRE WoMEN DocToRs.-The New York Medical College and Hospital 
for women, bad its commencement for x889 and '90 last week. Fifteen 
wornen were graduated, it being one of the largest classes for several years. 
!J:n point of talent and character, this class we think stands rnuch higher 
than the average of the gradua tes at the collegee for men. No one doubts 
at t"!le present time, that wornen make as good physicians as men, if they 
have the proper natural talent for this profession, and in addition suitable 
trammg. They labor often under sorne cHfficulties in not having as weil 
equipped buildings and laboratories for work, but this deficiency is often, 
as is the case in this school, more than counter-balanced by the earnest
ness and devotion of both teacher and pupil. Of the twenty teachers we 
doubt if any school can boast of more capable and devoted ones. 
Wornen desiring to study medicine should send for their annual an
nouncement. 

H EALTH APPLIANCES AND INVE NTI ONS. 

ANOTHER DRUG ABoMINATION To BE AvomEn.-Exalgine is the name 
of a new drug similar in composition to antipyrin and antifebrin, which 
bas lately been the object of much laudation for its energy as a painkiller. 
Neuralgias of all kinds, wherever located, are generally dispelled by its use 
in about half an hour at the outside. Frequently the pain does not 
return, and the cure is permanent, but sometimes there may be a relapse 
and further doses are necessary. Exalgine, however, bas been engaging 
the attention of Dr. Bardet and Dr. Dujardin-Beaurnetz, two French 
physicians, who have been making an investigation into the therapeutic 
qualities of this substance. While they agree as to the activity of the drug 
in destroying pain, the doctors are equally unanimous in their opinion as 
to the danger of its use. The new pain killer is a powerful poison as weil 
as a sedative, and its action affects the brain, giving rise to violent con
vulsions like those of epilepsy. The moral of the findings of MM. Bar
det and Dujardin-Beaumetz is that it is better tQ endure pain than to 
resort to the use of so dangerous a drug to assuage it. 

GASTRIC JuiCE A GERM KrLLER.-Drs. Kurlow and Wagner describe 
sorne interesting experiments which they have made on this subject, from 
which they are led to the conclusion that constant or specifie microbes do 
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do not exist in the stomach and those which enter it, together with 

sputum, food, or other ingesta, are only accidentai and temporary resi

dents, and cannot live in the normally acid contents of the stomach. 
Gastric juice is, according to the authors' experiments, an exceedingly 
strong germicidal agent, and where living bacilli get into the intestinal 

canal it is due to various conditions entirely independent of the gastric 

JUICe. When the latter is normal and in full activity only the most pro-
1ific microbes escape its destructive action, ail others are destroyed in Jess 

than half an hour. 

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 

ÜNLY ÜNE REAL WEBSTER's DICTIONARY.-There have late]y been placed 
upon the market severa! hooks called "Webster's Unabridged Diction

ary," "The Original Webster's Unabridged," "The Mammoth Webster 

Dictionary," and the like. 1 hey are sold at a very low priee, or given as 
a premium, and in many cases they are represented as being substantially 
the sarne with the \)\rEBSTER's UNABRIDGED published by G. & C. Merriarn, 

Springfield, Mass., and which is generally accepted as the highest 

authority in the English language. These books are cheap and inferior 

reproductions of early editions of WEBSTER which have long been superseded 
by modern improvements. It should be clearly understood that both in 

a mechanical and a literary sense these cheap reprints are essentially 
inferior to the vVEBSTER of to-day, that they are from thirty to sixty years 

behind the times, and that they cannot be depended on as a standard 
authority. Do not be deceived by these cheap and valueless reprint~. 

The only WEBSTER UNABRIDGED is the modernized work, every copy of 
which bears the imprint of G. & C. Merriarn, Springfield, Mass., and 

which has justly won the confidence of the general public as the most 
corn pre hensive, convenien t, and sufficient store-house of the riches of the 

English language in its past and present phases. 

FRUITS AND How To UsE THJn~r-is the title of a rnanual for house

keepers containing nearly 700 recipes for the wholesorne preparation of 
foreign and domestic Fruits, by Mrs. Rester M. Poole. The work tells 
how to put fruits on the table, and how to prepare the various forms, 

baked, stewed, canned, jellies, preserving, etc., and how to prepare 
puddings, piec;;, sauces, cakes, ice-crearn, etc., dealing not only with new 
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ways of using well-known fruits, but bringing into notice many fruits 

somewhat unknown or that have been deemed of but little value. The 

hundreds of delicious desserts that are described make the old-fashioned 

crusty and heavy contrivances that are deemed so essential to \he com
pleteness of a meal, appear unnatural and dyspepsia-breeding. The 

volume is neat and compact in form and in style, and the arrangement 

shows the hand of an experienced writer on topics affecting the home and 

family. Priee, $r.oo. Fowler & \Vells Co., Publishers, 775 Broadway, 

1\ew York. 

ABOUT PEARLINE.-Every one knows about Pearline, almost every one 

uses Pearline, but we wonder if all the house-keepers who use it kn0w 
h 1lf that can be done \vith it. We wonder if they ali know what some of 

the bright ones have discovered, that those mountains of dishwashing

the greasy pan and kettle -may be reduced to mole bills of the smallest 

size by the judicious use of Pearline. Fill the roasting pan, as soon as the 

gravy is poured from it. with cold water, shake in a little Pearline and set 

on the stove. By the time the rest of the dishes are \vashed. all the 

grease is dissolved and the pan can be washed as easilr as a plate. Treat 

the kettle in which anything g-reasy has been boiled in the same way, and 

beside clean utensils you will have a clean sink, the use of the Pearline 

rendering it safe to pour such dishwater into it. Sinks regularly treated 

to a bath of Pearline and scalding water will seldom need the services of a 

plumber.- Watchman, Boston, flfass. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

ANTI PYRENE.- W. :J. B -Mùidleburgh, N. .Y.-Ludwig Knorr, a 

Ba\·arian chernist, is responsible for the discovery of anti-pyrine, which is 

a product of coal tar, like aniline and hundreds of other chemicals. 

Chemically considered, it is an artificial alkaloid, obtained by the action 

of acetic ether on coal tar. Its effect is mostly directed on the nervous 

system, but it influences also the action of the heart and stomach. FJe

q uently it produces fits of vomi ting, and, if presisted in, will lead to 

dyspepsia. The dizziness which often seizes persans taking anti-pyrine is 

due to its powerful influences on the nervous system. If judiciously 

used, its friends claim this new remedy is valuable in relieving fever and 

headaches of every description. The fever will return despite frequent 
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doses of anti-pyrine, though it reduces the temperature and sufferings for 
the time being. It will drive away an attack of neuralgia or sick head

ache. It will be of momentary benefit in a number of complaints. But 

it will not permanently cure anything. lt is a remedy, not a cure. For 

further description see IlERALD OF HEALTH for J uly, 1889.-The wheesing 

you allude to proceeds from obstructed air passages, and is commun in 

infants. 

So11IE AnvrcE oN TEETH AXD l\lENTAL OvERWORK. -HEARLD OF 

HEALTH Reader.-In reference to question as to advisJbility of having 

yonr wife's teeth extracted, we think it woufd pay you to seek the aqvice 

of the best dentist in Chattanooga. As far as we can judge, there is no 

reason why the stumps should not be extracted and a new set inserted. If 
the lady abjects to chloroform, let her try nitrous oxide or '' laughing 

gas." Of course there must be sorne pain, but this gas, properly admin

istered, is safe and reduces pain to a minimum. Do not have the sound 
teeth extracted. Even an ordinary dentist can make a plate retaining the 

good teeth. It will take sorne little time to make a plate. If your wife 

has a tendency to heart disease consult a physician before she goes into 

the hands of the dentist. v;e are unable to state the cost of the work in 

Chattanooga. Perhaps the mental overwork you complain of leads to 

worriment. Y our health habits are evidently correct. T1y and worry as 

little as possible, and through all means in your power avoid mental over

work. 

No CAUSH. FOR ANXIKTY.-.Subscnoer (john. )-There is nothing what

ever in the case of your friend to cause him the slightest anxiety. At his 

age what you allude to is perfectly natural, and unless it occurs far more 

frequently is not worth bothering about. Perhaps he has been reading too 

much upon th~ subject and has become unduly morbid. Pretty full 

ad vice was given upon this point in the issue of the HERALD OF HEALTH 

for Decem ber, 1889. Let hi rn consult that num ber. 

'fHE HrsTORY oF CRE.MATIO '.-Cons/ani Reader.-Cremation, or the 

burning of the dead, has been J.Jractised arnong many nations and from 

very early times. The relies of the Bronze age in Great Rritain and Den

m uk show that it was usual in that period, and its prevalence among the 

ancien t Britons is known from his tory. It was practiced from a very 

ancient date among several other Western nations and among the people 

of Eastern Asia. It was general among the ancient Greeks, and rn ust 
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have been adopted by them at a very remote period. Numerous instances 
of cremation are described in Homer·s poems and in Virgil's ".lEneid," 
as occurril1g about the time of the Trojan war. Cremation was borrowed 
by the Romans from the Greeks, and was not generally practised among 
them till toward the end of the republic. The custom gradually feil into 
disuse under the empire and appears to have been abandoned about the 
end of the fourth cent ury. The re is no record that i t was ever practised 
by Christian nations. Cremation stiJl prevails among many of the nations 
of Eastern Asia. In India until recently the living widow was buried 
upon the pyre with the body of ber deceased husband. Within a few 
years new attempts have been made to commend cremation. The first 
furnace for cremation in the United States was built at Washington, 
Pa., by Dr. J. Le Moyne. · 

SuN BATHs.-J W., Independence, Mo.-Sun baths can onlybe arranged 
on upper room with skylight or with windows affording free entrance 
to the sun's rays is the best adapted for the purpose. But better than sun 
baths is living in sunlight, which is as necessary to health as pure air. Let 
yourself and family live and work in rooms where plenty of sunlight can 
enter. There is no way to avoid the natural itching produced in sorne 
persons by cold water ·baths. Be careful what kind of soap you use, 
however, as soap often causes irritation otherwise avoidable. 
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IS LIFE CROWINC LONCER? 

(SPECIAL FOR HERALD OF HEALTH ) 

THERE arc sorne philosophers who rnaintain that longevity Ï5 becom
ing more general than it was, even forty years ago. There is no doubt 
but that during the first few centuries of the Christian era the average 
duration of !ife in the most favored classes was 30 years, while in 
the present century the average age of the same classes is 50 years. In 
the r6th century the average longevity in Geneva was 21 years; between 
1814 and r833 it was 68, and as larf:e a proportion now live to an 
age of 70 as lived to 4 3 three hundred years ag o. 

To-day of each r,ooo only 228 medical men live !rom 63 to 72, and 328 
theologians. In the last filty years the mean term of life seems to have in
creased from 33 to 4 r years. In the professions, of those who attain the 
age of 66, there are found to be 43 theologians, 40 agriculturists, 35 men 
in office, 32 military, 32 clerks, 29 advocates, 28 artists, 27 professors, 
and 24 medical practitioners. 

FR0:.\1 RECENT STATISTICS 

it seems to be showu thnt woman has a greater tenacity of lifc than man, 
and that the Hebrew women are the longest lived of any race. Then, 
too, among insects the male perishes at a relatively earlier period; in 
plants the seminal blossoms die earliest, and are produced in the weaker 
limbs; and female quadrupeds have more endurance than male, although 
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these facts are not generally known. In the human race, despite the in
tellectual and physical strength of man, the woman endures longer, and 
bears pain to which the strong man succumbs. Physicians tell us that 
zymotic diseases are more latal to males, and the records of our health 
departments prove that more male children die than female . The pro
portion dying suddenly is about 100 women to 700 men. In our large 
cities pulmonary consumption takes off many women, while the diseases 
fatal to the males are apoplexy, intemperance, affection of the heart or 
liver, scrofula, gout, paralysis, and hyrlrocephalus. 

AGA!:\' THERE IS AN EXCESS 

of more than 6 per cent. of females in the various populations, though 
there are from 2 to 6 per cent. more males born than females. U p in 
Connecticut many '\vomen have lived to be over 100 years old, while 
scores at the age of 90 are found in every town in the State. ln the State 
of New York the average life of a woman appears to be 48 years. In 
Maine the males outlive the females, while in Massachusetts it is the re
verse, the average among women being 52, while among men it is but 
47. ln New Hampshire the men live the longest. In Vermont the 
men live on an avera~e to be 51, while the women average but 49. The 
women of Rhode Island live longer than the men, and so they do in 
Pennsylvania. The average in New Jersey for women is but 45, wbile 
for men it is 48. ln Delaware the women outlive the men. The average 
duration of life i~ Virginia among men is 47 years, while that among 
women is 48. In the Southern States there is but little difference in 
the average between males and female_, but the men as a rule live longer 
than the women. In the Western States the men live on an average three 
years longer than the women, and according to recent statistics this 
average is 50 years. The average for both men and women in the North
west is 6o years. 

OPERATORS DIE SOONER 

than tbose engaged in any other prufession, and men unemployed lire 
the longest. The average !ife of a clerk is but 34 years, and this is also the 
average among teachers. Machinists are outlived by printers, the average 
of the former being but 38 years, while that ofthe latter is 39· Musicians 
live a year longer. The years of life of an editor is 40, and of manufac
turers, brokers, painters, shoemakers, and mechanics, 43. Judges live 
to be 65 years of age on an average, and farmers to be 64. Bank officers 
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also live to be 64 on an average. The duration of life of coopers is 58; 

ofpublic ofiicers 57; of clerg-ymen, s6; of shipwright' 55; of hatters, 
54; of lawyers and ropemakers, 54 ; of blacksmiths, 5 r ; of merchants, 

calico printers, and phy icians, s 1 ; nf butchers, 50; of carpenters, 59; 
of masons, 48 ; of traders, 46 ; of tailors and jeweltrs, 44. 

PEOPLE Lr\'E LO::-IGEH, 

that is, to an older a~e, in Oregon, th~n in any other State in the Union, 
and they die sooner in Arkansas. The death rate in Oregon is one to every 
200 inhabitants, while it is one to every 49 inhabitants in Arkansas. In 

France the dea th rate is 1 in every 3 2 ; in Prussia, 1 in 39 ; in Austria, 
1 in 40; in Norway and Sweden, 1 in 41 ; in Belgium, 1 in 43 ; in Den

mark, I in 45; and in England, r in 46. According to the Carlisle 
table of mortality, based upon very extensive observation, and largely 

used as an authority in lifc insuran::e calculations in the United States, 

of 1o,ooo born. 3, 540 die in 10 ye :ns; 3,910 in 20 years; 4,358 in 30 

years; 4, 915 in 40 years; 5 603 in 50 years; 6.357 in 6o yea1s; 7, 599 
in 70 years; 9, 047 in 8o years ; 9, 848 in 90 years ; 9,99 r in 100 years ; 
y. 999 in ro4 ye::trs, leaving only one of the 1o,ooo living 

AT THE AGE OF 104 YEARS. 

Mrs. Phoebe Trapis, of Hornell ville, New York, lived 104 years, and 

Matildl R!ley. of Raywick, Kentucky, died at the age of I I5. Mrs. 
Suah Horne, of Dover, New Hamp.:;hire. is 99, and never fa.ls to visit 

her friends every day, walking two miles. Patrick Da1ley. of l\1eriden, 
Conn., is weil and hearty at the age of 102 years. 1\Irs. Bridget Eagan, 

of Rondout, N. C., is in good health at the age of 106. Mrs. Rachel 
Hicks, of Oyster Bay, Long Island, lived to be 104. Bridget Feeney re
cently died at the Home for the Aged in Ne\v York City at the age of 

104, and '' Uncle" vVilliam Sullivan, of Richmond, Canandaigua County, 

N. Y., is strong, healthy, and in possession of a ll his fa cu 1 ti es at the age of 
104. Mr. Sullivan's mind is clear, his memory good, and he frequently 
walks from his home to the village of Honeoye and back, a distance of 
ten miles. Wïlliam Shirley, a neighbor of Sullivan, and a native of Eng

land, is 103 years of age, and was one of the stalwart soldiers of Welling

ton's army in 
THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO. 

Mrs. Annie Gaines, of Walton, is a century old, and so is Thomas 

Sanders of the sa me place. Mrs. Elizabeth Stewart, of Carroll ton, l\1 ary-
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land, hasjust celebrated ber ro3d birthday. James Kilpatrick, of Daw

son, is nearing the rorst goal. He was a soldier of the war of r812, and 
served under General Andrew Jackson in the Indian wars. Baal Edwards, 

of Springplace, is 92 yeaiS of ag-e, but as chipper as a man of 40. He 
amuses himself by hunting and fishing, and recently married a woman 62 
years younger than he is. Mrs. Jane Bennett, of Vienna, Ga., is 

So years of age, and can dance a jig with a tumbler of water on ber head 
without spilling a drop. And so the list grows, with hundreds of centen

narians within the borders of the United States who have not yet been 

beard from. 
AS TO THEIR MODE OF LIVING, 

these old people, as a rule, take coffee, hard toasted bread, and soups, with 
an afternoon nap thrown in. However, there is a minister at Southold, 
L. I., the Rev. Epher Whittaker, pastor of the rst Baptist Cburch, 

who daims that the old age to which so many residents of Long Island 
attain îs due to their being, as a rule, religiously inclined. '' Piety fa vors 

longevity," sa ys the pastor, and in support of this he cites the fact th at 

during his pas tora te of 37 years the average age of the mem bers of his 
church who have died is 82 years, the youngest being 57 and the eldest 97· 

J. JosEPH GoonwrN. 

WITH PATIENCE AND ENERCY CONSUMPTION 
CAN BE STAYED. 

THE curability of consumption bas been so thoroughly established that 

rules for the suppression of the disease have been drawn up by medical ex
perts, and these have been found to be of the utmost value. If possible, the 
residence of the patient should be situated in the country, in a healthy su

burb, or in a wide, open street. The rooms, and especially that used as the 

sleeping apartment, should be lofty, capacious, well lighted by windows 
that open and ventilated by direct and continuons free communication 

with the external air, ummer and winter, night and day. Gradually 

Iower the temperature of the room until there is not nearlJ so much 

difference between it and that of the external air as that to which we are 

now accustomed. Great care should be taken about the 

• CLOTHING OF THE BODY. 

It is essential that the clothes should be made so loose that they offer 

no impediment to the full and free movement of the cl1est. \Vhen arder-
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ing clothes be sure the measurement i~ taken at a full inspiration, and sec 

that they are qui te easy, even th en. Don't use braces, corsets or respira

tors; they tend to impede th~ respiratory movement. \V ool manu

facturcd in such a way that it is elasticand pt·rmits free \·entilation should 

be worn next the skin, and the und er lin en should be frequently changecl, 

so that no impediment is off..:: 1ed toits emanations. 

A SPONGE BATH 

should be taken every clay. Low heeled boots, with wide, broad toes, 

should be worn, ~ o that walking exercise may be ta ken in corn fort. 

Spend as much time as possible, and that daily, in some form or other of 

active exercise in the open air. Certainly avoid the habit of stooping, 

throw the shoulders back, the chest forwarcl and get into the habit of 

holding the body erect at all times. Breathe tbrough the nose, and take 

a half d')Zen deep inspirations, followed by full e:-; piration, several times 

daily. Go in f,,r gymnastics, giving special attention to the development 

of the muscles of the chest; swimming, singing and athletics, and get 

gradually acclimatizcd to the external air, wind and rain. Don't over

load the body with clothes, and maintain the temperature in the natural 

way by increasecl m uscular exertiun. 

GET THE CIIEST GIRTH 

and vital capacity takcn at regular periods and record them, so that you 

may know what progress you are making, and do not relax these efforts 

for a day until the chest girth at the nipple line has come up to the 

standard prescribed by your physician. The members of consumptive 

families and those who bear the marks of threatening disease-a narrow 

chest and faulty carriage of the body, associated with sorne indication or 

other of deranged health-should make it the first business of their lives 

to carry out the above directioiJs. lt is not every one who is in a position 

to ca1ry out th~ \\'hale of them, but by making Il a IUle of !ife to observe 

such as lie within the power of the patient the diA.erence between . ickness 

and health can in the majority of cases be effected. Tho~e who are 

engaged in sedentaty, chest constricting or dust inhaling occupations 

should mo:::.t ~crupulously devote a specified time daily to the èevelop

ment of the lungs on the foregoing lines. 

Al\WNG SPECIAL 1\IETHODS 

of curing consumption, says a writer in the Pittsburg Dispatch, may be 

mentioned that of a physic1an who depended almost entirely on exercise 
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in the open air. He ordered his patients to continually ride on horse
back till they got weiL This excercise was to be taken in the countty 
where the air wns good; the riding was to be increased from 7 to 1 so 
miles a day; and the patients were to stop only for food for themselves 
and their horses, and not to remain more than one night in a place. The 

result of this t.reatment was almost invariably successful. 

NOS. 13 AND 15 LAICHT ST. - A FAMOUS 
SANITARIUM CONE. 

MANY interesting memories cluster about the buildings known as the 
Hygienic Hotel, at 13 and 15 Laight street, New York city, now doomed 
to be torn do\\'n to give place to an immense woollen warehouse. The 
buildings were originally erected for residences for the families of George 
Schuyler and a son of Alexander Hamilton and Col. Thorne, in what 
was then the fashionable quarter of the city about seventy years ago, in 
the vicinity of St. John's Park. The carriage bouses of the high-toned 
old families stood un til recent] y on the back of the property. The queer 
old stone trimmings of the windows and doorways, and its mahogany 
folding doors, its elabora te white mar ble jam hs, and the generously large 
rooms were reminders of the time when land was much Jess valuable than 
it is now, when fiats were unknown and the hu rn of business bad not 
reached as far up town as Canal street. 

FOR MORE 1 HAN HALF A CENTURY 

the place, says a writer in the l\1ew York Sun, bas been noted under 
various auspices as the headquarters of progressive medical men. Dr. 
Schew, a famous hydropathic physician, lived there many years ago. Dr. 
Trall, one of the pioneers of the hydropathic movement, took the place 
about forty years ago and established the Hydro-Therapeutic College, 
published a hydwpathic newspaper, and kept a sanita.rium. The news
paper was calleù the Water Cure Journal. Dr. Trall had · great faith in 
water outside and inside the hurnan frame, preached vegetarianisrn, grad
uated a good many water cure doctors. and treated a gteat many patients. 
It was a temperance institution, too, and its patrons nurnbered many of 
the men and women who became prominent in the reforms then agitated. 

HERE WAS STARTED, IN 1H59, 
the first Turkish bath in New York city. Dr. E. P. Miller was the 
founder of it; he still keeps a sirnilar establishment in this city. Under 
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Dr. Miller the place became famous. It was he who gave it the name of 

the Hygienic Hotel. Amonrs those who stopped at the Hy~ienic Hotel 

were George Francis Train, who bought the first package of Turkish 

bath tickets; Horace Greeley, who at one time tried vegetarianism ; 

Henry Ward Beecher, Caleb Cushing, R. H. Stoddard, Gen. N. P. 

Banks, Julian Hawthorne, Mrs. E. Oakes Smith, Prof. Moses Coït 

Taylor, Dr. Dio Lewis, Prof. Evans of tne Michigan University, Capt. 

Codman, Mrs. Barboza, daughter of the United States ~Iinister to Liberia; 

Mr. Roy of Calcutta, Joel Ben ton, Bright Eyes, the [ndian Prin cess ; Dr. 

Mary Walker, D. Fuller Walker, Eider F. W. Evans, the famous Shaker; 

O. S. and L. N. Fowler, and many others. 

Under Dr. Miller the hotel was very prosperous. The Turkish baths 

took the place largely of the original wet pack and wet compress water

cure methods, and the diet became more generous, with less of water 

and vegetab]es. They bad five meals a day, so that all tastes could be 

suited, and probably there never were such a set of cra11ks about their 

food as were here served and suited for a generation. The place con

tinued to be a sanitarium, but it was more of a hotel. 

THE HYGIENIC WAS A VERY SOCIAL 

place. There was always sorne one to talk to. The parlors were the 

scene of many vigorous discussions. They bad a lecture room, and 

there were musical parties and an intellectual vigor about the place that 

kept things lively. The very nature of the place brought the people of 

conflicting mental proclivities, and the consequence was a succession 

of lively intellectual scrimmo::tges. Dr. l\Iiller bought the Water Cu?-e 
Journal and published it for years a3 the HERALD OF HEALTH. 

Dr. Miller sold out in about r869 to Wood & Holbrook, who con

tinued the place upon much the same plan, while Dr. Miller moved up 

town. TNhen Dr. Miller bought No. r 5 he paid $z 5, ooo for it, and 

when he sold it twenty years later it brought $r,ooo more. But this 

land is now worth nearly double wbat Dr. :\1iller paid for it. Dr. l\1. L. 

Holbrook was for many, years the sole and practically the last proprietor 

of the Hygienic Hotel. He was also the proprietor of the HERALD OF 

HEALTH until 1887, when he d1sposed of that publication to the Herald 

of Health Co. 
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A LEVEL HEADED DOCTOR ON THE DRUC 
ABOMINATION. 

AT the one hundred and twenty-fourth annual Convention of the 

Medical Society of New Jersey, among the papers read was one by Dr. 

George T. vVelch, of Passaic, on the use of drugs. "There are few physi

cians to-da y," he said, "who do not try a shot gun perscription at ~n 

obscure disease. Death lurking in am bush might gel a stray pellet and 

retire. Even in these last ten years I have known the most maddening 
variety of drugs administered in pulmonary tuberculosis. \Vhence cornes 

this all-pervading worship of foui, ill-smelling drugs? ,,.e throw into the 

vitals of mankind roots and herbs and seeds, liquors and gums anJ oils, 

sorlas and zincs and lcads, poisons and counter poisons, and expect some

hO\v to see evolved the charms of perfect cure." 
Dr. \Velch cited statistics to prove that drugs are not going out of use, 

and continued : 
'' \Vhat feeling of pulses and sounding of ribs, analyzing of fluids, 

grouping of symptoms, pa using and \veighing and doubting goes with ali 

these figures! \Yhat rasping of drugs in the apothecaries' po~s, roling C'f 

pil1s, swishing of liquids! The drowsy nurse fumbles at vials, while the 

dock ticks drearily, and the sick man stares at the ceiling and groans at 

the trooping phantasmagoria of his mind. \Vhat hard-earned money is 

swallowed up for his dismal potions before he swallows them l 
"Drugs help us to a certain extent, but we have found a more power

fui magic in mountain air and rolling seas, gay converse, riding, driving, 

wheeling, rowing, and travel. The sanitarian saves more lives to-day than 

did all the doctors of the last cent ury, Jenner excepted." 

SuGAR FOR CHILDRF.N.-After the baby is six months old it can bave 

thin oat meal gruel, or barley gruel, but its food ~hould consist princi

pally of milk un til the eight front teeth have come. After a year old it can 

have rare meat, finely minced, the yoke of a soft-boiled egg, and oat 

meal porridge. It should bave as much milk as it will drink. After it is 

t\vo years of age it should have a little of e\·ery kind of wholesome food, 

including a small quantity of candy. Sugar is neces:,ary to children, and 

their craving for it is an indication that nature means them to have it. 

No tea, coffee, hot bread, pastry or unripe fruit should be given.-Ladz'es' 
Home Journal. 
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EDITOR'S STU DY. 

SuPERFLuous FAT CuT ouT.-We are constantly hearing of extraordinary 
surgical operations, but the most astounding that has been performed is 
that of degraissage, or the removal of fat from the body. Drs. Marx and 
Demars, of Paris, have carried out the operation on a literary man, M. 
Hiroguelle. They raised the skin and eut away four and a half pounds 
of the adipose tissue. The patient was under chloroform while thus be
ing pared away. The skin was then stitched up. More than a \Veek bas 
passed since the operation, and M. Hiwguelle now feels well, and is 
overjoyed at the improvement in his figure. He says he only suffered 
from headache, the effect of the chloroform. It is arranged that he is to 
undergo further parings or degraissages on other parts or the body. 

REPRODUCING PowER OF THE LrvER.-A scientific fact of great value, 
and l)ne which should bring comfort to legions of that large class of' 
persons who are weary of the caprices of an erratic or tardy liver, bas 
lately been established. Experiment bas proYed that large portions of 
the liver can be removed without serions disturbance to the animal func
tions of the human body. The explanation of this curious fact seems to 
be that the liver has a wonderful power of reproduction. Ponfick found 
that, within a few days of the removal of portions of the liver, the work 
of its reproduction began, and that it proceeded with great rapidity to 
completion. In certain cases he found that within a period of a few 
weeks as much was reproduced as bad been removed, and this amounted 
occasionally to twice as rn uch as had been left behind. These investiga
tions have an interest althogether outside of that which is absolutely 
scienlific, because they cannat fail to influence the development of 
abdominal surgery, if it is understood that large portions of the liver may 
be removed without serions danger to Iife.-Pittsburg Dt'spatch. 

THE EnoLOGY OF DIPHTHERIA.-ln the appendix to the report of Dr. 
Buchanan, the Medical Officer of the Local Government Board, London, 
is contained the results of most recent investigations made by Dr. Klein 
into the etiology of diphtheria. From time to time statements have been 
made as to the presence in diphtheria of various species of microbes, and 
as to the etiological relations of one or other of them to that disease. 
Klebs was the first to point out that in diphtheria membranes, which 
commonly contain abundance and great variety of microbes, there is 
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uniformly present a bacillus possessing definite morphological characters 
by which it can be identified. Loffier, while confirming the frequent 
presence in diphtheria of this species of bacillus, succeeded also m isolat
ing it, and further in showing that it is only present in superficial layers 
of the diphtheritic membrane, and absent from the deeper layers. At 
first it was assumed that these bacilh were etiologically connected with 
diphtheria, but Loffter subsequently found this identical species in the 
mouth of a perfectly healthy child, and Hoffmann also found a bacillus. 
identical in morpho!ogical and cultural characters with the Klebs-Loffier 
bacillus constantly present in the human pharynx. But in spite of this, 
two French pathologists-l\ll\1. Roux and Gersin-only as recently a& 
Iast year, in pursuing sorne investigations into the su bject, staited with 
the assumption that the Klebs-Loffier bacillus is really the cause of the 
disease. \Vith the ohject of l1 acing if possible the cause of diphtheria, 
Dr. Klein bas undertaken a number of experiments, but so far without 
any very positive results, though it may be taken for granted that the 
Klebs-Luffier bacillus is not the cause of diphtheria. Nor can the 
disease be comm unicated to animals-except to cats, which al cne show 
any definite results of innoculation with diphtheritic membrane. Several 
pathologists and sanitary observers have maintained a relation to exist 
between diphtheria in the human subject and a peculiar necrotic disease 
of the fauces of pigeons and fowls. According to Loffier this process is 
althogether d1fferent from human diphtheria, Pfeiffer has recently come 
to the same conclusion, c;nd now Klein has conclusively shown that there 
is no connection whatever between the two. His further expenments 
will be watched with close attention, for the subject is of much 
importance. 

WEALTH AND HEALTH.-Tl:at wealth is any enemy to health seems a 
contradictory statement at first sig ht, but, bridly considered, it shows it
self unfortunately to be anything but that. The making of money keeps 
a man occupied and healthy, but it is found when the fortune is accumu
lated that the mischief bt:gins. The worn-out old 1 hyme that '·Earl y to 
bed and early to rise, keeps a man healtby, wéalthy, and wise., bas a 
great deal of truth in it, for we naturally conclude that the man who
takes the trouble to '· rise" earl y, would scarcely do so unless be meant 
to fill up the time thus gained by giving exercise to his physical and 
mental powers, and to this species of individu al wealth does no hax:m. But 
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wh en, having strived and accum ulated, a man sits down to tak.e li fe 

easily, which means very often luxury, self-indulgence, and diminished 

activity of n>ind and body, wealth is distinctly an enemy to long life and 

health, not only to the one generation, but to those who follow after, and 

who suffer from the sins of their fathers unto the third and fourth genera

tion.-The Hos/>7/al. 

BEFORE WE TuRN TO D(;sT. -How long will a human body remain in 

the earth before it dec.ays until it cannot be distinguished from the 

surrounding clays is a question as yet undecided by the scientist8. l\Iuch 

depends upon the character of the soi! and the different elements of which 

it is composed. In countries abounding in limestone, or, again, in 

regions thoroughly saturaterl with alkaline waters, hu man flesh will retain 

a natnral color and firmness for an indefinite period of time. The bogs 

of Ireland have yielded up bodies fresh and natural as !ife that bad been 

buried in their slimy depths for centuries. It i. said to be an historical 

fact that the bodies of three Roman soldiers were found in a peat bog on 

the Emerald hie, in the year 1569 A. D., fresh and life-like, although 

they had been buried almost sixteen centuries. 

FAVORITE 1\ToNTHS FOR SuiCIDE.-It is a rather singular fact, but one 

which has been proved by statistics, that the period of the year which 

brings with it the longest list of suicides is not d ull and dreary N uvem ber, 

nor the dark days of winter, but rather the brilliant summer days of July 

and August. In Japan, according to recent returns, a similar tendency 

to self-Jestruction prevails in the summer time. Taking the six years 

from 1883 to 1888, inclusive, it appears that the nu rn ber of Japanese who 
committed suicide in the month of July ranged from seo to 8oo, whereas 

the number during the remainder of the year only averaged from zco to 

300. !tisa somewhat curious circumstance that the great majority of 

persans who eut short their lives in Japan have passed their fiftieth year; 

next on the list coming, in respect of nu rn bers, the suicides of persor s 

between the ages of 20 and 30. the cause of self-destruction with the last

named being, in the majority of ca es, love affairs that have not [One cm 
smoothly. Between the ages of 30 and 50 it seems the Japanese rarely 

turn their backs on the world, nor are there many suicides after the 

age of 6o. 
THE IDEAL SANITARY Ho usE.-The picture of the ideal sanitary hou se, 

as drawn by a contemporary, is a pleasing one. The house will stand 
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facing the sun, on a dry soil, in a wide, clean, amply sewered, substanti
ally paved street, over a deep, thoroughly ventilated and lighted cellar. 
The floor of the cellar will be cernented, the walls and ceiling plastered 

~nd thickly whitewashed with lime, every year~ that the bouse may not 
act as a chimney, to draw into its chambers micro-organisms fron1 the 

·earth. Doors and windo\VS will be generous in size, so asto admit of 
plenty of air. The outside walls, if of wood or brick, will be kept 

thickly painted, not to shut out the air, but for the sake of dryness. The 
inside walls will be pla~tered srnooth, painted and varnished. Interior 
woodwork, including floors, will be varnished. Movable rugs, which 

.can be shaken daily in the open air-not at the àoors or üut of the 
windows-will cover the fioors. White linen shades, which must be 
clean or they become unsightly, will prottct the windows. The furniture 
will be plain, without upholstery. Mattresses will be coœred with oiled 
silk; blankets, sheets and spread ~-no comforts or quilts-'v' ill cc.nstitute 
the bedding. There will be as little plurnbing as possible, and what 

t.here is will be exposed. The hot air furnace which beats the rooms will 
take its supply from above the top of the bouse instead of the cellar, 

and, we are told, the "spring" cleaning will be twice a year. 

AN ALcoHouc DrsEASE -lt is a strange fact, says the Boston Herald, 
that a good many of those persons who occasionally go on sprees, and 
keep drunk for several days, have neither a fondness for the taste of liquor 

nor find pleasure in its effects. These unfortunates for weeks, and even 
months, continuously keep perfectly sober, and cannot be induced to 
·''touch a drop." But suddenly there cornes to them an inclinaticn to 

·drink, which is absolutely impossible to resist. They must and will ha\'e 

Uiquor. Then for a tirne they literally wallow in it, drinking, often, frcm 
one to two quarts of whiskey or brandy each day-pouring it down, in 

fact, until they are actually paralyzed; then rousing up again a little, and 

again drinking to insensibility. After several days the paroxysm stors 
suddenly, and when consciousness is restored the desire for liquor is 

found to be replaced by a perfect abhorrence for it. But few people 
sympathize with this class of inebriates, and yet they deserve the deepest 

pity. They are just as plainly the victirns of disease as is the epileptic. 
They are affected with a nervous weakness which is absolutely beyond 
their control. Their debauches are but the natural results of their 

.disease, just as the convulsions of an epileptic are the results of his 
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disease. And yet the law makes no distinction between this class of ine

briates and those who have an appetite for strong drink which they them

selves have created. Attacks of insanity are quite common after pro

]onged debauches, and frequently crimes are committed during them. A 

person insane, be it the consequences of a1coho1 excesses or disease, is 

irresponsible; in fact, insane inebriates are, if anything, less responsible 

for their acts than rr.any of tho~ e who are insane in consequence of dis

ease. Cor~sidering these facts, it is evident that, in administering justice 

to inebriates, a distinction must be made bet\X.'een the different classes; 

and the victims of appetites for strong drink which are but the prompt

ings of disease be held irresponsible, as are all others suffering from 

insanity. 

A FRE!\CH STATISTICIAN HAS JUST ASCERTAil'ŒD that a human being, of 

either sex, who is a rnoderate eater, and who lives to be serenty years old, 

consumes dming "the days of the years of his life," a quantity of food 

which would fill twenty mdinary railway baggage cars. "A good eater,'' 

however, may require as many as thirty. It would have been interesting 

if this fellow had added to his French discovery an explanation as to 

whether the peck of dirt each one of us has to eat serves to season aiL 

these car loads of provender. 

OUR RULES FOR GOOD HEALTH. 

1. Be regular in your habits. 
2. If possible go to bed at the same hour every night. 
3· Rise in the morning soon after you arc awake. 
4· A sponge bath of cold or tepid water should be followed l>y fri-ction with 

towel or hand. 
5· Eat plain food. 
6. Begin your morning meal with fruit. 
7· Don't go to work immediately after eating. 
~. Be moderate in the use of liquids at all seasons. 
9· It is safer to filter and boil drinking water. 

10. Exercise in the open air whenever the weather permits. 
11. In malarious districts do your walking iP the middle of the day. 
12. Keep the feet comfortable and WPll protected. 
13. Wear woolen clothing the year round. 
14. See that your sleeping rooms and living rooms are weil ven tilated, and 

tnat sewer gas does not enter them. 
15. Brush your teeth at least twice a day, night and morning. 
16. Don't worry, it interferes with the healthful action of the stomach. 
17. You must have interesting occupation in vigorous old age. Continue to 

keep the brain active. Rest means rust. 
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WOMEN AND THE HOUSEHOLD. 

CONDUCTED BY HELEN FLETCHER. 

l\fRs. CHANT's AnvrcE TO GrRLS.-" These are the last public words I 

shall speak in Boston for a long time," said Mis. Laura Ormiston Chant 

to severa] hundred young persans gathered around ber ur-on the main 
fl.oor of Jordan, l\Iarsh & co·s big store. Mrs. Chant made a sh0rt 
speech, brimful of happy bits. I want to ask you to keep up the stand
ard of gentleman) y and ladylike behavior that I see around me, as well 

as to preserve your good looks. How are you going to keep up this 
standard? Weil, by avoiding certain youthful \'ices. Some of these you 

know very weil. Eating y our dinner in a hurry is one. Sm uggling 
y0ur breakfast into your stomach is another. Reading in bed is a third, 
and even worse is smoking in bed. In arder to take new ideas into our 

minds we must read, but reading at the wrong time does no good. 
Sorne people wonder at me for doing so rouch work and never 

appearing fagged out. I will tell you how I do it. I laugh heartily. 
I love to laugh. I sleep soundly. I love to sleep. I eat we11. 
I should say I love to eat, but you might consider me greedy. 

Girls, if you are beautiful at 20, and more beautiful at 30, you will be 
excellent at 40. and as lovely as princesses at so. Always speak the 
truth, and speak it in love, or else it is not worth speaking. But you 

must not believe it right always to speak your minds. Our minds are 
sometimes not fit to be spol<en. Remem ber that silence, as well as tru th, 

is goldèn. Many of you are thinking about getting married sorne day. 
If you rn arry well and in the right spirit, it is a great thing; but, for 

heaven's sake, don't be in a hurry about it. To the young men I may 
add, make yourselves worth marrying. Be faithful in love. When you 

get married I hope you will marry a man whom you can love as I love 

my husband. And may he love you as my husband loves, or says he 

loves, me-and I believe him, to be sure. 

GET SHoEs AFTER NooN-The best time to get fitted to shoes is in the 

latter part of the day. The feet then are at their maximum of size and 

sensitiVeness. Activity measurably enlargens them. When the muscles 

are in play, the flow of blood in the arteries is increased, and the joints 
also; consequent! y they are more tender. Even gravit y affects the 
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venous circulation, so that standing on the feet alone terrds to enlarge 
the se mem bers. 1 t is gravity that pro duces varicose veins in the legs and 
feet of persons of relaxing fibre, who are required to be much in the erect 
position Hence, when healthy persons lie down at night their feet, being 
-relieved from the weight of the body, resume their normal size. Try on 
the new shoes with moderately thick stockings, too, and you then have 
-a rnargin of room by putting on thinner ones when the feet are ill at ease. 
For tender feet fit them late in the day with the aid of heavy stockings, 
and the next morning, clad in thinner stockings, those feet will rest in 
the new al most as comfortably as they would in old shoes. 

PowDER ON THE FACE. -Powder? What can I say ! N othing is more 
hideous than a face so thickly covered with powder that it looks as if it had 
been whitewashed; and yet a greasy skin is not pretty, says a writer in the 
Delinealor. If you must U:ie powder, learn to apply it well-that is, make 
its presence imperceptible by srnoothing it slightly over the skin. The 
best cloth for the purpose is an old linen handkerchief, one that is in its 

''sere and yellow " age so far as tatters are concerned. If y ou wish to 
make your neck look a little whiter for the evening, put on a very thin 
coating of vaseline, let it rem ain a few rn in utes, and then apply the 
powder, which, of course, must be done by someone else if you would 
'have it perfectly even. Beware of too much powder, is advice very often 
needed. Many women rn ust learn how to apply even a little properly, 
and, if y ou would stop to think a little, probably you would wise! y decide 

to use none at ali. 

VEGETARIAN Dr NERS. -Haricot bean~, onion sauce, and pôtatoes, 
either fried in cakes or mashed, preceded by lentil or pea soup, and 
'followed by date pudding, make an excellent family dinner. Lenlll Soup: 
-One teacupful of lentils to be steeped over-night in water, then place 
in a sauce pan with one quart of water, and gently stewed for three or 
four hours; an onion, sprig of parsley, little tumip and carrol eut thinly, 
and fried a little brown, to be added to the soup along with a second 
quart of water. After it is well stewed, pass through a hair sieve, and 
season to taste. Steep the beans and afterwards boil them slowfy for one 
hour, then drain. Boil three onions, chop finely, and make a good 
·thick white sauce; add the onions and pour over the beans. Serve with 
potatoes and cab bage if desired. Date Puddt'ng :-Half a pound of stale 
.bread, Yz lb. of dates, )(. teaspoonful grated nutrneg, 2 oz. butter, and a 
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little water. Stone the dates and stew till soft. Soak the bread, mix a 
little brown sugar, a pinch of salt and the nutmeg with it, beat it weil 
with a fork. Butter a pie dish, put a layer of bread in the bottom, then 
a bit of butter, add the stewed dates, cover with the mixture, placing 

butter on top, and bake a pale golden color. 

ARE Wo~ŒN s~IARTER THAN MEN?-The writer went into the office of 
a man who bas a school of typewriters-that is, he instructs men and wo
men to operate typewriters and assists them in getting work. I asked 
him for the result of his observations. He replied: '' Women learn quicker 
than men. They are more in demand than men. They give better 
satisfaction-as a rule-! mean, than men. And there is another 

thing I want to tell you, '' he said. ''A few years ago, when 
women first began learning how to operate the typewriter and 
began getting \VOrk, a cry went up among men about cheap female 
labor. In the last twelve months I have known of a number of cases in 
which men have not only offered to do this work for Jess than women, 
but have undertaken to get the places by means that were not creditable. 
I am not a woman's rights man by any means, but it is my observation 
that the woman of to-da y who is put on her mettle survasses her brother." 

KEEP AN ExPENSE AccouNT.-Every economical housekeeper will do 
ber own marketing, keeping a book, which she takes to market and in 
which she bas the rnarketrnan put down what she bas bought-the quan
tity and price-after she bas seen the meat eut and weighed and bas 
selected ber vegetables. On! y those who have triej this way of marketing 
know how much money is saved by so doing. If you have a good cellar 
you can afford to buy meat in large pieces, but it is not well to lay in a 
quantity ofvegetables ifyour farnily is small. A bushel of potatoes is 
enough to buy at one time for a srnall family, a peck of onions or turnips, 
and butter in small quantities. Flour and sugar may be bought by the 
barrel if enough breacl and sweet food-such as cake, puddings and pre
serves-warrant the use or much sugar, or if the family is large. And 
al ways deal with a trustworthy butcher and grocer. Poor meats and 
vegetables are not worth eating ; they are not cheap. Food must be 
nourishing; it is not enough that the appetite should be satisfied ; quality 
is more than quantity, and it is "better to pay the butcher than the
doctor." 
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JunGING HosiERY.-All hosiery is to be judged by the fineness of the 
thread and the closenesi of the texture, which, in the case of stockings es

pecially, may be partly appreciated by weighing, as it were, the articles 
in the hand. In ribbed stockings a deception is sometimes practiced, 

against which it is neccessary to guard. The spaces between the ribs, 
which ought to be formed by an inversion of the stitch, contains no stitch 
at all, but aH open range of threads pervious to the weather and utterly 
destitute of durability. As ribs of stockings exposed to sale are necessarily 

almost in contact tbe fault cannot be detected without introducing the 

hand and opening the tissue, where it will be instantly apparent, and 

indeed will exactly resemble the flaw caused by a dropped stitch in a 

stocking in wear.-Dry Goods Chrom'cle. 

Is THIS So -" Dirl you know th::~t men take more care of their feet 
than do women?" said a dealer to a Bo ton Herald 1eporter. The writer 

said he had not noticed that such was true, and the dealer continued: 
"Y ou notice the feet of men and women on any stormy or wet day, and 

l will wager tbat you find that more men than women wear rubbers. Of 
course, one natmally thinks why this is so. I do not believe it is due to 
the meanne;:;s of the gen tl er sex. Not at all. I t is to be credited to their 

vanity. They will not wear overshoes or the like simply because they 

make their feet look large. There are some men about as silly; but 
many people, you must know, have to decline wearing rubbers hecause 

they swell the feet and make them very uncomfortable." 

TrGTHT LACING KrLLED THE MoNKEY.-A recent nu:nber ofthe London 

Standard contains in a prominent place an advertisement with the 
somewhat unmual heading, "Tight Lacing in Monkey~.·· This ÏS· 

not, as might be supposed, a mere trick to attract attention to a 

subsequent catalogue of merchandise for sale. It is an appeal from 
the Socif'ty for the Abolition of Vivisection against the experiments 
of a certain Dr. Brunton in dressing female monkeys in the preYail

ing style of fashionable wo!llan's apparel. The experiments were 

highly interesting. \Vithin a few hours the corsets caused the death 

of several of these unfortunate simian ladies, and the survivors 
pulled through, according to the doctors, only because of certain lucky 

peculiarities in their internai organism. The Society for the Abolition of 

Vivisection protests in bitter terms against the outrage. "Such prac
tices," the honorary secretary and treasurer observes, ''are not of a nature 
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to promote the propagation of the gospel in foreign parts.'·' And the 
honorary secretary may be right, especially if the heathen natives in foreign 
parts were to get wind of the civilizing processes indulged in by Dr. 
Brunton upon their fellow heathens and neighbcrs. But why should not 
the society for the Abolition of Vivisection turn its attention to the wicked 
.\nfliction of the same instruments of torture upon unfortunate fernales 
who are neither rnonkeys nor heathen? ]s a persecuted and suffering 
slave of fashion to be ignored by benevolent associations, merely because 
-she is not a monkey? 

REFRESHING EGG LEMONADE.-A correspondent gives this recipe for 
egg le monade: Break an egg into a tumbler; rub two lumps of sugar on 
the rind of a fine lemon; put the sugar into the tumbler; squeeze the 
lemon into it and half-fill the tumbler with ice broken small; fill up with 
water and with a shaker shake the whole vigorously for a few seconds; 
then grate a little nutmeg over the top. If you have no shaker beat the 
egg with a fork. 

DoN'T ToY WITH YouR EYEs.-Many people are troubled with itching 
eyes and try all sorts of washes. The eye is one of the most valuable 
organs of the body. Unfortunately for careless humanity, it is also one 
of the most delicate. It does not pay to trifie with it. The best way to 
treat itching is to use a cool, weak salt water wash every few hours. If 
this does no good, go to a physician who makes a specialty of eye 
di3eases. 

A REFRESHIKG BATH.-A warm salt bath is very refreshing to any one 
-suffering from exhaustion of travel or of a long shopping expedition-which 
is as trying to mind and body as anything that can be undertaken by a 
woman. Away from the seashore a very simple suhstitute for seawater is 
a eup of rock salt dissolved in warm water and added to the bath. \Vhen 
the salt is irrita ting to the skin, take a warm bath and sponge off witb a 
mixture of violet or lavender water and alcohol, about half and half, and 
rub briskly with a warm friction towel. Such a rnethod prevents the 
exh1ustion and danger of cold which follow a warm bath. 
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MOTHERS AND THE NURSERY. 

(CONDUC fED BY MRS. F. C. PRESSLER). 

SouR MrLK is one of the most common causes of indigestion and diarrhœa 

in artificially nourished children. Of course, says the Boston Herald, no 

mother would give ber baby milk which bas "begun to turn" did she 

know it, but the trou ble is wh en rnilk is only slightly sour, and yet enough 
. o to upset a baby's digestion, the fault is not distinguishable by taste or 

smell, uniess the same be marvellvusly acute. Mothers should provide 

.themselves with a sheet of blue litmus paper, which is cheap, and can be 

obtained of any druggist. This should be eut up into short and narrow 
strips. 'When one ofthese is dipped into an acid fluid the blue color 

changes to a pink. Doubts as to whether baby's milk is sour or not 

.can easily be set at rest by this means. ln warm weather especially fat 

.babies often chafe in the g-roin, neck, and under the arms. A very good 
application in such cases

1 
also where the skin covered by the napkin is in

flarned, is the following : Boracic acid. eight grains; lanoline, 1 ~ounces; 
vaseline, one-half an oun:e. Of course the inflammation und er the n1pkin 

is very often due to neglect on the part of the mother or to wearing tho e 

utter abominations, napkins made of waterproof materials. To use a 
~ponge and a little warm water whenever the napkins are changed should 

be a fixed rule. Infants so treated are seldom troubled with chaffing. 

After sponging it is a good plan to freely dnst powdered talc on those 
parts. This, by the way, is considered by many physicians to be the 

best toilet pùwder for children. Every one knows that ail vessels used for 

milk must be sc:1.lded every day. Very likely, however, many do 

not know that if this is done before the vessels are washed there will be 
left on them a cheesy matter which only scraping and scourin~ will re• 
move. They should be first thoroughly rinsed in <:old water; then 

washed in tepid water to which a httle soda has been added. After wash
ing and again rinsing cornes the scalding with clean, boiling water, 

:after which the vessels should be so placed that they will drain off. 
Many housekeepers think that they must use a wiping cloth. lt is rarely 
ever needed, and certainly bad best be dispensed with, for the boiling 

water used in rinsing leaves them clean, and the cloth rnight not do that. 
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THE UsE OF ToBACCo BY Bovs.-The Phzladelphz'a Medz'cal Reporter 
states that an energetic opposition to this practice is now being- made in 
sorne of the most enlightened ed ucational establishments in the United 
States, amorig which are the United tates Naval Academy at Annapolis. 
and the United S:ates Military Academy at West Point. The na\'al sur
geons, and especially Dr. Gihon, U. S. N., have been the principal 
movers in the opposition, alleging that tobbacco (1) leads to impaired 
nutritwn of the nerve centers; (z) is a fertile cause of neuralgia, vertigo· 
and indigestion ; (3) irritates the mouth and throat, and destroys the 
purity of the voice; (4) produces defects of vision; (5) causes a tremulous, 
hard and intermittent pulse; (6) develops a conspicuou.;; irritability of 
the heart; and (7) retards the cell change, on wbich the development of 
adolescence depends. Moreover, it is alleged that the records of schools 
and colleges indicate very posit1vely that tobacco deteriorates the mental 
faculties. Non-smokers take the highest rank in every grade; and 
whether we look at the exceptionally brilliant students or compare the 
average of those who use and those who refrain from tobacco, the result 
shows the S:J.me. Ail our readers \YOuld do well to make a special note 
of this . 

H ow TO CLOTHE THE BABY. -A baby's clothes should be sufticiently 
long to cover its feet, but without the superabundant length that we are 
accustomed to 8ee it wearing. The dress should not be low-necked, for 
that exposes the throat and chest; and fiannel should be worn next the 
skin. The long clothes should be discarded, if it were for no other 
reason than harboring dirt. Such clothes do not ~erve the purpose of 
keeping the heat of the body. Besides, it is an extra expense, wbich, with 
poor people, is a consideration. But baby is growing, and soon it reaches 
a period-that of shortening-which marks an epoch in babyhood. Then 
what do we fi nd? The child wears a fro:k, low-necked, reaching little 
lower than the knees, and the sleeves are tied up with pit>ces of ribbon. 
Such a dress at once exposes the arms, legs, thro a and chest to draughts, 
and it is small wonder if the most disastrous results follow. And. to 
fini':ih the costume, baby wears the merest semblance of a sock, that stiB 
leaves the legs barc, or more frequently it wears no socks at ali. By a 
law of nature, it is weil knüwn that small bodies cool more readily 
than larger bodies. Here, then, at a time when the child should be kept 
specially warm, the best means of cooh'ng it are afforded by improper 
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dothing. Remember the good old rule, "Keep the head cool and the 

feet warm." If these precautions are necessary when indoors, then special 

attention is called for them when out of doors. There shc uld be no ex

posed part but the face. 

PROPER WASHING OF AN INFANT.-Very few people look upon washing 

with the importance th at it really deserves. They think that the bands 

and face only call for special attention. The whole body should be 

washed at !east once a day, and sorne cases may call for twice. The 

water used should be warm. and, as the infant grows, the temperature of 

the water should be reduced. Y ou must remember that sweat is coming 

from our skin at all times, but it is only when we work very hard or take 

brisk exercise that we are aware of it. Now it is this sweat that 'causes the 

unpleasant smell that dirty babies have, and this same sweat helps the dirt 

to stick to the body. If you, therefore, allow your baby to remain dirty 

you are ruining its health. The cooler the water that you accustom the 

chilcl to the more the nerves of the skin are stimulated and the circulation 

helped. Be careful to dry the body quickly and thoroughly. 

FEEDING oF INFANTs.-For the mother's sake as weil as the infant'~, the 

-child ought to be suckled. There are extreme cases where the mother is 

too weak or maybe diseased. At these times the medical attendant will 

decide what course should be adopted. If mother's milk cannat be sup

plied, then the best substitute shoulcl be adopted-viz., cow's milk. Now, 

cow's milk requires a little water, the curd in it being too strong for in

fants. A little white sugar should also be added. Herein you 0bserve 

the difference between mother's and cow's milk. Great care must be 

taken to see that the feeding botties are well cleaned. They rn ust al ways 

have a sweet smell, and it is better to have two in use. The india-rubber 

tubes soon grow dirty, and must be cleansed after each time of feeding. 

\Vith the use of cow's milk there is just the danger of disease germs being 

introduced. These germs may be derived from the cow or from the water 

with which the cans are washed. To prevent the chances of any such 

danger it is advisable to first boil the milk before using it. Now, those 

who have had any experience with babies are weil aware that they have no 

regular tirne for feeding. This should not be. When born they should 

be fed every two hours, and the interval gradually lengthened with the 

age. If a baby cries, it is the most common thing in the world for it to 

be fed. Mothers seem to forget that it cannat al ways be hungry, and 
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that the cry may be caused by pain, fright, or cold. First seek the cause 
of the cry before using a remedy which is frequently wrong. This irregu
lar feeding, too, has a great tendency to cause indigestion. For the 
benefit of the child it is better that, for the first nine months at !east, 
its food should only be mllk. Irsolid food be given earlier than this, 
then are the stages of illness being laid. Boiled or scalded bread is.. 
what ignorant mother's generally give. They are not aware that the
digestive organs of the child cannot make use of the food, and that it 
merely passes throug h the body as so much waste material, often Iesult
ing in diarrhœa or con\'ulsions. The one great point that I wish to
impress upon mothers is this-never give your baby solid food until over 
ni ne mon ths. The fact of its having no teeth should warn y ou that 
such food is improper, being contrai-y to nature's provision. After nine 
or ten months, the patent foods ad\'ertised may often be uscd with 2.d

vantage, as well as potatoes and gravy, and rice or egg puddings. To 
sum up, let me rPpeat three very short and easily remembered n1les :-r. 
Clothe the baby weil, but not tightly. 2. Wash thoroughly every day. 
3· Feed with nothing but milk for nearly the first year.- W. J B. ùr 

Newcastle Chronicle. 

SALT FOR MoTHs.-For muths, salt is the best exterminator. The nuns
in one of the hospital convents have tried everything eLe without success, 
and their experience is val ua ble, as they have so rn uch clothing of the 
sick who go there; and strangers, when dying, often leave there quanti
ties of clothing, etc. They had a room full of feathers, which were sent 
there for pillow making, and they were in despair, as they could not ex
terminale the moths until they were advised to try common salt. They 
sprinkled it around, and in a week or ten days they were altogether rid of 
the moths. They are never troubled now. In heavy velvet carpets.. 
sweeping them with salt cleans and keeps them from maths, as particles 
of salt rem ain in the carpets and corners. Salt is not hurtful to any one, 
and has no bad smell. Here is a little hint I add, and which perhaps 
every one does not know: For cleaning wash basins, bath, etc., use the 
same thing, corn mon dry salt. Rub a little of the salt with your fingers 
on the basin. Often a sort of scum is noticed in the basins in a marble
washstand in the bath room; the salt takes it off easily, and leaves the 
basin shining and clean.-Phzladelphz'a Press. 
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HEALTH INVE NT IONS AND APPLI AN CES. 

TESTIXG THE DEAF.-Dr. Cheval, of Brussels, has devised a modification 
of Professor Hughes's sonometor for testing the degree of deafne~s, and 

also for detecting the conscripts who plead deafness as an excuse for not 
serving in the army. He calls it the electric acoumeter, and it consi~ts'of 

three fl::tt coils placed parrallel to one another on a graduated rod passing 

through their axi~. The centre coi] is the primary and is fixed, the two 
outer coils are secondaries, and can be slid along the rod. The rod and 
coils are arranged on a board, on which thete are an electrical tuning-fork, 
a microphone, switches, plugs, and other accessories. The individual 

whose hearing is to be tested is placed with his back to the apparatus, and 
has two telephonie receivers fixed tightly over his ears. Various sounds 

are then produced ; the two outer coils being moved gradually away 

from the centre one until no noise is beard in the telephone receivers. 
The distance through which the c01ls have been moved is a measure of 

the hearing power of the indiridual. But suppose the subject being tested 
pretends not to hear long before the true limit of his hearing power is 

reached, how does the doctor detect the impo ition? We are not in-· 
formed. 

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT. 

THE ST. Lours HvGIENrc CoLLEGE.-This college, a notice of which 

will be seen in another column, appears to be rapidly coming to the 
fore. It has already graduated one class of men and women, and these 
graduates, as stated in the fourth annual announcement, which we ha\e 
just received, have had no difficulty in sec1uing desirable situations. On 
the contrary, there are more positions offered, it would seem, than there 
are physicians to fill them. This is exactly what rnight be expected. 

There are thousands of people in the United ~tates that have tiied of the 
older methods of taking nostrums and pills, and that would gladly wei
corne a physician that relied less on drugs and more on nature. 

We wish the co liege in St. Louis the best of succ<:ss, and we hope th at in 
the commg years it will send out many competent physicians to fill the 

great demand, which is every year increasing. 

THE BEsT OF SuMMER READING.-For a short tirne only we continue our 

offer of a complete set ofCooper's Leather Stocking Tales (Five Volumes), 
at sixty cents. For su rn mer reading there is nothing bet ter, and the priee · 
at which they are furnished is but little rr. ore than nominal. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

RELIEF IN PNEUMONIA.-The following offers a good help for pneu
-monia: Take ten or twelve raw anions and chop fine; then add about 
the same quantity of rye meal and vinegar enough to form a thick paste; 
let it sim mer fi've or ten minutes. In the meantime stir it thoroughly, 
then put it in a cotton bag large enough to cover the lungs, and apply to 
the chest as hot as the patient can bear; when this gets cool apply an
ether, and thus continue repeating the poultices, and in a few hours the 

patient will be out of danger. 

Avom CoLD DRINKS DuRING THE HEATED TERM.-It is a mistake to 
su pp ose tl1at cold drinks are necessary to relieve thirst. Very cold drinks, 
as a rule, increase the feverish condition of the mouth and stomach, and 
so create thirst. Experience shows it to be a fact that hot drinks relieve 
the thirst and '·cool off" the body when it is in an abnormally heated 
condition better than ice-cold drinks. It is far better and safer to avoid 
the free use of drinks below sixty degrees ; in fact a higher temperature 
is to be preferred; and those who are much troubled with thirst will 
do well to try the advantages to be derived from hot drinks, instead of 
cold fluids to which they have been accustomed. Hot drinks also have 
the ad van tage of aiding digestion, instead of causing debility of the stom

ach and bowels. 

ANTIPYRENE LEADS TO ÜPIUM.-Üne cause assigned by severa! physi
cians and druggists for the fact that many become victims to the opium 
vice is from the use of antipyrene. A great number of young women, 
and especially female clerks, take antipyrene in such quantities that it 
.finally loses its restorative power. Then they resort to morphine. One 
druggist in Louisville said that every day as many as a dozen shop-girls 
come into the store for the medicine, and sorne two or three times a day. 
In London and Paris, where the Government restricts the sale of opiates, 
the consumption of antipyrene is marvelous. One woman of position, 
whose husband attempted to break her of the habit, was found pawning 
.her jewels in order to buy the drug. 

CARE OF THE HANDs.-There are not nearly as many secrets in hand 

.treatment as people imagine. A little ammonia or borax in the water 
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}OU wash your bands with, and that water ju t lukewarm, will keep the 
skin clean and soft. A little oatmeal mixed with the \Yater v;ill whiten 

the hancts. l\lany people use glycerine on their han ès "ben they go to 

bed, wearing gloves to keep the beddmg cle1.n; but glycerine dues not 

agree with every one It makes sorne skin" harsh and red. These 

people should rub their bands with dry oatmeal, ~nd wear gloves in bed. 

The best preparation for the bands at night i:; \vhite of an egg with a grain 

of alum dissolved in it. Quacks bave a fancy name for it, but all can 

rnake it and spread it over their bands, and the job is clone. They abo 
make the Roman toi let p.1ste. lt is JTI( rely the white of an egg, barley 

flour, and honey. They say it was useJ by the Romans in olden times. 

At any rat~, it is a first-rate thing; but it is stich, and does not do the 

work any better thnn oatmeal. The roughest and harclest bands can be 

made soft and white in the space of a mon th by doctoring them a little at 

bed-time; and ali t:1e tools you neecl are a nail-n1. b, a bottle of ammo

nia, a b~x of powderecl borax, and a little fine white sand to rup tl1e stains 

off, or a eut of lemon, which will do even better, for the acid of the lem on 

w·ill clean anything. 

A \YoRD AnouT CoRNs.-One of the chief causes of corns, bunions, 

&c., is tight shoes. The rnajority of customers are ladies. Corns 

come in two varieties-soft and bard. The soft corn is formed by the 

acid perspiration of the fect, and first appears in the shape of a white 

blister, whose edges easily peel off. Ladies who wear shoes la1ge enough 

for them, seldom if ever, suffer from corns. Stumpy or short hoes cause 

corns to form easily. I bave frequently known cases wbere a soft corn 

would affect the wholc foot and ankle. Bunions are often mi~taken for 

hard corns. A bunion forms usually on the side of the foot or betwccn 

the toes. A bunion is nothing more nor le-;s than a strained joint caused 

by a short or narrow shoe. French-heeled boots and shoes have been the 

cau'e of untold misery to ladies, and since the common-sense shoe has 

become fa. hionable the wearers of them have had fewer corns. Narrow 

dancing pu rn ps are also injurious to the feet. Operations on fibrous and 

nerve corns are extremely difficult. 

THE CuRATIYE PowERS oF W ATER.-The following, from the JVoman's 
YJurnal, is a full reçly to the que1'tions of E. \V. F., Louisville, Ky., asto 

the curative powers of water : It would seem that everybody ought to 
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know the value of a remedr so easily obtained as water. Yet, though 

there is no remedy of suc-h general application, and none so easily ob

tained as water, ni ne per!3ons out of ten will pass by it in an emergency 

to seek for something of less efficacy. Th·ere are but few cases of illness 

where water should not occnpr the highest place as a remediai agent. A 

strip of flannel or a napkin folded lengthwise and dipped in hot water 

and wrungout and then applied around the neck of a child that has croup 

will usually brin~ relief in ten minutes. A towel folded severa! times, 

dipped in hot water, wrung out, and then ~pplied over the seat of pain in 

the toothache or neuralgia will generally afford prompt relief. This treat

ment in colic works like magic. We have known cases that have resisted 

other treatment for hours yield in ten minutes to this. There is nothing 

that will so promptly eut short a congestion of the lungs, sore throat or 

rheumatism as hot water when applied prornptly ~.nd thoroughly. Pieces 

of cotton batting, dipped in hot water and kept applied to old sores and 

new cuts, bruises and sprains is the treatment now generally adopted in 

hospitals. Sprained ankle has been cured in an hour by showering it 

with hot water poured from a height of three feet. Tepid water acts 

promptly as an emetic, and hot water taken freely half. an hour before 

bedtime is the best of cathartics in case of constipation, while it has a 

most soothing effect on the stomach and bowels. In this connection it 

is interesting to know that a distinguished children's doctor believes, 

from his practice, that infants generally, whether brought up at the breast 

or artificially, are not supplied with sufficient water, the fluid portion 

oftheir food being quickly taken up and leaving the solid too thick to be 

easily digested. In warm, dry weather healthy bab1es will take water 

every hour with advantage, and their frequent fretfulness and rise of tem

perature are often due to not having it. A free supply of water and re

stricting the frequency of nursing have been found at the nursery to be a 

most effectuai check in case of insipient fever, a diminished rate of mor

tality and rnarked reducti.:>n in the number of gaslric and intestinal corn
plaints being attributed to this cause. 

DANGERS OF DIRTY FINGER NAILs.-F. R. l1I.-Seventy-eight examina

tians of the impurities under finger-nails were recently made in the bac

teriological laboratories of Vienna, and the cultivations thus produced 

showed thirty-six kinds of rnicrococci, eighteen baciili, three sarcinœ, 

various varieties; the spores of corn mon mold were frequently present. 
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It is sometimes said that the scratch of a nail is poisonous. There Î<; no 

reason to suspect the nail issue; it is more likely the germs laid in a 

wound from a bacterial nest under the nail. Children are very apt to 

neglect to purify their nails when washing hands ; and this matter is not 

always sufficiently attended to among surgical patients. 

A CuRE FOR PoiSON hv.-Many country places are beset with poison 

ivy, from wbich surnmer visitors are apt to suffer. lt is well to know that 

it can be cured by a few applications of wood-lye. Tie wood ashes in a 

bag and boil a few moments. Dilute so that it will not be too harsh, yet 

leave it quite strong. Paint with it the afflicted parts, and in ten minutes 

wash off with soft tepid water and annoint with vaseline. Repeat two or 

three times, or till a cure is effected. 

MoRE DvsPEPSIA IN ENGLAND THAN IN A~ŒRICA-Doctors say that 

Americans rush too much and eat too fast, but when they are asked for 

figures they can't show 'ern. On the contrary, the English, who never 

rush, and who eat as though they had all day to a meal, suffer with dys

pepsia 28 per cent. more than Americans, and the average age at which 

business men die is five percent. below the hu tling Yankee. 

CuT 'l HE CHILDREN's HAIR.-'' flfolhtr," Boston.-The only way tG keep 

a boy's hair healthy, says a New York expert on hair, is to eut at regular 

intervals, keeping it at a reasonable leng th, so that it may cover his head 

and protect it from cold or draughts without im posing any burd en on it. 

Boys with exceptionally lusty and strong hair rnight P.mploy the Fauntle

roy long style of dressing it without injury, but to the average youngster 

it was certain to bring sorne result in the way of an impairrnent of the 

hirsute growth. The direct effect uf too long hair was to exhaust the only 

secretions of the hair itself, and so destroy its vitality. It also irnposed a 
drag on the little bulb or root by which each hair is fastened in the ~calp. 

When this bulb is injured the healthy lile uf the hair is at an end. It 

ceases to lubricate it elf, and grows dry and brittle, and at last falls out. 

Even when not actually dead, it is so weakened that a slight pull or 

drag in combing it will bring it out. The cutting of human hair, and 

e pecially in children, has the sarne foundation and reason as the pruning 

of vine. and trees and the clipping of grass. It prevents the sap from 

being di tributed over too extensive a surface, and by concentrating its 

circulation strengthens the parts to which it is applied. It is true that the 
female hair will endure being worn at greater length than the male be-
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cause of its structure. 1t is fincr in fiber, and the same amount of 

natural sap in it goes a grea ter wa;. But little girls wou ld be bel ter off 

for having their hair regularly ~ri rn med u p to a certain age. Y ou '"ill 

notice that where little girls h1.vc in childhood worn long and heavy hair, 

and csrecia1ly when it h~s been artificially curh•d, in aùult age they often 

exhibit a seant y and frequ ently an unhealthy crop. Hyon "ill show me 

a woman ·with thin hair or non e at ali 1 will undertake in nine cases out 

of ten to di~cover for you th1t in h e r childhood she bad a fine head of it, 

and that she is now payi~1g the penalty for a very corn mon vanity of baby

huod." "According to y our st atem en t, th en," Sfl id the re} 01 ter, "ali 

children's hair should be eut." '' Yes. That of the fcmale child need 

not be kept short cnough to d eprive hcr of its picturesque effect, but it 

should c.ertainly not be allo\\'ed iLs 1utu rai growth, because it will su rely 

run to scecl if it i.:;. If it is Jeft to itself the end;; will be fou nd to dry and 

split, and the roots thc~selves be sooner or later serionsly affected. 

As for boys, the Little Lord Fauntleroy maniais as great an injury to him 

as it is a humbu~ and a farce upon public sentiment. If 1 had my way 

I woulù take a pair of sheu~ and make a raid on that whole crowd of 

Iong-haired youngsters out there, and tLe time would come when they 

would thank me for it. They look prelty, it IS true-too pretty for boys, 

I tbink. But prettiness is a costly luxur.v when it is purchased at the ex

pense of future health." 
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( BY l\1. L. HOLBROOK, 1\I. D.) 

(SPECIAL FOR HERALD OF HEALTH). 

THERE are many diseases affiicting the race, but none more to be 
dreaded than consumption of the lungs, or phthisis pulmonalis, and for 
man y rea sons. 

1. It is to be dreaded on account of its frequency and fatality. 
2. It is to be dreaded on account of the protracted suffering it causes 

and the painful sympathy of friends, who are often powerless to help, ex
cepting to a slight extent. The weakness is a distressing feature, the 
coughing is hard to bear and often racks the debilitated organism almost 
beyond endurance. The difficulty of full and perfect respiration causes 
what may perhaps not inappropriately be termed a continuons partial 
suffocation, or deprivation of air, so necessary to fill and complete life and 
health. 

3· It is a disease which in a majority of ca es unfits one for the dutîes 
of life except in a minor degree. If it occurs early the person could 
never with propriety marry or become the parent of children, for they 
might inherit a weak or defective organism and a tendency to the same 
di~:ease, and be a perpetuai. care if they survived infancy. 
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4. It is a disease causing much expense, which m a majority of cases 
the patient can ill afford to bear. The loss of strength prevents one from 
engaging in remunerative labor and others must support hirn. Medical 
fees, medicines, better food and constant care, and perhaps travel or dwell
ing in a foreign land, must be provided for often out of a purse not well 

filled. 
5· It is an insidious disease often, indeed almost always becorning 

more or less firmly established before the patient and friends are willing 
. to admit that it is anything more tban a cold, a disease of the throat or 
sorne trivial derangement of the respiratory passages, which will soon pass 

away. 
6. It is without doubt contagious, and there is danger of conveying it 

to others ; perhaps those the patient loves and would on no account harrn, 
or perhaps to strangers, whom they have never seen and have no right to 

injure. 
7· It is a disease most difficult to cure, only now and then in the past 

has one once in its embrace ever escaped, and even in more recent times 
it is beginning to yield to treatment, yet the best methods are only par

tially known and not very successful. 
These are sorne but not all of the reasons wh y consumption is a disease 

to be dreaded, and I may add, to be dreaded more than even small pox 
or cholera. The latter are indeed terrible, but they are of short duration 
and far less fatal than the former, and, taken a11 together, causes less 

suffering. 
NATURE OF THE DISEASE. 

The true nature of consum ption and its causes has only recently been 
discovered. It is very true that Laennac as long a go as I 8 r 9, in his 
masterly and philosophical and classical work on the chest, did much 
to give to the world a true knowledge of its character, and the direction 
which he gave to its study has been the basis of most that has since been 
done. Since the publication of his work the term phthisis pulmonalis, or 
consumption, has been used only to denorninate a disease of the lungs 
in which there were particular morbid productions known as tubercles. 
Previous to his tirne, the term consurnption included severa) affections of 
the lungs and throat, largely catarrhal in their nature, such as bronchitis, 
chronic pneurnonia, a chronic cough of any kind, laryngial catarrh, 
etc., etc. These diseases require a different treatment, and are qui te 
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generally curable. It is their cure which the quacks, who prey on human 
credulity and rob man and woman of their bard earnecl money, use to 
bolster up their medicines. 

The nature of tubercle is worthy of mention. It is a very small tumor, 
often as small as a pin head or pea, and now •a11d then, especial]y when 
several of them corn bine, as large as a mar ble, a chestnut, or even, 
though rarely, larger. They are insulated, of a light yellowish color, 
opaque, and when rubbed between thefingers are brittle and easily crushed, 
or pulverisecl to a powder. It has been described as resembling old cheese, 
both in appearance and consistence. In this stage they are crude and 
immature. 

After being once formed, tubercles go on increasing in size, losing 
their hardness un til they become a fluid mass of pus, wbich breaks through 
into the air passages and is expectorated or expelled by an act of cough
ing. Examination with the microscope we find abundant pus corpuscles 
and more or less fragments of the elastic connecting tissue fibres which 
give to these organs their gn::at elasticity. The result of their breaking 
down of living substance is the formation of ulcerons cavities, which, like a 
boil, continue to discharge matter, that finds its way into the air passages 
and is coughed up. 

These cavities enlarge, ex tend into other cavities, and soon the substance 
of the lungs is so far consumed as to rendcr them unfit for performing the 
functions of respiration, when the patient dies. It is simply a process or 
decay of the lungs, organs as necessary of the heart or brains. 

( To be contz'nued ) 

MAN NOT A FLESH EATINC ANIMAL . 

(FOR THE HERALD OF HEALTH.) 

I HAVE received from Miss B. Lindsay, the editor of the Vegefarùm 
fliessenger, the text of an interesting paper delivered by that lady in 
l\Ianchester upon the subject that heads this article. While not agreeing 
with ali ber conclusions, I believe that, in the interests of good health and 
good living, sorne of ber theories as therein advanced will prove of no 
little interest. Says Miss Lindsay : 
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PEOPLE WHO KNOW NO BETTER 

tell us that human teeth are adapted for eating fiesh. Now the idea of sug
gesting that the human animal has teeth adapted for fiesh-eating, to any 
one who has ever studied an eleinentary text-book of comparative anatorny, 
is calculated to turn the haïr gray. Medical and scientific testimonies in 
favor of Vegetarianism tell you what Cuvier said with regard to man's 
teeth. This was one of those things in which Cuvier was weil in front of 
his time; and he gave no uncertain dictum on that point. Y ou will say, 
however, that comparative anatomy has very much changed since the 
ti me of Cuvier. It has, of course, from a theoretical point of view, been 
entirely reconstructed. The theories of Darwin, the facts of embryology 
established by many illustrious co-workers and made known to this coun
try chiefiy by Professor Balfour and the school he founded, have com
pletely changed the aspect of anatomical science; but they have changed 
it in a direction which is favorable to Vegetarianism. They have ex
ploded many old superstitions which require to be cleared away. 

LET US SEE WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES 

in teeth, and how these differences are indicative of different kinds of diet. 
Considering the formation of teeth from the comparative anatomist's point 
of view, that is to say from the point of view of one who believes that the 
different existing types of animais have been derived by successive varia
tions from a common ancestor in sorne lower type, we find that the 
primitive type of vertebrate teeth is exhibited in sorne fishes of the shark 
kind in which the teeth exist in rows on rows, all alike in pattern, and 
arranged in a spiral order. The shark, unlike the Vegetarian, has a great 
deal of use for its teeth ; and its front teeth get worn away. They are 
then replaced by those in the next ro\v, so that there is a constant succes
sion of teeth in the mou th of such a fish. \Ve, from an anatomist's point 
of view, inherit something of tbat arrangement. We have no longer the 
spiral arrangement of teeth in unlimited rows-some of us wish '\-Ve bad
but we have tw:o sets of tee th, succeeding one another, which are sufficient 
to show the rudiment of what existed in our aquatic ancestors. The 
higher vertebrates have not teeth ali alike~ like the shark, but have teeth 
of different patterns, incisors, canines, premolars and molars, each being, 
as we believe, modified from a common type. Of these the canines and 
incisors, molar~ and prernolars, may, broadly speaking, be respeclirely 
classed together as very much alike. The front teeth bite, and the back 
teeth chew. 
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NOW, THE ACTION OF BITI,NG 

is pre tt y much the sa me, whatever is the thing bi tten ; but the action of 
chewing is very different, according to whether the fo0d is flesh, grass, or 
grain and fruit, these respectively requiring to be torn, chopped, or 
chewed. Accordingly, it is the ?J?olar teeth that show the nature of the 
diet; those of the carnivora have sharp cusps, which interlock like tbe 
toothed valves of a shel1-fi~h; those of the herbivora have somewhat flat 
crowns, u ually with sharp straight ridges; but those of the frugivora 
have cusps moderately rounded and rather opposed than interlocking. 
The canine teeth are modified, not so much with a view to eating as with 
a view to fighting; the carnivora have them well developed, since they 
have to worry their prey before they eat it; but there are sorne animais 
which are strictly vegetable feeders, \Yhich have long tusk-like canines : 
and these are animais that fight each other. Bence it happens that the 
lar~e apes, those typical Vegetarians, have canine teeth very much longer 
than those of man, necessita ting that gap in the opposite row of teeth 
which, as we have already seen, i the only thing which distinguishes the 
dentition of the ape from our own. For the apes have a custom which at 
one time was very prevalent among the hu man race, a custom which laid 
the foundation of that feeling which we so rn uch admire-chivalry; that 
is to say, the gen t]emen fought each other with a view to winning the 
favor of the ladies by victory, their chief weapons for this purpose being 
the canine teeth. For this reason, and for this reason only, they have 
that long pointed canine tooth. Similar instances are to be found among 
the ruminants. 

THE STRUCTURE OF :\lAN, 

as a whole, is that of a frugivorous animal, for the structure of the .stomach 
and intestines also resembles neither that of the carnivora nor that of the 
herbivora, but that of the apes. . Why has he ever changed and departed 
from the fruaivorous practice? Ali ani mals are subject to change, accord
ing to the conditions of existence around them ; and sorne animais have 
changed f1Jr the better. From the strncture of man we may conclude 
that he originated in a warm and genial climate. This, indeed, is agreed 
by everybody, for our Bible Christian friends, in describing Eden, and 
Haeckel postulating for the origin of mankind the existence of a contin
ent now sunk beneath the tropical sea, both agree in an Oriental climate 
for the cradle of mankind. Now, when man migrated, from whatever 
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cause, to colder climates, he would find in their scanty herbage and meagre 

fruits but poor sustenance compared with the nourishing cereals and fruits 

of the warmer countries whence he came; and before agriculture was 

perfected he bad recourse to animal food to supply the balance of proteids 

in which a diet of herbs and bramble fruits would be sadly deficient. 

Now, however, that agriculture bas become an art, and we have plenty 

of grains, pulses and all the best products of the vegetable kingdom, 

Vegetarians claim that man, no longer driven by the force of hunger to 

feed on animal foods, ought to return to his primitive food. 

And here, dismissing the so-called anatomical argument against Vege

tarianism, I come to the most common physiological argument that is 

brought against Vegetarianism. People say : ''Man became carnivorous 

because it was an advantage to have a larger proportion of the proteid 

constituents of food than is supplied by vegetable products; if you return 

to a vegetable diet, you will suffer from an insufficiency of proteid food." 

I shall not need to deal so full y with the physiological argument, for the 

other side of the question has been stated in a far better manner than 

could be done in any statement I might make; it bas been 

FULLY EXPLAINED BY A NON-VEGETARIAN, 

who is a high authority on matters of dietetics. I allude to Prof. 

Church's Food Grains of Inàia. ln this the author does not even consider 

it necessary to explain to the reader that the vegetable kingdom supplies 

all that is necessary for the support of hu man life; the educated reader, 

for whom a technical handbook like this is intended, being expected to 

be fully aware of this fact. Not to weary you with figures, I may state 

broadly, that, taking Playfair's estima te, given in his tract on the ''Food 

of Man in the Relation to this Useful Work," of the right proportion of 

proteid foods to the whole of the food, Church's figures show that many 

cereals and pulses supply about this proportion; and no one will doubt, 

after comparison of Playfair's dietaries with those given by other observers, 

that the optimum proportion as stated by him is considerably above what is 

necessary for the maintenance of strength. A number of the food-grains 

of India present, in Prof. Church's terms, a nutrient ratio, i.e., a pro

portion of the nitrogen compounds to the carbon compounds of the food, 

which is approximately a ratio of 1 to 5 ; and numbers of others present a 

value not very far behind. Our own pulses and cereals are in many re_ 

spects comparable, although they differ in not presenting so great a 

variety of kinds. 
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WE HEAR ALL SORTS 

of speculations about the man of the future-he is to be a dwarf, bald, 
toothless; his mighty intellect is to be the only fully-developed part of 
him. Now I do not recommend Vegetarianism to you because it will 
enable this feeble type of creature to go on existing, instead of becoming 
gradually extinct owing to prolonged dyspepsia. I do not approve of 
people allowing themselves to approximate to so feeble a type. The 
persan who is dyspeptic-I use the word dyspepsia, in this connection, 
in the wider sense of any failure of the alimentary functions-is, in asense, 
as rouch disgraced as the man who is drunk. It is a crime to be dyspep
tic, for there is nothing that causes so rouch of human misery as dyspepsia, 
and the intemperance, the ill-temper, and domestic squabbles which it 
gives rise to. The majority of the human race in civilized countries con
struct for themselves all the obstacles that lie between themselves and 
happiness. Vegetarianism is, at least to those of gouty tendencies, an 
antidote for bad temper; so it does something to decrease the unhappi
ness of mankind. But there would be sense in mending matters at both 
ends ; that is to say, if the town populations, instead of being content 
with merely altering their diet, would go to the root of these evils and 
take more exercise. It is well to avoid what is not the best possible food, 
but still a man in robust heàlth ought to be able to digest al most anything 

SHORT OF ARSENIC OR TENPE~NY NAILS ! 

I do not think that the man of the future should be allowed to degenerate 
at the rate our prophets predict. The man of the future-and of course 
I include in my mention of him the woman of the future, for the two are 
not, as sorne people seem to think, inimical and opposing classes-the 
man of the future will be, I hope, rouch superior in physical development 
to the man of the present. I look upon a stronger physical frame as the 
only means to a higher intellectual development; and I hope the man of 
the future, possessing at once the stronger frame and the higher intellect, 
will be so far sensitive to a higher morality that he will find it impossible 
to use animals for food, not because such food does not agree with him, 
but because it does not agree with what he thinks is right. In that "City 
of Man" to which we look forward in the future, where the human race 
developed to its physical best will also be developed to its moral best. the 
'' man of the future" will be, I think, a Vegetarian. 

EDGAR VANDERBILT, M. D. 
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SOME FACTS CONCERNINC CANCER. 

[ BY R. ALLAN, III. D.] 

CANCER is said to have its germ, but the history of cancer, dealt with on 
the broadest basis, militates agaimt the ièea in question . ., That cancer 
can be taken by one person from another I s~ould ndt like to utterly 
den y, for who would deny that poison will poison? Cleanliness and &an
itation, temperance and caution, are antagonistic to disease germs, yct 
cancer marches steadil y on. It th rives und er conditions least likely to 
favor the development of germs, and is curable by remedies which aim at 
things other than these, as, for instance, the nervous system. 

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF C,\NCER 

opposes the germ theory, and illustrates to a considerable degree the true 
origin of the disease. vVhatever germs may be, and whatever they may 
have to do with cancer, there are other factors more worthy of consider
ation. vVe must look to constitutional states and dynamic change. In 
regions where cancer is un known• it has, so testifies a surgeon of my ac
quaintance, made its appearance in strong, robust men used to fresh air 
and active life-men who have spent all, or nearly all, their lives away 
from persons having the disease. The sole cause he could discover was 
the 

HOT STEIII OF A TOBACCO PIPE 

which had been used a long time. The tobacco might have had some
thing to do with the disease. How's that for the germ theory? I have 
known very delicate people who were exposed to all the contagion of open 
cancer, yet they never developed it, and so of various other germ theury 
diseases. Women with cancerous breasts have, to my own personal 
knowledge, allowed their children to suck at the diseased parts, deriving 
their sustenance therefrom, and from the breast on the other side. Can
cerous women have also given birth to children, yet in neither case have 
I known the children to ever show signs of the disease. 

IF CANCER IS SOLELY CAUSED BY GERMS, 

the fact stated is more than a marvel. Y et the employment of disinfect
ants in cases of open or discharging cancer is advisable. People will 
find that the higher the life they lead the less cancer will torment them. 
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The children of healtby, moral people, living in healthful surrounding~, 
have shown cancer (glioma) soon after birth. Germs, as ordinarily un
derstood, seem rather out of place here-circumstances are against them. 

AN ORDI~ARY DOCTOR 

has, 1 believe, hardly a single good remedy for cancer. To give ease he 
relies on opiates, sedatives, and the like, but they do not cure or stop the 
growth. The knife, as witness the results of most operations, is net 
very reliable, even in the early stages; it is often positively InJurious, 
causing the disease to evolve with remarkable rapidity, but used syn
chronously with other things it may be an excellent thing. Not long 
since I took with the knife a rapidly formed cancerous mass from a sea
man's bowels, and under the influence of sorne carefully applied reme
dies he has done very weil. 

THE CAUTERY IS NOT A VERY EFFICACIOUS REl\lEDY 

for cancer, but caustics have sometimes done good in this disease when 
superficial. I know of severa! radical cures being effected by them. 
Arsenic bas often been applied as a caustic; it has been the chief element 
of many a quack compound, but is dangerous. Bromine is a good caus
tic, and if sufficiently diluted may be useful in other ways. A young 
surgeon I knew out in Mexico tried, for sorne reason or other, the fer
mented juice of the fruit of the papaya tree. My information of his 
mode of procedure is rather meagre. He 

INJECTED THE SUBSTANCE INTO THE TUl\IOR 

with a syringe, as weil towards the edge as at the core, in small quantities 
and with moderate frequency. It caused softening and wasting. It was 
useful in retarding development. My own opinion is that it may be use
fui in grappling with the disease locally, but ou.5ht to be used concur
rently with internai remedies aiming at the cachexia. It is no child's 
remedy, and people ought not to tinker themselves with it. To con
elude, let me say that such experience as I have had, and much that I 
have seen recorded, prove cancer to be often curable. 
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DRUNKENNESS FROM COFFEE. 

DR. MENDEL of Berlin calls attention to the use of coffee in a manner 

to make his remarks of importance. The inebriety of coffee, if not as 

dangerous to others, may be as harmful to its subject as alcoholism, and 

generally leads to it. Dr. Mendel's studies have covered Germany, but 

he has given spe:;ial observation to the great working force in the gun 

factories at Essen, where wages are high and employment uninterrupted, 

and a comparative degree of luxury is within the reach of all. The peo

ple of Essen drin.k immense quantities of coffee, bringing the average for 

a large portion of them up to a pound a week, many men taking much 

more than that. The result is a form of neurosis, in which the nerves 

are disturbed in a degree and manner approaching that which accompa

nies delz'rium tremens. Intoxication is followed by gloom and sleeples!:l

ness, and about all the disorders characteristic of acute nervous derange

ment, added to a ha te for work. As in the use of alcohol or opium, tem

porary relief can be had by more and stronger coffee, by tine

tares of coffee formed by crushing the berries in spirits; but the cure of 

a confirmed coffee drunkard is next to unknown, unless the final change 

to alcoholism be counted as a cure. 

Troubles of this nature, says the New York Sun, commenting on the 

above facts, are said to be much more widely spread than one would 

think from the immediate evidence. Most of the stages of excessive cof

feeism are too obscure to be apparent. And they are increasing. Tea 

is merely a weaker agent of the same sort, so that in fact there is no such 

thing as a eup which cheers without inebriating. Moderation must be 

the law for tea and coffee as for alcohol. 

HOW TO HAVE COLD WATER WITHOUT ICE. 

lT is well known by those who have only a smattering of scientific ex

perimental knowledge that rapid evaporation produces cold. It is upon 

this principle that all ice machines are made. The inhabitants of all hot 

countries know how to cool their drinking water, even in the hottest 

weather, if there is sufficient movement in the air to cause even a gentle 

breeze. They fill a porous vessel with water, leaving it in a draught Of 
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air, and in a little while the water in the vesse! is cold and refreshing to 
the palate. A gentleman of experimental turn of mind, so situated that 
the delivery of ice at his rooms would be more a source of trouble than 

convenience, and familiar with Mexican methods of cooling water, has 
been enjoying 

THE LUXURY OF COLD WATER 

even during the torrid weather of the past few days. He thought at first 
that he would depart somewhat from the primitive method, therefore pro
cured an ordinary bean pot, glazed on the inside-one of the big-bellied 

ones with a narrow mouth-and filled it with water. Then he covered 
this with an unglazed tlower pot upside down. This worked fairly well, 

but it necessitated the constant wetting of the two earthenwares, which 
was an inconvenience; it called for the expenditure of too much time. 
therefore he discarded the bean pot, plugged up the drainage hole in the 

flower pot, and filled the pot with water. Then he covered the pot 

WITH AN ORDINARY TEA PLATE, 

set it in a larger plate on three little blacks, so as to have free circulation 
of air all around the pot. The refrigerating apparatu~, complete and 

fully primed, was set on the window sill, not exposed to the sun, where 
there was a strong draught. He bas bad good cool water ever since 
without the slightest expenditure for ice. Curious to know the difference 
between the temperature of the water and the air of his room, he placed 

a thermometer in the water on a hot day. A thermometer in the room 
registered 8o degrees, while the mercury in the water rose to only a little 
above so degrees. Anybody can have water cold enough for refreshing 

drink by adopting this plan. 

THE HuMAN BoDY lNSENSITIVE To MAGNETISM.-The most careful ex

periments have shawn, says a medical authority, that the human body i~ 
as completely insensitive to magnetism, and as wholly unaffected by it, as 
a piece of ru bber or of wood. A persan may stand between tte 
poles of the strongest magnet, one of which might hold up a ton 0f 

iron, without the slightest perceptible effects upon any of the bodily func
tions being produced. Hence, all so-called magnetic appliances, 
brushes or combs, disks, belts and magnets, have absolutely no curative 

pow~r whatever. 
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AN INTERNATIONAL VECETARIAN CONCRESS. 

EmTOR oF HERALD oF HEALTH.-Dear Sir: I heg to inform you that 

an International Vegetarian Congress will be held on the 1 1 th, 1 zth and 

13th of Septernber next, in the Memorial Hall, London, when it ishoped 
that a goodly gathering of Vegeta rians will be present from ali parts of 
the world. Vegetarianism has now become one of the questions of the 

day, and it has been thought good that its representatives should meet 

together in conference as to the best mode of advancing the cause, etc. 
I arn instructed by the Council to invite the assistance and presence at 

the Conference of all Vegetarians and sympathizers with our cause, and 
shall be pleased to send formal Invitation Cards, with programme of 

proceedings, to anyone applying for same. 
I shall esteem it a favor if you will kindly make the above known in 

the columns of your valuable paper. I am, yours faithfully, 
R. E. O'CALLAGHAN. 

London, June 27th. Hon. Sec'y. 

OUR RULES FOR GOOD HEALTH. 

1. Be regular in your habits. 
2. If possible go to bed at the same hour every night. 
3· Rise in the morning saon after you are awake. 
4· A sponge bath of cold or tepid water should be followed by friction with 

towel or hand. 
5· Eat plain food. 
6. Begin your morning meal with fruit. 
7· Don't go to work immediately after eating. 
53. Be moderate in the use of liquids at all seasons. 
9· It is safer to filter and boil drinking water. 

10. Exercise in the open air whenever the weather permits. 
11. In malaria us districts do your walking if' the middle of the day. 
12. Keep the feet comfortable and WPll protected. 
13. Wear woolen clothing the year round. 
14. See that your sleeping rooms and living rooms are well ventilated, and 

that sewer gas does not enter them. 
15. Brush your teeth at least twice a day, night and morning. 
16. Don't worry, it interferes with the healthful action of the stomach. 
17. You must have interesting occupation in vigorous old age. Continue to 

keep the brain active. Rest means rust, 
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EDITOR'S STUDY. 

To Avorn SuNSTROKE. -Sunstroke is one of the afflictions to which 
humanity is liable in summer during the hottest of the weather. Heat 
and moisture together seem to be the conditions most favorable to its 
occurrence, for moisture in warm air prevents the radiation of heat from 
the body, and thermal fever, or sunstroke, as it is called, is probably an 
overheating of the blood, producing chemical or fermentive changes in it 
which are inimical to health and even to life. \Vhen, therefore, during
the heated term, one who has been exposed to the sun's heated rays in a 
humid atmosphere begins to suffer from headache, gidrliness, nausea and 
disturbance of sight, accompanied with sudden and great prostration of 
the physisal forces, sunstroke is proba bly imminent, observes the Boston 
Herald. If such a one is wise, he will, wnen the symptoms above given 
m:Inifest themselves, immectiately seek a cool place and make use of sorne 
simple restoratives, such as aromatic ammonia, &c., and he may avoid 
further trouble; but if he persists with his business, he will doubtless 
soon become ill, which illness usually takes the form of heat exhaustion, 
beat apoplexy, or genuine sunstroke, the thermie fever of sorne writers. 
Those who are exhausted by the heat have a cool, moist skin, a rapid, 
weak pulse and respiration movement, and the pupil of the eye is dilated. 
In fact, the symptoms are those of collapse. These patients will probably 
re~over promptly, an event which may be hastened by the use of a tonie 
and restorative treatment. Those who suffer from heat apoplexy fre
quently become unconscious at the outset. The heart and breathing ap
paratus are not markedly disturbed, and the pupil may be normal, but 
unconsciousness deepens, the case run::; on to a fatal termination. An 
artery has been broken in the brain, and the poured out blood pressing 
on the nerve centres brings about the fatal event. 

A treatment calculated to draw the blood from the brain to the extrem
ities, hot foot baths, bleedings, &c., promises to be the most useful in 
such cases. The thermie fever patient is unconscious and convulsed, and 
his body temperature may be 108 degrees Fahrenheit-that is about 10 

degrees above normal. The skin of this patient feels as though it would 
burn your hand when laid thereon. In this case the thorough and 
prompt application of cold is needed. lee to the head and cold water to 
the body generally will be in arder. .Medical advice and assistance 
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should be promptly had in either of the two cases last referred to. Com

plete recovery from sunstroke is rare, the brain being permanently crip

pled or affected in many cases. Residence in a cold climate, it is said, 

affords most hope for such patients. 

H EAT AND THE GROWTH oF THE HAIR.-lt is generally understood 

that the hair and nails grow faster in hot weather than in cold ; but, per

haps, few are aware that any temperature can impart so great a stimulus 

to the growth as Colonel Pejevalsky, the Russian traveller, says the Cen

tral Asian heat did during his journey in those regions in the summer of 

1889. In June the ground and the air became excessively hot, so great, 

indeed, asto render travel in the daytime impossible. \Vithin a fort

night after this oppressive weather began it was noticed that the hair and 

beard of ali the party was growing with astonishing rapidity, and strangest 

of ali, sorne youthful Cossacks, whose faces were perfectly smooth, devel

oped respectable beards within the short period of 20 days. 

A CENTENARIAN DANCING.-There is a gay and festive old lady of 103 

years, at Etrepagny, in the Department of the Eure, France, who danced 

and frisked about as if she were a merry maiden of sweet seventeen when 

ber friends went to wish her health and happiness the other morning, on 

the occasion of ber b1rthday anniversary. Mme. Nourry is the said cen

tenarian, and was born at Songeons, in the Department of the Oise, at or 

about the time when people were talking of that famous diamond neck

lace given by Cardinal de Rohan to Queen Marie Antoinette, which was 

afterward worked into an exciting volume of fiction by the eider Dumas, 

and when Calonne was beginning to give trouble to poor Louis XVI. 

and his Finance 1\finister, Necker. Mme. Nourry has probably troubled 

her head very little at any time of her life about these historical episodes, 

for she has for many years been engaged in agricultural pursuits, her hus

band, who is long ago dead, having been a farmer. Until about four 

years ago the aged widow used to take her butter, eggs, and poultry to 

the Gisors Market. She is still in full possession of ali her faculties, is 

able to see without spectacles, has an excellent appetite and temper, and 

romped on the green during her birthday fête with the most agile of the 

young folks. 

WHAT rs "HEART FAILURE" ?-People at large have been rather accus

tomed to make light of the words '' heart failure," as they read them day 

after day assigned as the cause of dea th. They ask w hy it would not be 
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ju tas well to designate the phrase "lack of breath." Sorne doctors, 
however. have been interviewed on the subject, and make out something 
more of a case than the laity have suspected. It is a way men familiar 
with a subject have of surprising those who are not. They say, in sub
stance, that where the heart bas long been affectE'd sorne severe disease 
may so reduce the general strength that the already weakened organ gives 
out, and the patient dies. Or an acute disease may in its progress cause 
sudden weakness or other ailment of the heart, which therefore succumbs. 
In such instances the disease does not kill directly, and the words heart 

failure properly describe the immediate cause of death. 

A VERY POPULAR FALLACY is that profuse perspiration is weakening. The 
best reply, perhaps, to this supposition is a reference to the men engaged 
at gas works, to the puddlers in the manufacture of iron, to the sugar 
boilers, and to ali whose daily Jabor is of the severest bodily description. 
l\1any of these work stripped to the waist. The perspiration pours off in 
such quantity as often to make a pool at their feet, yet these men are the 
perfection of health and strength. They have no encumbering fat, are 
free from colds and nearly every disease. Again, it is well known how 
gymnasts, pedestrians and oarsmen induce profuse perspiration while 
training, and yet they do not lose their strength or limit their powers of 

endurance. 
HoT WEATHER DRINKs.-Weary workers often do much damage to 

their system by drinking copiously of ice cold water, milk or other bev
erages. A farm lad came in the other day from the harvest field and 
threw him elf face downward, and drank as much as. he could from a 
cold spring. In three hours he was dead. \Vhenever overheated the 
bands and face should first be bathed and cold water poured upon the 
wrists. Then drink a very little at a time until you feel refreshf'd. Eight 
or ten minutes are none too long to sup a glass of water or milk. l\Iilk 
should be taken even slower than water, in order that the saliva may have 
a chance to mingle with it while swallowing. A glass of milk taken at 
one draught bas a detrimental effect on the digestion, outside of the fact 
that it may chili the stomach. The ideal way is through a straw. \Vater 
with an addition of sugar, and the pure juice of the fruit in season, is the 
best drink for most people; like the old-fashioned unfermented currant 
\vine, for instance. A tablespoonful of good raspberry vinegar to a glass 
of water is cooling and refreshing. To cool, refresh and strengthen at the 
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same time, we have found nothing equal to an egg phosphate. An egg is 
beaten. a spoonful of acid phosphate is added and bath beaten again and 
then add sorne soda water. Whenever you drink, drink slowly. 

BuTTERl\IILK AS A SrcK-Foon.-1. Burney Yeo, of London, in Brz!ùlt 
illedz.col :Journal, makes sorne right interesting observations on food for 
the sick. He says among other things: "I will ask you at the same time 
to consider the use of 'buttermilk' as an inval id food, not so largely used 
in this country as in Germany, but calcu1ated, I believe, to be of service 
in many cases of ~astric difficulty. It is highly acid from the presence of 
lactic acid, and it con tains the casein of milk in a very finely divided form. 
I hwe known dyspeptic patients to live upon it in comfort for consider
'ab1e periods at a time, taking only a little thin water biscuit besicles." 

[Our Southern doctors have known this for years and used it in practice. 
-Di.xù Doc/or. J 
A~ ENJOYABLE DAY ALL AROUND.-The doctors ate their annual dinner 

yesterday with that hearty disregard of dietetic that characterizes the prufes
sionongala occasions. The doctor who says ''You must leave off 
smoking, sir," is al ways the first to Iight a post-prandial cigar ; and the 
author of the latter interesting treatise on food reform goes steadily 
through the bill of fare and would eat the colopnon if it were edible. For 
one day in the year the doctors get away from their patients, and how they 
do enjoy tbemselves! So do the patients.-Bos/on Transcript. 

NATURE's DEMA~D FOR A HoLIDAY.-Weariness, says The Hospital, is 
generally a physiological "ebb tide" which time and patience will con
vert into a flow. The checks that many a man draws on his physiologi
ca1 resources are innumerable, and, as the resources are strictly limited, 
Iike any other orclinary banking account, it is very easy to bring about a 
balance on the wrong side. One day's holiday in the week and one or 
two months in the year for those who work exceptionally hard usually 
brirtg the credit balance to a highly favorable condition; and thus with 
care and management physiological solvency is secured and maintained. 
But a physiological fortune is as good a thing, or even a better thing, than 
a money fortune. Stored resources, weil invested, keep the minci easy 
and the body youthful. If, however, a man have not these, but only 
enough of strength to go on steadily from day to clay, he should watch 
carefully against excessive weariness. A feeling of prostration is the dark 
thunder cloud that portends a change in the atrnosphere. Health, Iike 
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weather, may ''break; " and 'vhen once it is broken nobody knows when 
the barometer will mark. ''set fair" again. \Veariness, coming on in 
the ordinary course of work, without any special and temporary cause, is 
nature's demand for an immediate holiday. As nothina in the world can 

properly satisfy hunger except food, so no dru~ or stimulant of any kind 

except rest can restore the weary to energy and health. 

SojŒ FACTS AnouT ÜBESITY.-Übesity, or corpultnce. says a standard 
authority, is inconsistent with perfect health. A deciJed tendency to 

superftuous fat confticts with the tendency to muscle, and weak muscles 
mean a weak heart-for the heart is merely a hollow muscle-and weak 

organs generally. Every athlete gets rid of superfluous fat before meet

ing his antagonist. Every corpulent woman complains of being easily 
exhausted. Somelimes obesity is a serious disease in itself, bringing the 
barly to a monstrous size. Sorne people inherit a fat-forming tendency, 

as others inherit a tendency to excessive leanness; both conditions are to 

a certain extent independent of the food eaten, but in much the greater 

number of cases the cause of obesity may be traced to the person's 
habits. The body needs fat no less than muscle and nerve. Fat serves 

as a protection against a tao sudden lowering of a bodily temperature. It 
con tribu tes to roundness and beauty of form. It enters largely into the 

composition of varions parts. It is a storehouse of nourishment when the 
normal supply is eut off by de titution or disease; the system does not 
draw upon the muscular and other tissues until the fat is exhausted. 

Renee nature has made ample provision for its normal production. The 
cells can elaborate fat from any kind of food, but far more readily from 

sorne kinds than from others. It should be understood that in the kind 
of food, rather than in the quanti ty, is the cause of the formation of exces
sive fat to be sought, and those who have a natural tendency to become 

corpulent can counteract it best by regular and vigorous exercise. Tho e 
who are becoming alarmed by their growing obesity should follow rigidly 

the necessary rules as to food and exercise in the open air; but it is very 
important that the reduction of the superfluous fat should be gradua! . 
... ad results may otherwise follow. The muscular tissues themselves may 

bè wasted. As the fat diminishes, there will be a relaxation of the n1les 

o[ diet, but unless they are stiJl followed to sorne extent there will be a 

recurrence of the trou ble. 
The corpulent should avoid medicines that promise to reduce their 

obesity. Such drugs do their work only at the expense of the general 

health. 
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WOMEN AND THE HOUSEHOLD. 

CONDUCTED BY HELEN FLETCHER. 

Is SrcK-NURSING UNHEALTHY ?-Sick-nursing, the Hospt!al fears, is going 

to prove an unhealthy occupation. It is a very comrnon thing nowadays 

to rneet nurses in the street, and the observant doctor cannot but notice 

how pale and anremic many of them look. No one need be surprised 

that large numbers of nurses are so pale and bloodless. Their life is for 

the most part spent indoors; and indoor life. is bound to produce anremia 

sooner or later. Mo.reover, the work of a nurse is an•xious, responsible, 

solitary. She eats ali her rneals alone or in the presence of a sick person. 

She is net at home in the kitchen, and is seldom welcomed as a member 

of the family upstairs. She has long hours of work, short periods ofre

laxation, and is often disturbed in her sleep. Many ernployers look upon 

her as a kind of eight-day clock, which, if periodically wound up, ought 

to ''go" for ever. How can she be ti red-is she not a nurse? How 

can she have a poor appetite-is she not a nurse? Why should she have 

a headache and be depressed in spirits after a sleepless night-is she not 

a nurse? There are hundreds of people who seern to think that because 

a woman is a nurse, therefore she is no longer a woman, but a kind of 

cast-iron machine, or, as we have said, an eight-day clock, wound up, 

and by the nature of the case warranted to "go." \Vhat is undoubtedly 

now required is ready and efficient means of securing rest for a nurse 

before she is broken down and ill. That she will break down and be ill 

is certain if she keeps on long enough with ber work without rest. That 

she cannot afford to rest, if at the same ti me she has to pay for her own 

lodgings and food, is equally certain. Proper provi ion for trained 

nurses during convalescence and holidays is one of the most urgent wants 

of the times. 

ÜNE vVAY TO CLEANSE A CARPET. -Having dusted and removed such 

articles as can be carried from the room, wring a flannel mop out of hot 

water and wipe the carpet thoroughly, wringing the mop from clean water 

as often as it may become soiled. Now sweep with a clean broom as you 

ordinarily would, and when you have finished you will have a bright, 

clean carpet, with little or no dust, and ali at the expense of a very little 

hard labor. Those who have not tried this method are skeptical about 

its merits, but one trial will convince, says The Sam"tar;' Vohmteer 
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How TO GRACEFULLY DISPOSE OF THE RANDs.-" In arder to be grace-

1 in the disposal of your bands, it is only necessary to get rid of con
ousness about them, and you may accomplü)h this to a surprising 

tent by a very simple gymnastic process. Let them hang lirnply and 

wring them as violently as possible for five minutes, say. This will 
render them unconscious to a great extent, so that you will not be dis· 

turbed for sorne lime after by the excess of feeling in them. Consequently, 

while the effect lasts, you will find yourself at ease about your bands and 
will have no trouble about their management. Y ou will be astonished, 

if you try it, to find how admirably it works. I have recommended it to 
hundreds of people, and they have uniformly found it successful. Do it 

once every day for a month and you will discover that by the mere 

practice of the habit your embarrassment in this regard has been greatly 
diminished. The time to perform the operatioa, obviously, is just before 

you enter a room full of company, though it will not do very weil to be 
found wringing your bands in the vestibule of a bouse to which you have 

been invited, or engage in what may appear to be a frantic exhibition of 

grief in the reception room." 

KEEP Y ouR SrcK FRIEND's FKET \VARM.-A w~ll persan, certainly a 

sick one, should never be allowed to go to bed with cold feet in summer 
or winter. It interferes with sleep as weil as with comfort, and the night's 

rest is not one-half as refreshing as it would be if the feet were warm. 

Rub them vigorously with a ciry coarse towel or bathe them with warm 
water, rub dry and draw on warm loose stockings; or at any time when 
they are cold in bed let a large well stoppered bottle of hot water be 
wrapped in a towel and aiJplied to the feet. This is preferable to the hot 

uons or bricks or soapstones commonly suggested. Botties or jugs of 
water retain the beat rn uch longer, have no sharp corners to injure sensi

tive fie h, and are always clean. A nurse shonld know whether the feet 
of a patient are warm or not, and if she bas any doubt should ascertain 
by feeling them. Nurses have no more rigbt to be delicate of their bands 

than doctors have. Soap, water and brushing will always cleanse them. 
You should remember that persans in sickness do not produce lieat a 
they do in health, and your constant watchfulness in sorne cases is neces

sary every hour, every half hour and in extreme cases constantly. The 
band should be placed over the surface of the body and extremities to 
learn of their condition. Many a patient bas sunk rapidly and died from 
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the want of this precautiOn. It may seem a little thing; it may be a 
little thing at the beginning, but your whole duties are made up of trifle 
and so is perfection, but "perfection is no trifle." The fatal chi Il is most 
apt to occur toward early morning at the period of the lowest temperature 
of the 24 hours, and at the time when the effect of the previous day's diet 
is exhausted. Generally speaking, you may expect that weak patients 
will suffer cold much more in the morning than in the evening. The 
vital powers are much lower. If they are feverish at night, with burning 
bands and feet, they are almost sure to be chilly and shivering in the 
morning. Sorne nurses are too fond of heating the feet warmer at night 
and of neglecting them in the morning when they are busy. Ail these 
things require common sense and care. Y et, perhaps, in no single thing 
is so little common sense shown, in ail ranks, as in nursing. In that side 
of the body affected by a paralytic stroke the temperature is much lower 
than in the other side. Profound occupation of the mind lowers the 
temperature of the body. -Transcript. 

How TO GuiDE THE Hol\Œ.-Housework in moderation is healthy and 
pleasant. It is the want of just such an unemotional vent for their rest
Jess energy that produces many victims of nervous prostration. It is also 
wholly compatible if brought under any proper system, with good intel
lectual work. Moreover, the creating and guiding of a home is the best 
gift the world bas to offer. When one thinks of the flood of bad art and 
second rate literature of the present day, is it not melancholy to reflect 
upon the wasted energy that might have gone into beautiful and helpful 
lives? The education is costly, indeed, wh ose priee is the woman's joy 
in the superintendence of ber home. If she, with ali the incentives of 
love and pride, despises the daily cares that make the comfort of the 
household, how can she expect them to be rightly met by a hired house
keeper, whose only interest is money getting? "No man can serve t\\'O 
masters;" and, therefore, it seems to me self evident that any woman who 
accepts the gift of a home thereby pledges herself to devote to it her best 
service. The neglect of ber first duty and highest privilege cannat lead 
to any true work in other directions. There are women whose God given 
talents require to tread a lonely path. There are many others to whom 
the supreme treasure of a home is denied. But the best work of artist or 
poet or physician will ever spring from the hidden, passionate womanli
ness that appreciates to the full the greatness of the sacrifice or 1oss.
Chrùtz'an Regzsfer. 
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MOTHERS AND THE N URSERY. 

( CONDUCTED BY l\IRS. F. C. PRESSLER.) 

PROPER WEIGHT OF CHILDREN.-A child in the fourth year should be 

three feet high and weigh more than 28 pounds; in the sixth year, three 

and a half feet high, and weigh 42 pounds; in the eighth year, four feet 

high and s6 pounds in weight; at 12 years, five feet in height and 70 

pounds in weight is a fair average. Growth is very irregular in children 

and young people generally ; perhaps two inches may be gained in two 

months, and for the next ten months not another inch, even up to the 

age of ten or twelve years. While growth is thus rapid fatigue is readily 

reduced; during the pause weight is gained, and work or training can go 

on again. 

AcuTE SoRE THROAT.-Among the best remedies for this common 

affection is hot water. It should be applied outside and inside-outside 

by means of flannels wrung out of water as hot as can he borne, applied 

to the throat, and well covered, twice a day, for from fifteen minutes to 

half an hour. Gargle hot water, as hot as can be borne, every fifteen 

minutes or half an hour until relieved, and drink plenty of hot water so 

as to get in a profme perspiration. A few hours of this treatment will 

effect a cure in any simple case. 

To DrsLODGE A FrsH BoNE.-It sometimes happens that a fish bane, 

accidentally swallowed, will remain in the resophagus, and be trouble

sorne. In fact , death has been occasioned by the great irritation of a fish 

bane In such cases, as soon as possible, take four grains of tartar emetic 

dissolved in one-half pint of warm water, and irnmediately after, the 

whites of six eggs. This will not remain in the stomach more than two 

or three minutes, and probably the bane will be ejected with the coagu

Iated mass. If tartar ernetic is not convenient, a spoonful of mustard 

dissolved in milk-warm water and swallowed will answer every purpose 

of the emetic. 

BorL THE hrPURE M ILK.-:vlothers in populous districts of great tO\vns 

may do much toward keeping their babies well if they follow the advice 

of Dr. Charles G. Currier. Dr. Currier says th at milk, ''containing, as 
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it does, the elements of a complete nutrition, affords a favorable medium 
for the multiplication of numerous kinds of bacteria. Scarlet fever and 
other diseases of which the causes are not yet precisely known have been 
conclusively shown to be spread by contaminated milk." The doctor 
s:tys that the average milk sold in cities contains many thousands of bac
teria in each teaspoonful, and that in the same quantity of the worst milk 
there are a million. The only sure way to kill these disease-producing 
b1cteria, the doctor sa ys, is to boil the life out of them. "Cold," the 
doctor admits, "retards greatly the increase of such organisms as may 
have found their way into milk, but the germs of disease can for a long 
ti me retain the ir vitality in rn ilk, even if it be kept as cold as ice." 

Boiling or steaming milk sterilizes it. '' It is uncommonly good city 
milk," the doctor remarks, "which becomes corn pletely sterilized in from 
half an hour to three-quarters of an hour. If impure milk, after being 
steamed for from half an hour to au hour, is not wholly sterilized, and a 
few spores remain alive in it, it will be much more wholesome than be
fore the steaming process, and one can feel confident that, as far as the 
science of the day reveals, no living organisms of disease are present. 
Such milk will, in a cool place, keep for da ys; but if it is desired to keep 
it indefinitely, that purpose can be insured in advance and accomplished 
with certainty only by steaming it for hours, unless the milk is of un
usual purity, most carefully obtained at the dairy, and put in the cleanest 
of containers." 

To the multitude of folks who have to use for feeding their infants 
milk of questionable purity the doctor recommends this simple method 
of sterilization : Pour the milk into a bottle of any size, plugged with 
clean ordinary cotton, and keep it in a steamer or in hot water for at 
least an hour, and th en keep cool un til used. The doc tor adds : ''The 
danger that bacteria will fall in from the air when the milk is poured from 
the large bottle into the nursing bottle is a minor one. It is when they 
swarm in the milk that the bacteria are most to be apprehended, and not 
when they are solitary. Careful instructions should be given to keep the 
botties clean. For soaking the rubber nipple use a three or four percent. 
solution of borie acid." The doctor says babi~s thrive on sterilized milk 
and grow perfectly. 

Dr. Currier strongly advocates the use of boiled or sterilized water as a 
means of preventing disease. He says a large number of laboratory ex-
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periments convinces him that much typhoid, cholera, and Jess severe 

diarrhœal attacks are due to the use of infected waters. The doctor de
clares that ordinary water becomes sterilized after being kept at or near 
the boiling point for fifteen minutes. A clear water containing the germs 

of malaria! di"orders, typhoid, cholera, or diphtheria may be made drink
able if merdy brought to the boiling point. A contaminated water 

should be heated for one hour and allowed to cool slowly . 

..... QUINTING AND ITS RnrEDY. -In the corn mon form of squinting the eye 

is turned inward, both sometimes being affected. The affection usually 
begins between the second and sixth year. The cause lies in the fact that 

the eye is too long for the lens, so that the rays of light are brought to a 
focus behind the retina, thus renàering the image of a near object blurred. 

In order to clear the sight, the lens, by the power of a muscle situated 
within the globe, is rendered more c0nvex, and so the rays are focussed 
more forward on to the retina. When this power is exerted the eyes are 

at the same time turned inwards. So that if a child be watched when ex
amining anything intently both eyes will be seen to converge. Next, from 

constantly employing the eyes, they are always turned inwards, and then 
the child finds that it manages easier by using one eye only, the other be

coming permanently turned inward, so that the child uses but one eye. 
This can be proved by holding the hand before the '' working" eye, w!1en 

the squinting eye will move outwards to fix any chosen object, while the 
good or working eye will be found to squint. The remedy first consists, 
sa ys the Famt"{y Doctor, wh en the child is young, in em ploying spectacles 

to correct the faulty vision; these should have convex lenses. After the 
use of these for sorne time the muscles may regain power, and the glasses 
be used for close work or reading only. If the squint be permanent, the 

only way of curing the deformity is by dividing sorne of the muscles which 
move the globe. This operation requires great skill, and before the cure 

is complete has usually to be repeated once or twice. 
There are other forms of squint, in whichone eye is turned outwards or 

upwards, or in sorne other direction. This may arise in childhood from 

convulsions during teething and from other causes, and in the adult from 
paralysis of the nerve supplying the muscles. In children, also, any form 
of sq uint may indicate the existence of disease or the brain ; at the sa me 

time, howeve~, there will be other sym?toms present. 
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HEAL TH INVENTIONS AND APPLIAN CES . 

IN these da ys of so-called "sanitary wear" hum bugs and "h ygienic gar
ment" catch pennies it is a pleasing dutyto cali attention to manufactured fab
rics that real! y prove by appearance and are all that is claimed for them. The 
Harderfold Fabric Co., of Troy, N. Y., have placed upon the market un
derwear that is fully indorsed and commended for its hygienic qualities by 
sorne of the best known scientists and physicians of the country. These 
all-wool garments, either in white or gray, being made of strictly pure 
natural wool, have all the advantages claimed for so-called sanitary woolen 
goods, together with the added distinctive hygienic principle of an inter-
air space, created by double folding the fabric throughout the èntire gar
ment, thus affording the most thorough protection from sudden chills and 
draughts. Less weight with more warmth is another quality, as it is weil 
known that two light weight garments worn over each ether will afford 
more protection from cold than a heavy single garment, although the 
single garment may weigh more than the two lighter ones. Making the 
fa bric of two thin films of wool, using the fin est Australian lam b's wool, 
spun in fine yarns and knitted in finest gauge, an elasticity and softness 
is obtained unknown to heavy single fabric goods. Folding the smooth 
and finished sides of the cloth out in each fold, the same smooth, agree
able surface cornes next to the person when worn as is presented by the 
exterior, all inequalities and rough parts of the fabric being folded in. 
The protection which one thickness of the fabric gives to the ether in
creases the durability and wearing qualities of garments, while the elas
ticity of the cloth makes each garment better fitting, and yet free to con
form to every movement of the wearer. The Harderfold underwear is 
carefully manufactured of such soft, elastic material, with no exposed 
seams to chafe or irritate the person, that they entirely overcome the ob
jections to woolen underclothing which are urged by people whose skin 
is sensitive and easily irritated. The most fastidious and dainty lady, or 
the youngest child, can wear this clothing with comfort and pleasure. 

PATENT CHILD PRoTECTOR.-This is an)ngenious and simple little ap
paratus for keeping the blankets upon sleeping cbildren. By the use of 
this apparatus children in bed are safely and snugly kept covered with the 
bedclothes. The apparatus resembles an enlarged spring tape measurer. 
It bas a chain which draws out, but immediately upon being released 
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springs back upon the àrum from which it was unwound. Two of these 

are req uired for a crib or a bed. They are fixed to the iron rod at the 

head of the crib; a catch at the end of the chain is engaged with a tape 

loop fixed to the blankets on either side of the bed, and when the child 

turns or moves the chain runs out easily for a short distance, but the ac

tion of the spring draws the blankets back, bringing them in every ca e 

to their first position as they covered the sleeping child. 

NEW PUBLI C ATIONS. 

RECOLLECTIO~s BY GEORGE \V. CHILDs.-\Ve have just received a neat 

little volume entitled: ''Recollections of General Grant,'' with an account 

of the presentation of the portraits of Generais Grant, Sherman, and 

Sheridan at the U. S. Military Academy, \Y est Point. The contents of 

the volume, as the title inàicates, are of the most absorbing interest to all 

admirers of Grant, and are pervaded by the genial spirit of the writer, 

who e philanthropy and public disinterestedness have made his name as 

familiar in the mouths of Americans as "household words." 

TRUE.-Writing to the editor from his justly celebrated Hygeian Home, 

near the Delaware \Vater Gap, Dr. F. \V. Hurd says : Our place is prac

tically full, and we could fill a larger if we had it. The world has need 

of true sanitarians and thorough teaching of physiology in the scbool, 

and Biology in the pulpit. God speed the day. 

MoRE THA~ TwE~TY YEARS A SuBsCRIBER.-ln renewing his subscrip

tion, 1\Ir. D. G. Dorrance, of Oneida Castle, New York, writes: "I have 

now taken ) our HERALD about twenty or twenty-five years, and find 

something new and useful in each number. ,. 

QUESTION S OF I N TEREST ANSWERED . 

UsE OF CoLD \VATER.-Fresh cold water is a powerful absorbent of 

gases. A bowl of water placed under the bed of the sick room and fre

quent! y changed is among the valuable aids in purifying the air. The 

room in which the London Aldermen sit is purified by open vessels of 
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water placed in different parts of the room. It can be easily inferred from 
this that water standing for any length of time in a close room is unfit for 
drinking. It has frequently been observed that restless and troubledsleep 
has been corrected easily by placing an open vessel of water near the head 

of the bed. 

PoiSON ANTIDOTES. -If iodine be accidenta11y swallowed, quickly mix 
sorne common st:ilrch, as for starching clothes, and compel the patient to 
drink a large quantity of it. If laudanum or morphine is taken in over
doses, give strong co:ffee, and keep the patient continually moving, not 
allowing him to sleep. Tincture of belladonna is also an antidote for 
morphine, but should only be given by an experienced physician, as it is 
also poisonous, except in minute doses. Mus tard and water will act as 
a prompt emetic, and if given speedily. will remove many poisons from 
the stomach, and prove efficacious in saving life. A teaspoonful of 
ground mustard may be taken with impunity. Tepid water, swallowed 
in large quantities and thrown up, aided by the finger in the throat, will 
'' wash out" many poisonous substances if taken promptly, repeating the 
operation severa! times. 

DiscoLORED HANDs.-Peeling potatoes, apples, and other vegetables 
and fruits will discolor the hands. Borax water is excellent to remove 
stains and heal scratches and chafes. Put crude borax into a large bottle 
and fill with water. When dissolved add more to the water, until at last 
the water can absorb no more, and particles can be seen at the bottorn. 
To the water in which the hands are to be washed pour from this bottle 
enough to make it very soft. It is cleansing and healthful, and by its use 
the hands will be kept in good condition. 

FoR TENDER FEET.-A remedy for tender feet is cold water, about two 
quarts, two tablespoonfuls of am monia, one tablespoonful of bay ru m. 
Sit with the feet immersed for ten minutes, gently throwing the water 
over the limbs upward to the knee. Then rub dry with a crash towel and 
all the tired feeling is gone. This is good for a sponge bath also. 

FoR SALLOW CoMPLEXION.-The occasional use of saline alteratives is 
advisable in the morning; strict attention to diet; the avoidance of rich, 
fatty foods, of pastry, and of alcoholic beverages, as well as regular atten
tion to cold sponging and walking exercise. There is nothing half so 
good as severe temperance and purity, a gracious temper and calmness of 
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spirit. Rise early and go to bed early. These are the best recipes 
whereby to preserve health, and make beauty display its most fascinating 
points to the best ad van tage. M. A. B. GosFORTH . 

DAl\IP CELLARs.-If a cellar has a darnp srnell and cannot be thoroughly 
ventilated, a few trays of charcoal set around on the floor, shelves and 
ledges will make the air pure and sweet, says Jlfedical Classics. If a large 
basketful of charcoal be placed in a darnp cellar where rnilk is kept the 

rnilk will be in no danger of becoming tainted. 

lNEFFICIENCY OF SAND FrLTERs.-Drs. Frankel and Piefke, of Berlin, 
have recently made an exhaustive study on the filtration of drinking water 
through sand. Their experirnents conclusive! y prove, says Medz'cal Mws, 
that the danger of infection from impure water is only slightly reduced by 
filtration through sand, bacteria passing through at all times, but in larger 
nurnbers just after the filter has been cleaned, and again after it has been 

in use for sorne time. 
A NEw CuRE FOR TooTHACHE.-A Russian practitioner recornmends 

the use of hyoscyamus seeds for toothache. His plan is to burn the 
seeds, and to convey the smoke through a little paper tube to the hole in 
the tooth. He declares that in nearly all cases one application, or at 

most two, will suffice to cure the toothache 

A REFRESHING BATH.-A warm salt bath is very refreshing to any one 
suffering from exhaustion of travel or of a long shopping expedition
which is as trying to mind and body as anything that can be undertaken 
by a wornan. Away from the seashore a very simple substitute for sea 
water is a eup of rock salt dissolved in warm water and added to the 
bath. When the salt is irritating to the skin, take a warm bath and 
sponge off with a mixture of violet or lavender water and alcohol, about 
half and half, and rub briskly with a warm friction towel. Such a rnethod 
prevents the exhaustion and danger of cold which follow a warm bath. 

TREATMENT oF PILES. -In reply to Boston subscriber would state that 
so called remedies for piles are without number. The cornplaint often 
lasts for years without a.ffecting the general health, and on the other band 
constant irritation and bleeding may at once affect the entire system. 
Keep the bowels regular, relying upon fruit and grain diet. Avoiding 
tobacco, condiments, liquor, etc. For bleeding, a wash or injection of 
tannin is recommended, one ounce to half a pint of water. Any good 
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antiseptic ointment may be tried, to be applierl with a suppositury syringe. 
I nflammation is remedied by lrequent bathing in cold ''"ater. rest and plain 
food . These are of cour ·e general directions, as indi,·idual ca~e, vary in 
many ways. 

\VHE.' THE CHILDREN' ARE TRuUBLED WITH PIN \VoR1\IS it is the rule to 
dose them with "worm loz t. n ~es" or other vermifuges. Such medicine 
are extren:ely lia ble tn disorder the rligestive organ~, if they do not do 
greater harm. :\1oreover, they are not necded in the case of pin wf"rms. 
These parasites in habit the lower part of the mtestinal canal, whicb is 
nearly 30 feet long. It is easy to u11derstand that medicines taken by the 
mon th wou Id either los !::! m uch of their effect or become wholly inert 
before they reached the habitat of tilese; worms. The essential treatment 
is by injections. A ~olution mad ~ by addm~ one teaspoonful of ~ait to a 
pmt of water is very effi.:acious. If this is retained a fe\\' minutes, the 
worms will be expelled dead. They are said, also, to disappear promptly 
with injections of cod liver ail, pure or beaten up into an emulsion \\'Îtb 
the yolk of an' egg. This is certainly a very sim pie and harmless remedy. 

CoxsTANT READER.-Y ou do not give us details suffic1ent to judge of 
the case, b~t '"'e are of the opinion from what you write that your li fe i" 
undergoing that period known as "change in life." \V rite us at grea ter 
len!Sth and wc shall ta ke pleasure in repl.ring. 
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( BY 1\1. L. HOLBROOK, M. D.) 

(SPECIAL FOR HERALD OF HEALTH.) 

IT appears to be a law of the universe that there must be 
causes for all things. If during a rain storm the water leaks 
through the roof of our ho uses we know there is a reas on for i t in 
an imperfection of the structure. And if we wish to prevent it 
we màke such repairs as are necessary. If a good farmer finds his 
crops defective, he seeks a cause for it, either in an exhausted soil, 
an unpropitious season, the ravages of insects, or slothful methods 
of culture, and if he is wise he removes these causes, so far as lies 
in his power, and substitutes better conditions. If he cannot do 
this, he fails in his occupation. The same principle applies to all 
occupations, and it naturally becomes an important part of life's 
work in civilized lands to seek for causes, and 

IF NECESSARY TO REMOVE THEM. 

And what is a cause? We may define it as that which makes any 
thing begin to be. The cause or causes exist before there can be 
any effect. Brown in his philosophical work sa ys : "A cause in 
the fullest definition which it adroits may be said to be that which 
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immediately precedes any change, and which existing at any time 
in similar circumstances has been always and will be always, im
mediately followed by a similar change.·' Aristotle in his meta
physics divides causes into four kinds : First the material, second 
the formai, third the efficient, and four.th. the final cause. And he 
explains each in this way : The marble is the material cause of the 
statue; the idea of the sculptor is its formai cause ; the efficient 
cause is the principle of change or motion which actually produces 
the thing, as the labor of the artist with his tools, and the final 
cause is that for the sake of which the statue is made, as, for in
stance, the me rn ory of the hero to who rn i t is dedicated. 

IN MEDICINE AUTHORS 

have gone to unnecessary extremes in defining causes as relating 
to disease. Thus we have a long list of different kinds of causes, 
of which I will mention the following: 

The accessory causes, which have only a secondary influence in 
producing disease ; the accidentai causes, which act only in certain 
conditions, and do not always produce the same result, as cold, 
which may at one time cause bronchitis and at another rheuma_ 
tism; external causes, as foui air, cold, raw, moist winds; internai 
causes, that arise within the body, as our passions and emotions ; 
hidden causes, as those we cannot find out ; mechanical causes, as 
pressure on any organ ; negative causes, like privation of food; 
predisposing causes, as that condition of body which tends to cer
tain diseases ; and exciting causes, or those conditions which act
ually prod uce them. 

ALL THESE CLASSIFICATIONS 

are more or less arbitrary ; and although they may have their 
value, under sorne circumstances, I shall in considering the causes 
of consumption make use only of the predisposing and the exciting 
on es. 

THE PREDISPOSING CAUSES OF CONSUMPTION 

are those bodily and mental conditions which render one liable to 
this disease whenever the exciting causes are present)n sufficient 
force. They are the remote causes, those which may be inherited 
from ancestors, and which often lie dormant during a large por-
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tion or perhaps all of the individual's life. They do not actually 

cause the disease. They only make it easy for the disease to be

come rea1 when the true causes act upon the body. If a diamond 

merchant keeps his ctiamonds in a poor safe with a badly con

structed lock and exposed to thieves, he may lose them. These 

conditions are the predisposing reasons for the theft. But if there 

are no thieves around, or if the thieves do not know of the treas

ures in the safe, the man's goocts will be as safe as if they were 

guarded in the most perfect manner. The thieves are the actual, 

the exciting cause of the theft. Without them the predisposing 

causes, the carelessness, the insufficient guarding, might exist for

ever without evil results. 

And what are those bodily and mental conditions which predis

pose to cbnsumption? They are a constitution not sufficiently 

guarded against noxious influences, a weakly, scrofulous consti

tution, one in which the re is a poverty of blood, a deficiency of 

good, healthy living matter, digestive organs that do their work 

poorly and are not able to digest an abundance of wholesome 

food. The chest may be narrow and the lungs small. The heart 

is weak, the nervous system not strong, often irritable. In other 

words, the constitution is not made of iron, and its pO\\'ers of re

sistance are not equal to the demands that are likely to be made 

upon it. This predisposition may be inherited, as when the sins 

of the father are visited upon the children, or it may be acquired 

by over-exertion, by insufficient food, exhausting diseases, or 

EXCESSES OF A 'Y KIND 

which drain life of its forces faster than they can be restored. 

These are sorne of the predisposing causes. They may not ail ex

ist in the same person, or in the same degree, but sorne of them 

will be present in a majority if not in all consumptives. 

The exciting causes are those which most immediately concern 

us, though this ought not to be the case, for i the predisposing 

causes were well understood by parents and physicians or sanitar

ians, the disease would be cured before it actually exists, by re

moving as far as possible the conditions favoring it, and by forti

fying the constitution by means of those methods which I shall 

consider later. 
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ONE OF THE MOST CONSPICUOUS 

of ali exciting causes of consumption is a cold upon the lungs. 
This has been so regarded from time immemorial. A consumptive 
always takes cold easily. The slightest exposure will produce 
one. Dr. B. W. Richardson, for many years connected with a 
London hospital for consumptives, and under whose observation 
came thousands of cases, says : "But we who have observed the 
phenomena of the commencement of phthisis pulmonalis are aware 
that the common excitant of the first symptoms is catarrh, or 
common cold, contracted usually when the body is exhausted from 
overwork, from anxiety, from fatigue or other depressing influ
ence." And the same thoughtful observer adds : "I can scarcely 
recall a case in which the origin of the disease was not from a cold ; 
and the eminent physician of our ti me, Sir Thomas \Vatson, once 
expressed to me when we were meeting in consultation in a case 
of acute tuberculosis brought on by an exposure to a severe chili, 
that there was no observation in medicine of which he was so as
sured as th at of the developmen t of ph thisical disease in the pre
disposed from taking what in other persons would be simply 
called a cold." 

.r presume this is the experience and the observation of nearly 
every one who has paid much attention to the subject. 

ONE CASE I WILL RECALL 

of a marked character. It was of a young lady of eighteen who 
was in excellent health, but attending a ball one night in July she 
danced excessively during the evening, and indeed until near 
morning, became overheated and greatly exhausted, then she went 
to the window and stood in the draft for sorne ti me, took a severe 
cold, and never was well a day after it, but soon developed con
sumption, and died a few months later. 

Closely related to colds as causes of consumption are bronchitis, 
pneumonia, catarrh, laryngitis and influenza, especially epidemie 
influenza. 

ANOTHER EXCITir G OR IMMEDIATE CAUSE 

of consumption is confinement in foul and close, unventilated 
rooms, either at labor or while sleeping. Air, or the oxygen of the 
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air, is a food as much as bread, and without an abundance of it 
we become starved, exhausted ; besides, the confined air breathed 
over and over a gain becomes loaded wi th a peculiar and al most 
deadly poison, which has a terribly depressing effect on the body, 
and especially upon the nervous system and on the lungs. The ef
fects of confined air as a cause of consumption have been observed on 
the Indians, who are not subject to this disease when living nat
urally in their out-of-door life ; but bring them into close contact 
with civilization, confine them indoors, as is sometimes done in 
schools, and he becomes consumptive as easily, or even more so, 
than a white man. The effect of confined air in producing consump
tion has been observed among the negroes of the West Indies, 
who often sleep at night thickly huddled in unventilated apart
ments. The results are very frequently consumptio.n in its worst 
form. 

THE SHOP GIRLS WHO WORK 

many hours a day in foui, illy-ventilated rooms, and who have lit
tle light and exercise, develop consumption easily. It is one of the 
crimes against nature that such things are possible in any land. 
The physical deterioration brought about by such confinement is 
of the worst form, and robs those subjected to it of their first and 
greatest right, the right to good health. 

In the same connection may be mentioned working in minerais, 
such as copper> brass, steel, where the labor of turning, polishing 
and grinding these metals produces a fine but almost impalpable 
dust that is breathed into the lungs and weakens its tissues. For
tunately, the number of such is not large, otherwise it would be 
observed more frequently as a serious cause of consumption. 

THERE IS 0 E OTHER SUPPOSED CA USE 

of consumption ; indeed, believed to be the only actual cause of 
it, and without which it could not be. I refer to bacteria, or micro 
organisms. To these I shall refer in my next paper. 
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IS THE HOT WATER BATH BEST FOR THE COM · 

PLEXION. 

"THE hot water bath," writes Evelyn Thorp, '· is far better for 
the complexion than the cold water. The greasy secretions of the 
pores, the insensible perspiration, yield to hot water and soap, but 
not to cold water and a sponge. The latter is a great tonie, a 
great vivifier and strengthener, if the system be in a certain con
dition to receive the shock and benefit by it. But the hot bath is 
more purifying and undoubtedly just as stimulating to the ner
vous constitution of sorne women as cold baths to that of others. 
A charming woman of sorne literary aspirations, a grandmother, 
and yet blessed with a fresh, gracious and well-preserved beauty 
which wins admiration for ber wherever she goes, was known to 
say a short time ago that she attributed the fairness of her skin, 
the continued plasticity of all her muscles and her freedom from 
the wrinkles which begin to beset women of her age very largely 
to her lifelong habit of taking a hot bath every morning on rising. 
'I never go out before afternoon,' she continued, 'and so I run 
no risk of catching cold. I wrap myself in a warm, loose dress
ing gown or ho use dress, take a ligh t breakfast of coco a and rolls 

and fruit, and then 
WORK WITH LUCID BRAIN 

and quiet nerves until my luncheon hour at one. If more women 
would follow my practice, would try the daily hot bath, which 
limbers the muscles, soothes the nervous system and softens the 
skin by hastening the scaling off of dry, hard particles of the epi
dermis, and if, having done this, they would keep their morning 
hours quietly to themselves, for household duties or study, it is 
my opinion that they would grow faded and jaded far less soon 
than they do.' In this case the hot bath had certainly proved a 
great preserver of youth and beauty. Nevertheless, in another 
case it might prove neither. 

A SECOND W OMAN DISCUSSING THE SAME SUBJECT 

averred that she h ad been d ebilitated and made nervous by hot 
morning baths, and now only took hot baths twice a week before 
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retiring at night, for cleanliness, with cool sponge baths instead 
every morning. For washing the neck and face strictly the same 
diversity of opinion prevails. A famous English court beauty 
claims that the secret of the smoothness and fairness of her skin 
-smoothness and fairness preserved long after the age when the 
complexion begins to turn dry and harsh-lies entirely in her con
tin uous use of water for the face as hot as can be borne-not 
warm water, not tepid, but just as hot as the skin will endure. 
This water is of the softest possible kind-rain-water whenever 
possible-if not, it is softened artificially by a bran-bag or by 
ammonia or a pinch of powdered borax. A great French 
authority on the complexion, on the other hand, asserts that hot 
water dries out the natural moisture from the skin, and conse-

quently 
INFALLIBLY CAUSES IT TO WRINKLE. 

Tepid water he also considers too relaxing to the fibers of the 
skin, the great object being to keep these 'taut' and elastic. For 
this doctor only cold water exists, as far as application to the 
face is concerned. These, then, are the two horns of this dilem
ma. There are two separate factions, each upholding exclusively 
its own theory. How is the average woman to know the course 
to pursue? It is the very fundamental question in the case of 
the complexion-this of hot or cold water-the very most impor
tant one. Daily a woman is doing either th.e right thing or the 
wrong one, and slowly shaping the result that will overtake her 
in a few years; and how is she to know? To make an individual 
test of which, if hot or cold, best agrees with her own skin is not 
always feasible ; for the action is so slow that it takes months, 

nay years, to decide the matter. 

A THIRD COURSE, 

however, is being recently advocated which combines the merits 
of both the other two, while seemingly obviati11g their possible 
demerits on either hand. It is this-An idea is advanced that 
washing the face may logically, for good results, follow in the line 
adopted in the Russian and Turkish bath for the surface of the 
whole body. In other words, that the way to wash the face, so 
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as to keep the skin soft and yet fresh, is first to use hot water 
with a fine soap, and then cold water immediately afterward, as a 
douche. The water and soap cleanse the pores, as the cold water 
can never. So, remove the insensible accumulations of grease 
and perspiration that catch and fix particles of dust and convert 
them into 'blackheads,' and hasten the scaling off of dead scarf
skin. For ali these causes the hot water is to be applied liberally 
with fine soap; the face sunk into the basin, indeed, and held 
there, under water, as long as possible, until, in fact, it has had 
literally a bath and not a wash. Then, while yet 

THE SKIN IS SOFT AND MOIST, 

splash cold water plentifully over it from a basin standing ready 
hard by. This serves as an immediate and bracing tonie, counter
acting the relaxing effect of the hot water u pon the epiderrnis 
with brisk swiftness. If the face be afterward hard rubbed with 
a fine towel until a healthy glow is created the skin seems then to 
have been subjected to the most scientific treatment possible-to 
one which is logic and rational, and which wherever it has been tried 
has resulted favorably. The same order of ablutions is recornrnend
ed after the application of any cream, or balm, or emollients, or right 
before. Preparations of this sort (and cosmetics also, if wornen 
will use them) should always be washed off with hot water, not 
with cold. The douche may follow after. Sorne such order of 
operations will always be found to have constituted the daily re
gime of the great beauties, for great beauties have invariably re
mained so at the cost of continuai care. As to the use of hot or 
cold water separately, a 

FEW GENERAL RULES 

may, however, be laid down for the guidance of those who do not 
try the hot water and cold douche treatment. Where the skin is 
very thin and fine and the pores small-where the complexion is 
very fine-grained, in a word-the natural tendency of the cuticle 
is to dry rapidly. Such skins go into a multitude of thread-like 
wrinkles with advancing age. Hot water would probably only 
hasten this tendency. Cool ablutions, not ice-cold-water at that 
extreme of cold is always bad for the skin-would be far better, 
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and an emollient rubbed thoroughly into the face at night and 
after exposure to wind and sun would also be a good, a necessary, 
alternative. 

WHERE1 ON THE OTHER HAND 1 

the skin is large-pored and thicker and more supplied with natu
ral moisture, hot water would appear, on a general theory, to be 
preferable. There are certain skins, yet pale and muddy skins, 
lacking in warmth and color and having a blue look in winter 
which can never be rubbed into any sort of reactionary glow after 
washing with cold water, but would look only the more chili and 
gray for the process. It is against ali reason to adhere to cold 
water in such cases, when hot, on the contrary, will draw the 
blood to the little surface-veins of the skin and give sorne life and 
tone to ·it. After ascertaining which treatment, of hot or cold 
water, or both in conjunction, is likely to be the most jud.icious 
according to the state and texture of the skin, and its consequent 
needs, that treatment should be steadily and regularly pursued." 

THE DEADLY POISON OF TOBACCO . 

DR. A. H. P. LEUF, physical instructor at the University of 
Pennsylvania, has an excellent opportunity of observing the 
effects of tobacco on the human system. Having daily in his 
charge hundreds of boys and young men who use tobacco to a 
large or small extent, he has become an authority on the subject. 
His opinion as to whether or nùt the use of to?acco is injurious is 
therefore valuable and will be regarded with interest, coming as 
it does from an experienced physician, who has had the best possi
ble opportunity of studying the matter. Dr. Leuf was asked: 
"\Vhat is the effect of tobacco on youth?" After a moment's 
thought he replied. " I consider tobacco nothing more nor less 
than poison. Very little, if anytl}ing, can be said in its favor, 

wnile there is hardly any limit to 

WHAT CAN BE SAID AGAINST IT. 

Its consumption is simply enormous, and is constantly on the 
increase, ru nn ing u p in quicker rat io than the population. F or 
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instance, it was estimated sorne years ago that the annual pro
duction of tobacco in the five continents was as follows:-Africa. 
z6,4oo,ooo pounds; America, zp,Soo,ooo; Asia, 34r,ooo,ooo; Aus
tralia, 8,8oo,ooo, and Europe, 3ro,zoo,ooo; a total of 959, zoo,ooo 
pounds, or 47,960 tons per year for the entire world, so far as can 
be approximately ascertained. Since then this has increased at 
least twenty-five per cent. 

"A former American Consul at Havana estimated in his report 
to our Secretary of State that Cuba consumed r, 46o,ooo cigars per 
year, or ten per day for each member of its population. Now 
that we know how much is produced, let us see what tobacco is. 
It belongs to the genus nicotina, order of solanacrea. It contains 
small arno un ts of several alkaloids and acids, but especiall y the 
active poisons called nicotine, nicotainine and empyreumatic oil. 

"PURE NiCOTINE IS A LIQUID 

and very nearly colorle.ss, having an exceedingly irritating, acrid, 
burning taste. It is a remarkably virulent poison. The United 
States Dispensatory says of it:-' Nicotine in its action on the 
animal system is one of the most virulent poisons known-a drop 
of it in the state of concentrated solution was sufficient to destroy 
a dog, and small birds perished at the approach of a tube contain
ing it. ln man it is said to destroy life in poisonous doses in from 
two to five minutes.' "Another point," remarked the Doctor, as 
he laid aside the book; "It belongs to that class of drugs known 
as anti-spasmodics-for instance, belladonna, hyoscyamus and 
stramonium-but it is so intensely disagreeble and dangerously 
depressing that it is never prescribed. One-ten th of a grain would 
kill a medium sized dog in three minutes. Now asto the cigar
ettes and cigars. Havana tobacco contains two per cent of 
nicotine and Virginia tobacco seven per cent. There is enough 
in an ordinary cigar to kill two men if it were all absorbed, and in 

CIGARETTE A PROPORTIONATE RATE. 

"A smuggler was once fatally poisoned in an effort to escape 
the payment of duty by carrying tobacco leaves next to his skin. 
Men, women and children who work in tobacco factories have 
sallow, pasty complexions, due to this poison, and this effect is. 
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noticed whether they use the weed in any form or not; enough is 

absorbed in handling it to ruin the constitution for life. Cigar 

makers, as a rule, grow old early, and few of them live to be very 

old if they keep to their work, and in no more marked degree is 

the benefit accruing to abstinence from cigarette smoking obser

vable than in the University of Pennsylvania, where my pre

decessor, Dr. J. William \Vhite, was instrumental in having orders 

issued peremptorily forbidding their use on the athletic grounds, 

or anywhere in the buildings. Those students who have given up 

the use of tobacco show a marked improvement in their studies, 

as weil as physically. Nicotainine is the constituent of tobacco 

that appears to cause the distressing giddiness and nausea o 

PECULIAR TO THE 'FIRST S:\tOKE.' 

"The empyreumatic oil is also a most deadly poison," contin

ued the Doctor. '·One or two drops placed upon the tongue of 

a cat will kill it in a few minutes." 

" How do these poisons affect the system?" ''They are carried 

by the smoke to the mucous membrane of the air passages, mou th 

and nose, and by them absorbed into the blood, which carries 

them ali over the body to poison the nervous system, interfering 

with its proper action, and thus leading to an endless number of 

diseases that are almost incurable after they become weil estab

lished." 
"ONE OF THE EARLIEST YMPTO:\IS 

is the weil known 'tobacco heart' of smokers and tobacco opera

tives; another is the defective vision or blindness that it produces. 

Nor is that ali, for it often occasions dea th, especially in children. 

I myself know of several instances, one particularly vivid case 

being that of a young boy who died of nicotine poisoning due 

entirely to cigarette smoking. Very many of the deaths from 

tobacco are not recognized by the general practitioner, and are 

supposed to be due to bad air, poor food, summer beat, and so on. 

Not a single organ of the en tire body escapes the damaging effects 

of tobacco, and no Legislature can enact too stringent measures 

to prevent its use by all minors. 
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" VOU CAN QUOTE ME AS SA YING 

as strongly as you please that I am prepared to meet the adverse 
skepticisms of smokers, and prove to them, against their will, 
that they are slowly poisoning themselves and their offspring. 
The law is in force in this State as well as in New York against 
the sale of tobacco to minors, and what its effects will be only the 
future can tell. Let a boy grow up to be of age without having 
formed the tobacco habit and the chances are that he will never 
begin so unhealthy and deleterious a practice. Drinking is 
objected to because of its immediate apparent effects, while its 
greatest danger is to be found in its remote effeéts. The same 
is true of opium, but tobacco, after the first few trials, shows 
possibly no bad effects or sorne slight one, supposed to be some
thing else, which are generally unheeded un til they become fatally 
perceptible." 

EDITOR'S STUDY. 

No BuRIALS ALivE.-Very comforting news is brought to those 
who stand in daily dread of being buried alive in the current num
ber of the Medical and Surgz'cal Reporter, which, in an editorial, says: 
"The fear of being buried alive haunts the minds of so many of 
our fellow men that it may hardly be regarded as strange, in sorne 
respects, that it was recent! y reported that a number of physicians 
in a city near Philadelphia had banded themselves together to de
vise means to prevent such a catastrophe in their own case. And, 
when physicians could take such measures in view of a supposed 
danger, it is not remarkable that the community should have a 
special and exaggerated horror of being buried alive. But this hor
ror is as without reason as is the timidity of the physicians referred 
to. There seems to be no good ground whatever for supposing 
that it is possible in this enlightened age for any person to be 
committed to the grave while yet living. Stories reporting such 
occurrences are by no means rare ; but any one who examines 
them closely will certainly i"emark that they are wholly lackingin 
originality, and that there is in fact so strong a resemblance be
tween them as to excite the suspicion that one has been copied 
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from another. Investigation will show, too, that this suspicion is 
a well-founded one ; at !east such has been the experience of the 
editor of the Medù:al atzd Surgz·cal Reporter, who has for sorne years 
followed up every story of burial alive which came to his notice, 
and always with the result of learning that they were false or of 
failing to learn anything about their origin. 

WHAT TEARS ARE MADE OF.-It is said that people sometimes 
weep for joy as weil as for sorrow, but such cases are at least rare ; 
any way there is not probably any difference in the material of the 
tears so shed. They are both made of the same stuff. The prin
cipal element in the composition of a tear, as may readily be 
supposed, is water. The other elements are salt, soda, phos
phate of lime, phosphate of soda, and rn ~cous, each in small 
proportions. A dried tear seen through a microscope of 
good average power presents a peculiar appearance. The 
water, after evaporation, leaves behind it the saline ingredients, 
which amalgamate and form themselves into lengthened cross 
lines and look like a number of minute fish bones. The tears are 
secreted in what are called the "lachrymal glands," situated over 
the eyeball and underneath the lid. The contents of these glands 
are carried along and under the inner surface of the eyelids by 
means of six or seven very fine channels, and are discharged a lit
tle above the cartilage supporting the lid. The discharge of tears 
from the lachrymal glands is not occasional and accidentai, as is 
commonly supposed, but continuous. It goes on both day and 
night-though less abundantly at night-through the "conduits," 
and spreads equally over the surface of the lids. After serving its 
purpose the flow is carried away by two little drains, si tuated in 
that corner of each eye nearest the nose, into which they run, 
and called the" lachrymal points." The usefulness of this quiet 
flow of tears to both man and beast is manifest. There is such an 
immense quantity of fine dust floating in the air and constantly 
getting into the eyes that, but for it, they would soon become 
choked. Very little is requisite to keep the bail free, and when 
sorne obnoxious substance-smoke, an insect, or the like, that 
affects the nerves-does make its way in, an increased flow is 
poured out to sweep it away.-Brooklpz Standard. 
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PROPORTIONs OF THE BoDY.-The proportions of the human 
body, as given by the best authorities, are as follows, the length 
of the head being the stanclard of measurement: From the bot
tom of chin to breastbone, one-half length of head. From top to 
bottom of breastbone or sternum, one-half length of head. From 
bottom of sternum to beginning of lower limbs, two lengths. 
From thigh to bottom of knee, two lengths. From the bottom of 
the knee to the ankle, one and one-half lengths. From ankle to 
the ground, one-half length. Adding to these measurements one 
length of the head itself, gives eight lengths for the proper height 
of the body of men. \Vomen are slightly shorter, the proportion 
of their head to the height being about as one to seven or seven 
and one-half. The arm from the armpit to the elbow is one and 
one-quarter times the length of the head, from thence to the wrist 
one and one-quarter, and from the wrist to the end of the middle 
finger three-quarters of the length of the head. The distance be
tween the right middle finger and the same finger on the left 
band is, when the arms are spread horizontally from the body, 
equal to the height of the figure. It follows, therefore, that the 
breadth of the body from armpit to armpit is one and one-half 

lengths of the head. 

THE NATURAL FooD OF MAN.-A correspondent of the Eng
hsh Mecltanù: has discovered the "natural food of man" to be " nuts 
and fruit." "I consume daily," he says, "about nine or ten good
sized apples-about three at each meal-and at the mid-day meal 
I eat two ounces or three ounces of nuts (weight when shelled). 
At breakfast and dinner I occasionally add a banana or an orange. 
The outer surface of the hody, including extremities, is certainly 
becoming more like that of a child. I am well on in the forties. 
I enjoy my fruit fare as I never enjoyed food all my life before. 
I do not know what a pain or ache is, and indigestion, flatulence, 
etc., are equally unfamiliar to me." ''If my experience," he adds, 
"proves generally practicable, have we not found the road to easy 
independence, freedom from the ills and cares of existence, and 
perhaps a prolongation of happy, healthy life beyond the most 
sanguine expectation ? " 
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EYE IGHT.-Throughou t life, from you th to old age, the re is a 
process of change occurring in the refractive media of all eyes, so 
that every one who attains to a ripe old age will, at sorne tirne or 
other during his or her existence, be a fit subject for the oculist
or, in other words, will need to wear glasses. In young people 
this change is usually graduai and unperceived, but from middle 
life onward its effects are plainly apparent Those who have nor
mal vision while young will require glasses for reading when they 
have passed beyond the age of forty, and those who are near-
ighted before this age is reached, need glasses in early life, if the 

degree of nearsightedness (myopia) be at all great, and yet they 
may be able to read perfectly well withou t glasses wh en fifty. or 
even sixty, years of age. Persons who are included in this cate
gory are apt to consider themselves as lucky exceptions to gen
eral laws, and are usually very proud of their sharp sight. 

How JoHN KEEPS CooL.-" The only people in New York who 
don't suffer much from the heat are the Chinese," said Dr. John 
Uhl recently. "Your Chinaman," he continued, "is a nerveless, 
unimpassioned animaL and doesn't let anything worry him. That 
is one reas on. Another is . th at his food is largely fruits and 
vegetables during the warm months, when we hold to our heavy 
meats at least twice a day the season through. The Chinaman 
drinks very little intoxicating liquor His great summer drink is 
tea, hot or cold, but never iced tea. Neither does he drink iced 
water, and thus produce an abnormal lowering of the tempera
ture, which brings a consequent rise as far above the normal. 
Then his dress is loose, calculated far more for comfort, or, rather, 
for summer corn fort, than ours ; and altogether John gets through 
hot weather better than any other person I know. I have watched 
them here and in San Francisco for years, and I never knew of 
one being sunstruck, and I cannot recall ever having seen one of 

them in a profuse perspiration." 

THE ÜLDEST I HABITANT IN CANADA.-Toronto claims the old
est inhabitant in Canada. Mr. John Tinsley was born in Rich
mond, Va., on July 4· 1783. Mr. Tinsley is a man of medium 
height, well and compactly built. His hair and beard are pure 
white, his sight is somewhat dim, and of late his hearing has not 
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been acute, but he 1s in excellent bodil y health, and his intellect is 
clear. Mr. Tinsley's father, Samuel Tinsley, was from the south 
of Ireland. He bore arms in the revolution, having the honorable 
rank of captain in the devoted band who claimed Washington as 
their general and leader. The mother was a mulatto. Mr. Tinsley 
was brought up to the trade of carpenter and millwright. At the 
age of 28 he· married a free colored woman, who bore him eight 
children. She died in 1844, and none of her children now sur
vive. Mr. Tinsley, however, has 7 grandchildren, 16 great-great
grandchildren now living, sorne in Australia, but most of them in 
Canada and the United States. One of his sons, James, was a 
musician and shorthand writer, and was lost on the steamer City of 
Glasgow on the way from England thirty years ago. Mr. Tinsley re
members having seen Gen. Washington when he passed through 
Richmond on one occasion. He also knew Hancock and Hopkins, 
two of the signers of the Declaration of Independence, and Chief 
Justice John Marshall. Mr. Tinsley went to Canada to visit 
friends on one occasion, and, as he liked the country, he settled in 
Toronto in 1842. The method of living is naturally a subject of 
inquiry in the case of one who has attained a great age, especially 
when, as in this case, age does not mean collapse and decay. On 
this subject Mr. 1ïnsley said: "I have tried al ways to be regular 
in my habits ; ·never drank much strong drink, but was not a tee
totaller. I tried a cigar once when a boy, 90 years ago, but it 
made me so sick I never tried another. I used to take snuff, but 
gave it up, and have not taken a pinch since 1835." The resnlts 
of his mode of life are described by himself. "I have worn spec
tacles only eight years. My sight is now failing and my hearing 
is dull. The only tooth I ever had extracted was pulled with a 
string. I have still nine or ten which_ are wearing pretty low.'' 

How TO REACH AND ENJOY ÛLD AGE.-It is no simple matter 
to state in terms at all precise what forces are directly connected 
with the production of hale and happy old age. More certainty is 
involved in the process than mere strength of constitution. Healthy 
surroundings, contentment and active, temperate and regular hab
its are most valuable aids. Hard work, so long at least as it is 
not carried beyond the limit necessary to permit the timely repair 
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of worn tissues, is not only a harmless, but a conducive circum
stance. It is, in fact, by living as far as possible a life in accord
ance with natural law that we may expect to reap the appropriate 
result in its prolongation. Civilization is at once helpful and in
jurious. Under its protecting influence normal development at 
all ages is allowed and fostered, while the facilities it affords for 
self-indulgence are constantly acting in an opposite direction. 
The case of Hugh Macleod, aged almost 107, which has lately been 
published, illustrates in a remarkable manner the truth of these 
observations. This man, a Ross-sbire Highlander, in what must 
be the sombre twilight of a blameless and fairly active life spent 
in his native country, still shows, it is said, a notable degree of 
vigor. He takes a lively in terest in the aff airs of li fe, has good 
appetite, is generally healthy, cuts and carries his peat for house
hold use, and goes about among his neighbors as of old. His food 
is of the plainest, though nutritious-porridge, fish, a little meat, 
and his habit in this and other matters is not unworthy the atten
tion of many who are daily hastening by opposite courses the end 
of a merrier, shorter, but perhaps not happier life.-Lancet. 

RE!\-ŒDY FOR DoG BITES.-" A woman" writes to the New York 
Trz'bune : I have been bitten by dogs repeatedly, once severely. A 
pet dog of a neighbor's was very sick, and I was attem pting to re
lieve it. It bit me in the left thumb, just below the nail. That mem
ber became black as far down as the wrist. It remained so un til the 
nail came off. The owner talked of hydrophobia, and said that 
the dog bad not tasted water for two weeks. Had I been afraid, 
I should, no doubt, have taken nervous fits and died. The verdict 
would have been hydrophobia. I sim ply applied a solution of salt 
and vinegar-a little more vinegar than salt-washed the wound 
with it, tied a clean rag around the thumb, keeping it saturated 
well with the solution, and moved the rag so that a fresh part 
covered the wound at intervals. This remedy was once applied 
to my wrist by a colored woman in the South for a snake bite. 
My arm was then black, hard and painful. The remedy acted like 
a charm. In two hours the discoloration had disappeared, and 
with it the pain, and only the needle mark where the fang had en
tered was visible. Again, I was bitten by a weasel in the Grand 
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Central depot. A girl bad it in a bag and bad placed it on a seat 
next to mine, remarking that it was a kitten. I placed my band 
on it. Quicker than thought a couple of teeth punctured the 
joint of my left forefinger to the bone. I compelled the girl to 
tell me what was in the bag. My finger was badly swollen and 
painful before I reached home, sorne hours after. I used the same 
simple remedy with the same speedy result. I have also applied 
it successfully in other cases. 

DYSPEPSIA A D BAD TEMPER -According to a persona! paragraph 
going the rounds, Sarah Bernhardt says that whenever she has a 
fit of anger it is invariably followed by sickness. Sarah is by no 
means the only person in the world that bas such an experience. 
While dyspepsia is undoubtedly a factor in causing a bad temper, 
and frequent and ill-timed expressions of it, it is equally true that 
loss of temper not only sours the disposition but the stomach. 
Whether ill-temper precedes the dyspepsia or vice ·ZJersa is a question. 
Dyspepsia leads to gout in many cases. A man of gouty habit 
should guard his temper weil. An explosion of irascibility, espe
cially near meal time, may so act on the digestive juices that they 
are unfit for their work, the food ferments instead of being 
digested, an attack of dyspepsia follows, and this is followed oy 
an attack of gout, during which, of course, the sufferer bas noth
ing of the mild temper of the turtle dove. It is a fact weil known 
to physiologists that emotion and anger cause baneful chemical 
changes in the various secretions. Under the influence of violent 
passion the saliva is poisonous, and babies have been poisoned 
many times by nursing immediately after their mothers had passed 
through a storm of anger or emotion. From the standpoint of 
health, then, people should control their temper.- Chicago Herald. 

WH v DocToRs DISBELIEVE IN HvDROPHOBIA.-The disbelief, by 
doctors, in the real existence of such a fearful disease as hydro
phobia, is one of the most curious illustrations of the thoroughly 
materialistic character of what is caller. medical science. It is 
only by repeated cases, occurring under their own observation, and 
under circumstances which contradict the medical notion that 
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hydrophobia is "a disea ·e of the imagination," that half of the 
doctors have been forced to abandon that untenable idea. Even 
now, very many physicians, in the face of the hundreds of cases, 
refuse to believe in any such disease as hydrophobia, as a real di -
ease, existing outside of the sufferer's imagination. The occur
rence of the dread symptoms and fatal result in little children, 
and ometimes in persons who were attacked years after they 
were bi tten, fails to con vince su ch practitioners. They see that 
post mortem examinations of the victim's body fail to disclose any 
lesion, any mark on any organ, ind_icating any morbid change in 
the e.rercise of functions, or the texture of organs; so, they reject 
the doctrine, in toto, that there is such a disease as hydrophobia, 
and refer it all, as they refer sorne other hard-to-explain phenom
ena, to the realm of "imagination" alone. It is one of the many 
inadeq uacies of a pu rely materialistic system, th at it fails to corn
prehend truths and realities in a domain above the gross plane of 
visible, tangible matter. Y et the greater, real world is invisible 

to merely physical eyes.- Hartford Tùnes. 

OUR RULES FOR GOOD HEALTH. 

1. Be regular in your habits. 
2. If possible go to bed at the same hour every night. 
3· Rise in the morning soon after you are awake. 
4· A sponge bath of cold or tepid water should be followed by friction with 

towel or hand. 
5· Eat plain food. 
6. Begin your morning meal with fruit. 
7. Don't go to work immediately after eating. 
8. Be moderate in the use of liquids at all seasons. 
9· It is safer to filter and boil drinking water. 

10. Exercise in the open air whenever the weather permits. 
11. In malarious districts do your walking iP the middle of the day. 
12. Keep the feet cornfortable and wPll protected. 
13. Wear woolen clothing the year round. 
14. See that your sleeping rooms and living rooms are well ventilated, and 

tnat sewer gas does net enter them. 
15. Brush your teeth at least twice a day, night and morning. 
16. Don't worry, it interferes with the healthful action of the stomach. 
17. Y ou must have interesting occupation in vigorous old age. Continue to 

keep the brain active. Rest rneans rust. 
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WOMEN A ND THE HOUSEHOLD. 

W OMANL Y W OOING.-Wh en a woman sees a man loves her
which is certainly not very difficult-she has a hundred little ways 
of showing her preference for him without openly avowing the 
fact. There are many specimens of the male flirt in society who 
for a short time make desperate love to any girl who may take 
their fancy; but they have no intention of marrying, suddenly 
their attentions cool down, and they make for another victirn 
(that is, if!she chooses to pose as such). Many an experienced 
woman might have come to the conclusion the man loves ber, so 
subtle are his ways, and also she may have learnt to like hirn ber
self; and, actuated by ber feelings, suppose she acquaints hirn of 
her love, thus subjecting herself to be lowered and degraded. 
Just fancy a wornan being refused ! How undignified. I could 
narne perhaps a dozen cases that I have corne in contact with in 
society, of girls paying attentions to men, and the men despising 
them for so doing and seeking the society of a girl who may seern 
apparently indifferent. Men are always contrary. And again, 
there are many men who love a wornan, but owing to their posi
tion refrain from asking her to share so small an income; but she, 
desperately in love (allowing that the bon .. s of woman's modesty 
are to be broken through), brings her love to his knowledge; he 
then throws ali scruples to the wind. Result: more irnprovident 
marriages. Men often have the power of will to forego ; but, alas! 
there are many wornen so foolish they see no farther than the 
honeymoon, and the glory of having "Mrs." prefixed to their 
name. It is cruel and wicked for a wornan to marry a man who 
has barely sufficient for his own wants. It is but a selfish wornan 
who acts thus to gratify her own vanity, and not love for the man 
she thus burdens. Let the men do the running after the women. 
They must content thernselves to wait and be wooed, and it is 
more satisfactory in the end. If I were a man I should not have 
much respect for a woman who would lower herself to woo a man. 

ÜNLY A GIRL. 

ARE BoYs L Ess V AIN THAN GIRLS?-Wh en a boy passes from 
the cu b stage of dirty bands and general slovenliness to the happy 
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stage of wishing to appear clean and smart, it is a great relief to 
his mother and his family circle, although sorne features of puppy
dom may sometimes make the j udicious grieve. A correspondent 
appears to consider vanity a most objectionable feature in boys, 
while in girls it is "small blame to the dear creatures." But he 
has a very vague notion of what constitutes vanity in boys. Emu
lation to excel in athletic sports, and to lower records in wheeling, 
running, etc., is no more vanity than is the desire to succeed in a 
competitive examination orto win a good degree. Emulation is 
the salt of existence, and without it this would be indeed a dull and 
unprogressive world. Taking it all round, I believe that boys 
are less vain than girls, for the excellent reason that, while the 
world in general is apt to say of the latter "small blame to the 
dear creatures," there is a sort of public opinion which condemns 
and ridicules the ou tward and visible signs of vanity in boys and 
men. In short, within certain limits, vanity is encouraged in girls 
and discouraged in boys. Of course, there is a class of mashers 
and dudes who are apparently impervious to ridicule, and who 
freely air their vanity in dress and in ornamenting their persons, 
but they are only a drop in the great ocean of male humanity; 
while the class of girls who are, or profess to be, superior to such 
considerations, is, again, as a drop in the ocean of those who 
frankly attach great importance to dress and ornament, and to 
whose usually harmless vanity we men are indebted for much of 
the beauty and brightness of our lives and homes. 

AN ÜLD Bov. 

No MoRE CoMPANY MANNERS.-It is no longer co,mme z'l faut in 
polite circles to have company manners, company clothes, company 
china and company cooking. What is good enough for the fam
ily ought to be good enough for the guest. There is no hon or in 
terra pin, tru ffi es, ices and marrons, but there is hon or in a wei
come to a refined home and a cover at the table where culture as
sembles. Cordial hospitality takes on an added grace when, for
getting self and persona! comfort, the hostess anticipates the 
wants of the guests and manifests in innumerable attentions the 
esteem felt for them. A perfect meal is only a question of a few 
dollars, but the freedom of the hearthstone that friendship extends 
has a higher value than money expresses.-New York World. 
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MOTHERS AND THE NURSERY. 

( CONDUCTED BY MRS. F. C. PRESSLER.) 

RIDING THE WHEEL IN YouTH.-In the current number of 
the quarterly journal, the Asclepz"ad, Dr. B. W. Richardson, 
himself an enthusiastic cyclist, recommends that cycling be 
delayed by young folks until the body is approaching to its 
maturity. He admits that cycling tends to induce a certain 
amount of derangement of the conformation of the frame
work of the body. Every kind of riding which tends to throw 
the body forward in a bent or curved position, in a temporary 
stoop, will in time produce a fixed bend or stoop. The large 
muscles in the fore part of the thigh are apt, also, to receive undue 
development. On the other hand, he never knew cramp or spasm 
as a direct result of working the machine; nor sprain, unless in 
case of collisions or falls. Competitive cycling he jus tl y condemns. 
The proper method of riding is to walk ascents and always to 
walk steep ascents, when the healthy condition of body incident 
to pedestrian exercise is sustained. Dr. Richardson's own ex
perience is that for every eight miles of distance traversed in con
formity to health it is wise to do one mile on foot. In a ride of 
fifty miles in a day six at least should be done on foot. He utters 
a warning to those who exhaust their capital stock of vitality by 
competitive racing that there is no going back for more capital, 
no making up, no, not even by rest, for the prime loss from the 
original capacity. The most and best that can be effected is to 
keep on, with a measure of the original store of energy dissipated 

for ever. 

STARING.-There is probably no instrument of torture more in 
vogue than the stare. A lively lady once remarked that she al
ways revenged herself for the stare of a man by gazing long and 
fixedly upon his feet, if by chance they were where she could do 
so. It is well known that most men are very sensitive as to their 
teet. " That always makes them color and turn away," she said, 
laughingly ; "I have tried it scores of times." There is too little 
attention paid to the training of children in this respect. Mothers 
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have often been beard in public conveyances admonishing their 
young people not to "point," not to "wrinkle their foreheads," 
not to " lounge," yet we have seen them staring at strikingly
dressed or deformed or otherwise conspicuous people for a quarter 
of an hour at a time, and apparently no reproof bas been ad
dressed to them for this offence against good breeding. 

" DRESs REFORM IN BABYDOM has been more satisfactory than 
the dress reform of women," said Mrs. Johnson of the "Baby 
Bazar" in Buffalo. "A few years ago the babies were really 
bound up in swaddling clothes. The' pinning' blanket, flannel and 
cambric skirts were each swathed around the little body and 
fastened with toilet pins. The dress reform has done away with 
the dozen toilet pins required and. the bands of the flannel 
skirts have broadened into little straight waists with bands over 
the shoulders to support the weight. The pinning blanket bands 
extend to points which are wound around the body and tied with 
tapes. Little buttons like those worn on gloves are placed at the 
bottom of the band waists, to which the white skirts are buttoned, 
and which does away with an extra band and arranges for the 
skirt to be removed when baby cornes in from an airing. The 
dresses too, except the robes are made not longer than one yard 
and are only two yards wide. The robes are made long for 
such swell occasion as when the relatives are gathered in for the 
christening. That gown, however, is kept as a souvenir for the 
grown-up infant to <Yaze upon, so there is no weary tucking up 

and shortening of that garment., 

GooD ADvrcE.-" Put the little ones to bed happy," says an 
exchange, alluding to the habit sorne parents have of deferring 
punishments for faults committed during the day until bedtime. 
"Never whip children just before they retire to rest. Let the 
father's caress, the mother's kiss be the last link between the day's 
path of pain or pleasure and the night's sleep. Send the children 
to bed happy. If there is sorrow, punishment or disgrace let 
them meet it in the daytime and have hours of play_ in which to 
recover happiness, which is childhood's right. Let the weary feet 
and the busy brain rest in bed happy." We like that fellow's 

philosophy and humanity. 
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ScARLET FE VER AND How IT MA Y BE PREVENTED. -At a re
cent meeting of the American Pediatrie Society in New York Dr. 
J. Lewis Smith, the president of the society, read a paper on a part 
of the general discussion on " How to Preven t Di ptheria and 
Scarlet Fever." The micro-organism of scarlet fever had not been 
positively ascertained, but its effects were known from clinical 
observation. The con tagio usness probably did not cease un til 
after desquamation had passed, and it had been said the discharges 
from the otitus due to it were contagious. Quarantine in a small 
room attached to one of the wards at the Foundling Asylum in 
this city had been sufficient for scarlet fever, but not for measels. 
The contagio •s element was more fixed and less diffusable in the 
former. It remained in clothes a long time. Most prophylactic 
measures consisteà in isolation of the patient, disinfection of the 
person and air which surrounded him, and of objects and persons 
in close relation with him. He called particular attention to the 
danger in books handled by the sick with scarlet fever, for in them 
the contagious element remained a long time. Then there should 
be constant ventilation during the active period of the fever, no 
article should be sent from the room unless properly disinfected, 
new families not allowed to move into the apartments before 
proper disinfection, the physician should disinfect his haïr and 
entire person, and not wear the same outer clothing when going 
to see mid wife cases. 

HEALTH INVENTIONS AND APPLIANCES. 

A MEDICAL DRY BATTERY.-Among recent inventions that de
serve more than passing mention, is that of a Dry-Battery Medi
cal Apparatus, which requires no acids, chemicals or liquids. For 
home use, this Electro-Medical Apparatus is the most con venient 
and reliable of any of the hundreds of forms ever introduced. It 
is reliable, because with its Dry-Battery so much less care is neces
sary to avoid getting it out of order than is required with any 
other known form. The entire absence of acids, liquids or salts, 
v. ill be appreciated by any one who has ever had occasion to use 
a Medical Battery. The box when closed up may lie in any posi
tion on a table or shelf, or in the bottom of a carriage without 
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harm. The strength of the various currents ranges from those 
which are so mild as to be scarcely perceptible to the most power
fui th at can be end ured by a strong man. W e are assured th at 
wherever this Dry-Battery form of Electro-Medical apparatus 
becomes known there will be no further use for liquid batteries 
in the same capacity under any circumstances. The battery is 
manufactured in this city, and can be obtained at the low priee 

of $7.50. 

P UBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT . 

OuR FRIENDS CAN TRY TO SECURE us new subscribers by calling 
the attention of those interested in hygenic matters to the fact 
that the magazine is sent from 1st October, r89o, to December, 
r89r, for One Dollar to all parties whose names are sent in with
out delay. Fifteen copies of the HERALD OF HEALTH for One 
Dollar are certainly cheap enough. In no other publication can 
such valuable information upon the care and preservation of 

health be obtained. 

OuR PREMIUM SETS.-Sets of Dicken's and Scott's works can 
still be obtained at one dollar each; we will for a short ti mc 
longer also se nd the Leather Stocking Tales for 6o cents per set, 
but the supply of these volumes is rapidly running out. Those 
who want these works should lose no time in sending for them. 

QUESTIONS OF INTEREST ANSWERED. 

SuET OR MILK PoRRIDGE FOR I VALIDS.-One tablespoonful 
suet, two tablespoonfuls flour, one teacup of milk, a little salt ; 
mince the suet very fine; mix milk and flour till smooth, then put 
into a pan; add suet and a pinch of salt; boil very gently for ten 
minutes and serve hot. This is very good and nourishing. 

Ivv PoiSON.-The j uice of the stems and leaves of the common 
wild balsam with spotted orange colored flowers, known as" jewel 
weed "and" touch me not," is reported to have proven a sure cure 

for poisoning of the skin by the poison ivy or oak. 
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BARLEY WATER.-Two tablespoonfuls of barley, two quarts of 
water, one tablespoonful of sugar. Wash the barley well; put 
the bar ley and water into a sal)cepan and bring it to the boil; 
then boil very slowly for two hours; strain it, add sugar, and let 
it cool. Barley water is very cool and nourishing. 

FoR DISINFECTING PuRPOSEs.- To J: T. G's question as to the 
best method of continuous disinfection we recommend highly the 
Sherman" King" Vaporiser, already noticed in these columns. We 
can obtain for him a most effective machine at a cost of five 
dollars. 

SOME CAUSES OF DEAFNESS.-Dr. Francis Dowling, in a paper 
which he read at a recent meeting of the Cincinnati Academy of 
Medicine, stated that "between the ages of 10 and 40 at least one 
person in three is subject to partial deafness. The great majority 
of cases of impaired hearing date from childhood and its diseases. 
At least one-fifth of the cases of impaired hearing are hereditary, 
and are largely owing to a too close consanguinity of the parents. 
Deafness is more prevalent among males than among females, 
owing to the fact that the male is more exposed to the vicissi
tudes of climate. There is much more deafness in America than 
in Europe, and this is due to a more general use of scientific 
instruments, such as telephones, where one ear is used to the 
exclusion of the other." 

0 E RESULT OF EMBALMING.-On more than one occasion chem
ists and physicians have shown that the present fashion of having 
bodies roughly embalmed shortly after death throws serious 
difficulties in the way of chemical analyses in cases of suspected 
poisoning. In a recent number of the Boston MecNcal and Surgi
cal Journal, a physician relates a case in which a young married 
woman died with symptoms resembling those of arsenical poison
ing. Before a post-mortem examination could be made the 
undertaker, as a matter of routine, introduced into the body a 
large quantity of a preserving fluid containing arsenic, so that the 
chemist's examination was fruitless and his report valueless. 

CHOLERA INFANTUM GERMS.-Prof. Vaughan, of Michigan Uni
versity, thinks that he has discovered the origin of cholera 
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infantum. It is, according to his theory, the result of a poison 
generated by germs in the alimentary canal. He has extracted 
and tested in his laboratory the specifie poison in question, and 
hopes to be able to produce an antidote with which the patient 
may be inoculated. · He calls the poison tyrotoxicon, and finds it 

in cheese and all prod ucts of milk. 

THE FoLLY OF NIGHT \VoRK.-A great many people think they 
economize time by working into the night. A great mistake. In 
the morning the body is so worn out that you cannot do your 
work properly. This results even if the sleep has been long, for 
it takes sorne time for the body to recuperate after a strain, if it 
ever wholly catches up. There is never a loss when the body is 

consigned to the tender mercies of sleep. 

ÜAT:!'.IEAL DRINK rs MucH RECOMJ\IENDED to those who are under
going great bodily labor. Boiling water poured on oatmeal and 

ftavored with lemon peel. 

HAIR THAT rs BRUSHED REGULARLY night and morning, if only 
for a few mi nu tes at a time, will require less frequent washing, 
and meanwhile will be clean and glossy. Too much washing 

renders the hair harsh and dry. 

DANGER OF BABY RINGs.-An old New York specialist of 
children's diseases, whose book of baby patients con tains as many 
names as the public records of a small town, considers the baby 
ring an idiotie species of woman's vanity. " I am opposed to them 
and always have been, for the reason that they shackle the child. 
If the mother tends to the infant there is no danger to be appre
hended, but it is not safe to leave a baby and a gold ring alone 
with a nurse girl. In a convulsion I have seen children bruise 
and tear themselves with a 1 ing, and I also know that ornaments 
of this sort often worry and distress the little ones. They may 
do no harm, but they can do no good, and for that reason off with 
the finger-ring and away with the bib and shoulder pin until the 
nursing child is old enough to enter a complaint against the 

cruelty and discomfort of maternai vanity." 

CHAMPOO AT HoME.-Soap bark is a splendid substitute, says the 
Chz'caa-o Times, for the professional champoo. To use it, buy a five 
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cent package at any drugstore, and, putting a heaping teaspoon
ful in a bowl, pour two quarts of boiling water on it,. and when 
pleasantly cool comb the hair from the face into numerous little 
partings, and scrub each with a shampoo brush well soaked with 
the decoction. In this way the scalp can be cleansed, and lastly 
the head rinsed in clear, tepid water, and dried gently. The latter 
is imperative. To rub into a tangle destroys the hair. It should 
be pressed between the folds of a towel, and then fanned. There 
should be no attempt at brushing or combing until the hair is 
absolutely dry. and then the process should begin at the bottom 
and work upward, the antipode of the prevalent method, which 
breaks and pulls "each individ ual haïr" inordinately. 

lNFLAl\Il\IATION OF THE STOMACH.-ln reply to subscriber would 
state that diet should be of the plainest kind, avoiding all indiges
tible and irritating food. The best authorities recommend whole 
and cracked wheat, rice, oatmeal and fruits containing compara
tively little acid. Exercise, sleep and meals should all be taken 
with regularity. If subscriber has nearly destroyed the lining of 
his stomach with drugs and wrong living, he will have a pretty 
hard road to travel in the pursuit of health. Pluck and strict 
attention to hygienic living may pull him through. We have 
heard Dr. W ater's flesh brush well spoken of. 
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THE HYCIENIC TREATMENT OF CONSUMPTION. 

No. 3· 

MICRO ORGANI,SMS OR BACTERIA AS A CAUSE OF THE DISEASE. 

(SPECIAL FOR HERALD OF HEALTH). 

IT is hardly ten years (r88z) since Koch, !he great bacterialist, 
announced to the world that he had discovered a parasitic organ
ism in the matter expectorated from consumptive persons, and 
that it was the true cause of this plague of civilization. I was 
working in the biological laboratory of Dr. Heitzman at that time, • 
and many were the discussions had among the physicians there 
about it, Dr. Heitzman maintaining stoutly that the newly dis
covered organism, if it existed, was a result ·rather than a cause. 
Specimens were obtained from Koch's laboratory, and sure enough 
there they were in rich abundance. They are not, however, vis
ible in the expectorated matter put under the microscope as it 
cornes from the lungs, and it becomes necessary to treat it in a 
certain way with aniline dyes to stain them blue in order to bring 
them before our vision. The theory that they are the veritable 
cause of the disease, and that there would be no consumption but 
for it, has been quite generally accepted by many physicians, and 
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sorne of them are treating it in accor dance w ith this theory by 

preparations 

INTENDED TO DESTROY T HEM 

in the lungs, as the inhalatio n of carbolic acid vapor, hot air, etc. 
It is safe to say that the t r u e h ygienic treatment of consumption 
has been delayed by reliance on these means. 

Before going into a discussion as to consumption being caused 
by bacteria, it will not be out of place to give a brief account of 
them. What are bacteria? or, as I prefer to call them, micro organ
Isms, and what is their object or place in nature? To this I reply, 
they are, so far as we know, the lowest and smallest living organisms 
of which we have any knowledge. They belong to the vegetable 
kingdom, at least botanists classify them as vegetable, but with
out chlorophyl, the green coloring matter common to vegetables. 
They seem to have sorne of the characteristics of both plants and 
animais, and if there was any other suitable division of nature for 
them we might place them there. They multiply by division, and 
by spores, and under favorable conditions multiply rapidly, so that 
a single one might become many millions in a few days if it had a 
chance to do its best. Of course it never had a chance to do its 
best, but it does 

QUITE WELL ENOUGH. 

If we could ask these organisms what was their main object in 
life, and they could answer, they would probably say, to feed and 
to multiply. They do these two things, and they do them effect-

' ually. Indirectly, however, they accomplish a great deal more ; 
and if we could interrogate Nature as to their object we should 
receive quite another reply. Nature would tell us that their chief 
good consists in the fact that they cause the rapid decay of those 
substances which are dead. If it were not for them the fallen 
leaves and trees in the wood, and the dead upturned trees also, 
would continue in the form in which they fell, and be reduced to 
their primitive elements only by the slow process of oxydation. 
The micro organisms, by the aid of heat and moisture, attack 
them, and they are soon rotten and become fit for food aga in for 
other plants. They do not always wait for things to die l?efore 
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they attack them, but do so whenever they can gain a foothold, 
as they are able to do in feeble plants or ani mals. 

A feeble organism is less perfectly protected against them than 
a strong one, but even a strong one may yield to them in large 
numbers or under certain favorable conditions. But 

MICRO ORGA~ IS:.IS, LIKE HUMAN BEL. GS, 

are not all alike. Sorne are friendly, so to speak, and do us no 
harm. The common atmospheric ones do not probably cause dis
ease. The dangerous ones, like thieves and murderers, only are 
to be feared. Those which cause diphtheria, scarlet fever, small
pox, measles, etc., are most pernicious in their depredations on 
buman beings. 

And now we come to the question, Is consumption caused by 
a variety of these minute microscopie organisms, or does it come 
in as soon as sorne weakness is manifested in the lungs only to 
expedite their decay? These are important questions. 

THE EVIDENCE UPON WHICH 

the advocates of the theory that consumption originates from a 
special germ base their arguments upon experiments made upon 
ani mals, a method to which the opponents of vivisection vigorously 
object. Nevertheless, it is the only evidence they have to offer. 
When Koch found his bacilli in the sputum and in the tubercle 
from the lungs of consumptives he at once attempted to produce 
the disease in animais, notably the guinea pig, rabbits, cats and 
dogs, etc., by inoculating them with the germs taken from con
sumptives. In this he was remarkably successful. The experi
ments were made with the greatest care. ~orne of the animais 
were inoculated with other material, and sorne kept without being 
inoculated at all, so as to have negative as well as positive proofs. 
Every effort was made to exclude sources of error. Sorne of the 
experiments consisted in making a series of cultures of the germs 

IN STERILIZED BLOOD SERUM. 

'That is, of laying a piece of the tubercle on the surface of the 
blood serum and keeping it at a proper heat, and excluding other 
germs, and allowing those in the tubercle to multiply in the serum ; 
from this serum germs were implanted in other like prepared 
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serum, and so on till five or more cultures had been made, that is,. 
germs had been grown whose progenitors, so to speak, for five or 
more generations had come from a consumptive's lung, but none 
of the intermediate ones had. Animais were inoculated with these 
germs, and they in every case developed consumption. These ex
periments were repeated by competent persons in different parts 
of the world with results, if not quite so uniform, yet nearly so .. 
There were sufficient failures to cast sorne doubt upon the theory. 

IN SOME CASES CONSUMPTION DEVELOPED 

when other material, or none at all, was used. But these failures. 
have not prevented the very general acceptance of the belief that 
consumption is due to a germ which gains access into the lungs, 
finds a suitable soil there for its growth and multiplication, and 
in the end destroys these organs. 

The way in which the micro organisms are introduced into the 
system is purely a matter of speculation. Severa! ways are sug
gested : First and most prominent, inhalation from the air, where 
they exist to a greater or less extent, according to climate, soil and 
other conditions. They find their way into the air through the 
expectoration of consumptives, which become dried and, carried 
by the wind everywhere, they must be almost universally present. 
in the atmosphere of populous regions, and probably bad breaths 
are drawn into the lungs in greater or less numbers. Second, by 
our food, especially through flesh and milk from diseased animais 
-domesticated cows are as liable to this disease as man. They 
abound in our dairies, and their milk is sent to market with other 
milk. When unfit for clairy purposes the cows go to the shambles 
and their flesh is sent to the market and eaten in large quantities. 
\Vhen it is even improperly cooked by a person whose digestive 
organs cannot digest these parasites, they are carried into the cir

culation and find 

A LODGMENT I THE L UNGS, 

where they are believed to multiply and cause disease. Sound or 
robust persons are not injured either by breathing them or by eat
ing them, unless in very large numbers; but the weakly and pre
disposed are. When a person has a cold or bronchitis the lungs 
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are often in a condition to take up the germs and furnish them a 
place to develop. 

Ali this is, in the main, theoretical. \Ve have no positive proof 
of it as the result of experience ; we can only say it looks reason
able, it is possible, it may be so. The human mind is so consti
tuted, so biased often in favor of a theory that looks plausible. 
that the enthusiastic say and believe it is so. This is a serious 
source of error, and errors once firmly fixed in the mind often 
continue for generations. 

THE OPPO.ENTS OF THE GERMS THEORY 

as a cause of consumption have not been idle. There are many 
forms of the disease quite distinct, they say. If caused by germs, 
this would be but one form. In about ro per cent. of the cases no 
bacteria are found. If caused by them this could not be the case. 
They ·would then exist in every instance; there would be no ex
ceptions. The germ theory takes no account of heredity, but the 
children of consumptives are more liable to it than others; if it 
were caused by a germ this would not be the case. One persan 
would be as liable as another, other things being equal. Experi
ence teaches us that this is not so. And again, if the germ theory 
were true the disease would be contagions. Every effort has been 
made to prove that it is sometimes conveyed from one persan to 
another, but we really have no weil attested evidence that such is 
the case, and, the evidence th at it is 

NOT CONTAGIOUS IS AL~W T OVERWHEL:\IING. 

One would think if contagions, the physicians and nurses in hos
pitals for consumptives, persans who are almost constantly ex
posed to it for years, would contract it, but they do not; or that 
a case in a household would infect more or less of its members, but 
this is rarely the caseJ and when obsen·ed may be explained in 
other ways. The al most constant appearance of the micro organisms 
in the tissues and expectorated matter of the consumptives, the op
ponents of the germ theory account for by the fact that they are 
al ways present in decaying matter, or matter not able to main tain 
its vitality for want of vigor, and this is vvhy they are found in 
the lungs of the consumptive. There is prepared a soil suitable 
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for them, and they take possession of it. They may aggravate the 
disease, accelerate the 

BREAKING DOWN OF LUNG TISSUE, 

and hasten death, but they are not the immediate cause. These 
and other similar arguments against the germ theory have had 
their weight, and if they have not disproved it they have modified 
it so that now its advocates admit that the tubercular bacillus is 
harmless, except where there is a predisposition brought about by 
inheritance, or acquired by overwork, under-Ïeeding, lack of phys
ical development, and confinement in close, unventilated rooms, 
which we all know is a frequent cause of consumption. 

DR. KOCH'S OWN VIEWS 

at the present time are best sh•Jwn by a brief statement from his 
recent address before the International Medical Congress at Berlin. 
He says: 

"The time had passed when the specifie microbes of certain in
fections diseases could be regarded as harmless or acciden tal par
asites. Methods of culture and inoculation experiments left no 
room to doubt the causal relation of special micro-organisms to 
certain specifie diseases. That this discovery had hitherto led to 
no striking therapeutic results argued nothing against bacteriolog
ical study. It had already given rise to many measures of un
doubted utility, such as sterilization of milk, disinfection of mor
bid excretions, filtration of \va ter, etc., and had furnished a sure 
method for diagnosis of certain diseases, such as tuberculosis and 
cholera. The fact that we had hitherto failed to discover the 
specifie cause of rabies, pertussis, yellow fever, and other diseases, 
was no argument against bacteriological methods as at present 
employed It was very possible that the causes of these diseases 
belonged to a different order of micro-organisms, and could not be 
cliscovered by our present methods of research. In favor of this 
view was the fact that the micro-organism of malaria was a plas
modium belonging to the protozoa, and not to the vegetable king
dom. The speaker believed we were just entering the second 
stage of bacteriology, ·where we should have to do with protozoa 
as disease-producing germs. 
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:· Refer:ing ag~in to the practical results of bacteriology, Koch 
sa1d that 1t had hltherto furnished means only for the prevention of 
disease, but had not helped us to cure disease already established. 
He thought, however, we were on the eve of practical therapeutic 
developmen ts based u pon this science. I t was not his custom to 
publish his investigations un til they were completed, but he would 
make an exception this time. He had not only succeeded in con
ferring upon guinea pigs, which are known to be peculiarly sus
ceptible to tuberculosis, perfect immunity against that disease, 
but had also discovered means of arresting the growth and multi
plication of tu bercle bacilli after inoculation. If he should be 
equally successful in preventing and arresting tuberculosis in man, 
it was not t.oo much to hope that means would be found for suc

cessfully combatinO' other diseases." 
AS YET WE HAVE ~0 K OWLEDGE 

as to how the system is to be made proof against the germ. If it 
is to be done by vaccination, then we prophesy it will bë worth
less ; if by fortifying the system through a wise hygiene and the 
maintenance of a high standard of health, then it is no discovery 
of Koch's, for this journal has stoutly maintained this to be the 

only way ever since it has been published. 
M. L. HoLBROOK, M. D. 

HOW AND W HEN WO MAN SH OULD REST . 

THE following from an article contributed by Evelyn Thorp to 
a metropolitan journal should be read and studied by every 
woman into whose bands this number of the HERALD OF HEALTH 

falls: 
The generally prevalent opinion is that women rest far more 

than men. No notion could be more erroneous. Men work 
harder with more concentration of energy on the task in hand; 

' but when they rest, how do they do it? Observe a tired business 
man in the repose of home, or rela.'ing every muscle in the relief 
of his Summer vacation. He lounges in his back-tilted chair, 

folds his arros, speaks little, draws long contemplative puffs from 
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his cigar, his mind as much a beatifie blank as he can make it. 
Now observe the average tired woman under analogous or 
equivalent conditions. She has probably attired herself in a 
gown that is too tight or too heavy, that oppresses her wearied 
limbs ; she has taken sorne useless piece of fancy work in hand as 
a "relaxation ;" and her mind is following the flight of her 
tongue which is discoursing feverishly of the deceptiveness of 
servants, dressmakers and children. The man, at the end of an 
hour of the sort of repose he grants himself, is rested ; the woman, 
at the end of the same time, is more tired than when she sat 
down. The farther we get from the standards of a prospective 
culture, intellectual and physical, the more we are impressed with 
this absolutely stultified feminine ignorance asto what rest," rest
fui" rest, means. To a farmer's wife to "lie down," except 

IN CASE OF EXTREME ILLNESS, 

is a thiug that in a certain occult way carries a flush of shame 
with it. Women of her class believe in "keeping up" till they 
drop. And physicians know that when they so "drop" it is 
generally for good and ali. The rest given and taken by the most 
hard-\vorked hack horse many such women deny themselves day 
in and day out for months, for years. To every person there is 
allotted a certain amount of strength according to his or her con
stitution. This expended, nature draws on her reserve force. 
Every output of this reserve force consumes nerve tissue as su rely 
and palpably as combustion consumes wood. Y et in the face of 
this obvious fact women continue in the large majority of cases to 
live on this reserve force with a blind improvidence and indiffer
ence as to the inevitable end that seem little short of criminal, 
and that certainly are amazing when one considcrs how dear are 
youth and its freshness to \\·omen's hearts. It is a saying of a 

- well-known medical man· who has been in charge of a sanitarium 
for many years that "E\·ery woman, however robust, should lie 
down and rest comfortably. body and mind, for a half hour every 
day, and when she feels she can least easily take the time then, 
most especially, should she do so." 
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REST OF BODY AND IIND. 

Now, how is this rest-which gives nature a chance to recruit 
her waste tissues, which keeps freshness and bloom to the cheek, 
firmness to the contours of the face, brightness to the eye-to be 
obtained? \Vhat hygiene certainly teaches more and more is th at 
women must rest systematicaliy-as systematicaliy as they would 
go through a course of gymnastics or a regime of diet-if they 
wish to gain or keep beauty of face and form. The "rest cures," 
emphasize continually the fact that ali and every exertion is made 
at the expense of nerve force. In treating patients suffering from 
nervous prostration and kindred troubles, it is impressed upon 
them that they cannot even extend an arm casually without liter
ally losing a certain amount of vital energy. For three weeks 
they are made to lie in a condition of utter passivity of body and 

mind, while the wasted forces slowly recruit. 

AT THE END OF THAT TIME 

the patients are "built up" on nutritious food and fina11y sent 
back to the world and their friends rejuvenated, refreshed, ali the 
beginnings of wrinkles smoothed a\vay, a new lease of youth in 
their hands. N ow this prescription, and this al one, is, in moderatecl 

doses, the one to accept with regard to rest. If a woman is 
physically and mentally wearied and unstrung, let her never, 
under penalty of losing youth and bloom long l>efore the ncecled 
time, attempt to "stave off" fatigue. Strong coffee or the stimu
lons of sorne new form of e.·citement may cheat her into the 
belief that she clid not realiy need rest, and the result of her 
ignorant outrage to the demands of nature may not be tben and 
there apparent. But let her be qui te as ·ured that for eacb and 
every such mistake committed she pays with an acceleratecl gray 
hair, an incipient furrow, one more nail in the coffin of that 
precious gift of youthful beauty that, at the best, vanishes ali too 
saon. Rather let her treat every su ch warning of nature \VÏ th 
immediate respect. The position in which to attain perfect repose 
and relaxation of ali the muscles is a totally recumbent one, with 
the arms stretched out. This would be the position of the body of 

A MAN WHO HAD BEEN DROWNED. 

It is the position the body takes when ali the nerve force is clrawn 
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out of the limbs, leaving them limp, and concentrated in the 
nerve reservoir at the base of the brain. When unusual fatigue 
of mind or body has been gone through, throw the body on a 
lounge or bed, lie flat and still with the limbs thus limp and out
stretched and the head rather low. Have a darkened room and 
keep the brain from "fidgeting "-resolutely putting away any 
insistent thought. Reserve one-half hour out of a busy day for 
this absolute repose of every nerve and muscle, and have it a law 
of the household that neither visitors nor children nor servants 
nor any outside claim or demand shall in any way interrupt or 
interfere with this brief period of retirement. It may take a little 
determination to enforce this law at first and to keep it oneself, 
but it is an unfailing experience that women who do this haYe 
uniformly more restful sleep at night, quieter nerves at all times 
and a degree of healthful freshness which remains to them through 
the years. A. short sleep may do if one fall into it naturally, but 
the rest itself will be equally refreshing in most cases. There are 
times when necessary periods of prolonged mental and physical 
strain supervene no rest can be taken. 

WREN THESE PERIODS OCCUR 

there is but one thing to be done, prolong the period of subse
quent rest accordingly. Go to bed, resting, if need be, several 
days. Rest thoroughly, at any cost. Now, there is a large num
ber of otherwise intelligent women who would look upon any 
such practice as an encouragement to sloth. For their peace of 
mind let it be remarked that the hygienic laws of resting will go 
hand in hand with a· paradoxical recommendation made by 
hygiene with equal force : That work usually, when work is to be 
undertaken, should be done with the fullest expenditure of energy 
possible. To drag through the hours neither healthfully getting 
rid of stored-up vitality, for the relief of the nerves, nor health
fully resting to form new vital forces, is to have sallow cheeks and 
dull and sunken eyes. To work hard and then rest well is to look 
young and to keep young-to have strong and well-pitched nerves 
and muscles, and, as a corollary, bloom and brightness of contours 
and of color. 
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THE CRIP AND HOW TO AVOlD IT. 

THE grip bas again broken out in Europe, and we ~re likely to 
have another visit from this disagreeable cornplaint the corning 
winter. In the current nurnber of Demorest's Monthl.;:, S.\V. Dodds, 
M. D., of St. Louis, whose reputation as a hygienist is well known 
throughout the country, contributes an interesting article on the 
grip, from which we take the following sensible notice: 

" We must never forget, in these investigations, that there are 
just five great depurators in the human body-five doors, so to 
speak, throutgh which the impurities of the system are carried out; 
and the largest of these ' doors ' is the skin, or rather, this great 
depurator consist of millions of little windows or openings. 
Close these and life would very soon become extinct; obstruct 
these, weaken their action, and sickness will speedily follow. The 
activity of the skin is of far greater importance in the vital econ
orny than most persons seem to think. Our good health depends 
upon it, whether we know it or not; and much debility and suffer
ing corne from neglect in this respect. A simple sponge bath 
daily, or at least every other day, the water cool or tepid, and the 
sponging followed by good vigorous hand-rubbing, would go a 
long way toward the maintenance of health and the reduction of 

doctors' bills. 
A OTHER THING 

that many are careless about is in permitting the temperature of 
their sitting-rooms to rise entirely too high ; instead of keeping 
them at 68° or 70°, they are often as high as 8o

0 
or upward. 

\Vornen, especially, are inclined to have their roorns too warrn. 
This cornes partly from their not taking exercise daily in the open 

air; they get sensitive from being housed-up too much. Another 
reason why they feel the cold more, and complain of being chilly, 
is because of the unequal dis tribu ti on of clothing. As a rule, 
women are overclad from below the waist to the knees, and un
derclad on the ' extremities. A little attention to this matter 
would be a great source of cornfort, and also prevent rnuch mis
chief. Still another trouble cornes from bad ventilation ; impure 
air is even worse than hot air, and both together are the worst of 

ali. Many attacks of pneumonia are due to 
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THE EFFECTS OF FOUL HOT AIR. 

"The conditions that I have just narned are, to sorne extent, 
present every winter, and just to that extent do we have influenza 
and pneumonia; but, fortunately, these conditions are not usually 
present in such force as to produce an epidemie. Those most 
likely to suffer from influenza are either the feeble ones, or those 
who are gross in their habits; and in either case the recovery is 
apt to be slow. The symptoms are so weil known that I need 
hardly refer to them, the sneezing, headache, backache, general 
aching of bones, languor, fever, depression-these are the prevail
ing diagnostic symptoms ; and the treatment is essentially the 
same as for branchial pneurnonia. 

"PERHAPS I CANNOT DO BETTER, 

in this connection, than to quote the late R. T. Trall, M. D. A 
tepid ablution, frequently repeated (according to the general fev
erishness) and followed by the dry-blanket envelope, when the 
body feels chilly after the bath, is what he prescribes. He also 
uses the chest wrapper wrung from warm or hot water, and well 
covered with a dry one over it; this when the lungs are consider
ably affected. Besicles the above treatment, he employs the hip 
and foot baths for their derivative effect, particularly when the 
abdominal viscera are disproportionately disturbed. Generally 
the bowels require to be moved by free injection·s of tepid water 
at the outset ; and \vhen there is considerable nausea, with retch
ing, the warm-water emetic should be adrninistered. The general 
regimen is the same as for simple fever: a little cooling fruit or 
fruit juices, plain bread or toast, and not too rnuch of it, gruels, 
barley water, etc. For drink, pure water, sour lemonade, and bits 
of ice, if they are needed. A lemon-ice, not too sweet, is sorne
times re]ished. In severe cases, there should be frequent fomenta
tions to the lungs, these followed by tepid sponging, with cool 
compresses if there is rnuch fever. \Vhere the patient is feeble, 
less treatment must be employcd ; and it must be administered 
in such a way tbat prompt reaction will follo·w. 

'' IN MOST CASES 

rnild derivative treatment is excellent; as foot-baths, shallow sitz
baths, etc. The treatment over the lungs, as compresses, fornen-



TREATl\IENT OF BRIGHT
1
S DISEASE. 

tations, etc., should not be made too continuously; leave them off 
for a time, and let the skin react. It is a good plan, often, to re
move the wet compress from the lungs now and then, dry with a 
hot crash towel, and then put a warm flannel in its stead. \Vhere 
the case is complicated with pneumonia, this forrn of treatment is 

particularly grateful. 

"AFTER THE PATIE:!'JT IS FAIRLY CONVALESCE:!'JT 

all active treatment should be discontinued; very little is required 

at this stage except good nursing, and to see that the patient does 
not over-eat. \Vhen he begins to get around, he will have to be 
careful in many ways ; a little undue exposure or overwork will 
affect him unfavorably. \Vhere the patient is constitutionally 

weak, it will be sorne time bef ore he feels qui te well." 

TREATMENT OF BRICHT'S DISEASE. 

A GREAT deal was likewise said at the Berlin Congress about 
the treatment of Bright's disease, but there was nothing very new 
in it all. The opinion still seems to be that animal food, bouillon 
and vegetables containing a good deal of potash should be forbid
den, whereas a milk diet and green food should be recommended. 
Mr. Grainger Stewart, of Edinburgh, called attention to the in
fluence of climate on patients suffering from Bright's disease ; ex
posure to cold and dam pness are to be particularly avoided ; s/jour 
in a malarious district bas the most deleterious effect on them. 
The ir di et should consist principally of the hydrates of carbon, 
and a milk diet is indispensable. The milk can be made more ap
petizing and of easier digestion by adding to it a little lime or 

seltzer water. 
THERE IS 0 DRUG 

that is capable of effecting a cure. Mr. Rosenstein, of Leyden, is 
of opinion that the principal advance we have made in the treat
ment of chronic Bright's disease is connected with the preponder
ance that bas been given to hygienic and dietetic means over 

pharmaceutical substances. \Ve know of no drug that bas any 
certain influence on albuminuria; we have only at our disposition 

remedies capable of 
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WARDING OFF CERTAIN COMPLICATIONS. 

Mr. Rosenstein calls attention also to the fact that the abuse of 
milk diet often entails gastric disorders, and that, on the other 
hand, the diuretic effect of milk troubles the patient's sleep. He 
dosed by protesting against the use of calomel, which severa} 
physicians had recently proposed. 

Bright's disease, one physician claimed, is far from being incur
able. The secret in the whole affair, he sa ys, is this-that there is 
no single universal method of treatment, and that the therapeu 
tical course to be followed depends entirely on the individuality 
of each patient. 

EDITOR'S STU DY . 

HUMID ATMOSPHERE FAVORS TRANSMISSION OF TYPHOID FEVER 
GERMS.-To determine the relation between the humidity of the 
atmosphere and the transmission of the typhoid bacillus a physi
cian recently experimented as follows: A current of dry air com
pletely devoid of germs was conducted through a vessel contain
ing a beef broth culture of the bacillus, and into a second vesse! 
containing sterilized beef broth. The second vessel remained 
sterile. The result was the same when a dry atmospheric current 
was passed over pumice stone satUI ated with a culture of the 
typhoid bacillus. \VlJ.en moist air was passed through the same 
vessels a very different result was obtained. The sterile beef broth 
culture was found, after the lapse of a quarter of an hour, to be 
thickly planted with the bacilli. In nature, says the medical jour
nal which reports the foregoing, this state of humidity is supplied 
by mist or fog, and statistics show an increase of typhoid fever in 
Paris during the months of October, November, December and 
J anuary. The most general mode of propagation of typhoid fever 
is by the contamination of the soil or water, but there are cases in 
which it is manifested hy pulmonary localization. The germ may 
penetrate into the bronchial system in spite of every means of 
defense possessed by the organism. 

ÜNE THEORY ABOUT HEADS AND BRAINs.-Dr. Starr, of London, 
says that it is impossible to draw any conclusion from the size or 
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EDITOR'S STUDY. 

shape of the head as to the extent or surface of the brain, and so 
as to the mental capacity. It is absurd to judge of the brain sur
face by either the size of the head or the extent of the superficial 
irregular surface which is covered by the sku11, without taking 
into consideration the number of folds or the depth of creases. 
" For a little brain with many deep folds may really, when spread 
out, have a larger surface than a large brain with few shallow 

folds " Phrenologists will probably dispute this theory. 

THE lNJURIOUS EFFECT OF RAILWAY WHISTLES UPON THE HEAR-
1 G.-An eminent Glasgow aurai surgeon, Dr. Thomas Barr, has 
communicated to the British Medical Association sorne valuable 
data concerning the injurious effects of railway whistles upcm the 
hearing. In railway whistles the arrangement for regulating the 
pressure of steam passing through from the boiler to the whistle 
is not usually sufficiently delicate. If the boiler should be under 
high pressure the whistle is very much louder and shriller than 
when it is under low pressure. So that when a passenger train is 
leaving a station for a long run, and having therefore its boiler un
der high pressure, the whistle is unnecessarily· loud and shrill, just 
when those qualities are least required. Dr. Barr urges upon the 
attention of the association the adoption of lower pitched whistles, 
with proper regulators, so as to lessen the present jarring of sen-

sitive ears and nerves. 
A \VrsE PRECAUTION.-A firm of chemists in Birmingham, Eng., 

place upon all poisons sold by them directions asto the antidote 
which should he applied in cases where the poisons are taken ac
cidentally or intentionally by human beings. An English chemi
cal journal gives an instance where this precaution was the means 
of saving life. A woman poisoned herself and then informed her 
husband that "she had done it." A medical man was at once sent 
for, but in all probability the woman would have been dead before 
he arrived but for the fact that her husband chanced to read on 
the label which accompanied the poison the instructions; "Give 
a mixture of chalk and water, milk and magnesia or carbonate of 
soda and water un til medical aid can be procured." The result 

is that the would-be suicide is alive to-day. 
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THE MoRTALITY OF WIDOWERS FROM PHTHISis.-In a paper on 
tuberculosis in Belgium, MM. Destree and Gallmaerts come to the 
conclusion, as the result of their investigations, that, in comparing 
the mortality from phthisis of bachelors, married men, and wid
owers, the last are very much more subject to this disease than 
either of the other classes. The same statement holds good for 
ali ages, and it is, they say, also true that widows are more liable 
th an single women to die of ph thisis. The au thors do not think 
this is to be explained except by direct contagion of wife to hus
band or husband to wife. They cannat think irregularities and 
excesses indulged in by widowers can be answerable for it, for 
advanced age does not seem to make any difference. They would 
ascribe it to infection occurring during married life, the disease 
claiming its second victim sorne time after the death of the first. 

WAGGING THE TaNGUE IN SLEEP.-Many persans, of ail ages 
and both sexes, in perfect health cannat hold their tangues when 
asleep. This habit is due to indigestion or to cerebral irritability. 
The remedy is an early meal before going to bed, taking half a 
pin t of cold water before putting the head on the pillow, and al
ways sleeping on the right side-never on the back. In case of 
premature wakefulness a copious draught of water usually induces 
sleep. 

EFFECTs oF ELECTRICITY AND OzoNE ON MrLK. -It is weil known, 
says the London Tùnes, that during thunder storms milk tends to 
grow acid. An Italian, Prof. G. Tolomei, has lately tried to throw 
sorne light on the nature of this action He experimented with 
electricity on fresh milk in three different ways-first, by passing 
the discharge of a Holtz machine between two balls of platinum 
inserted ne arly two inch es a part in a bottle con taining milk ; sec
ond, by sending a battery current between two strips of platinum 
at the bottom of a U tube holding milk ; and, third, by subjecting 
milk in a test tube to the action of a strong battery curren t 
through a silk-covered copper wire wound spirally round the tube. 
In each case the acidulation was delayed, not hastened. Three 
equal portions of milk from the same milking, th us treated, began 
to grow acid on the seventh, the ninth, and the sixth day respect-
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ively; while milk not treated with electricity was manifestly acid 
on the third day. The electrified milk (unlike milk that has been 
heated to a high temperature, then cooled) coagulates naturally, 
or by action of rennet, just like ordinary milk. Having thus seen 
that electricity could not be the direct cause of acidification of 
milk, the professor ne.'t tried the effect of ozone, and fou nd it dis
tinctly acidifying. In one ca .e the surface of a quantity of milk 
was brought close under the two balls of a Holtz machine, and the 
milk soon became acid in consequence, the sooner if the discharge 
was silent (not explosive), in vvhich case more ozone formed. In 
another case ozonized oxygen was made to bubble up through a 
quantity of milk, which in a few hours was completely acid and 
soon coagulated spontaneously. Prof. Tolomei is of opinion that 
oxygen probably also promotes lactic fermentation (a point which 
has been disputed). If milk keeps longer in wide, shallow vessels, 
that is probably due, he thinks, to the cooling produced by evap

oration, which is favored by a wide open surface. 

OUR RULES FOR GOOD HEALTH. 

1. Be regular in your habits. 
2. If possible go to bed at the same hour every night. 
3· Rise in the morning soon after you arc awake. 
4· A sponge bath of cold or tepid water should be followed by friction with 

towel or hand. 
5· Eat plain food. 
6. Begin your morning meal with fruit. 
7· Don't go to work immediately after eating. 
8. Be moderate in the use of liquids at all seasons. 
9· It is safer to filter and boil drinking water. 

10. Exercise in the open air whenever the weather permits. 
1 1. In malarious districts do y our walking ir- the middle of the day. 

12. Keep the feet comfortable and wPll protected. 
13. Wear woolen clothing the year round. 
14. See that your sleeping rooms and living rooms are well ventilated, and 

tnat sewer gas does not enter them. 
15. Brush your teeth at least twice a day, night and morning. 
16. Don't worry, it interferes with the healthful action of the stomach. 
17. You must have interesting occupation in vigorous old age. Continue to 

keep the brain active. Rest means rust. 
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WOMEN AND T.HE HOUSEHOLD. 

CONDUCTED BY HELEN FLETCHER. 

CoLD CoMES THROUGH THE FEET.-A noted medical author 
·observed: "No doubt much of la grippe cornes through the feet. 
Thin-soled shoes, or thick soles, standing on ice or snow or cold 
wood until the sole attains the same degree of cold as that on 
which it rests ; th en cold feet, cold legs, cold abdomen, cold lungs, 
cold in the throat, in the head ; the eyes, the nose, the mouth 
speaking witnesses, testifying to the body resting on the feet and 
the brain resting on the body that a plain violation of every rea
sonable rule of health has been permitted, to be paid in penalty 
of suffering and pain ; of lost time, of care and anxiety of friends, 
it may be of death-is not this and this result sufficient warning ?" 
-11fachùzs Unzon. 

THE RosE BATH NoT so ExPENSIVE.-It is a luxury far off, desir
able but unattainable, so says the practical mind; but not so. 
This luxury of the ancients can be obtained by the nineteenth 
century maiden at a cost second to nothing. The bath of roses 
can be made as foliows: The warm water, in quantity amounting 
to the usual requirement of the bath, is first softened by stirring 
into the tub finely sifted oatmeal, into which also is added half a 
pint of glycerine; lastly put into it two drops of attar of roses. 
If the massage treatment be available, use it by ali means; if not, 
let a coarse towel and hard rubbing serve the purpose of the mas
sage system. This bath is simply fine, as it softens the skin and 
blends perfume into each line of the body. After ali, to obtain it 
is a simple thing, too; the two drops of attar of roses being the 
greatest expense of all. 

How TO MAKE Ho~rE ATTRACTIVE.-If every wife, mother and 
sister fuliy understood how little it takes to make home cheerful 
and lovely, they would never consider the time spent in so doing 
as lost. The furnishing of a home should not represent dollars 
and cents to any great account, but it should be made homelike 
and attractive. Let there be flowers, plants, books, papers and 
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music, not for mere show, but for use. One of the prettiest home 
rooms I ever saw was entirely free from expensive furniture. 
There was always a dot of sorne sweet smelling blossoms on the 
table, and a few books and papers scattered around, a few easy 
chairs, two or three good engravings, but no one entered that 
home without exclaiming, '' How homelike! how attractive!" 

FASTING FOR HEALTH.-A well known woman physician says 

she keeps herself in perfect health by occasional days of entire 
fasting. Her stomach rests meanwhile, and the system uses up 
the clogging material on band in the body, and is ready to start 
over new when the mistress of the machine begins to add fuel 
once more. A writer in the English Illustrated Magazine is posi
tive that mankind eat more than is good for them. For gout, 
rheumatism and kindred chronic ailments a celebrated London 
physician prescribed less eating and drinking and charged his pa
tient twenty guineas. The writer remarks further: 1 venture to 
believe that all society would gain by diminishing the consump
tion of meat. Queen Elizabeth ordered a fish diet on vVednesdays 
and Fridays, not for any ecclesiastical reason, but (ostensibly at 
any rate) t<1 encourage the fish trade and to diminish the demand 
for fiesh. That interference with the market was not wise ; but I 
think that the adherents to the vegetarian s0ciety will do good if 
they persuade multitudes to learn the value of whole meal bread, 
and oat meal, and vegetables, and fruit, and not rely so exclu
sively on beef and mutton. The poor especially might find in 
porridge and lentil soup and well cooked .vegetables a far cheaper, 
more wholesome and more sustaining diet than the often unsatis
factory, coarse and even unwholesome scraps which they buy 

from the butchers at a far e;reater cost. 

HELPS L CLEANIKG.-For cleaning windows and mirrors, one 
of the best things is plain soft ·water and chamois leather, having 
a dry chamois leather as well to polish with afterward. This pro
cess will not answer near the sea, because of the salt in the atmos
phere. For polishing furniture, beeswax and turpentine is Yery 
good; but plenty of elbow grease is essential. The walls of each 
room should be well brushed; a dus ter should be tied over a broom 
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and then passed up and down. The duster must, of course, be 
shaken from time to time. \Vash the frame of mirrors or pictures 
with a very soft shaving brush and cold soft water. No soap must 
be used. To dry, daub it over with a very soft towel or old piece of 
linen until all moisture seems removed. To wash china, such as 
Dresden, Coalport, etc., use a very old soft shaving brush and hot 
soft water and yellow soap. Dry in the same way as the picture 
frames. The shaving brush gets into every little crevice, and is a 
very valuable little instrument for china washing. Curtains should 
be taken down and shaken and brushed weil. In most bouses 
those curtains used in the winter are put away at the time of 
spring cleaning, and others of lighter texture are put up in their 
places. This is an excellent plan, as the hot summer sun fades 
dark curtains very much, and, on the other hand, the lighter 
ones look so much fresher, and are an immense change. The 
dark curtains should be very neatly folded, and a piece or two of 
camphor put between the folds before putting them away. If, 
however, they are faded and require dyeing, they should be sent 
when taken down, so that they will be ready to put up again 
when the cool autumn breezes make us appreciate the return uf 
cosy-looking curtains. 

A V ALUABLE HrNT.-Housekeepers do not al ways understand 
that a chicken, after the animal heat leaves the body, is not fit 
fo.r food in less than twenty-four hours. During this time the 
muscles are stiffened by the rigor that succeeds directly after the 
departure of animal heat in ali animais, and are tougher than they 
are at any time previous. In many parts of the South cooks kill 
and dress poultry with great rapidity, and plunge the pieces of 
chicken, while they are still warm with animal heat, into the fry
ing kettle. This secures the tender, succulent dishes of fried 
chicken which are justly the pride of the old Virginia cook. An 
equally good and tender dish of chicken may be attained by keep
ing the fowl till the muscles relax, and it is in prime condition 
for food. In fact, only by the rapid process of frying cana chicken 
be cooked done before the muscles stiffen. This the Southern 
cook knows, and she never attempts to fricassee or roast a fowl 
that has not been hung at least twenty-four hours.-.LYew Tork 
Trz'bune. 
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FoR HousEwrvEs TO TRv.-In a bulletin issued by the division 
of entomology department of agriculture, Dr. C.V. Riley, writing 
of insect pests of the household, after describing various species 
of cockroaches, says: "In the latitude of Washington and further 
south the croton bug eats everything which contains paste, and 
consequent! y wall paper, photographs, and especially certain kinds 
of cloth book bindings, suffer severely from their attacks. In a 
recent number of Insee! Life will be found an account of severe in
jury clone to certain of the important files in the treasury in 
\Vashington, the bindings of many important public documents 
being disfigured and destroyed. In the office of the United 
States coast and geodetic survey they have become an intolerable 
nuisance by eating off the surface and particularly the red and 
blue paint from drawings of important maps. But I need not 
elaborate further upon the damage which they do. How to kill 
them and prevent this damage is the question. \Vithout con
dernning other useful measures or remedies like borax, I would 
repeat here what I have already urged in these columns, viz., that 
in the free and persistent use of California buhach or sorne other 
fresh and reliable brand of pyrethrum or insect powder we have 
the most satisfactory means of dealing with this and the other 
roaches men tioned. Just bef ore nigh tfall go in to the infested 
rooms and puff it into all crevices, uncler base boards, into 
the drawers and cracks of old furniture-in fact, whereYer 
there is a crack-and in the morning the floor will be cov
ered with dead and dying or dernoralized and paralyzed 
roaches, which may be easily swept up or otherwise collected 
and burned. \Vith cleanliness and persistency in these rneth
ods the pest may he substantially driven out of a bouse, and 
should never be allowed to get full possession by immigrants from 
without. For no other insect have so many quack remedies been 
urged and are so many newspaper remedies published. Many of 
them have their good points, but the majority are worthless. 
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MOTHERS AND THE NURSERY. 

( CONDUCTED BY :MRS. F C. PRESSLER.) 

INDIFFERENCE TO THE HEALTH OF CHILDREN.-I am often sur
prised at the seeming indifference or the real callousness of many 
mothers regarding the illness of their children. Within a year 
the question has been asked of three different mot hers, " How is 
your little one who has been ill?" And the reply has been sub
stantially the same in each case: ·'Oh, he is pretty sick, but it is 
nothing serious ; he will get over it." The repetition of this 
phrase has struck home and has a wakened though t. \V ill the child 
get over it? Is it not doubtful whether the young stomach which 
has been so badly disordered that the little patient has had to lie 
in bed for days will ever entirely be what it would have been 
without this illness? Do not the severe attacks of bronchitis and 
pneumonia which affEct so many children leave an abiding mark 
behind them? Is not the case very much like that of the cracked 
or mended bowl? It may serve a good many purposes still, but 
it can never be so strong nor so useful as it was before it was 
injured. The fact is that parents expect their children to be ill. 
They are astonished if a year passes without more or less serious 
invalidism among them. It is probable that sorne indisposition in 
an ordinary family of four or five persons or more is inevitable ; 
but if there be a wise mother in charge this illness ought seldom 
to be serious enough to keep the patient in bed. Utter prostra
tion usually argues a long course of improper living beforehand. 
It has too long remained unrecognized that the human body is a 
machine, and that its normal method of activity is in a regular 
rou tine. Children should eat as nearly as possible the same sort 
of food-not necessarily the same articles, but about the same 
proportion of nitrogenous and other foods, every day at regular 
hours, and never at other times. They should go to bed and get 
up at the same hours daily, the ventilation of their sleeping apart
ments, the regulation of their bathing, clothing and ail the physi
cal operations which maintain health should be arranged with as 
accurate method as is practicable, always avoiding the cast-iron 
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system. There is no need of much nor hard illness in an ordinary 
family, and unjust as the assertion may sound, there is bad man
agement in the household where it is otherwise. 'To tell the 
truth, the carelessness, the ignorance or the weak indulgence of 
mothers is at the bottom of three-fourths of the ill health and 
mortality that is so shockingly prevalent among children. These 
mothers become used to sickness in their families, hardened to its 
enormity, and they really do come to think that it is a small 
thing. "He will get over it." The chances are ten to one that 
he does not get over it, but that he feels it more or less to the day 
of his death, which is hastened because of it.-Kate Upson Clark 

in Burlingtott Hawkeye. 

lNFA TILE DoN'Ts.- Even the baby is the victim of refonn. 
Methods employed twenty years ago are intolerable in the nursery 
of to-day. The infantile don'ts are almost as numerous as the 

etiquetical negatives. Among the approved are : 

Don't rock the baby. 
Don't let him sleep in a warm room. 
Don't let him sleep with his head under the cover. 

Don't let him sleep with his mouth open. 

Don't "pat" him to sleep. 
Don't try to make him sleep if he is not sleepy. 

Don't let him nap in the afternoon. 

Don't let him be kissed. 
Don't let him wear any garment that is tight enough to bind hi 

throat, arms, waist or wrists. 
Don't have ball buttons on the back of his dress. 
Don't have clumsy sashes on the back of his dress. 

Don't cool his food by blowing it. 
Don't feed him with a tablespoon. 
Don't use a tube nursing bottle. 
Don't change the milk you started with. 
Don't bathe him in hot or cold water. 
Don't bathe him more than three times a week. 

Don't allow a comb to touch his head. 
Don't let him eat at the family table.-Toronto Globe. 
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LIME WATER AND MILK.-\Vhen the stomach is intolerant of 
fo )d it is the general practice of physicians to order lime water to 
be given with milk, and if they are rightly given they are almost 
always well borne. But unless duly instructed asto the necessary 
proportions of each, the majority of people are quite sure to make 
the mistake of not using enough lime water. It is of course only 
of value as an antacid, and it is but very slightly alkaline. As 
compared with the bicarbonate of soda, an ordinary dose of the 
same is equivalent to six ounces of lime water. So a tablespoon
ful of the latter in a eup of milk-the scanty proportion used by 
many in sickness-is really of no value. To obtain an action of 
any moment it is necessary in giving milk and lime water to have 
the mixture contain the latter in proportion of at least one-third. 
Very often where they are in equal parts the milk is vomited up 
in hard, sour curds, in which event, if the mixture has not been 
given too freely, i.t is best to use a stronger antacid. Bicarbonate 
of soda is a good substitute, and about a teaspoonful should be 
dissolved in a large cupful of water, and that solution be added 
to the milk in place of lime water.-BostoJZ Herald. 

TEACH A BoY CARVING.-Carving is a most important arl in a 
boy's ecl ucation. From the ti me he is old enough or large enough 
to wield a carving-knife and fork, he should he allowed to grace 
the paternal seat, at times, even if it is disastrous to the turkey 
to the table, to the dining-room and the lives of the rest of the 
family. It is hetter that he should struggle with the family tur
key, where he is expected to disgrace himself, than to disgrace a 
turkey, an elegantly appointed table, decorated walls, dinner 
dresses, and then commit suicide, or want to, at a dinner-party, 
where he is unexpectedly called upon to supply the place of an 
absent host.-Chicago Herald. 

A Bov's IoEA OF Hrs FATHER. ·-At ten years of age a boy 
thinks his father knows a great deal; at fifteen he knows as much 
as his father; at twenty he knows twice as much ; at thirty he is 
willing to take his advice ; at forty he begins to think his father 
knows something after ali ; at fifty he begins to seek his advice, 
and at sixty-after his father is dead-he thinks he was the smart
est man that ever lived. 
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THE ANTr-CrGARETTE LAw has gone into operation in New 
York, and henceforth all boys in the State under sixteen years of 
age have to smoke the pernicious baby cigar surreptitiously. The 
police are empowered to make arrests of young smokers who vio
late the law. Although there is a strong public opinion against 
the cigarette, there is sorne objection to the law mentioned, be
cause of its paternalistic nature. But the minor must be pre
vented from injuring his health until he cornes to the age of 
reason, just the same as the minor is protected by the liquor laws 
where they are enforced. Cigarettes con tain creosote, arsenic and 
opium, and many young men have paid for immoderate indul-

gence in them with their lives. 
ÜVERSTUDY AND UNDERFEEDING.-The real danger to health 

from study in this country, we are inclined to think, is not in 
colleges and advanced institutions-which. as we know, provide 
exercise-but in public schools and high schools, which do not. 
\Ve believe these, if investigated, would show a shocking disregard 
for health. The stairs alone in the tall buildings put up by school 
committees for normal schools are enough to kill young women. 

· Overstudy and bad feeding do the rest. Out of ninety girls in a 
New York public school questioned in the course of an inquiry by 
an association of collegiate alumnœ twelve had eaten no break
fast, and six of these had brought no lunch. In a class of forty 
girls from sixteen to twenty years an average of one-tenth came 
withou t breakfast, and school girls' lunches have been for a gener
ation a jest to the thoughtless and to the observant the cause of 

endless illness.-Phz'ladelphza Press. 

HEALTH INVENTIONS AND APPLIANCES. 

EDISON'S ELECTRIC CURE FOR RHEUMATIC ENLARGED JoiNTS.-
Among the subjects of interest presented at the recent Interna

ti:.nal l\1edical Congress at Berlin, was a paper by Thomas A. Ed
ison, giving an interesting account of his cxpcriments in the treat
ment of gouty concretions by electricity. He learned that the 
salts of lithium were used in such cases internally with the theory 
of forming the urate of lithium, which was soluble and could be 
dissolved and excreted from the body, and that the difficulty met 
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with was the practical one of getting the salts m the system. It 
occurred to him that the principle of electric endosmose, or the 
principle by which the transmission of solutions through a mem
brane is accelerat~d by the steady application of a current of elec
tricity, could be successfully applied in such cases. He made an 
exhaustive series of experimen ts with this end in view, first to 
prove that the transfusion of one solution to another could be ac
celerated by the electric current, and after that had been success
fully established on the living patient. The first subject that he 
took was a perfectly healthy man, and the continuous electric 
current, as strong as he could bear, was passed through him for 
two hours daily. The patient's hands were immersed in two jars, 
and these connected with the poles of the electric current. In the 
positive jar was a solution of the salts of lithium, and in the neg
ative jar a solution of common salt. The result sho\ved that the 
ftuid excretions were strongly impregnated with lithium. Another 
patient was then taken who was suffering from an aggravated 
form of gouty concretions. The finger joints were swollen to an 
enormous size, those of the little finger measuring nearly three 
and a half inches in circumference. This patient was treated pre
cisely in a similar way as the former, except that the current was 
much stronger and the treatment vvas for six hours daily. After 
fourteen days the reduction of the size of the finger joints was 
great, and the pains that had been constant in the fingers before the 
treatment were entirely absent. Mr. Edison closes his paper with 
this statement: "From these experiments I think it fair to con
elude that satisfactory use can be made of the principle of elec
trical endosmose in this class of cases." The paper was received 
with the manifestation of much interest by the congress. 

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT. 

OuR FRIENDS CAN TRv TO SECURE us new subscribers by calling 
the attention of those interested in hygenic matters to the fact 
that the magazine is sent from October, 189o, to December, 
1891, for One Dollar to ali parties whose names are sent in with
out delay. Fifteen copies of the HERALD OF HEALTH for One 

pa 
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Dollar are certainly cheap enough. In no other publication can 
such valuable information upon the care and preservation of 

health b.e obtained. 

QUESTIONS OF INTEREST ANSWERED. 

THE PuLSE.-J. C.- As far as we can understand, there is notb
ing the matter with your pulse. In health the pulse reaches its 
height at noon and is at its lowest point at midnight. It is more 
frequent in a standing than in a sitting position; and slower yet 
in recumbent posture. The natural pulse of the adult man is 
from 6o to 70 per minute; of the adult woman, about ten higher. 
In the new-born infant it is from 130 to 140; in old age, from so 
to 6o. In disease, says Dr. Danielson, there are great deviations. 
It has been known to be as low as q, as in profound coma, and as 
high as 200 a minute in hydrocephalus. \Ve have also the strong 
and weak pulse, the full and small, hard and soft, rigid, tense, 
wiry, thready-all which have to be learned by careful observa
tion.-For human food olive and cottonseed oils are far superior 
to lard, or to any other animal fat. Olive oil has held that rank 
in the estimation of scien tists and medical men from the earliest 
period of recorded history. It is only of late years that analysis 
by chemists, experiments in diet by eminent physicians, and practi
cal use by skillful housekeepers have combined to demonstrate 
that in every respect and for all uses the oil of the cottonseed is 
equal to that of the olive.-\Ve can procure for you an excellent 
work on phrenology at $r.oo for bound edition, and 40 cents for 

paper. 

ANOTHER METHOD OF GETTING FAT.-Suppose J. W. F., who asks 
for a process of fattening, tries the following: One of the drivers 
on the \Vheat street line is getting fat on sweetened hot water. 
He weighed 153 pounds. He had his dinner sent to him every 
day, but was troubled for some time as to what he should drink, 
as he did not use coffee. He tried hot water tea, but that did not 
suit him, so he began to take a small coffee pot full of sweetened 
hot water at every meal. He liked it so much that he continued 
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its use, and would now miss it as much as an inveterate coffee 
drinker would miss his morning eup of Java. The driver began 
to fatten, and now weighs 213-sixty pounds more than he 
weighed before he began drinking hot water.-Atlanta Journal. 

SKIN GRAFTING.-More or less successful attempts have been 
made to graft nearly all the different tissues of the body, including 
skin, bone, teeth, muscle. nerves, eyes, mucous membrane, etc. 
Dr. W. G. Thompson now reports a successful experiment in brain 
grafting, a small piece of the brain of a cat being made to grow 
on the brain of a dog. 

SELTZER \VATER AS AN ANAESTHETIC.-Seltzer water is used as a 
local anœsthetic by Dr. Voituriez, of Berlin. Two or three 
siphons of the water produce insensibility of the surface to be 
operated on, the effect lasting about five minutes and being due 
to the carbonic acid in the seltzer. 

MEDicus.-Subcutaneous injections of ammonia representa new 
remedy for acute alcoholism. It is directed to inject under the 
skin a mixture of one part with two to six parts of water. Two 
or three minutes after the hypiodermic and erysepelatous redness 
is observed around the puncture, and the next morning sorne sore
ness. It is claimed that the patient, comatose from alcohol, re
covers consciousness within three minutes after such an injection. 
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BY 111. L. HOLBROOK, M. D. 

PREVENTION OF CONSUMPTION. 

lN the early history of rnankind, when the intellect was shrouded in 
darkness and superstition prevailed everywhere, diseases were ascribed to 
every imaginable source except the true one. Even among uncivilized 
races this is the case to-da y, and among civilized ones there are those who 
still ascribe them to supernatural causes, as the pnnishment of an angry 
god on his peop1e for their sins. So long as a supernatural origin is be
lieved in, preventative medicine can have little play. An Indian medicine. 
man wou1d frighten off the evil spirit that afflicted his patient by noiseS; 
and by incantations, and a more civilized man would fast and pray to his. 

God to 
SHIELD HIM FROM EVIL 

which he had brought upon himself by violation of the laws of his being ; 
but a rational man will seek the true causes if he could discover them. It is 
the province of hygiene to do this, and its rapid ad vance during the pres
ent century is one of the surest evidences of hum an progress that we can 
possibly have, and of the beneficent results of the study of science and its 
application to hurnan welfare. From this standpoint how shall we pre-
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vent consumption-cure it befor~ it exists? Shall it be by magic and the 
incantations of superstitions races ? Shall it be by pleading with our 
heavenly Father that He will not inflict on us the punishments properly 
due for oursins? or shall it be by obedience to those laws of our being 
which He has instituted for the govern ment of our conduct? Let us 
rather pray that we may find out what these laws are, and obey them so 
far as in our power. 

THE PREVENTION OF CONSUMPTION 

might very properly begin before birth. If we could choose our ancestors 
we would even go back several generations and find those who were 
strong, hardy, industrious, and whose instincts were perfect and intelli
gent; but not being able to do this we must do the best we can. Children 
should not be begotten when the constitution is exhausted by excesses of 
any kind. The prospective mother should live a rational, healthfullife, 
and not an idle, dissipated one. If there is any hereditary taint it may 
be overcome in the children by living rightly, by keeping the health up 
to a high standard by good food, abundance of fresh air, and as much 
out-of-door life as is possible or needful. Mothers who confine them
selves indoors in bad air-other conditions being the same-have the 
most feeble children. The children born in cities where such conditions 
prevail have the highest death rate, and those that survive infancy have 
the poorest constitutions. Those who 

LIVE IN MALARIOUS REGIONS 

are often so injured by malarious air that almost as bad results follow. 
Those who are underfed or poorly nourished cannot give birth to hardy 
o.ffspring. Even a person not quite so robust, who lives a normal life 
and is much out of doors, may become the parent of healthier chil
dren than one who h&s a good constitution but lives in confinement and 
a vitiated air. Excessive child-bearing must also be avoided, for it leads 
to degeneration and is a cause of consumption. Just what excessive 
child-bearing is must be determined by each one separately. Two or three 
might exhaust one mother more than eight or nine, or even a dozen, 
another. 

AFTER THE CHILD IS BORN 

it must have rational care and be given a good chance in the race of life. 
The art of caring for children ought to be mastered by every parent, and 
mothers should not trust altogether to their im;tincts or to what is told 
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them by others as ignorant as themselves, or even by a little reading, but 

make the subject a profound study. They should be well fed, always 
have abundance of fresh air and light, be suitably clothed, and their 
physical culture prop~rly attended to. As they grow into youth, there 
-should be no over-crowding, no exhausting cares, but every opportunity 
given that they may grow physically, as well as morally and intellectually, 

nor should there be any idleness. Idleness gives opportunity for morbid 
development and every species of bad habits. Em ployment is essential, 
it is only our shunning that injures. I can only hint at the ideas 1 have 
on this subject. Those interested will find help in other treatises devoted 

specially to the subject. 

I NOW COME TO SOME OF THE SPECIAL 

suggestions for preventing consomption in those who have grown up and 
have sorne tendency to it, either through sorne ancestral taint or acquired 

since birth by errors in life through ignorance: or other means. One of 
the first things to be prevented is the taking of colds. As already ex

plained, they are indirect if not direct causes of consumption ; and so 
every cold prevented is so much gained, while every one taken is a posi
tive injury if not a danger. The best methods of preventing colds must 
be learned. Those who live much in the open air are less liable to them 
than those who debilitate their constitutions by over-heated rooms and 

deteriorating ha bits. This then may be laid down as a rule, that to pre
vent a cold one should exercise out of doors as much as possible. 

THE NEXT METHOD TO BE EMPLOYED 

is the cold morning bath with friction. The bath rightly employed hard
ens and toughens the skin. It is through the skin that colds are brought 
on. When one is overheated and excited, or when one is delicate and 

sickly, the chili from exposure acting on the nerves terminating in it 

lowers the tone and vigor of the nervous system and results in a cold. 
The full philosophy of the subject is corn pl ex and need not be entered 

into here. The cold bath, which should be of short duration, only long 
enough to wet the surface, should be followed by thorough friction with a 

dry sheet thrown around the body and with the bare band till there is a 
glow and a redness of the skin that insures a good result. Especially 

should the friction be thorough over the chest and back and on the feet. 
An extra foot bath at night with thorough friction will be an additional 

benefit. We take 
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COLD THROUGH THE FEET 

becoming chilled as often as other parts of the body. So, too, on the 
back of the neck and over the shoulders sho uld the rubbing be thorough. 
This is another point where the nerves seem sensitive to colct. \Ve all 
know the ev il effects of a draft on this part, but the evils are grea test on 
those who have not educated the skin to bear them by the bath and fric
tion. Sometimes a glass of water as hot as can be borne after the bath 
insures a good reaction, or sorne suitable exercise out of doors which is 
not very severe will produce the same result. One must learn to use his 
own judgmènt in this matter. If a large quantity of cold water and little 
rubbing are used, then more harm than good will result. It is not so 
much the former as the latter that does the good. 

UNFORTUNATELY THERE ARE PERSONS 

who do not seem to bear cold bathing weiL Whether the fault is in their 
methods or in their constitutions, or both, I will not stop to inquire. We 
have a substitute method for these in the use of the hair glove ; or, if this 
is too severe at first, the linen one, and friction over the skin till jt is well 
reddened and warm. It answers nearly ail the purposes of the bath, and 
may be ta ken for five or ten min utes on rising and on retiring, with the 
best results. In nearly or ali cases of persans with a tendency to con
sumption and when the disease is actually present, the skin if not actually 
diseased is exceedingly delicate and weak, and 1 cannat understand how 
doctors have kept on treating it so long with no reference to this organ. 
With the exception of a few, and these mainly who have had thorough 
training in hygienic medication, they have generally ignored the skin as 
an unimportant organ. If by emphasizing this point 1 can call attention 
to it, I shall feel myself rewarded. 

I HAVE SEEN SUCH EXCELLENT RESULTS 

in preventing colds and consequently consumption by attention to the 
skin that 1 speak confidently. I have known persans liable to these dis
cases often having three or four every year, and by this practice escaping 
them for years at a time, or, if not entirely escaping them, suffering so 
slightly asto make them practically ins1gnificant. I feel confident my 
advice on this subject will be useful to others. Most people bathe for 
cleanliness only. The greatest benefit from the bath is in toughening 
and fortifying the skin and fitting it for fulfilling its functions perfectly. 

Another means of preventing a cold is by fortifying the nervous system 
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against them by vi~orou . ly exercising the will power whenever there is 

need of it, as for instance, when one is exposed to a cold, a draft, or other 

injurious influences. The effect in this direction keeps u p the circulation 

and the supply of nervous energy, which are so essential in such circum
stances. 

IF A CHILL ACTUALLY COMES 0~ 

drink at once a pint or more of water as hot as can be borne, take a hot 

foot bath, and go to bed and get warm and comfortable as soon as possible. 

I hardly need to mention that ca re is nece ·sary to a void sleeping in 

damp sheets, in new rooms before the walls have become dry, in standing 

in the cold with wet feet, and espeCially in eating a very heavy, in digestible 

meal after becom ing exlr:n1sted by overwork or exposure. Overloading the 

·tomach with indigestible food is a frequent cause of colds. lt is far bet

ter to wait a little before eating if one is very tirecl. 

I NOW CO.:IIE TO A l\IORE IMPORTANT PART 

of the subject, that of enlarging the chest and developing the lumrs. In a 

majority of consumptives there is Jess Jung capacity and Jess strength in 

the rn uscles of the chest than in others. They take in less air at each res

piration. Respiration is more feeble and there i a sluggislmess of action 

in the chest. Tbese are just the conditions wbich fa\·or the developmcnt 

of micro-organisms in the lung3. \Vherc re'>piration is full and complete 

they do not thrivc. The tubercles wbich de,·elop in the lungs are most 

frequently first found in the apices of these organs, just the place where 

respiration is most imperfectly performed. lt is important thal the chest 

be enla.rJed in early ]ife, when its enlargemcnt is mo;;t ea ily efTected in 
every youth who bas any tendency to consumption. lt i~ not difilcult to 

accomplish this. and there are many method.:;, some of which are sui table 

to cvery case. The first metLod costs nothing except a little time and 

eliort, and consists in daily and frequent deep-brcathing, or inhaling air 

into the lung-s so asto inflate them to their fullest capJctty. lt Jwuld be 

practiced from half an hour to an hour every morning before the person i 
out of bed. Thruw a~ide·the pillows so asto Jet the head and shuulders 

fallon aline with the spine, and slowly inhale air till the lungs are full, 

and then exhale it a[fain to a~ great an e.·tcnt as posjble. Re::,t a moment, 

and then repeat the excrci e at the same time \Vhen the lungs are full 

tretch them and the 
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CHEST TO THE FULLEST EXTF.NT. 

It is well when the lungs are thus filled to hold the air in them for a mo
ment and percuss the chest over the lungs gently, so as to still further 
promote the entrance of the air into every air cell. The bedroom windows 
should be wide open and fresh air abundant. If the weather permits, it 
is often agreeable to perform the exercise out of doors on the porcb or 
veranda, because the re the air is better. This exercise is so gentle that i t 
does not strain the heart or exhaust the nervous system or produce weari
ness. Indeed, it benefits the heart as well as the Jung , for it gives more 
room for it to enlarge and have free play. The percus5ion over the heart 
promotes nutrition in this org-an by increasing the circulation in the cor
onary arteries. Deep breathing may also be secured by clim bing bills and 
by running for a short distance with the lungs filled and holding the 
breath. In such cases, however, there is a greater strain on the heart, 
and more care is required. 

ANOTHER l\IETHOD OF ENLARGING THE CHEST 

is by the use of the Indian club exercises. Th1s method is an excellent 
one, and is weil adapted to the young and middle-aged. It is better that 
the person take a sufficient number of !essons from a good teacher, so as 
to learn how to do the exercic.:;es with precision, accuracy and sy~tem,. 
rather than to try to go through them imperfectly and without interest, as 
would be the case if an effort was made to learn them without a teacher. 
The club exercises develop the muscles of the chest and arms and en
large the lungs in a most remarkable manner. They train both sides of 
the body alike, and this is of great importance, for we have a great many 
motor centres in our brain and our spinal cord which we neglect thor
oughly to educate. Such is the case particularly with the centres which 
serve the movements of the left band and the left side of the body. Per
haps, however, fathers and mothers will be more ready to develop the 
natural powers of the left band of their children, giving them thereby two 
powerful bands, if they accept that, as I belie\4e, the health of the brain 
and spinal cord would improve if all their motor centres were fully exer
cised; and I may mention rig-ht here that in a rnajority of persans who 
have a tendency to consumption there seems to be sorne dcfect, sorne 
weakness in those nerve centres that control respiration and the com
plete expansion of the lungs. There cloes not appear to be sufficient 
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nerve force to make the rnachinery of respiration rnove vigorously, but by 

suitable physical training this mental defect may be overcorne. 

THE INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES, 

if judiciously used, o:ffer a good means of securing this result for both 
sides of the body and the nervous centres in both hemispheres of the 
brain. The club exercises also campel the upright, rnanly position ofthe 

body, the importance of which should not be overlooked. 
It may as well be mentioned in this connection that the excessive use of 

the clubs which sorne enthusiasts are inclined to tend to develop muscles 
of the arrns and chest too large, and this should be guarded against. All 
excesses in physical training should be avoided. Moderation in all 
things is a rule which cannat be too strongly impressed on those for whom 

these chapters are being written. 

ANOTHER !11EANS OF ENLARGING THE CREST 

and strengthening the constituti<'n is by ro" ing. It bas sorne advantages 
and sorne disadvantages over the lndian clubs. The advantages are that 

it is a most delightful exercise, stirnulating the nervous system in a way 
that no amount of practice at any indoor rnethod of training can. \Vhat 
is more delightful than to sit in a neat, trim boat, either with or without 
a cornpanion, and propel it along the surface of the water, now fast, now 
slow, now to the right or the left, watc:hing the ripples made by the oars, 
the flashes of light from the waves, the circles of tiny waves created by the 
drops of water that fall from the oars as they are lifted from the bosom of 
the stream or lake? Or, if it be rough. what delight one can take in 
guiciin~ the boat safely over storrny waves and even billows as they rise 
and fall one after another in rapid sucee::. ion. 1\Iany and many a tirne 
bas my own heart been filled to overfiowing with adoration for the Au thor of 
Nature and for Nature itself when in my boat I bave been riding serenely 
and happily over the waves, and so I speak from long personal experience, 
and not from any theory the outgrowth of fancy or speculation. The dis
advantages to be mentioned are that the exercise cannat be practiced at 
all seasons of the year, nor is it easily available every day or in every part 
of the country. On ly those who are fortunately situated can enjoy the 

fullest use of the oar and the b oat. 
THCSE, \VHETHER 1\IALE OR FE~IALE, 

bould use it for all that it is worth, and incleed, the fact that it cannot be 
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used at all times makes it more delightful when we can take advantage 
of it. We can then rest from other artificial exercises which may have 
become monotonous by continuons use, and take to this form, which, 
especially for the young, is never \vearisome. 

Sorne precautions may be necessary to those who are very susceptible 
to moist air. The air over the water is rn ore highly charged with vapor 
than over the land. That is a di advantage, and those to whom moisture 
is injurious must choose that part of the day wben the sunshine will coun
teract its injurious effects. 

It has been objected that girls and young women cannot take advantage 
of rowing as boys can and to sorne extent this is true, but I have taught 
a good many young women to row in rather rough water and they cer
tainly enthusiastically enjoy the exercise and evince skill and carefulness 
not always seen in boys, and I believe they may be as greatly benefited by 
this mode of training as their brothers, providing they are properly 
dres~ed about the waist, so as to allow the most perfect freedom of mo
tion to the muscles of the arms, shoulclers, back and abdomen. If they 
will not dress themselve~ suitably then they might as weil let the exercise 
al one. 

I have not space in this article to give sugg-estions regarding the manner 
of using the oars so as to produce the best effect with the !east exertion. 
These will be given in a little book I hope soon to publish on the subject 
of these papers. 

A JAPANESE MEAL. 

DR. E. P. THWING, OF BROOKLYN. 

THE people here usually eat at morning, evening, and at noon. The 
quality and variety of the dishes depend upon the position and ability of 
the farnily. So also the style of table service. Commonly chop sticks 
are used and each one has his tray and bowl. These may be coarse and 
che::Ip or elegantly lacquered and ornamented witb inlaicl ivory and gold. 
There may be but one table about which ali sit, or severa!, with but one 
person at each. The family sit on the fioor, that is, on the matting, 
which is soft and clean. The size of rooms and bouses is indicated by 
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the number of these stiff pieces of matting, perhaps 30 inches wide by 6o 
long. Cushions, tatatami are often added. Spoons are used to dip, but 

not to put to the lips. 
At about 7 A. M. the morning meal is eaten. A soup of beans is first 

served. Among the poor a kind of coar:;e bean is used, boiled months 
before and kept dry in barrels. These are mashed and made into a soup, 
often without salt or condiment, though other vegetables may be added to 

the soup. It is drunk from a bowl, and perhaps 

A PI ' T IS USED AT A MEAL. 

The soy bean ranks first in value and in extent of use. It is nearest to 
meat in nutrient qualities, rich in nilrogen and fat. It is green, black, 
reddish or white in color; kidney shaped, spherical or ellipsoïdal, and 

has from 35 to 38 percent. protein. 
After the bean soup cornes rice. Japanese rice is the best in al1 Eastern 

Asia. according to Rein, and has a higher value than tbat of Java or India. 
I read last week of hungry people here refusing Chinese rice during the 
pre.;;ent famine, so strongly attached are they to their own production. A 
viscount and his family at Tokyo have introduced the Chinese rice into 
use in their household to attack the prejudice. Rice is boiled in steam 
or water. It is the one prominent article of food, so here they say Asa
gozen, morning rice; Hiru-gozen, noon rice, and Yu-gozen, evening 
rice; instead of breakfast, dinner and supper. Salted vegetables are used 

to give it a relish. 
AT NOON FRESH FISH 

is used, sometimes raw, oftener, perhaps, broiled or boiled ; beef or 
chicken and boiled vegeta bles, with eggs, ra w or cooked. Shi ta ji is 
a liquid sauce used on the fish. At supper, dried fish, eut and salted,. 
or small fish whole, with rice is served. In the East there is not 
so much of drinking at meals as with Western nations. Some well-to-do 
families take tea, fruits and sweets at 3 or 4 o'clock. Candy and cakes, 
persimmon, orange, strawberry and peach are used. The culture of small 
fruits is little known, but missionaries like Dr. Nevius, Moderator of the 
recent Shanghai Conference, have done much in teaching natives how to 
produce fruit of the best quality and ft.avor. Bread is beginning to be 
used by those Japanese who can afford it, but even "rice is a lnxury to 
hundreds of thousands of poor mountaineers and given to the sick, 
but seldom to healthy adults." Such farnilies are glad to get millet and 
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bar ley. As ''salat-y" once meant salt, wealth here has been reckoned by 
rice in the census returns. The feudal lords taxed men according to the 
number of koku of rice, each being 182. 5 liters weight, worth about four 
dollars. In China, instead of ~aying- '' How do you do?" y ou say, ''Have 
you eaten rice ?" Besides the corn mon rice we have okabo or mountain 
rice, and a glutino1:1s variety with black hulls. 

A TOUGH DOUGH 1S MADE 

from its meal, useful as paste. Little cakes filled with bean meal and 
sugar are made from it and relished as food, without being baked. 

I came to Japan last year during the rice harvest and returned hither 
from India and China just at the beginning of the barley harvest. The 
appearance of the fields and of the patient, cheerful toilers there will never 
be forgotten. The beautiful teeth I have seen in the East, and especially 
in J a pan, are suggestive of sim pie and wholesome food, as are the feet and 
the chest, to which the hideous shoe and corset of Western fashion are 
strangers, are suggestive of a more physiological way of dress. Distant be 
the day when the follies of the West shall-with other importations fiom 
over the sea-come to corrupt what remains of purity and health in this 
simple-hearted, industrious, progressive, delightful people. 

YoKOHAMA, July, 1890. 

SOME OF THE PECULIAR CHARACTERISTICS OF 
OLD ACE. 

THERE is a man 107 years old in the Horne for Aged and Infirm He
bre\vs in this city. One of the female inmates died two years ago, at the 
age of 102. Out of 150 in mates there are 10 who are over 90 years of 
age, and between 35 and 40 who are over 8o years old. During the past 
three years the average age of those in mates who have died has been 78 Yz 
years. The opportunity th us offered for the study of the characteristics of 
old age has been the occasion for sorne decided opinions as to the status 
of old people and their expectation of life, which were expressed by Dr. 
S. Newton Leo, the physician in charge of the Home, to a Sun reporter 
the other dar. Dr. Leo sa id : 

'' IT MUST BE REMEMBERED 

that our subjects are many of them decrepit, infirm, paralyzed, suffering 
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from organic disease of a chronic nature, and their lives have been marked 
by pecuniary misfortune. That they live so long is due to generous diet, 
amusements, freedom from care, fresh air, and the benefit of modern 
medical advancement in the treatment of the diseases of the aged. Ob
servation of many hundreds of these old people ]eads to the conc1usion 
that those who have reached the age of 6o years, with no hereditary dis
ease and no marked organic lesion, barring accident or epidemie, can 
fairly count on an additional fifteen years of life. In fact, I would rather 
insure a class of advanced age in the condition I have clescribed than 

many who are now insu red at the age of z 5 to 40. 

"l\LL'Y PEOPLE ARE OLD 

at a very early age owing to various diseases and habits of life. A person 
who is, say, 2 5 or 30 years of age, is exposed to the various epidemie in
fluences and the accidents and outcome of the peculiar life which our 
system of civilization bas begotten. There is hardly a probability of their 
living the same number of years again. But a person of 6o bas escaped 
the probability of suffering by many vicissitudes and accidents. While 
old people are subject to certain senile affections, such as asthma, or 
bronchial troubles, they are less subject to fevers and various types of acute 
disease which are more often fatal. Sorne people are old at 20; others 
are young at 6o. Various changes take place in the tissues and organs 
when people grow old. Senility generally occurs in men between 50 and 
6o and in women about ten years younger. With age all the organs 
waste, notably the brain, the spinal corel, and generative organs, while 
there is an impairment of the digestive and other organs. The bones be
come thin and deficient in animal matter. The hair drops out. There 
is an alteration in the contour and color of the countenance. There is 
degeneration due to defective nutrition. There is a marked Joss of elas
ticity. The heart beats become weak and frequently intermittent. The 
respiration becomes enfeebled. There is a less complete oxidation of the 
hlood. Eventnally the sense organs receive impressions irnperfectly. The 

HIGHER MENTAL QUALITIES FAIL. 

''In con tradistinction to all this is the interesting fact staring us in the 
face that all these progressive deteriorations of structure and functional 
capacity mutually adapt themselves and manifest themselves in an old 
.age, which may be as healthy as that of maturity or childhood. A healthy 
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man of 70 may be more elastic and clearer in mental capacity than a 
younger man. Many diseases that prevail at middle life are not likely to 

occur in old age. 

'' IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE 

the action of the heart in old people. It is a wonderful fact to reflect 
upon that, when a man has reached the age of roo years, his heart rn ust 
have beat over four billion and a hundred and fifty million times without 
stopping. Extreme old age has been aptly compared to a second child
hood. It requires delicate nourishrnent, a warm temperature. a healthy 
circulation. The nutritive functions must be stirnulated. When the loss 
of teeth bas removed the power of chewing food, nourishment must be 
strengthened by animal juices. The food must be sucn as can be easily 
assimilated. The second childhood often goes back to the food of first 

childhood, such as milk and nitrogenous preparations. 

'' IT IS A MISTAKE TO SUPPOSE 

that the mental faculties of healthy old people become so impaired that 
they are unable to enjoy the surroundings and occurrences which formerly 
claimed their attention. Sorne of the finest works of art have been pro
duced by men well on in years. In every walk of life the greatest achieve

ments have been made in literature. science, and art by men well past 
the meridian of existence. I know it is alleged that this is a young 
people's world, but there is a good deal of truth in the old saying that 
young people think old people are fools, while old people know that young 

people are fools. 
'' IT IS ONLY OF LATE YEARS 

that the diseases of old age have been taken up and made a special study 
by eminent physicians in ail parts of the world, and by the aid of medical 
skill and modern appliances many afflictions of the aged hitherto deemed 
incurable can now be ameliorated, if not cured. In one institution in 
this city there is an old lady who was formerly a popular vocalist in 
Vienna, and now at the age of 7 2 she is still able to sing her old songs 
with sweetness and pure intonation. We have an old man of 8o who is 
still a good wa tchmaker. I can take you to an artist of 70 who still paints 
landscapes of beauty. A hale and heatty man like the sturdy Bismarck 
gives us a deserved veneration for a healthy old age. Ir you go to the 
theatre you will find that old people are among the most intelligent 

au di tors. 
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" THERE ARE SOME NATIONALITIES 

that enjoy greater longevity than others. People who live in the coun
trv, in mountainous districts and col der elimes are generally long lived. 
Great Britain, German y and the United States seem to be favored in this 
respect. In France they are not so well ravored. But wherever old peo
ple are it is the part of se1f-interest, as well as of humanity, to conserve 
and utilize their boards of experience. It is a great economy or time to 
know how things may best be done, and to know where others have 
failed, and one of the most valuable }essons we learn from the aged is to 

make haste slowly." 

W ASTE OF FooD IN AMERICA.-In the use of food the Americans 
are lavish and even wasteful. In calling attention to this fact, J. 
R. Dodge states that Great Britain consumes an average meat 
ration not over two-thirds as large as the American; France 
scarcely half as large; and Germany, Austria and Italy still less. 
The average consumption of meat in the United States is probably 
not less than 175 pounds per annum. Of other civilized nations, 
cnly Great Britain exceeds roo, and many scarcely average fifty 
pounds. The consumption of the cereals in this country, by man 
and beast, is three times as rouch in proportion to population, as 
in Europe. For the past ten years the average bas been forty
five bushels for each unit of population, while the usual European 
consumption does not greatly vary from sixteen bushels per 
annum. \Vhile all this is not used as food for man, no small part 
of it contributes to the meat supply. In the consumption of fruits 
the difference between this and other countries is marked. Small 
fruits, orchard fruits of all kinds, and tropical fruits, as well as 
melons of many varieties are in profuse and universal daily use in 
cities and towns, and in the country the kinds locally cultivated 
are still cheaper and more abundant. The consumption of vege-

tables is not excessive. 
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EDITOR'S STUDY. 

Too MucH SHADE. -In a recent number of The Sanztarù1n Dr. W. T. 
Parker pro tests against thick plan ting of trees very near the bouse. Not 
only do they prevent the free access of air and of sunshine or even light, 
but they also injure the character of the soil as suited for permanent oc
cupation. "A soil,'' says the writer, "loaded with roots and densely 
shaded is unfit for man to live upon comtantly. Vegetation produces a 
great effect upon the movement of the air. Its velocit) is checked, and 
sometirnes in thick clusters of trees or underwood the air is al most stag
nant. If rnoist and decaying vegetation be a coïncident condition of such 
stagnation the most fatal forms of malarious diseases are procluced. A 
moist soi] is cold, and is generally believed to predispose to rhenrnatisrn, 
catarrh and neuralgia. It is a matter of general experience that most 
people fee] healthier on a dry soil. In sorne way which is not clear a 
rnoist soi] produces an unfavorable effect upon the lungs. A rnoist soi! 
influences greatly the development of the agent, whatever it may be, 
which causes the paroxysmal fevers.' 

REMOVING MoTEs FROM THE EYE.-The following is a simple and ex
peditious \vay of removing specks from the eye. The only instrument 
needed is a wooden toothpick or match, made sharp at the point. Hard 
wood, however, is preferahle. The sufferer stands in a good ligbt and 
rests his body and head against a door post or sorne fixed object. With 
the thum b and a fin ger the opera tor holds the eyelids sufficiently 
apart to ste plainly the front of the eye and also to pre
vent winking. If the speck be on the corner it may be very difficult 
to see it, and it can then only be found by changing the direction of sigbt 
until a favorable position is secured. The most difficult part of the busi
ness is to have the inexperienced persan fix the sight on sorne abj ect and 
hold the eye perfectly quiet. If this can be done only fer a Jew seconds 
the operator approaches the rnote with the point of the stick, stiJl ho lding 
the eyelids. and with gentle pa ses and gradua] advances soon touches the 
speck and brings it awar. The transparency of the eye makes it neces
sary to approach the surface with care, or it will be reached before it is ex
pected. If the rn ote be hidden underneath the upper eyelid the e) elash 
should be gently raised while the upper part of the lid is held downward 
witb the stick. When turned the stick is withdrawn and the lid is held in 
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this position by the eyelash. Where iron is worked particles of metal are 
someti mes allowed to rem ain in the eye for several hours, when they seem 

to rust fast and cannat be removed by a stick. In such cases the point 

of a penknife blade, made qui te sharp is used and if it is maanetized so 
' • ' 0 ' 

rouch the better. 

MEN WITH Low FoREHEADs.-Here is a gallery of '' low foreheads" 

warr~nted to astonish the knowing ones who never see virtue except in bald 

fronts. Look np the portraits of Grant, 1\TcClellan, Logan and Sheridan 
among soldiers; Holmes, Stedman , Howells, Grant White, Curtis, Par

ton, Twain and \Varner among authors; the late Chief Justice Waite and 

Matthew Arnold among recently dereased notables, and see how the 

growth of their hair su bjects them to be slandered by their shallow pa tes. 
On the other band look at the full face portraits of the average baldheaded 

man, and see how his affliction glorifies his intellect. When you find a 
man whose hair grows down over the bend of his profile forehead, while 

yet leaving it "high" to the eye, yon have got hold of a thinker who is 
also a man of action, such as Beecher, Booth, Ruskin, Lincoln. The 

dome shaped forehead usually marks the idealist, and the square shaped 

brow the practical man of affairs and wit. -St. Louzs Post Dzspatcll. 

J. \V. PATTERSON THE TALLEST MAN known in the world excepting the 

Chinese giant, Chang, stands seven feet seven inches in his stocking feet 

and is twenty-seven years old. He owns considerable property in Okla

homa, and as soon as he returns from the east will begin the erection of a 

fine residence. A couple of months ago his wife presented him with a 
pair of strapping boys of which Mr. Patterson is immensely boastful. 

Mrs. P. is larger than the average woman, being nearly six feet high and 

weighing over two hundred pounds. 

DEsCENDANTS oF GREAT ME:-·r. -It is a singular fact that great men sel

dom leave direct descendants. Napoleon, Wellington, Washington ali 
prove this rule. Shakespeare left only two daughters, whose children 

died without issue. Probably the nearest relative to the great poet now 
living is one Thoma Hart, a resident of Australia, who is said to be the 

eighth in descent from Shakespeare's sister Joan. Walter Scott's line 

ended with the second or third generation. 

FEw MEN 'WHo ARE SuP'FERERS FROM ILL HEALTH or disease endeavor 

to secure p1tents on remedies which they discover. On the contrary they are 
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generons and prodigal in the distribution and spread of their knowledge. 
Here is a suggestion from a man who has been frequently tormented with 
rheumatism: "I find that I get quicker and more permanent relief by 
means of Russian baths than by any other treatment. Those who are not 
accustomed to the baths should be rather cautious at first, but after several 
trials one should take the steam just as hot as he can stand it on the 
affiicted part of his body. The relief is at once perceptible. A 
case of rheumatism taken in hand early, that is, before it settles down to 
real business, is fairly tractable. One should not let it geta firm hold on 
him. An eminent physician, to whom I spoke about my treatment, com
mended it highly and saicl that he had seen admirable results corne from 
the use of R ussian baths." There you are, sufferers from rheumatism. 
Take the suggestion and welcome.-l\1~ Y. Trzbune. 

RED FACES AND THEIR CAUSE.-An acquaintance of mine, a farmer, a 
man of mucb book culture, is in town this week and we went to the 
theatre together. He insisted upon my eating a soft shell crab with him 
after it was over, and as the performance had been a long and trying one, I 
assented. As I sat there nipping off the deliciously crisp legs of the gen
tle crustacean lying on my plate, I said to my bucolic friend : 

'' N ed, wh at i rn pressed y ou most at the theatre this evening ?"' "The 
red faces of your men," was his reply, and as I took a look at hi rn to see 
whether he was in earnest or not. he added: '' I mean what I say, the red 
faces of your men. It is the result of your barbarous custom of eating a 
heavy dinner at the end of the day, at the very moment when you are 
about tfl enter upon the period of distraction and recreation which ought 
to follmY the day's labor. The consequence is these men corne to the 
theatre literally gorged, the blood streaming in lusty rills to their brain 
and suffusing their faces, a condition which renders close attention to a 
play almost an impossibility, nay, a real danger. The only reason why 
your women haven't red faces too is that their vanity restrains their appe
tites; they prefer to go hungry rather than make such spectacles of them
selves. Take my word for it, it's all wrong. The array of red faces is to 
me a pitiful sight. It means the high road to a poplexy. rheurnatism, 
locornotor ataxia, etc., etc .-Gzlsey's Letter. 

LoNG LrFE AND TEMPERANCE.-P. T. Barnum talks as follows about the 
way to reach long life and happiness: There are but few general rules 
that can be definitely followed in ali casfs, but the one golden watchword 
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of a long life, which is as safe as it is efficacious is moderation. Moder
ation in ail things-diet, exercise and work. i have been benefited by 
good heredity, but I don't credit all my long life and health to it. 1 am 
a total abstainer from tobacco and all spii itnous and intoxicating liquors, 
and to this fact 1 largely attribute my prolonged good health. Evil, to 
my mind, can be the only result of indulgence in drink and the drinkiug 

habit. As in the use of narcotics, so it is with drink. The desire which 
i rn pels the use goes on increasing with age. Drinking, wh en continued 
even to no very large extent, tends to blunt the sensibilities and trans

forms the one who indulges the habit in sorne way not favor~ble. He 
will, at any rate in my opinion, lose a few of his finer perceptions. An 

habituai drinker not only does not "astonish hi stomach" with water, 

hut after a while he loses the sweet and namral relish for it. 

THE UsE OF ALCOHOL AS A MEDICINE -Dr. Grosvenor, in the 

Buffalo Medical Journal, giyes the following concise summary of his 

views respecting the medicinal use of alcohol : 
1. Grave responsibility rests upon the medical profession in the 

use of alcohol as a medicine, on account of its deleterious influence 

upon the system and the liability of the patient to contract the 

habit of using it as a beverage. z. Alcohol being an acrid narcotic 

poison, the bottle containing it should be labelted "Poison," as a 
reminder of this characteristic and a warning to hancHe it with 
care. 3· Alcohol containing none of the compounds which enter 

in to the construction of the tissues, cannat pro perl y be termcd a 
tissue-forming food. 4· The e\Tidence in favor of the existence of 

a heat-generating quality in alcohol, is not sufficient to warrant 

the belief that it is a heat-producing food. 5· As a narcotic and 
anresthetic, alcohol has a limited sphere of adaptation, and is much 

less valuable than several other narcotics and anœsthetics. 

CHLOROFORM A)l"D HEART AFFECTION.-Dr. Arthur Neve states 

in the Britùlt Medical JottrJZal that in 3,ooo operativè cases chloro
form has been administered in his presence, and not a single fatal 

case has occurred. The cases in which serious danger has threat

ened might be counted on the fingers of one hand. None of these 
cases was due to any heart affection; it was a question of arrested 

respiration. 
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FRAUDS IN Foon PRonucTs.-A committee appointed by the 
state of New Jersey sorne time ago to inquire into the alleged 
adulteration of food analyzed 623 articles offered for sale and 
fou nd only 320 of this number to be pure. The "canned goods " 
passed the test all right. Of the others, however, 6o per cent. 
were adulterated The butter sold as butter was butter, but the 
oleomargarine, in several cases proved to be not good oleornar
garine, but bad butter. Of twenty-four samples of coffee analyzed 
only eight passed inspection, but the greatest frauds were found 
to have been perpetrated in the manufacture of so-called "ground 
spi ces." The pepper was made of charred buckwheat hulls and 
cocoanut shells, with an addition of cayenne; the ginger of corn 
meal, turmeric and cayenne, and the mustard of corn meal, a little 
real ginger, turmeric and cayenne. The lemons were artificially 
colored. They had been picked green and subjected to a sulphur 
bath to yellow the skins. The "blood oranges" had been syr
inged with aniline dye in order to g tve the pulp the requisite 
sanguine hue. It is gratifying to learn in connection with the 
orange fraud that its inventor, an Italian, underwent ten years' 
penal servitude for his commercial trick, but the swindle for which 
primarily he is responsible still exists. 

OUR RULES FOR GOOD HEALTH. 

1. Be regular in your habits. 
2. If possible go to bed at the same hour every night. 
3· Rise in the morning soon after you arc awake. 
4· A sponge bath of cold or tepid water should be followed l>y friction with 

towel or hand. 
5· Eat plain food. 
6. Begin your morning meal with fruit. 
7· Don't go to work immediately after eating. 
8. Re moderate in the use of liquids at ali seasons. 
9· It is safer to filter and boil drinking water. 

10. Exercise in the open air whenever the weather permits. 
11. In malarious districts do your walking iP the middle of the day. 
12. Keep the feet comfortable and wPll protected. 
13. 'vVear woolen clothing the year round. 
14. See that your sleeping rooms and living rooms are weil ventilated, and 

that sewer gas does n:::>t enter them. 
15. Bm::;h your teeth at !east twice a day, night and morning. 
16. Don't worry, it interferes with the healthful action of the stomach. 
17. You must have interesting occupation in vigorous old age. Continue to 

keep the brain active. Rest means rust. 
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W OMEN AND T HE HOUSEHOLD. 

NoTHING TO Do ?-How cana man say thal a woman has nothing to 
do? In one year she gets dinner 365 times, wasbes the dishes 1,095 
times, gets the children rea dy for school twice a day for ISo da ys, gets the 
baby to sleep 1,400 times. makes about three hundred calls, and, as she 
wishes for something she hasn't every minute, she wishes sixty things an 
hour, or 262, 8oo things in a year. Who sa ys that a woman has nothing 

to do? 
SINGLE BLESSEDNESS.-If I had to decide for my daughter whether, in 

view of her greater happiness, she sbould marry or remain single, I would 
find the task difficult, says Olive Thome :viiller. In marriage the order
ing of ber life is taken in a great measure out of ber own hands; she must 
bend to circumstances; she is modified by the influences which have sur
rounded her husband ali his li fe; she take:; to herself in his relatives a new 
set of kindred, who may or may not be agreeable to her. The single \ife 
is much less complex, and it offers her what poets have sung and heroes 
died for-independence. But, she points out, a woman will rarely enjoy 
her state of single blessedness unless she is prepared for 1t in training and 

is allowed to be inde pendent if she remains at home. 

Do~'T BELIEVE IN PASTRY.-The best known woman in Dryden, N. Y., 
is Miss S. S. Nivison, M. D , who for the past twenty-five years has been 
sole proprietor of the Dryden Springs. She manages two sanitariums; 
the Ham mon town, N. J., in winter, and the Dryden Springs place in 
summer. Miss Nivi on bas heen in possession of the Dryden place since 
I865. It contains sulphur and iron springs, which she considers the best 
medicines in the world. Dr. Nivison beheves in the doctrine of brown 
bread, butter, milk, fresh fruits and eggs, one meal of meat a day, plenty 
offre h spring water, prodigal indulgence in pure air tonie, abondant 
sleep and the Quaker system of mental repose. '' Pastry. hot bread, fried 
meat and ice water," she thinks, '' kill rr.ore people in a year than ship-

wrecks, railroad accidents and gunpowder." 

{NVE~TIONS :SY l\IASSACHUSETTS \VO:\IEN. --Massachusetts has more invent
ive ladies th an any other part of New En gland. Helen l\iarr, of Boston, 
has invented a patent dressing case and washstand combined. Mrs. Car
penter has a metal halter for hitching horses on the street, and Miss l\Iar)r 
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Barber, another Massachusetts girl. has a patent pie-lifter by which you 
<:an take a pie from the baking pan without burning y our fingers. One 
of the best cutting machines for trim ming the leaves of books is the patent 
of a Massachusetts lady named Semple, and it is used by the leading pub
lishers of the country. Lots of rnoney has been made in ironing boards, 
and a Boston girl named Parker has a kitchen table and ironing board 
-combined which can be folded up and packed away in a trunk. Tbere 
are patent beds by Massachusetts ladies, patent corsets. patent griddle 
greasers and a hundred and one other new ideas put into merchantable 
shape.- Washz"nglon Letltr. 

WoMEN WHo KrLL FLùWERs.-It is a peculiar fact that sorne wornen 
kil! flowers within twenty minutes after they are adjusted to the corsage, 
~ays the Chicago Herald. Others will we:u them for hours, and they will 
look as fresh as wh en they were first pinned on. A fi orist said: '' W omen 
wear fiowers sometimes because they are vain, not because they love them. 
Flowers are alive, and it kills them to lay near the hean that has no love 
for them. They droop and mourn themselves to death because they 
know there is nothing in common between thernselvec; and the wearer. 
They are like little children-they love those who Jo"'e them, and their 
best, brightest beauty is given to the wornan who pms the bouquet on 
through her love for the flowers." A phy:;ician said: "Certainly, sorne 
women can kill flowers witbin a very few minutes. lt is a sure indication 
that a poisonous vapor is escaping from the body to a great deg:;ee. It 
may be the result of dic;ease or it may be that bathing and proper care of 
the skin are neglected." 

Pr<:R:\IANENT :\1AXXERS.-Very few young people realize the immense 
clnrm of gentle, courteous home man ners. It is not only that il is right 
and the duty of every Christian gentlewornan and gentleman, but it is in
finite] y lovely and attractive to see girls and boys showing in their own 
homes, to their own people and in their every day life, the sarne courtesy 
and the sa me consideratit~n that they exercise in society. There is a spe
cies of vulgarity about corn pany mann ers, just as there is in ail veneer; 
and there are many young people who consider themselves weil bred who 
would scorn to wear sham jewelry, and would think false pretence of any 
kind bad form, yet who keep their graciousness for the world and spoil 
the home atmosphere by their touchiness and rudeness. Not that they 
mean it; they may really love each other dearly, and in any great matter 
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would be quick to serve and make sacrifices, but the daily exercise of self
control in little matters, the every day unselfishness, the ''soft answer 
th~t tu rn eth away wrath," a re n ot theirs, and al most unconsciously the 
habits of h o me ill-breeding are formed, and many a mother finds too late 
that through her carelessness and inattention to details the mischief i 

dnne and she cann a t remedy it. -~Yew York Tribune. 

THE YouNG W oMEN oF T o -DAY.-lt is not enough that the young 
women of to-day shall be what their mothers are or were. They must be 
more. The spirit o f the tim es calls fora higher order ofthings, and the re
quirements of the woman of the future will be great, sa ys a writer in Ladùs· 
Home :fournaL. I rn u t o o t b e misconstrued into saying that the future wom
an will be one of mind ra ther than of heart. Power of mindin itselfno more 
makes a true woman than does wealth, beauty of persan or social station. 
But a clear intellect, a well -trained mind adorns a woman, just as an ivy 
will adorn a splendid oak. A true woman has a power, something pecu
liarly her own, in her moral influence which, when duly developed, makes 
her q ueen over a, wide rea lm of spirit. But this she can possess only as 
ber powers are cultivated. Cultivated women wield the sceptre of author
ity over the world at large. Wherever a cu ltivated woman dwells, be sure 
that there you find refi.nement, moral power and life in its highest form. 
For a woman to be cultivated she must begin early; the days of gir1hood 
are transitory and fast-fleeting, and girls are women before we know it in 
these rapid times. Every girl has a station to occupy in this life, sorne 
one place to fill, and often she makes her own station by her capacity to 

create and fill it. The beginning influences the end.-Exchange. 

BuTTERMILK AS A SrcK-Foon.-1. Burney Yeo, of London, in British 
itledz'crrl :fournal, makes sorne right interesting observations on food for 
the sick He sa ys among other things: '' I will ask you at .the sa me ti me 
to consider the use of 'buttermilk' as an invalid food, not so largely used 
in this country as in Germany, but calculated, 1 believe, to be of service 
in many cases of ga tric difficulty. lt is highly acid from the presence of 
lactic acid and it contains the casein of milk in a very finely divided form. 
I h::we kn~wn dyspeptic patients to live upon it in comfort for consider
able periods at a time, taking only a little thin water biscuit besides." 

[Our Soutbern doctors bave known this for years and used it in practice. 

-Dixie Doctor.] 
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MOTHERS AND THE NURSERY. 

(CONDUCTED BY l\IRS. F. C. PRESSLER.) 

THE FLAXNEL BAND.-There is no ti me when it is safe to remove the 
fi annel band, which is not so much an infan l's garment as a protection 
for the little stomach. During the changes of weather the general health, 
not only of infants and young children, but adult.s as weil will be bene
fited by a fiannel band. In ali cases of su rn mer complaint and diseases 
of the stomach it should be used. Care must be taken that this does 
not bind the child. After a meal the little stomach becomes distended, 
and unless the girth-strap is loosened a disagreeable and unwholesome 
pressure is exerted on the digestive organs, and the resu 1 t is a protes ting 
cryin~ spell. 

UNDERSTAND YouR CHILD's MIND.-How often has a parent, a 
school-teacher, or society, said of sorne boy or girl, or some young 
man or woman: "There is not much in them; they will never 
amount Lo much," when in time the expression was changed to 
admiration: "I never thought it of them; they have come out 
wonderfully; there was more in them than I thought." Books 
are no test of brains ; reading no test of reflection, and ordinary 
conversation, of bold originality. A horse tightly checked up 
can never doits best, for every muscle must have free and natural 
play. So of the mind, it can never display itself if checked up 
by the shallow thinking of ordinary society. The mind like the 
body must have growth. The child of 7 5 pounds is not the same 
person of roo pounds. The young man or woman of 125 pounds 
is not the same person at 150 or 2oo pounds. So changed that 
they are hardly recognized. So of the mind ; at 20 years it is not 
the same mind at 30 or 40. There has been growth and maturity. 
There has been development that has given originality to what 
once might have been considered only an ordinary mind. Genius 
is one thing, but talent, which every one has in a greater or less 
degree, is altogether another thing. Talent must grow, it must 
be developed by time. The caged bird, no matter its power or 
rapidity of fiight, cannot corn pete with one of ordinary flight that 
is free to use its wings daily. Free exercise gives strength, and 
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free thought gives strength to the mind. The checked mind is 
never itself. Rules regulating creeds and belief forced upon it 
emaculates it . The mind of a child is like polished steel, it shows 
the impress of purity or impurity made upon it. It will tarnish 
easily, it will reflect easily. Like putty, it can be moulded into 
any shape and take on any impression. It is sensitive as the 
needle is to the pole. The care of the young and growing mind 
is the greatest responsibility of life ; the office of father and 
mother bear responsibility that reaches up to God and impresses 
the world around it. The little fellow ·who told a minister that 
he was wrong in his theology, was asked how he knew, answered, 
"mother says you are \Vrong." That settles it, my little fellow, 
stick to it because your mother sa ys it; when you get to be a man 
then tell me what you think. The minister had sense enough to 
know that he could not, with a mother's influence against him, 
weaken the child's faith in his mother's assertions. But when the 
sharp and keen edge of thought begins to eut into their notions, 
plans, in terests and inclinations, they begin to stand al one, think 
alone, and act alone. In time they take in their real and true 
individuality of character. Every child should be praised and 
encouraged, and parents do their children a great wrong by not 
implanting in them a spirit of self-respect and self-reliance.-

R. M. Orme, in Sunny Soutlz. 
A PERSON WHo rs SuBJECT TO BLEJWI G FROM THF. N osE should keep 

orne gu rn in his pocket, and when he feels an attack coming on com
mence chewing vigorously. Nine times out of ten the increased activity 
of the facial muscles will ave1t the bleeding. If he is not able to adopt 
the preventive let him try it as a remedy, and he will generally find it a 

success.-Albany Express. 
STARVING INFANTS TO DEATH.-A New Ha,en medical examiner makes 

the somewhat startling statement that on an average he bas ten cases a 
year of babies tarved to death. He bad one last week of a child dying 
suddenly, and investigation showed th at it had becn fed on sorne patent 
food but had starved to dea th. It is the ignorance of the parents which 
is at' the bottom of the trouble, he sa) s. and, strangely enough, this par
ticular kind of ignorance prevails more among the weli-to-do than the 

poorer classes. 
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BABIEs' NEED OF SLEEP. - A young baby should spend most of 
its time in sleep. Never allow it to be awakened for any purpose 
whatever. A child's nerves r eceive a shock every time it is roused 
from sleep, which is most injurious to it. Admiring friends should 
be made to wait until it is awake to kiss it and play with it. After 
it is nursed at night put it back into its crib, and if it is comfort
able it will soon fall asleep. It should never sleep in the bed with 
an older persan. Place the crib with its head to the light, so as 
to protect the eyes from the glare. A light canopy serves to ward 
off draugh ts. Curtains cu t off the su pply of fresh air, and, except 
a mosquito netting in summer, should not be used. Un til a child 
is two years old it should spend part of each day in sleep, taking 
a long nap in the morning and afternoon.-Ladùs' Home Journal. 

BoRAX FOR THE BABY's MouTH.-Always wash baby's mouth 
and gums every morning with water in which you have put a 
pin ch of borax. I t keeps the mou th fresh and s weet, and preven ts 
that uncomfortable affliction, a sore mouth, with which so many 
poor babies are troubled when their mouths are not kept perfectly 
clean.-Good Hoztsekeepitzg. 

TEACH GIRLS THoROUGHLY.-Girls should be taught to be thor
ough in whatever they undertake. "Whatever is worth doing at 
all is worth doing weil" is an old rule of more importance than 
ever in these progressive da ys. Teach a girl to do one thing weil, 
and later on she will find that this one talent will gather many 
unto itself. A smattering of everything is always dangerous, es
pecially in a girl. To learn less and to learn it more thoroughly 
should be the rule of her education. 

ANY DrsEASE THAT CAUSES A REFLEx AcTION on the brain, such as 
teething, indigestion, whooping-cough, fevers and worms, is usually ac
corn panied by convulsions. Should a child have one get it into hot water 
as soon as possible. Do not even wail to rernove its clothing. Have a 
foot-tub or child's bath-tub nearly filled with water as hot as can be borne. 
Put the child in it, supporting it with the hands. Add hot water from 
tirne to tirne, so that the temperature will remain the same. The child 
should rernain in the water un til the rn uscles relax, then wrap it in warm 
blankets and put it in bed. 
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TuE HoT-NEEDLE CuRE FOR \V ARTS.-J. E. Johnson tells the 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat: I have always bad warts on my bands 
ever since I was a boy, and have tried a thousand remedies for 
them, including all the charms known to the oldest darkey in the 
country. The only thing that woulct suppress them, even tem
porarily, was a red-hot needle. Somebody told me about it ten 
or fifteen years ago, but I never tried it for a long time, dreading 
the pain. At last I bad a big wart on the knuckle of my left fore

finger, where I was always knocking it against something and 
keeping it raw and sore. I determined to try the hot needle. So 
I bad a large needle fixed in an awl-handle, heated it red-hot in 
the flame of a lamp and thrust it through the big wart at one 
punch. The pain was no greater than I bad been enduring from 
striking the wart against everything I touched, and after the 
needle bad cooled I took it out. The wart began to dry up, and 
in three or four days I picked it off with my thumb-nail. Since 
then, whenever one makes its appearance I take a needle toit, and 

the remedy never fails. 

HEALTH INVENTIONS AND APPLIANCES. 

A SANITARY CusPIDORE.-That diphtheria, catarrh and even tubercu
losis, as well a~ many other diseases. are communicated through the 
sputum of diseased persans i generally recognized, and the prompt dis
position ofsuch expectorations is of mamfest importance iu private sick 
rooms, hospitc~.l wards and sanita1iums. In no other way can this be ac
complished so conveniently and thorough1y as by the use of a newly 
invented sanitary cuspidore and spitting eup, which consi. ts of a water
proof and fireproof paper eup, inserted an'l retained in a metal frame. 
After using, thcse eup, arc easily removecl and replaced by new on es. and 

are best disposed of by burning. 

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT. 

OuR FRIE:NDS cAN TRY TO SECURE us new subscribers by calling 

the attention of those intcrested in hygenic matters to the fact 
that the magazine is sent from October, r8go, to December, 
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r89r, for One Dollar to all parties whose names are sent In with
out delay. Fifteen copies of the HERALD OF HEALTH for One 
Dollar are certainly cheap enough. In no other publication can 
such valuable information upon the care and preservation of 
health be obtained. 

THE HYGIENIC TREAT:MENT oF CoNSUMPTION.-Dr. Holbrook's articles 
on this subject in the HERALD OF HEALTH have attracted widespread at
tention and in te rest. The fourth of the series appears in this issue. We 
will send bad: numbers and the October issue (four in all) to those who 
may desire them, postage paid, for forty cents. We have but few left, 
and first come will be first served. 

HuMAN MAGNETISM, by H. S. Drayton, :;\I. D., is in press by Fowler 
& Wells Co., New York, for earl y publication. It con!'iders ali the la test 
phases of the subject, including its Nature, Physiology and Psycbology, 
with its uses as a remediai agent, in moral and intellectu:::ll improverr.ent, 
etc. It is a work that is likely to attract a good deal of attention. 

To SuBSCRIBERS rN ARREARS FOR r 890. -Many of our subscribers are 
in arrears for the year r89o, their snbscriptions being due in advance. 
We have sent the magazines in ali cases where no notice to discontinue 
bas been given. We do not like to drop subscribers, for it's like parting 
from old friends, so we make the following- offer to ail who have forgotten 
to send in their subscriptions : Send us one dollar and fifty c..ents, which 
will pay arrearages up to December, r89o. and we will retain your name 
upon our lists un til Decem ber, 1 89 r. In other words, we let you have 
the magazine for TWO YEARS for ONE DOLLAR AND A RALF instead of TWO 
DOLLARS, the regu lar priee for th at period. We make this liberal offer 
for the benefit of the old subscribers, many of whom have taken the mag
azine for years. It applies solely to those wh0 are in arrears for r89o, and 
will be good only un til the first of Jan uary, r 89 r. 

ÜUR UNPRECEDENTED ÜFFER.-For one dollar and thirty cents ($1.30) 
we will send you the HERALD OF HEALTH and the T-adies' Home Campan
ion for one year, and in addition a copy or reproduction of 1\I unkacsy's 
famous $ roo,ooo picture of "Christ Before Pilate." The picture will be 
mailed postage free. Read the announcement on the inside of first cover. 
The Ladz'es' Companùm is an excellent publication of its kind, and many 
readers of the HERALD OF HE.\LTH speak good words for it. 
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QUESTIONS OF INTEREST ANSWERED. 

To lNQUIRERS. -We reply to questions under this heading only when 

contained in letters. We can take no notice of queries addressed on 

postal cards. 
HYGIENIC TREATMENT AnvrsABLE.- W H. C.-Y ou should have the 

boy examined by a hygienic physician, who can determine by such exam

ination the exact nature 0f the '' fits." We counsel you to seek su ch ad

vice as soon as convenient, inasmuch as proper treatment immediately 

applied may benefit or cure him. 
TRY MrLK lNSTEAD.-We cannat ad vise you to have anything to do 

with the phosphorous preparations you mtme for dyspepsia. Give up tea 

and coffee for a time, and try milk instead. If not improved \vrite again. 

GrvEN TO YAWNING.-The "yawnin~" :J. F. corn plains of is sim ply 

indicative of weariness and exhaustion. There is no special significance 

attachable to the habit. After due rest the tendency passes off. 

CRAMP IN THE \VRIST.-F. F. W-\Ve doubt if any exercises would help 

you in the matter of the wrist. Piano practice might help you, or type-

writing with a machine. 
DEPRESSED JN SPIRITS.-''Despondency "- \Vhy not seek some interest

ing occupation? Y ou don't require medicine. Interest yourself in sorne 

pursuit or study. Seek cheerful society, a:::1d 1f you ftel low in health try 

a change of air. 
OzoNE.-The quantity of ozone varies greatly in different places. Tbrre 

is no rule for its distribution, but il exists in grea test quanti.tics by the sea 

and in mountain air. 
READING DuRING l\1EALS -":Juurnahst'·-To read during meals is 

commonly reclwned as physiologically erroneous-we won't say a abso

lutely injmiou . The theory is that, as the stomach and other organs re

quire and exert nervous power during dige~tion, it is better to allow noth

ing to interfere with their work. \Ve do nc,t :-.ay that thi can be borne 

out · but the feelino- of satisfaction that follow. a meal, and wLich is often 
acc;mpanied in go~d health by drowsine. s. probably indicates that a cer

tain amount of nervous exhaustion occurs cluring tli~estion. 1 he pie<~
an t chat of a dinner party is probably of value physiologically as u pply

ing a slight mental stimulus, without making loo severe demands on 

brain and nerves. If any evidence exists at all on the su bject, we thin l-

it tends to discou rage reading- at rn eals. 
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How TO CooK ÜADIEAL PRoPERLY. -~othing i more unpalatable or 
in digestible than half-cooked oatmeal. As in case of rice, farina, tapioca, 
sago and fruits, oatmeal must be cooked in a double kettle, keeping 
plenty of boiling water al ways in the lower part. To one eup of the meal 
(tboroughly wasbed) add six cups of cold ''ater, and boil three hours 
without stirring. Can be eaten with butter and salt or with cream or 
sugar. In cool weather this loscs nuthing by '' w::~rming over." The for
tunate possessors of gas or gasoline stoves may put oatrneal on over a 
bine just sufficient to keep the water boding, and not give it another 
thougbt for tluee hours. Ir "·::mted for breal.fast, it must be cooked night 
before. 

A Ho:uE-1\IADE ARTIFICIAL Foon.-Dr. Geo. B. FO\vler recommends a 
method of artificial infant feeding. Put four tablespoonfuls of rice into 
three pints of water, and boil half an hour; then set on back of range to 
simmcr duri:1g tbe clay, water being added occasionally to maintain the 
ori~inal tbree pints. At night strain tbrough a colander anrl place on ice. 
\Vhen cold a paste is formed. Three table~poonfuls of this paste are 
added to each half pint of milk, and fed during the next day, a fresh sup
ply being under headway in tbe meantime. Rice is astringent. soif tl1ere 
he constipation he uses farina, prepared in the same way and proportions. 
The hydrated starch granules prevent the formation of solid clots of casein. 
The starch thus treated is eat-il) digested by a chilcl even two rnonths old. 
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B\ 11. L. HoLHROOK, ~1. D. 

PREVE J. TION CO. TL l'F.ll. 

I continuing this subject of preventing consumption I wish to 
bring bef ore the reader two methods w hi ch are of great practical 
value. I refer to vocal culture, cspecially in carly life. In vocal 
culture rouch benefit is received in developing the voice, making it 
clear and strong and beautiful, and this alone is a sufficient com
pensation for all the labor and expensc bestowed upon it; bnt in 
addition to all this, the chest and all the respira tory or gans are great
ly enlarged and at the same time benefited. Dr. 11orell1\Iackenzie 
says on this subject, "so far fr01n injuring the general health the 
teaching of singing in childhood is likely to prove highly beneficiai, 
especially in cases in which therc is a tendency to delicacy of the 
lungs. By the healthful exercise of these organs in singing the 
chest is expanded, the muscles of respiration are strengthened and 
the lungs themselves are made firmer and more elastic. The rare 
occurrences of pulmonary discases among singers is well known. 
Of course it must be understood that the vocal exercises are to be 
.strictly moderate, both asto quality and quantity; that is to say, 
the lessons must be hort, and at the most, only the tenor twelve 
notes \~hich form the average compass of the child's voice must 
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be used. On no account should there be the least forcing or 
fatigue. I think there can be no doubt that vocal training in child
hood, if properly carried out, is not only not hurtful but, on the 
contrary, distinctly advantageous to both." 

In giving vocal culture to children, there are no real difficulties 
in the way, though there may be apparent ones. In the first place 
children should be encouraged in their sports to use their voices 
freely. They do it voluntarily and naturally where they are not 
forbidden, or discouraged in calling, hallooing and laughing. 
E,~en the babies strengthen their chests and vocal organs by 
crying, a process so trying to parents and those \vho must hear 
their screams. They may, however, console themselves with the 
thought that sorne good results from it, but the youngsters, boys 
and girls both, love many of the delights of childhood if they are 
not allowed very great freedom in this direction. This spontaneous 
activity of the voice and lnngs is however only a part of the train
ing tu which the young are entitled. Our public schools are no\Y 
so almost universal that nearly all children can ha,~e the adYan
tage.:; of vocal culture of the best kind, providecl parents 
and cducators demand it. \Ve might very properly leaye out 
history and sorne other branches that can be acquirecllater in life 
and at hotne for the delightful àrt of song. At the pre ·ent timc 
the methods which have been and are being perfected in ,~ocal music 
are so great that no school can afford to be \vithout the1n as a part 
of the daily drill. I cannot here enter into details as to how \'ocal 
training in schools shoulcl be conducted. I can only say the n1ethod 
should be thoroughly scientific, so asto interest both boys and girls. 
The sim.ple teaching of music to children by note, as is the case in 
most schools, is not snfficient. There is not enough intcllectual 
effort in it to attract pupils. Boys who n1anage to get at the heart 
of things by a sort of intuition often ha\'e the feeling that such 
exercises are only suited to girls, and so far as they can they m·oicl 
thetn. Y ou can't offend a boy nwre than by letting him thinl· he 
is cloing a girl's work. But if in addition to the singing the "·hole 
science of music is taught \vith it at the same time it \Yill intcrcst 
both boys and girls intellectually. As a n1cntal discipline, 
teaching the science oi hn.rmony, melody, rythm, etc., it has gTeat 
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advantages, and the intcrest felt is never lost. ·singing by rote 
n1ay be combined with the scientific methocl to advantage, but 

should ncver be substitutccl for it. 
\Vhen wc come, however, to those who arc older. than SJhool 

children who may have a tcndency to consumption, we m.ust adopt 
special methods. Vocal culture for thesc may be accomplished in 
two ways-by the practice of such exercises as are used in training 
singers,· or by those used for rcaders and speakers. For the best 
really it is desirable that the person have a teacher long enough to 
give him. a good start in vocal training so he can keep it up on the 
right line aftenvards. . A good teacher will give the best position 
of the body, mouth, tongue, arms, chin, neck and all the organs 
nsed in producing the voice, will correct all defects of articulation, 
incorrectness of organs and show how to produce a clear, strong 
beautiful tone. In addition he will inspire the pupil with his work 
soit will be casy to continue it for a long time. 

Aftcr having made a good start an organ or a piano helps 
wonderfully to keep the voice in titne. . The cxercises of the scale 
with any vowel or syllable may be practiscd daily long enough to 
exercise the voice and chest thoroughly and keep them in perfect 
health and strength. This practice will, in most cases where the 
other hygienic habits are correct, securc those with a tendency to . 
consun1ption from its altacks quite as effectually as those are 
secured who have no such tendency, and in sorne cases better. 

It must be explicitly understood that the practice of vocal culture 
should be kept up for a long time. A little practice now and thcn 

is not enough. It is to some extent a life work. 
It tnay be objected that this is taking the work of preventing 

consumption out of the hands of the physician and putting it into the 
bands of the patient himself. To son1.e extent this is truc; but I 
am sure no thoughtful physician will object to what I have said, 
and I know n1.any will commend it. There are multitudes of 
people who take such rational care of their health that they have 
little need for doctors and if we can add to their number a class 
who tend to the worst of all diseases, I am sure medical men will 

be the first to rejoice. 
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MARRYINC IN HASTE.- SOUND ADVICE TO 

PARENTS. 
THERE is too much '' marrying in haste," followed by the inevit

able '' repenting at leisure," in this country. In '''hatever relates 
to marriage we Americans are the 1nost sentimental, roman tic and 
reckless people un der the sun. W e do not mean th at there is too 
n1uch marrying in this country, for there is by no means enough 
marrying of the right sort, but too much of the inconsiderate, 
immature and prementure sort. Europeans consider marriage 
soberly, seriously, rather in the light of a social and commercial 
compact looking to practical amelioration and the continuance of 
the family. To Americans, says a writer in the llfùmeapolis 
Times, there is something unpleasant in the businesslike 'vay in 
which the English approach matrimony, and the ultrautiliation 
spirit they bring to bear on it from first to last. In this country 
we do not believe in taking a wife as \Ve would buy a horse, or 
purchase land; or invest in stocks, viewing her substantial quali
ities and the amount of value received. 

IF EUROPEANS GO TO THE ONE EXTRE~IE 

we Americans go to the other. If they are too col d and calcula
ting, we are too warm and inconsiderate. If they make it too 
much a matter of business, we make it too n1uch a matter of 
fancy and feeling. That love and sympathy should be the base, 
and that it is indeed the sole, safe and permanent base of mar
riage, is scarcely less than a truism. Though the principle n1ay 
be incessantly violated, its verity is usually accepted even by those 
who violate it. In this country we believe it practically, and 
were our insight and self-understanding equal to our belief, we 
should boast of fewer inharmonious and unhappy couples than 
a.ny other land. U nfortunately we are apt to forget that some
thing more than what we conceive to be love is essential to matri
mony, and we have besicles an extraordinary facility for 

DISCOVERING LOVE BY MERE SURF ACE INDICATION:,. 

Our young people are hardly out of school bcfore, having been 
thrown into each others society, they imagine that all their future 
happiness hangs on their speedy union. As ignorant of them-
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selves as they are of humanity in general, they confound the corn
mon instincts of nature \Yith un_controllable and unchangcable 
affinitics. They fiout aU ad vice to procced with caution: they are 
not going to wait until all frcshncss of feeling has gone and their 
hearts are withered, etc. Steeped in the selfishness of oYerfiow-
1ng cgotism, judgetnent consumed in the fiamc of tumultuous 
emotion, they are incapable of suspecting that they arc sin1ply 
another precious pair of naturc's dupes. They solcmnly bclieve 
their erotic experience is peculiar, that they fecl a. n1en and 
won1en never felt before, and will never fccl again. They are 
not to be blamed; they are merely human; n1ost of us ha,·c ante

dated their folly, though we n1ay have cscapcd the 

FINAL PITFALL OF A HASTY MARRIAGE. 

It is a pitiable fact that more than half the pcrsons who bclieve 
they love one anothcr intcnsely, and marry under such belief, 
liYe long enough to find thcmselves mistakcn. But many Ameri
can parents deem it quite sufficient for their children to ayow, in 
their salad days, a reciprocal passion, to take thcn1 at their \vord, 
and hurry them into wcdlock. \Ye arc a practical people, yet the 
name of love has a conjuring pO\,ver with us. Before that mono
syllablc, common sense scems to vanish. \Ve forget that while 
loYe may be ample for itself, it is not ample for tnarriage-a state 
in \vhich prosaic facts, stern rcalities, 1nanifold annoyances, inevit
ably enter, and play a most conspicuous part. "Do they love 
one another?" That is the supreme and only test. "If they do, 
send for the clergyman and bind them fast." Have they good 
health? Are they fi tted to be parents? Can they sustain each 
othcr? Have they anything to live on? Have they any carning 
capacity? Are they qualified to construct a hotne that \vill benefit 
society or strengthcn the state? These arc olcl-fashionecl ques
tions, indelicate and impertinent. They are fond of one anothcr: 

THEIR FOXD::\E'-.:; \\'ILL DE THEJR SURETY. 

\Vould it might be! But, alas, "·hat daily instances our di,·orce 
courts and indeed our own observations, furnish that it is not! 

' ' We 'are too sentimental and r01nantic over what, if it ever goe · 
"'\Vro~cr sentiment will not a id, and ron1ance cannot cure. If the 

bl 
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American peJple vvere a little n1.ore careful about n1.arriages 
beforehand we should have lcss causes to repent then1. afterward 
-we should have less mismated n1isery, fewer blighted lives, 

ruine cl homes, and public scandals. 

FOOD FOR VECETARIANS. 

THE subject of vegetarianism Ü1v·ariably~ crops~~up in aututnn,. 
when the fruits of the carth are at the fullest and richest and 
when their aspect is most attractive, says the London Daz'ly .1\Tews. 

Vegetarians have alrcady clivided themselves into sects, vYhich 
may roughly be classcd as the broacl, the high and the lovY. Taking 
the broacl as a basis, the field of possible dishes may be regarcled 
as large enough to supply a man with all he neccls, if ~he be not 
habituated to a \·ery frequent eating of meat. 

are full of nourishment, and any recipes clealing with these may 
safely be selectecl fro1n ordinary cookery books,:only taking care 
to substitute butter for dripping. The latter is, of course, a 
heresy, proceeding as it does fron1 cooked meat. Vegetables fried 
in butter largely supply the flavor in soups and broths, vvhich the 
tneat eater would at first most certainly miss. But though cere
ais, grains, pulse, vegetables and fruits may contain the possibili
ties of full nutriment it must be remembered that a man's consti
tution and habits, and even those of his progenitors, have to be 
taken in to accoun t. 

ALSO THERE I ;.rCCH SKILL 

needecl in the preparation of the food in:order to bring out the· 
full nourishment from the vegetables. ~Iacaroni is valuable, 
indeed, to the vegetarian, if he can only get it pure. Whole meal 
bread should be preferrecl to white for the san1e reason. :Maca
roni made in England is, as a rule, composed of ordinary flour, 
instead of white meal. This robs it of at least two-thirds of its. 
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value. It should always be thrown into boiling water. The 
Italians 

COOK IT 11 THF. FOLLOWI G W A Y: 

Fry an onion in slices in sotne butter in the bottom of a sauce
pan and when the onion is a golden brown add sufficient water in 
which the e may simmer for two hours. Plunge half a pound of 
macaroni in a pint of boiling water, and when it is tender drain it, 
pour cold water over it, drain again, then add it to the stock. 
\Vhen thoroughly hot serve it with grated parmesan. Quenelles 
of macaroni are excellent. The latter is bottlcd till tender, then 
passcd through a sieve, mixed with finely grated bread crumbs 
and well-beaten eggs, with pepper, salt, &c. It is formed into 
balls, poached in boiling water and served with tomato sauce. 

EXCELLENT SOUPS CA. BE MADE 

of tapioca, eggs, and cream; tomatoes and rice; apples, celery, 
crean1, and bread fried in butter; chestnuts, butter, and cream; 
artichokes, salsify, and many other kinds of vegetables. The 
well known ''potage a la bonne lemme" is quite a vegetarian dish, 
composed of lettuce, sorrel, tarragon, chcrvil, cucumber and 
crean1. Eggs may be largely used in soups as a sp.bstitute for 

crean1. 
THERE ARE AT LEAST 

I 50 ways for cooking eggs, and if our snpply were only as fresh 
and abundant as it ought to be the vegetarian would find in them 
an infinite variety. Omelets, with tomatoes, herbs or cheese, are 
not difficult to make. Thcrc is the whole range of puddings, pies 
and patties open to the vegetarian, if only he remembers to use 
butter instead of suet or dripping-. Nor must he put calve's feet 
into his jellies. Even gelatine is forbidden to him for this reason 

HOW WOMEN CAN IMPROVE THEIR COMPLEX
ION BY HYCIENIC METHODS. 

(BY A WELL KNOWN SOCIETY LADY.) 

T HE attempt to improve feminine looks and complexion has 
been heretofore always a matter of external applications. It is 
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only recently that it has been asserted by specialists in these 
branches that all genuine improvement must work from within 
outward. The watch words of the new system are exercise for 
the skin by means of rubbing and pinching, and enlargement and 
rounding of the muscles by means of motions scientifically adopted 
for each specifie end. For example: Every one knows that the 
beauty which delights the eye in a pretty child or a pretty young 
girl, and that belongs to the earliest youth, is due to the exquisite 
firmness and roundness of the contours. And these contours 
come from the fact that the healthy fiesh is supported, like a cush
ion, on full, round muscles. Such muscles make soft plump 
cheeks and throats without aline. With years the muscles lose 
sorne of this fullness and firmness if left to themselves, and the 
fiesh actually falls in here and there. The smooth contours no 
ltuger exist in their perfection. Many women try to raise the 

LOST ROUND ESS BY FATTENING UP. 

But n1.ere fat never means firm fiesh; moreover, it is subject to 
fluctuations with the state of the health and the cuticle which, in 
the case of ninety-nine women out of a hundred, never is kept 
properly healthy through friction, lacking elasticity does not 
adapt itself, beyond a certain age, to the occasionallosses of fat, and 
bangs in folds about the neck and in wrinkles on the face. N ow, 
obviously what is needed is to begin at an earl y age to strengthen 
and round out the musc1es of the face and neck, and thus to keep 
them through specifie exercises firm and full. If this be done 
hollows in the cheeks, at the temples, under the eyes and about 
the jaws, will be kept a very long time at a distance, and throats 
and chests which cannot, because of scrawniness, confront the 
exposure of decollete gowns will soon have depression filled out 
into a pretty plumpness. To achieve these results is a possibility 
-no mere theoretic dream. N othing is required but systematic 
perseverance and an intelligent application of the exercises deYised 
by professional masseurs and modern teachers of physical culture. 

THE APPROACHES OF AGE SHOW 

themselves with different women in different ways. But the 
usual stages are: First, depression about the eyes, and conse-
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quently the incipient shadowings of crow's feet. Secondly, 
depressions and loss of freshness about the mouth. Thirdly, the 
first symptoms of '' spoiling " at the throat-namely, a corded 
look in the cuticle, which extends from the chin to the clavicles. 
\Vith other women again the checks sink in between the upper 
.and lower jaws forming hollows. In still other cases the flesh 
.sinks in behind the ears and in the corresponding part of the neck. 
Each and all of these depressions are caused by shrunken muscles; 
muscles -vvhich have become fiaccid, or perhaps almost atrophied 
from never being rightly exercised. Any athlete can extend the 
girth of his chest or biceps two inches in six months by systematic 
and proper gymnastic exercise. Is it not logical that what can be 
clone for arms or legs can be donc in another way for facial mus
cles and the muscles of the neck? 

EACH A~D EVERY WO:.\!A '\ XOW-A-J)-\ \ ~ 

can study the point at which she feels she is likely to fail first, and 
concentrate the chiefest muscular clevelopmcnt there, not neglect
ing the general exercises meantime. Two aclclitional aids supple
ment the new practice of social development-pinching and rub
bing. The pinching process is familiar to all those who have em
ployed the services of professional 1nasseurs. In the fashionable 
''rest cure'' establishmcn tin Philadelphia, the ] oss of strength w hi ch 
would naturally be the result of the paticnt's remaining two, three or 
four week in bed is counteracted by a daily and most vigorous pin ch
ing of the whole surface of the body by trained masseurs. This 
exerciscs the muscles, stimulates circulation, and is equi,·alcnt in 
its effect upon the system to a walk or horseback ride. As to the 
value of rubbing, for both muscles ancl skin, it has always been 
recognized by every one who has n1acle thesc subjects a study. 
The aclyertiser of every lotion or emollient claiming- to impro\re 
the corn plexion or develop the form and fill out hollows, specifies 
with insistence that the mixture must be thoronghly rubbed in. 
Nine \vomen out of ten never appreciate the fact that the chief 
merit of the compound, if it have any, will be that it induces the 
user to apply more friction to ber skin than she \Yotlld othenvise 
ever think of doing. The friction, more than probably, would do 
just as much or more goocl without the c01npound. People have 
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learned the value of Turkish towels and of fiesh brushes for the 
body. Why will they not learn that the pores of the face, being 
more exposed to dust, require friction just as vigorous? 

NATURALLY, A COMPLEXION 

that has never been briskly treated in this fashion must be rubbed 
with a little circumspection at first. A fine towel or a bit of red 
fiannel are best for rubbing, twice a day, or four times, if rapid 
results are to accrue. By degrees, as the skin gains tone and 
elacticity from having thrown off the waste matter in its ducts 
that kept it clogged, sickly and fiabby, the friction can increase in 
energy. The skin becomes, not tougher, but more resistant. 
If the rubbing is too hard at first, however, it is liable to produce 
redness and pimples. Even slight friction will do this at tünes 
on an unaccustomed skin. But the treatment should be perse
vered in, nevertheless, and the skin soon becon1es extraordinaril y 
fine and smooth. It is said that the first place in which a face usually 
''spoils" is un der the eyes. Hollows forn1 here, and the skin, becom
ing loose through depression of the muscles, falls into vvrinkle or 
"crow's feet." On general principles it may be re1nembered 
that a '' bagging" skin inevitably goes into wrinkles. Renee the 
importance of keeping the cuticle as elastic and in as resistant a 
condition as possible. On sorne faces the skin is naturally tighter 
than on others. Such faces do not \Vrinklc perceptibly until 
extreme old age. To return to the hollows under the eyes, the 
first muscular exercise prescribed is as follov>s: Draw the mou th 
hard into the semblance of a smile. Do this before the glass and 
you \Vill observe that the small mound formed at the top of the 
cheek by the contraction or drawing up of the muscles obliterates 
temporarily the incipient furrow that runs from the inside angle 
of the eye diagonally across to the outer side of the cheek. 

ON THE TOP OF THESE S::\IALL lllOUJ. DS 

now place the index and third and fonrth fingers of each hand 
and press lightly downward with the tips. Then relax the face 
at once; again draw up into a smile, then relax; do this with 
increasing rapidity over and over until the muscles are tired, 
always maintaining the downward pressure with the finger-tips, but 
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not so hard but that the contraction of the muscles in the smile 
\Vill raise them each time. This resistance it is that enables the 
laughing muscles to develop quickly and satisfactorily. Once 
developed, there is firm roundness at the top of the cheek and at 
the angle of the eye instead of hollowness, and the obliteration of 
the furrow that sooner than any other destroys the youthful con
tour of a face becomes permanent, not temporary. 

GOI G THROUGH ALL THESE l\1USCULAR 1\IOVEME~TS 

it is of the first importance to remember to contract the face, in 
whatever the way indicated, with force. The muscular tissue only 
·develops quickly upon this consideration, just as force is required 
to wield dumb-bells, or any other weight used in gymnastics. 
N ow, it might be objected, with regard to this first exercise of 
the laughing muscles, that it is precisely by much smiling that 
wrinkles become defined, and that, if there be any wrinkles around 
the outer edge of the eye they will show only the more plainly 
·while the face is contracted as prescribed. But it is exactly here 

THAT RUBBING AND PT~CHl~G . PPLE:\IE~T 

the muscular exerci e. After exercising as aforesaid, take the fin
gers of both bands and \vith slow, regular movements-one band 
moving upward from the edge of the nostril and the other clown
ward from the outer edge of the eyc-press together and into a 
little bunch or mound all the loose skin and flesh that lie in the 
semicircle directly under the eyes. Do this without interruption 
for five or ten minutes. \Vhcrever there are wrinkles that are qui te 
defined, pinch them out by taking the soft skin over and over again 
firmly between the index and thumb. These things-the exercise 
of the laughing muscles, the rubbing and the pinching-should be 
done twice every day and oftener if rapid results aTe to be had After 
washing the face, rub bri kly ·with the towel, especially about the 
angle of the eye~ and temples, and aly;;ays use up\\'ard mutions 
or outward, toward the car. 1 Tever wipe any part of the face 
downv::ard. In exercising, never stop un til the muscles are tircd; 

but, once fatigued, do not over train them. 
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EDITOR'S STUDY. 

CAN Cot:GHING BE PREVEXTED nv WILL PowER?-Dr. Brown
Sequard, in one of his lectures with reference to a check on 
sneezing, coughing, etc., says: '' Coughing can be stopped by 
pressing on the nerves on the lips in the neighborhood of the nose. 
Sneezing may be stopped by the same mechanism. Pressing in 
the neighborhood of the ear, right in front of the ear, may stop 
coughing. It is so also of hiccoughing, but much less so than for 
sneezing or coughing. Pressing very hard on the top of the mouth 
is also a n1eans of stopping coughing, and many say the will has 
immense power. There are many other affections associated with 
breathing which can be stopped by the same mechanism that stops 
the heart's action. In spasm of the glottis, which is a terrible 
thing in children, and also in whoopi11g cough, it is possible to afford 
relief by throwing cold water on the feet, or by tickling the soles 
of the feet, which produces laughter, and at the same time goes to 
the matter that is producing the spasm, and arrests it almost at 
once. I would not say that we can always prevent cough by our 
will; but in many instances these things are possible, and if you 
remember that in bronchitis and pneumonia, or any acute affection 
of the lungs, hacking or coughing greatly increases the trouble at 
times, you can easily see how important it is for the patient to try 
to avoid coughing as best he can. 

THE AcT OF BREATHIJ:\G. -In each respiration an adult inhales 
one pint of air. A healthy man respires r 6 to 20 times a minuter 
or 2o,ooo tin1es a day; a child 25 to 35 times a minute. \Vhile 
standing the adult respiration is 2 2 times per n1inute; while lying 
down, r 3· The superficial surface of the lungs, i.e., of their alveo
lar space, is 200 square yards. The amount of air respired every 
24 hours is about ~o,ooo quarts. The amount of oxygen absorbed 
in 24 hours is soo litres (about 744 grams). The amount of carbonic 
acid expired in the same time is 400 litres (91 r. 5 grams). Two
thirds of the oxygen absorbed in 24 hours is absorbed during the 
night hours, from 6 p. m. to 6 a. m.; three-fifths of the total is 
thrown off during the day. The pulmonary surface gives off rso 
grams of water daily in the state of vapor. An adult must have 
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at least 36o litres of air in an honr. The heart sends 8oo quarts of 
blood through the lungs every hour, or about s,ooo daily. The 
duration of inspiration is five-twelfths of expiration, seven-twelfths 
of the whole respiratory act. During sleep inspiration occupies 
ten-twelfths of the respiratory period.-St. Louis Republic. 

THE VALUE OF SLEEP FOR WoMEN.-Our American girls lay too 
little stress upon the value of sleep as the best and most wonderful 
tonie to the human system. It is no.uncommon thing for them to 
be up until midnight or later, and yet arise in time to breakfast 
with the family at the usual hour, 8 o'clock in the morning. The 
parents are some\\-'hat to blame in this matter. Many of them 
have still the old-fashioned idea that lying in bed in the morning 
is a form of idleness that should not be indulged in, and fathers, 
particularly,are most apt to feel that their daughters are inattentive 
if they are not on band to brighten the breakfast hour and give 
them a good morning kiss. And it is a hardship, but a necessary 
one, if we would have our daughters retain their health and beauty. 
An unusually handsome St. Louis woman, says the Post-Despatch 
of that city, who has at the age of almost so years, the fine well
rounded figure and elastic step and carriage of a girl, the delicate, 
rose hued skin, and the brilliancy of youth in her eyes, says that 
she has made it a rule to return at 9 o'clock, except on very rare 
occasions, and then she takes a nap in the afternoon to prevent the 
ill effects of the late hours which are to follow. Our American 
women of all classes need more than any other people in the world 
the rest and refreshment which only sleep cari give to overwrought 
nerves and overworked systems, for nowhere else do the women 
live under so much physical and mental strain. To sorne natures 
sleep does not come easily. In that event, sorne light exercise 
should be taken nightly before retiring, directing the blood thereby 
in proper channels, when sleep will come readily as to a tired 
child. \Vh.at women need most, is a knowledge of self, and an 
intelligent understanding of nature's laws, not a parcel of nostrums, 
of which they know nothing, and which may be hurtful in the 

extremc. 
To RELIEVE CoNSUMPTION IN AGED PERSONs.-Constipation is a 
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common trouble of the aged, and a gentle, circular massage of the 
bowels will be found beneficial. But it is well to knO\v that it is not 
natural for the bowels to operate as freely or as frequently as in 
earlier life, and keeping this in mind do not resort to gTiping pur
gatives, which but increase the trouble. A eup of water which has 
been boiled, and allowed to cool till of an agreeable temperature, 
drun'k half an hour before breakfast, will usually produce the 
desired effect. The constant wearing of an abdominal bandage of 
pure thick fiannel will be a great help in this respect. It also pro
motes warmth of the entire body, and is a prime requisite in the 
dothing of the aged.-Exchange. 

A SMALL TESTING INSTRU.MENT.-Dr. Zwardemaker, of Utrecht, 
has been experimenting with a simple arrangement he has devised 
for measuring the sensibility to smell. It is simply a glass tube, 
turned up to enter nostril, and containing a sliding cylinder of a 
material that allows the passage of odors. The extent to which the 
cylinder is projected beyond the tube-that is, practically, the 
amount of surface of it exposed to an odor-would measure the 
keenness of scent of different people, or the relative streng-th of 
odor from different sources to the same observer. Trying one tube 
in each nostril, each exposed to a different odor, it was found that 
only one could be perceived. In sorne cases one odor seemed to 
equal the other in effect, and then there was no sensation of smell 
at all.-Jlfontreal Star. 

THE DEADLY CoRSET 1 NEw ZEALAND.-Hitherto \Ve have been 
told that the vices introduced by white men are depopulating the 
South Sea Islands, but no\v it appears that white women are 
responsible for the rapid depopulatiou of New Zealand. \Vhen 
female missionaries went among the 1\1aoris they insisted that the 
Maori women should wear clothing. The latter could not be 
induced to overcome their prejudice against skirts, but discovering 
that the missionary women wore corsets, they decided that the 
latter was a garment not wholly devoid of merit. Every ~Iaori 
woman now goes about her daily work neatly clad in a corset laced 
as tightly as the united efforts of half a dozen stahvart warriors can 
lace it. The women are dying off with great rapidity, and the 
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repentant female missionaries now regret that they ever asked 
their dusky sisters to consider the question of clothing. 

DIFFEREXCE IN A 'ClE T A 'I> MoDER~ FEET.-Dnquestionably 
the human foot, as represented by old sculptors, wa · larger than 

. the n1odern one, and, in fact, the primitive foot of all people of 
whom we have any record, either in printing or statuary, was con
siderably larger than the restricted foot of modern tünes. 
The masculine foot, forming an approximate average of four 
different countries, was about r 2 inches long. This would require 
at least a No. 12 or r2t shoe to cover it comfortably. The average 
masculine foot to-da y is easily fitted \Vith a No. 8t shoe, and is, 
therefore, not above ro 7-16 of an inch. No\v, by the old sculptural 
rule of proportion, a man five feet nine inches in height should 
have a foot r q . inches long, or one-sixth his height. It was of no 
great consequence what size sandal he wore, but he \\'Ould have 
required a modern shoe of at least a roi for a minimum fit, or a No. 
r r for real comfort. For women, allowing for the difference in the 
relative size of the two sexes, which was about the ame then as 
now, a woman of 5 feet 3 inches in height would have had a foot ro 
inches long, requiring a moderate shoe-it ought to be spoken only 
in a whisper-N o. 6 as the mo t comfortable for that foot, oraN o. 
si as the Emit of torture. The reason for the difference between 
the old classical foot and the modern one is obvions. Restriction 
is what has done it.-... )'/wt and Leatlu·r Reporttr. 

WHY fosT MEx Dn: BEFORE THE Ex]) oF THEIR TDm.-Shakes
peare says: ' :Men have died and worms have eaten them, but not 
for love." Some one else sa ys, very few men die of age. Dea th 
is the result of disappointment, personal, mental or bodily toil or 
accident. \li/ e often see the strong man eut down suddenly and 
the invalid living his four-score years and ten. The fact is that 
the strong man uses np his strength and the \\·eak one nurses the 
little given him. The passions certainly shorten life and sometimes 
suddenly end it. "Choked '' with passion is very often not an ex
aggcration. The lower animals which live temperate lives have 
their prescribed term of ycars. The horse lives twenty-five years, 
the ox fifteen or twenty, the hog ten or twelve, the rabbit eight or 
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nine, the guinea-pig six or seven. The number all bear proportion 
to the time the animal takes to grow its full size. :Man is the only 
animal that seldom cornes up t.o the average. He ought to live one 
hundred years according to the physiologicallaw, for .five times. 
twenty are one hundred, but he scarcely reaches an average of four 
times the growing period. To sum it all up, man is the most hard 
working and laborious of animals, also the most irregular and intem
perate. He is irritable, and often wears out, and is consumed by 
the fire of his own reflections. -Ne1o York Ledger. 

OUR RULES FOR GOOD HEALTH. 

I. Be regular \vith you habits. 
2. If possible go to bed at the same hour every night. 
3· Rise in the morning soon after you are awake. 
4· A sponge bath of cold or tepicl water should be followed by friction with 

towel or hand. 
5· Eat plain food. 
6. Begin your moming meal with fruit. 
7· Don't go to work immediately after eating. 
8. Be moderate in the use of liquicls at all seasons. 
9· It is safer to filter and boil clrinking water. 

ro. Exercise in open air whenever the weather permits. 
rI. In malarious districts do your walking in the middle of the clay. 
12. Keep the feet comfortable and well protected. 
13. Wear woolen clothing the year round. 
q. See that your sleeping rooms and living rooms are well ventilatecl, and 

that sewer gas does not enter them. 
15. Brush your teeth at least twice a day, night and morning. 
r6. Don't worry, it interferes with the healthful action of the stomach. 
17. You must have interesting occupation in vigorous old age. Continue 

to keep the brain active. Rest means rust. 
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WOMEN AND THE HOUSEHOLD. 

CONDUCTED HY HELE. FLETCHER. 

THl• KEY To H01JSEKEEPI G.-The Germans have a story which 

the home-loving people love to rcpeat. A father, "\Vhen his 

daughter became a bride, gave her a golde~ casket, with the 

injunction not to pass it into other bands, for it helcl a charm 

which in her keeping would be of inestimable value to hcr as the 

mistress of a bouse. Not only was shc to have the en tire care of 

it, but she was to take it every n1orning to the cellar, the kitchen, 

the dining-room, the library, the bed-room and to remain with it 

in each place for five minutes, looking carefully about. After the 

lapse of three years, the father was to send the key, that the 

secret talisman might be revcaled. The key was sent. The cas

ket was opened. It was found to contain an old parchment on 

which was written these words: ''The eyes of the mistress are 

worth one hundred pairs of servants' bands." The wise father 

kne"\v that a practice of inspection followed faithfully for three 

years would becon1e a habit, and be self-perpetuated,-that the 

golden casket and the hidden charm would have accomplished 

their mission. 

SLOVE::\"LY DRESSERs.-The woman "\Vho can dre s for the street 

in two seconds and boasts of it has very ncarly cured herself of 

not fastening the belt of her cloak, so that there is not so much 

fun in walking behind her as therc was a few years ago, but a. 

new source of pure delight is opened by the narrow velvet bands 

which serve as bonnet strings. She never remembers to fa ten 

them, and sails along with the two tape like encls dangling behind 

her ears and suggesting Asenath's comparison in "Hitherto," 

until somebody puts an end to the exhibition by telling her of her 

error, and then the scramble which she makes to finish her toilet 

is something to sec. By the way, \vhy is it that persons who go 

about the world saying "Beg pardon, ma'am, but you are losing" 

thi , that or the other, never have a pin or hairpin with which to 

repair damages? They seem to feel that when they have made a 
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fellow creature uncomfortable they need do no more, and hustle 
away to say ''Beg pardon," etc., to somebody else. 

WoRK NEVER KrLLs.-An old grandma's saying is: "Work 
never kills." This comforting fact is carried out by the testimony 
of centenarians, most of whom seem to have been hard working 
people. The oldest woman in Pennsylvania, who recently died at 
the age of ros years, had worked in early life at book-binding 
and housework, and during her widowhood at professional nurs
ing. Most old women remember with pride the housework 
which they have performed during their lives, and illustrate the 
healthfulness of housework as an occupation. Whether the women 
of to-da y, who have undertaken men's occupations, will live as long, 
the fu ture will reve al. 

RAcE IMPROVD1E1 T BY Wo:\IE T.-In a society in which women 
were all pecuniarily independent, were all fully occupied with 
public duties and intellectual or social enjoyments, and had noth
ing to gain by rnarriage as regards material well-being, we may 
be sure that the number of the unmarried from choice would 
largely increase. It \vould probably come to be considered a 
degradation for any woman to marry a man she could not both 
love and esteem, and this feeling would su ppl y ample reas ons for 
either abstaining from marriage altogether or delaying it till a 
worthy and sympathetic husband \Yas encountered. In n1an, on 
the other hand, the passion of loye is more general, and usually 
stronger; and as in su ch a society as is here postulated the re 
would be no \Yay of gratifying this passion but by n1arriage, 
almcst eYery -vvoman \\rould receive offers, and thus a powerful 
selective agency would rest with the female sex. U nder the system 
of education and of public opinion here suggested there can be no 
doubt how this selection vvould be exercised. The idle and the 
selfish would be almost universally rejected. The diseased or the 
weak in intellect would also usualy remain unmarried; while 
those who exhibited any tendency to insanity or to hereditary dis
ease, or who possessed any congenital deformity, would in hardly 
any case find partners, because it vvould be considered an offense 
against society to be the means of perpetuating such diseases or 
imperfections.-Human Selection, bJ' Alfred R. TVallace. 
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l\L\RRIAGE \VITH DR"C' . KARDs.-The efforts to raise the poor and 
degenerate inebriate and his family are practically of no value as 
long as marriage with inebriates is permitted. Recently the legis
lature of the State of Victoria, in Australia, has passed a law which 
gives the wife the right of di\·orce if the husband is found to be an 
habituai drunkard. If after tnarriage she discovers that he is an 
inebriate she can also get a divorce. The hus band can do the san1e 
with the wife if she is proved to be an inebriate. This is a clear 
anticipation of the higher sentiment which demands relief fr01n the 
barbarous laws \vhich would ho1d marriage with an inebriate as 
fixed and permanent.-Journal of Inebric~l'. 

\Vo"\IEX LoNGER Lrvr:n THA~ ~IE1>..-A statistician by the nan1e 
of Gooclwin has found that vvomen survive their hnsbands and 
brothers on an average ten years. The names of some great men 
who died before their wives are cited in illustration-Grant, Gar
field, Logan, Shet"idan, ~lcClellan, Cox, Premont, Polk, Davis. 
Grady, Beecher and othcrs. The statistician has founcl th at .._ ... ew 
England cc1ntai11S more female centenarians than any other section 
of the country,anél Lhat the cotton belt is leastpTomotin:v: 1ongevity. 
The stati tics, which are not claimed to he official, certainly cor
respond with 'impressions de~ived from actual life. How n1any 
old ladies are seen about the firesides of their children, and how 
few old gentlemen, in comparison, occupy equal positions in the 
family circle. One of the premises for longevity, giYen ty Dr. 
Humphrey of Great Britain, is the capability of the body of mu ch 
endurance and of quick and complete re ·toration from fatigue, the 
nervous system energetic and the intellectual po\vers correspo11d
ingly developed. Most physicans acknowledge the superior 
nervous force of women and notice the great endurance which en
ables her to undergo, without flin ching, pains and trials \v hi ch would 
be a strain upon the strongest masculine physique. Quick re
action from fatigue and trouble is another characteristic of woman, 
enabling her to support the man dearest to her throngh the 
greatest afflictions to which he would often succumb without her 

aid. 
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FEMI INE INFLUEr CE.-\Vhen young ladies commit themselves 
against any social and degrading custom, especially among young 
men, that custom will begin to disappear. Woman certainly has 
the '' right" to noble companionship and pure air, and it \vould be 
a very encouraging sign to see her assert it. But when I see a woman 
willing to train her children in the blue atmosphere of tobacco 
smoke without protest, or when I see a young lady walking or 
riding with a young n1an who wears a pipe or a cigar in his teeth, 
and that young lady is willing to swallow the vile fumes that come 
from his mouth simply for the infinitesimal privilege of his com
pany, I say there is a woman, there is a girl, who cares little or 
nothing for woman's rights, or vvoman's duties, either.-Advance. 

How TO LEAR T TO TALK \VELL.-Learn to listen well, and very 
soon you will find yourself speaking the word in season and sur
prising yourself as well as others by the quickness with which your 
thoughts will be well expressed. Read the works of great writers, 
think them over and conclude in what way you differ from them. 
The woman \vho talks well must have opinions-decided ones-but 
she must ~ve then1 wellin hand, as nothing iE: so disa.greeable as 
an aggressive talker. Say what you have to say pleasantly and 
sweetly; remember al ways that the best thing in life-dear, sweet 
love-has often been \Von by that delightful thing, "a low voice." 
Be not too critical; remember that every blow given another woman 
is a boomerang which will return and hit you with double force. 
Take this into consideration-it is neYer worth while to n1ake a 
malicious remark, no tnatter how elever it may be. 

MOTHERS AND THE NURSERY. 

( CONDUCTED BY !lfRS. F. C. PRESSLER.) 

Soi\IE F ACTS ABOUT THE TEETH OF lNFANTs.-The development of 
tooth germs, from infancy to mature life, is one of the most inter
esting phases of human gro\'\Tth. Pass the finger along the tiny 
jaws of the newcomer. Not only is there nothing which presages 
fut ure teeth, says an exchange, but the jaws themselves seem too 
delicate and frail to become the sockets for such hard portions of 
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anatomy. Yet there are 52 tooth germs hidden there, waiting 

their time, though not all of then1 could be detected by the most 

.skilful dissection. Twenty of these are for temporary teeth, with 

which, in due time, the child will begin to gnaw or chew his way 

through llfe; the others include the permanent set and the molars, 

none of which begin to make their presence known until the child 

is about six years old, and the "\Yisdom " teeth do not usually ap

pear until about r8. The little pulp-germ grows and develops till 

it approximates the shape of the tooth it is to become; then it be

gins to calcify, forming the dentine part of the crown, while the 

enamel is deposited by an independent process. The surface of 

the crown attains its full size before the process of the elongation 

con1mences. Then gradually it pushes its way outward through 

the gum, absorbing the tissue as it advances, till the pure white 

enamel peeps out, to the mother's great delight. The first sight 

of the incisors usually appears at about the age of five months, and 

the tetnporary set of twenty is completed at about three years of 

age, bnt there is no uniformity or certainty in regard to the age 

or which of the four central incisors will first appear. The process 

of "teething" is almost invariably one of disturbance to the 

health of the child; he is lia ble to fret and \vorry, cspccially if the 

outer tnembrane or skin of the gum proves tenacious and cloes not 

readily absorb. In this case it should be lanced-an operation 

which is humane, in that it relieves the discomfort of the chilcl, 

and is entirely harmlcss, as there is seldom any hemorrhage worth 

the name, and if there should be a slight flow of blood it readily 

yields to simple treatment. The application of a dust of powdered 

alum is usually sufficient. 

SPICES A . D RrcHLY SEA~O).ED Foon tend to produce a craving 

for liquor. A y ou th said to his mother, '' I thought }.fr. and }.frs. 

__ \\'ere temperance people. It clidn't seem much like it last 

night at dinner. N earl y everything was hot with spi ces." Let us 

mothers be as wise as our children. They know that it has been 

proved over and over that highly seasoned food creates an infiamed 

state of the stomach, which is apt to produce a thirst for alcoholic 

stimulants. 
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SLEEP FOR ScHOOL CHILDRE1 . - W e all know how mu ch grea ter 
is the need of children for sleep than of grown persans, and how 
necessary for their good it is to be able full y to satisfy this need; 
but how great it is generally at any particular age of the child is 
very hard to define exactly. The amount varies under different 
climatic conditions. In s,veeden, we consider a sleep of eleven or 
twelve hours necessary for the younger school children, and of at 
least eight or nine hours for the older ones. Y et the in,Testigations 
have shawn that this requirement lacks much of being met in all 
the classes, through the 'vhole school. Boys in the higher classes 
get but little more than seven hours ·in bed; and as that is the 
average, it is easy to percei,Te that many of then1 n1ust content 
themselves vvith stillless sleep. It is also evident from the investi
gations that the sleeping time is diminished with the increase of 
the 'vorking hours from class to class, so that pupils of the same 
age enjoy less according as they are higher in their classes. It 
thus appears constantly that in schools of relatively longer hours 
of work, the sleeping time of the pupils is correspondingly shorter. 
In short, the prolongation of the working hours takes place for the 
most part at the cast of the time for sleep.-Proj. Axel Kq. 

CHILDRE~ ARE NO LoNGER TRA TNED, as formerly, to affix the 
"ma'am" and "sir" to every ward uttered. Such expressions 
of deference are now confined to the speech of servants. All that 
the most rigid school-ma'am can require of her pupils at present 
is '' Y es, .Miss Brown," or '' No, Miss Brown." All that the 
mother demands is the respectful tone of the child. And '' Y es, 
mother" is much less formai than the old time "Y es, ma'am.,. 
Sorne older people, clinging to old forms of speech, would do well 
to remem ber sorne of the modern modes of address. 

BABIES WHo ARE ALLOWED TO CREEP or play on the fioor a great 
deal are subjected to unavoidable draughts, from which chills and 
colds will certainly ensue unless the clothing is sufficient. Woolen 
stockings should be used in su ch cases all the time ; the arms and 
chest should be well protected by woolen underwear, and a fiannel 
band will keep the bowels warm and avert sudden chills. 
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A:-.1csE CHILDREX \V HILE TRA VELL·<:.-A lady starting on a long 
journey with two childrcn placcd in her satchcl sorne pieces of 
cardboard, scissors and leadpencils. After the noYclty of car 
ricling had worn off this wise won1an produced her treasures. One 
child eut the cardboard into pieces thrcc-quarters of an inch square, 
the other printed on each square a lctter. The alphabet was re
peated many times. Then each formed words from the letters and 
gm·e to the other to n1ake out. In this way they mnuscd them
selves for hours. The n1other might haYe taken the gan1c from 
hon1e with less trouble to hersclf, but \vell she knew there \Yonld 
11C~ more satisfaction in n1aking it for thcmsclves. Paper clolls 
wcre eut and extensive warclrobes ·fashioncd from bright colored 
paper that had been thoughtfully pro\·idecl. At the end of the 
journey the passengers cleclared the children wonclerfully well 
beha\·ed, and wishecl they n1ight always traYel with such happy 
little people. The fact \vas, the chilclren werc onlinary chilclrcn, 
hnt their hours hacl been so pleasantly occupied there hacl bcen no 
opportunity for becoming \\·cary and thcn disagreeable.-...'\.ew 

J ·ork Ifousekeeper. 

PUBLISHERS DEPARTMENT. 

OcR LNPRECEDL'JED PRE:\ILC".:"II LrsT.-\Ve call especial atten
tion to our unprececlentecl prcmium list for the ensuing ycar. It 
will be found on the second page of covcr of this issue. The H ER

ALD oF HEALTH is fully worth One Dollar a ycar, and the prc
n1iun1 offer is not macle \\·ith any intention of pushing this maga
zine, the HERALD keeps and increases its circulation solely upon 
its own m.erits. But wc hav~ the opportunity of assisting our 
friends to procure goocl literature at reducecl priees, and \VC are 
desirons that they shoulcl ayail themselyes of the chance, there-

forc, we make the following offers: 
\Ve will send the Lad/cs' Home Compant"on (published at r. oo per 

ye:tr), the HERALD oF HEAL'I H C'r.oo per year) and a copy of the 

famou · picture of ''Christ Bef ore Pilate" for $r. 30. 
Tlze Housemaker, a first class magazine, (pu blished at $2. oo per 

year) eclited by Mrs. Crowly, (kno\vn throughout the country as 
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one of the brightest lights in literature, under her nom de plume 
of "Jenny June") together with the HERALD OF REAL TH, for only 
$r. 7 5· 

The Cottage Hearth (published at $z. oo per year) one of the best 
family magazines in the country, and the HERALD OF REAL TH for 
only $r. so. 

\Ve have secured a large edition of Cooper's Famous Leather 
Stocking Tales which we almost give avvay. To every new and old 
subscriber who sends us One Dollar and T\venty-Five cents we 
will mail the HERALD OF HL-\LTH for One Year, and in addition send 
these famous stories, the series complete in one large, handsome 
volume, in paper, \Vith illuminatcd title page, and printed in clear 
type. This offer is an exceptional one and should be taken advan
tagc of \Vithout delay. 

Rcad mTer the above list, take ad\'antage of it, and induce your 
friends to subscribe for the HERALD. It ''Till pay you and them to 
do so. 

OuR FoRTY-FIRST YEAR.-The present number of the HERALD 
OF HEALTH completes our fortieth year of publication. For past 
favors wc are more than grateful to our legion of friends. Prom
ises are cheap and easily macle, but \VC are sincere in expressing 
our determination to make the HERALD oF HEALTH, in future, the 
best magazine of the kincl in the country. \Ve are the pioneers in 
the field of hygicnic rcform-in practice as well as in theory
and are resolvcd to main tain our position in the race. Our friends 
can materially assist us in the good work, and we conficlently 
rely upon their continued sympathy and support. 

QUESTIONS OF INTEREST ANSWERED. 

0\.ERSTRAI~Fn \~orcE.-Singrr.-"Granular laryngitis" has no 
existence, but "granular pharyngitis" is well know. Y ou could 
not see "granules" in your own larynx. Overstrain of voice and 
general weakness cause this trouble. Rest your voice completely 
for a time. The cautery at a dull red heat is often used in this 
affection. 
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ExERCisF N EEDED.-Commcrce.-N o; so long as you are careful 
to take modera te exerci. e and a void stooping-habits you need have 
no fear. The pains are eithcr muscular or arise from indigestion. 
Look to your general health and clothc warmly. Glad to be of 
furthcr service, if need be. 

TnRow THE BooK l" THE FrRE.-SIIjftur writes that he has 
read a book sent hitn from a '' ~1edical Bouse., in Buffalo, and 
that he believes fron1 the symptoms thcrein described that he bas 
become an incurable victim of disease. ·\"re ad vise him to fiing 
the book in the :fire and hcreafter to take no stock in quack sensa
tionalists. 

U:-.E OF THE TooTH BReslL-...JI. A. Tr.-The use-of the tooth 
brush in connection with powclers, washcs or other treatment of 
the teeth shoulcl be gentle. Bleeding of the gums is always a 
danger signal. It shmvs that the skin bas becn broken, inviting 
the absorption into the system of any poisonous or foreign matters 
-vvhich n1ay be present in the mou th. If the gun1s are very tender, 
a soft brush shoulcl be useù, and used very gently, till they have 
hardcned sufficiently to withstand more vig01 ous treatment. 

Ü~E CAt:SE OF SHOP r-SJc;HTED ... 'ES:-: --Obstri'fr, Louis'vil!t.-Dr. 
Foster, direetor of the Ophthalmic University at Breslau, has 
figurecl out a connection between tight collars and short-sightcclness. 
He alleges that in 300 cases that have come undcr his attention the 
eycsight bad been affected by the pressure of sncb collars upon 
the muscles of the neck, disturbing the circulation of the bloocl to 

the head. 

How TO SToP Hrccoe(;H.-Vzdim.-To stop hiccough take a 

lump of sugar saturated with vinegar. 

GETTI~G- Rm OF HAIR Sc \LI::\Es .. -Scaliness or danclruff is a 
hard thing to riel the head of. I t exists everywhere. X o head is 
free from it. To get riel of it you need only to put a small quantity 
of borax in the water yon wash your head \vith, and that v"ill 

relieve the scaliness. 

STOPPING HEART PALPITATIO::\.-It is not generally known that 
excessive palpitation of the heart can be promptly stopped by 
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bending double, \Yith the head downward and the arms pendant, 
so that a ten1porary congestion of the upper part of the body is 
produced. If the breath be held at the same time, the effect of 
this action i s hastened. 

Axun-IER FELO); CcRE.-There is no more painful affliction thau 
a felon. It and the toothache have a close race for supremacy. A 
very easy way to cure a felon is to mix equal parts of strong 
ammonia and \Vater, and hold your fi.nger in it for fi.fteen minutes. 
After that withdraw it and tic a piece of cloth com,pletely saturated 
with the mixture around the felon and keep it there until dry. 

H()w To EAT ÜAT:\IEAL.-If oatlneal is eaten in excess of the 
needs of the body for proper nutrition, it overloads and taxes the 
system. It must not be eatcn partially cookcd. Flour, cornmeal, 
rice and other approved articles of wholesome diet are not whole
some if half cooked. If an cxcess of sugar or other sweets is used 
it will disagree with many people, causing indigestion. If eaten 
with an cxcess of crean1 it will not be good for some persons whose 
stomachs are too delicate to stand rich food. Oatmeal is a good food 
when not used for overfceding, ·when sufficiently cookcd and when 
not usecl with an excess of cream or sweets. Oatmcal should be 
eaten without any S\\'ects, using little milk or cream, a little but~er 
and seasonccl with salt, as the Scotch do. 
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